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Executive Summary
Traffic at larger or busier urban intersections is currently coordinated using traffic signals to
prevent dangerous traffic situations and to regulate the flow of traffic. In future scenarios with
100 % connected automated vehicles (CAVs), conventional traffic signals could be replaced,
and vehicles at intersections could be seamlessly coordinated via vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-
to-infrastructure communication. This thesis presents and evaluates novel intersection control
strategies for such future urban traffic scenarios. The main focus lies on the safe, efficient,
and understandable integration of pedestrians and bicyclists into the control. All presented
strategies are explained in detail, implemented, and evaluated using a microsimulation platform.

A comprehensive literature review on existing intersection control concepts forms the basis
for this research. It comprises a brief introduction on the basic concepts and evaluation criteria
of traffic signal control (TSC) and a detailed discussion of studies on so-called autonomous
intersection management (AIM). While advanced AIM concepts are very promising and able
to significantly outperform TSC with respect to vehicle delays, for example, research gaps are
identified when it comes to the applicability in a realistic multimodal urban environment. To
fill those gaps, new control schemes are developed. They can be assigned to two broader cate-
gories: the slot-based control strategies work with a discretization of space and time. Discrete
zones of the intersection are reserved for specific road user movements during discrete time
slots. They are assigned on a first come, first served basis that is appended by a set of rules
to integrate pedestrians and bicyclists in such a way that defined maximum waiting times are
not exceeded. The optimization-based strategies work with a scheduling optimization problem
that resolves conflicts and assigns crossing times by applying a rolling-horizon scheme. The
objective function minimizes the sum of weighted delays and offers the possibility to balance
delays and prioritize road users to achieve policy objectives.

In addition to the simulation-based evaluation of all presented strategies for a set of generic
scenarios, the most promising control setup is implemented within a simulation framework of a
realistic intersection in Munich with measured heterogeneous demand. The presented scheme
is able to reduce average vehicle and bus delays by up to 72 % and 86 %, respectively, while
keeping pedestrian and bicycle delays on approximately the same level as with the state-of-
the-art TSC. Furthermore, vehicle energy consumption caused by accelerating and decelerating
at the intersection as well as maximum applied acceleration and deceleration values can be
significantly reduced. To summarize, the key contributions of the thesis are the integration of
pedestrians and bicyclists into AIM strategies, the balanced consideration of all road users and
the integration of policy objectives into multimodal AIM. The main features are demonstrated
via a simulation-based evaluation assuming a real intersection zone with realistic demand.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Transportation plays a major role in peoples’ everyday lives. Ever-increasing vehicle miles
traveled coincide with a growing awareness regarding the negative impacts of motorized traf-
fic – especially in urban areas, where rising traffic congestion and emissions are increasingly
recognized as a major issue. The need to fulfill peoples’ mobility needs while at the same
time providing a high quality of life will remain one of the main challenges for municipali-
ties in the next decades. This is particularly important in view of the expected growth of
population residing in cities worldwide [UN, 2019]. According to the TomTom Traffic Index,
more than 200 cities worldwide have an average congestion index of more than 25%, which
means that an average vehicle trip lasts 25% longer than in free-flow conditions [TomTom,
2019]. Additionally, many cities have to cope with high levels of air pollution, and motorized
traffic in cities imposes a risk on pedestrians and bicyclists. Within the European Union (EU),
around 20 people per 1 million inhabitants died on urban roads in 2018 and more than 50 % of
them were pedestrians and bicyclists [European Commission, 2020]. Conflicts predomi-
nantly occur at intersection zones, which are the bottlenecks of urban transportation networks.

At the same time, new and fast advancing technologies offer several potential solutions that
can be combined to mitigate these problems. Automated vehicles (AVs) will be capable of
sensing their environments and navigating different traffic conditions with little or no input
from the passenger. Connected automated vehicles (CAVs) will additionally be able to commu-
nicate with other vehicles and the infrastructure, which makes it possible to coordinate their
movements more efficiently. CAVs are thus expected to have positive effects on fuel efficiency,
congestion reduction, and road safety. This especially applies for intersection zones, where
vehicle movements could be orchestrated in order to improve both safety and efficiency. This
thesis develops and evaluates new integrated intersection control strategies for multimodal
urban traffic with CAVs, pedestrians, and bicyclists.

1.1 Research Context
Traffic at larger or busier urban intersections is currently coordinated using traffic signals to
prevent dangerous traffic situations and to regulate the flow of traffic. Traffic signals help
mitigate conflicts by providing clear instructions, possibly supplemented by additional warning
lights, for example when oncoming traffic must be given priority. Additionally, pedestrian and
bicycle signal systems are used for allowing pedestrians and bicyclists to cross busy roads or
intersections safely. The principle of traffic signals is older than the automobile: the first
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Intersection control in the past – today – and in the future?1

signal for controlling road traffic with horse carriages and pedestrians was installed in London
in 1868, operated by gas light [Mueller, 1970]. However, it was only after the turn of the
century, with growing vehicle traffic and the spread of electric light in large cities, that more
traffic signals were installed to control road traffic. Those first traffic signals were controlled
manually, i.e., police officers gave the right of way to a certain direction of traffic, overseeing
the approaches to the intersection from a tower located close to the intersection itself. An
example of such a signal tower can be seen in Figure 1.1 on the left. It shows the first traf-
fic signal in Germany which was installed at Berlin’s Potsdamer Platz in 1924 [Siemens, 2017].

Today, traffic signals follow a universal color code and are widely implemented around the
world. The photo in the middle of Figure 1.1 shows an example in New York City. Traffic
in Munich, Germany, is controlled by approximately 1,100 traffic signals [Lutz, 2018], and
around 68,000 are assumed to be active throughout all of Germany [Schaar et al., 2013].
Many of these are fixed-time traffic signals with green phase durations usually based on traffic
demand measured on an average day or estimated through models. With the measurement
of real-time data close to the intersection (usually obtained from loop detectors), the control
schemes can be improved as will be explained in Section 2.1. Additionally, modern traffic sig-
nals are capable of communicating information to properly equipped vehicles. This enhanced
information helps vehicles to approach the intersection with an optimized trajectory and avoid
having to come to a complete stop in front of the traffic signal. On the other hand, the
information received from approaching vehicles can be used by the signal control to improve
phase durations.

If all vehicles are connected and automated, costly implementation of physical traffic signals
might no longer be necessary to coordinate vehicle traffic. In fact, with increasing progress in
communication technologies and vehicle automation, first concepts of signal-free intersections
have already been analyzed. The idea has been presented as a possible future vision of inter-
section zones in several newspapers and tech magazines, e.g., [Shah, 2018; Tonguz, 2018;
Business Insider, 2016; Mattke, 2016]. In these concepts, vehicles communicate with

1Figure sources – Left: [Siemens, 2017], Middle: [Bark, 2014], Right: [EENews Europe, 2019]
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1.1 Research Context

each other or with infrastructure that is installed at the intersection zone, and reserve a specific
time slot or trajectory for crossing the intersection zone safely. They promise both safety and
efficiency benefits that go beyond traditional traffic signal control (TSC) optimization [Fa-
jardo et al., 2011]. The picture in Figure 1.1 on the right illustrates such a concept, where
the typical blue circles visualize the equipment with communication and sensor technology.
In the following, current and expected future developments of the necessary technologies are
presented, and implications on pedestrians and bicyclists are discussed.

Technological Development and Deployment of Vehicular Communication and
Automated Driving Functions

The development of CAVs follows two dimensions: (i) the development of communication
technologies which allow for fast and reliable communication between vehicles and infrastruc-
ture, and (ii) the development of automated driving functions that monitor the environment
and take over the dynamic driving tasks. Both technologies are relevant for the implementa-
tion of the innovative intersection control schemes mentioned above, since (i) vehicles need
to broadcast basic messages such as their current position, speed and intention (i.e., desired
maneuver) and receive the virtual traffic signal information, and (ii) need to be able to reliably
adjust their speed and follow pre-defined trajectories. While the exact technical implementa-
tion of these functionalities is not the focus of this thesis, the background description on the
following pages helps to understand the key technology concepts, and when they are expected
to be available.

Communication technologies for intelligent transportation systems (ITS) have been signif-
icantly improved in the past decades. The resulting links, e.g., Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and
Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), or more generally Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X), allow for a
variety of applications including safety-critical functions, traffic efficiency improvements, and
infotainment services. Two different system concepts for V2X exist: wireless local area net-
work (WLAN) technology on the one hand and cellular networks on the other hand. In the
United States (U.S.), the most common set of communication standards for V2X applications
based on the WLAN technology is named Dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) and
relies on the WiFi standard IEEE 802.11p defined by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) [Festag, 2015]. DSRC has been studied in the context of collision avoid-
ance (e.g., through blind spot warning, forward collision warning, and do-not-pass warning
messages), but can be used for many other applications as well, e.g., to make electronic toll
payments, to assist navigation, and to disseminate traffic updates [Kenney, 2011]. Low
transmission latency and packet drop rate (PDR) are perceived as the most safety-relevant
criteria for vehicular communication systems, and both criteria are very promising for DSRC
[Liu et al., 2018]. In the EU, communication standards are defined by the European Telecom-
munications Standards Institute (ETSI). The EU has defined a different yet similar and largely
compatible stack of protocols: DSRC is referred to as Cooperative ITS (C-ITS), and the stan-
dard IEEE 802.11p is functionally identical to ETSI ITS-G5 [Festag, 2015]. In addition to
the communication protocols, standard messages have also been defined by SAE International
(formerly named Society of Automotive Engineers) and ETSI. They include basic safety mes-
sages (BSMs) (named cooperative awareness messages (CAMs) in the EU), that are broadcast

3



1 Introduction

by vehicles in regular intervals and comprise information on position, speed, acceleration, and
driving direction of the sender. Specific standards are defined for messages broadcast from
traffic signals, e.g., signal phase and timing (SPaT) that include information on the current
signal state and the (expected) time for the next phase switch, and a message type called
MAP that includes information on the intersection geometry. In order to communicate via
DSRC, vehicles need to be equipped with On-Board Units (OBUs), and infrastructure needs
to be equipped with Road Side Units (RSUs) that can broadcast and receive messages. While
the technology is mature and ready for deployment, only relatively few vehicles are factory-
equipped with OBUs to date [ADAC, 2020].

In contrast to WLAN technology, cellular networks based on the long term evolution (LTE)
standards work with base stations that coordinate transmissions. This allows for minimizing
interference and providing high data rates [Festag, 2015]. Additionally, they benefit from
existing mobile communication infrastructure, and necessary devices for equipping vehicles are
cheaper and feature over-the-air updates [Hainen et al., 2019]. On the other hand, data
packets always need to make the detour via the cellular base station, leading to larger latency.
Additionally, communication is not possible where vehicles are not connected to the cellular
network, e.g., in tunnels [Festag, 2015]. To overcome these disadvantages, the newer Cel-
lular V2X (C-V2X) standard defined by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), an
international cooperation of standardization institutes from the EU, the U.S., China, Japan,
Korea, and India, is designed to operate in two modes: (i) device-to-network, which uses the
traditional cellular links to enable cloud services and communication over larger distances, and
(ii) device-to-device, which allows devices that are close to each other to use a sidelink without
the base station detour [Papathanassiou and Khoryaev, 2017]. Current disadvantages
of C-V2X as compared to WLAN (such as slower protocols) might be overcome using the new
cellular network standard 5G, which promises significant improvements in terms of throughput,
reliability, latency, and support for a large number of devices. A global group of telecommunica-
tions and automotive industry (named 5G Automotive Association) promotes the deployment
of C-V2X with 5G [Wevers and Lu, 2017]. Whether C-V2X or WLAN technology will pre-
vail, is most likely going to be determined by regulation. While China is primarily relying on
C-V2X and the U.S. is now also tending toward this technology, Europe is still undecided as to
whether vehicular communication should be realized using WLAN or C-V2X [Köllner, 2020].

Vehicle automation is usually defined along a set of operational functions for different levels.
The most generally accepted definitions are the “SAE Automation Levels" which describe six
levels of automation as shown in Figure 1.2 [SAE International, 2014]. The first three
levels (Level 0 to Level 2) assume that the driver is in control of the vehicle and monitoring
the environment at all times. In Level 1 and Level 2, the driver is additionally supported by
automated features, called advanced driving assistance systems (ADAS). Such functionalities
(e.g., adaptive cruise control (ACC) or lane keeping assist systems) are already implemented
in vehicles by several manufacturers. In Level 3, the driving task is assumed to be automated
under limited conditions such that, in specified situations, the driver does not need to monitor
the environment. However, a driver does need to be ready to take control of the vehicle at all
times. The leap from Level 2 to Level 3 automation is significant and, so far, only Honda’s
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Figure 1.2: Levels of vehicle driving automation. Source: [NHTSA, 2020].

“Traffic Jam Assistant” is authorized as a Level 3 technology [Automotive News, 2021].
Level 4 and Level 5 describe “high" and “full" automation, where no human driver is expected
to be available. Level 4 AVs are assumed to work automatically in limited conditions, e.g., in
a certain local area, whereas Level 5 AVs are expected to be able to drive everywhere without
a driver.

Advances in technology by automotive and tech companies have accelerated the develop-
ment, testing, and deployment of AVs. Level 4 and 5 automated driving is still a future
technology that is not yet available on the market, but tests on public roads are already
running or are planned for the near future. Cruise, the self-driving subsidiary of General Mo-
tors, operates driverless vehicles (in a test phase) in San Francisco [Bellan, 2021]; Mobileye
is attempting to test their automated shuttle in Munich and Tel Aviv this year [Schmidt,
2021]. The German Automotive Industry Federation (Verband der Automobilindustrie (VDA))
has predicted a few years ago that Level 4 automated driving in cities might be commercially
available as early as 2030 – given that the required legislation is applied [VDA, 2015]. The
actual timeline of large-scale deployment depends on multiple factors and aspects including
technologies, legal frameworks, validated safety, and public acceptance. Due to the unpre-
dictability of these factors, studies on the temporal development and market forecast usually
work with a set of scenarios. Milakis et al. [2017] expect full automation to be commercially
available between 2025 and 2045. Kaltenhäuser et al. [2020] developed a discrete system
dynamics model for estimating future market penetration rates of private AVs and autonomous
taxis in Germany. According to their model, 23 % of people will regularly use autonomous taxis
and a 31.5 % share of Level 4 AVs can be reached among private vehicles in 2040, but peo-
ple are hesitant about completely giving up on the driving task, i.e., actually buying vehicles
without a steering wheel. Bansal and Kockelman [2017] used a simulation framework
that was calibrated with data obtained from a survey with more than 2,000 American respon-
dents to forecast the long-term penetration rate of AVs among light-duty vehicles in the U.S..
They conclude that Level 4 AV penetration among privately held light-duty vehicles will most
likely range between approximately 25 % and 87 % by 2045, depending mainly on prices and
willingness to pay. While these results are widely dispersed, they show that fully automated
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vehicle traffic, i.e., a penetration rate of 100 % CAVs, seems to be a long way down the
line. Forecasts by consultancies believe that (nearly) full penetration is possible after 2050
[Dorrier, 2014] or 2055 [Shanker et al., 2013]. However, it is conceivable that manu-
ally driven vehicles will be banned from at least parts of the street network once CAVs have
been proven to be significantly safer than human drivers [J. F. Müller and Gogoll, 2020].

In summary, vehicular communication technologies are already quite mature and are in-
creasingly implemented in vehicles on the global market. Further improvements and larger
penetration rates are expected with increasing 5G coverage. Level 4 and 5 automated driving
is still in the testing phase and not yet commercially available. The reported technological
progress, however, has given rise to the analysis of new services and control strategies. For
the control schemes presented in this thesis, it is assumed that all vehicles are connected and
able to cross the considered intersection zone without human interference.

Impacts of CAVs on Pedestrians and Bicyclists

Walking and cycling benefit mental and physical health, and are environmentally, socially, and
economically sustainable urban transport modes. Therefore, they are increasingly investigated
by researchers and supported by policy-makers around the world [Buehler et al., 2020].
Bicycle traffic is especially of interest, since it allows for covering longer trips and carrying
parcels at an acceptable average speed in cities. This is further facilitated by electric bicycles.
The modal split of bicycling in urban areas in Germany increased from 9% in 2002 to 15%
in 2017. Overall, non-motorized traffic has a share of 33% among all transportation modes
considering trips, and a share of 6% considering traveled person kilometers in Germany [No-
bis and Kuhnimhof, 2018]. In the U.S., walking and bicycle trips account for 11.5% of all
undertaken trips [FHWA, 2017].

On average, the estimated health benefits of cycling outweigh the risks of cycling relative
to car driving, especially if suitable safety measures are implemented [De Hartog et al.,
2010]. On the other hand, pedestrians and cyclists lack the protecting “metal shell” that car
occupants have and are thus often referred to as vulnerable road users (VRUs). According
to the ITS directive by the EU, the term VRU comprises “non-motorised road users, such as
pedestrians and cyclists as well as motor-cyclists [sic] and persons with disabilities or reduced
mobility and orientation” [EU, 2010]. In fact, within urban areas in the EU, almost 40% of
traffic fatalities in 2018 were pedestrians, 12% were cyclists and 18% were users of powered
two-wheelers [European Commission, 2020]. This means that 70% of the approximately
9,000 fatalities on urban roads were VRUs. Approximately five times more were injured severely.
While total road fatalities in the EU decreased by 23% as compared to 2010, pedestrian
fatalities did not fall at the same pace and the number of cyclist fatalities even increased
[European Commission, 2020]. According to the U.S. National Highway Transportation
Safety Administration (NHTSA), more than 90 % of car accidents are caused by human error
(including inattention, driving too fast, making false assumptions about others road users’
actions, among others) [NHTSA, 2018]. Even though it is difficult to quantify the percentage
of VRU accidents that are actually caused by human error on the part of the vehicle driver, it
is a major goal that CAVs improve VRU safety.
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A study on the perception of CAVs by VRUs based on a survey among Pittsburgh residents (as
Pittsburgh has been a proving ground for Uber’s AVs) indicates that people having interacted
with AVs have higher expectations regarding safety implications [Penmetsa et al., 2019].
Botello et al. [2019] interviewed experts from academia and the public and private sectors
in the United States. In general, their interview partners were positive about long-term safety
impacts of CAVs. However, there are concerns about whether CAVs will be able to precisely
detect and predict pedestrian and cyclist movements in the technology transition phase. In
fact, AVs still struggle to detect bicyclists [Fairley, 2017]. Safety concerns could be mitigated
by an even stricter separation of space for vehicles and VRUs. However, this could impede
the freedom and comfort of pedestrians and bicyclists. Overall, the consequences of CAVs
on urban street design and pedestrian and bicycle friendliness are not clear yet. Meeder
et al. [2017] discuss this question under the topic “Autonomous vehicles: Pedestrian heaven
or pedestrian hell?”. Similarly to Botello et al. [2019], they conclude that the answer
depends a lot on whether CAVs have to adapt to pedestrians’ behaviour – or the other way
round. These discussions demonstrate the importance of considering pedestrians and bicyclists
when planning a future with CAVs. This is currently not the case when innovative automated
intersection control strategies are investigated, which leads to the first research question in
this dissertation:
Research Question 1 How can pedestrians and bicyclists be integrated into automated in-

tersection control in a safe and efficient way?

As will be discussed in the literature review in Chapter 2, most studies on automated intersec-
tion control assume a situation with perfect information and communication, i.e., all vehicles
crossing the intersection are automated and equipped with communication devices. The con-
trol entity knows their positions, speeds, etc. at all times. One of the major difficulties when
considering pedestrians and bicyclists in such systems is the fact that they are currently not
connected to each other, other road users, or the infrastructure, and hence their presence, de-
sired destination, and speed are not easily predictable. Answering the research question above
thus requires the discussion of a set of preceding questions: Do pedestrians and bicyclists need
to connect to the infrastructure? How can they be sure that they are given the right of way?

Potential of Automated Control Strategies for Multimodal Urban Intersections

In German regulations, the road network is divided into several categories according to the
roads’ functionality, e.g., residential streets, arterial roads, and highways [Eisenkopf et al.,
2017]. This definition applies for intersections as well, which means that at some intersections
a high throughput of cars may be the most important, whereas at other intersections other
road users may be given priority, which raises the second research question:
Research Question 2 How can policy objectives be integrated into automated intersection

control?

Such policy objectives could include the prioritization of VRUs or public transport (PT) vehi-
cles. It needs to be analyzed whether such a prioritization is possible in a balanced manner,
i.e., without excessive delays for other road users.
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Figure 1.3: Research design and structure of the dissertation.

Finally, new intersection control schemes will only prevail if they offer significant benefits as
compared to state-of-the-art TSC. This leads to the third research question:

Research Question 3 What effects could automated intersection control have when applied
to a realistic multimodal intersection?

As will be described below, answering this research question requires the development of
multimodal control strategies, and a simulation study considering a realistic intersection zone.

1.2 Research Objectives and Design
Following the research questions defined above, the overall objective of this thesis is to explore
applicability and potential of new automated intersection control strategies for multimodal
urban traffic. Answering the research questions requires a sound methodology that will be
described below. As displayed in Figure 1.3, the scope of this research includes the following:
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Literature Review A comprehensive literature review on existing intersection control con-
cepts forms the basis for this research. First of all, basic concepts of TSC and their evaluation
criteria are introduced. They provide the basis for understanding and evaluating new inter-
section control strategies. Afterwards, the vast literature on automated intersection control is
categorized along a set of attributes. Research gaps are identified where existing concepts do
not meet the requirements defined by the research questions.

Development of New Integrated Intersection Control Strategies In order to bridge
the identified research gaps, new integrated intersection control strategies for CAVs, pedestri-
ans, and bicyclists are developed and evaluated in this thesis. The research questions defined
above imply certain requirements on these control strategies that will be explained in the
following. Research Question 1 concerns the integration of pedestrians and bicyclists in a
safe and efficient way. Clearly, accessibility of public space should not be infringed by the new
control schemes. This calls for a control design that is understandable for VRUs and does not
require them to use connected devices, for example. These considerations will be summarized
as “low-tech” and will be further substantiated in Section 3.1. All in all, answering Research
Question 1 implies the following requirements:

Multimodality The control should integrate all modes of transportation that are common
at urban intersections, especially vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists.

Safety by Design The control should ensure safe crossing of the intersection zone for all
considered road users by resolving conflicting movements and implementing safe time
gaps.

Efficiency The control should reduce the overall delay for road users at the intersection zone.
The evaluation will follow the concept that is commonly used for signalized intersections
and will be explained in Section 2.1.

Low-Tech The control should be easy to understand, especially for pedestrians and bicyclists,
and not force them to have to adapt their current behavior in the futuristic setup.

In order to answer Research Question 2, the control strategies shall be able to integrate policy
objectives in a balanced and demand-responsive way. This implies the following requirements:

Policy Integration Different road users compete for space-time in the intersection, and very
short delays can often not be entirely achieved for everyone at the same time. The
control should allow for dynamically prioritizing certain road users (e.g., public transport
vehicles or emergency vehicles), depending on applied policies and the current traffic
situation.

Balance The control should be able to balance the delays of all considered road users at the
intersection zone. The prioritization of a road user group or movement should not lead
to excessive delays for others.

Demand Responsiveness The control should be able to react to the current demand and
integrate all road users in a demand-responsive way if necessary data are available. VRU
detection possibilities will be discussed in Section 3.1.
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Answering Research Question 3 requires the control strategy to be implementable at a
realistic intersection with realistic demand. This includes the consideration of possibly hetero-
geneous road users and diverse geometries.
Heterogeneity The control should be able to integrate heterogeneous road users, e.g., ve-

hicles with different dimensions and kinematic limitations. This is rather effortless in
phase-based TSC, but needs to be considered explicitly in control schemes with individual
consideration of each vehicle.

Transferability The control should be easily applicable to diverse intersection layouts (as en-
countered in the field) with little adaptation. This comprises non-symmetric geometries
or different numbers of incoming lanes, for example.

The simulation-based evaluation will discuss to which extent each of these requirements is
fulfilled by the proposed control strategies.

Simulation-based Evaluation A realistic intersection zone in Munich is simulated in order
to demonstrate feasibility of the approach assuming a realistic intersection layout and measured
demand. Special attention is put on the modeling of road user behavior, the simulation of a
realistic benchmark control, and the evaluation of the resulting energy consumption by vehicles
following optimized trajectories.

1.3 Outline of the Dissertation
The structure of this dissertation is shown in Figure 1.3 and outlined in the following. Chap-
ter 2 provides a brief introduction on state of the art TSC before presenting a comprehensive
literature review on automated intersection control. The numerous studies are categorized
based on a set of attributes that describe how vehicle arrivals are scheduled, for example, and
research gaps are elaborated. The core of this thesis is the presentation and evaluation of
new integrated intersection control strategies for CAVs, pedestrians, and bicyclists in Chap-
ters 3 and 4. Two different control schemes are introduced which differ with regard to several
attributes. Chapter 3 focuses on general considerations about integrating pedestrians and
bicyclists into automated intersection control. It presents slot-based integrated intersection
control strategies and evaluates how different levels of available information on pedestrian and
bicycle arrivals affect resulting delays for all road users. Chapter 4 builds on the concepts
developed in Chapter 3 and presents optimization-based strategies that feature improved flex-
ibility, efficiency, and options to integrate policy objectives. In both chapters, the respective
strategies are explained in detail and simulation results are discussed. In Chapter 5, the im-
plementation of the new strategies into a simulation framework is explained, and results of
a simulation study assuming a realistic intersection with realistic demand are presented. The
chapter explains the behavior modeling of considered road users and the implementation of
an optimized trajectory planning approach. The proposed control scheme is then compared
against the currently implemented TSC considering delays of all road users and overall energy
consumption assuming a fleet of electric vehicles. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by
summarizing the main contributions of this work and providing an outlook onto possible future
research directions.
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Chapter 2

State of the Art
The rapid development of CAV technologies offers the possibility to rethink the way intersection
zones are controlled. However, the concept, algorithms, and evaluation criteria are built on a
long history of intersection control via traffic signals. Therefore, a brief introduction to TSC is
given in Section 2.1 before literature about the new concepts is presented in Section 2.2 and
research gaps are identified in Section 2.3.

2.1 Traffic Signal Control
This section first describes the basic operational principles of traffic signals and how prevailing
traffic conditions and signal timing affect the capacity of an intersection in Section 2.1.1. In
Section 2.1.2, evaluation criteria for signalized intersections are discussed. These evaluation
criteria have evolved and proved their worth over many years and thus build the basis for
evaluating new intersection control strategies later in this thesis. The increasing availability of
traffic information from sources ranging from stationary detectors to floating car data allows
state of the art TSC to be dynamically optimized with quasi real-time information about
approaching vehicles. A brief introduction on advanced signal control systems is given in
Section 2.1.3, and potentials of the integration of CAVs are briefly described in Section 2.1.4.
The section is concluded with a summary in Section 2.1.5.

2.1.1 Preliminaries on Signal Timing
The development of safe and efficient signal timings is an important part of urban traffic con-
trol. The following preliminary descriptions are based on the American Signal Timing Manual
(STM) [Koonce and Rodegerdts, 2008; Urbanik et al., 2015]. Similar manuals exist
in other countries, e.g., the “Richtlinien für Lichtsignalanlagen” (RiLSA) in Germany [FGSV,
2015b]. The primary purpose of a traffic signal is to separate conflicting movements with the
aim of ensuring that all road users are served safely and without excessive delay. Here, the
term ‘movement’ describes any road user action at an intersection, e.g., southbound vehicular
right turn or pedestrians using the north crosswalk. Signal timing is the process of selecting
appropriate values for timing parameters that are implemented in the signal controller which
indicates via signal heads if the respective movements are currently allowed to cross the in-
tersection. Movements which are given the right of way can be protected (i.e., no conflicting
movements are allowed in the intersection at the same time) or permitted (i.e., conflicting
movements are allowed in the intersection at the same time and traffic rules apply). Common
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Figure 2.1: Visualization of trajectories and flow rates at a signalized movement.

permitted movements include left-turning movements which are served at the same time as
adjacent through movements, or turning movements which are served concurrent to pedestrian
movements. A signal phase is defined as the “right of way, yellow change and red clearance
intervals in a cycle that are assigned to an independent traffic movement or a combination
of movements” [FHWA, 2012]. The red clearance intervals at the end of a signal phase are
needed to ensure that road users of the previous phase have left the critical conflict points
before the road users of the new phase get there. A cycle is defined as the total time to
complete one sequence of signalization for all movements at an intersection. The simplest
signal control strategy is a pre-timed strategy which implements a fixed sequence of phases,
each with a fixed green time. Let T be the cycle time and p1, . . . , pn be the phases that are
run successively with green times G1, . . . , Gn. The ratios G1/T, . . . , Gn/T are determined
based on historical data and do not have to be fixed throughout the day. Often, different
programs are run during peak hours or during the night time. The different parameters are
established through time-of-day plans.
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Figure 2.2: Gaps and headways between vehicles.

Every phase switch leads to lost times in which no or significantly fewer vehicles pass through
the intersection. These lost times are caused by the startup time in the beginning of a green
interval and by the clearance time at the end of a phase, which can best be explained with
the help of Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1a shows trajectories of vehicles crossing the signalized inter-
section zone with the timeline on the x-axis and covered distance on the y-axis. Figure 2.1b
shows the same timeline on the x-axis, but the y-axis shows the vehicle flow rate, i.e., the
number of vehicles per hour that cross the stop bar. While the signal is red, vehicles stop
at the traffic signal and form a queue. The vehicle flow rate hence equals zero. When the
signal turns green, vehicles idling at the red signal need some time to react and accelerate,
and the first few vehicles cross the intersection at a relatively low speed. This leads to the
start-up lost time. Afterwards, the flow stabilizes at the saturation flow rate until the queue
waiting at the traffic signal has passed and the flow decreases due to fewer vehicles arriving
at the signal. After the end of the green interval, a yellow change interval is implemented to
call the drivers’ attention to the upcoming signal switch. Some vehicles still pass during the
yellow change interval. Finally, a red-clearance interval is implemented before the start of the
next phase and it is clear that no vehicle can (or at least should) pass the intersection during
that interval. The lost times play an important role when calculating a movement’s capacity
as described below.

The capacity Cm for a particular vehicular movement m can be calculated as Cm = sm× gm

T
,

where gm is the effective green time of movement m, T is the cycle time, and sm is the move-
ment’s saturation flow rate. As can be seen in Figure 2.1, the effective green time g for any
vehicular movement is given as g = G + Y + R − (l1 + l2), where G, Y , and R are the
durations of the green (G), yellow change (Y ), and red clearance (R) intervals, and l1 and
l2 are the lost times. The lost times occur at every phase switch and are independent of the
phase duration. Therefore, longer green intervals G and fewer phase switches per hour, i.e., a
longer cycle time T , can increase vehicle capacity C at the intersection zone. The other impor-
tant input value for calculating Cm is the saturation flow rate sm. It depends on the number
of lanes available for movement m and on geometric properties as well as traffic characteristics.

For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that vehicle movement m is assigned to one lane
and is fully protected. The decisive input parameter for the evaluation of the saturation flow
is the time headway ∆ between vehicles entering the intersection from this lane. It can be
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Figure 2.3: Effect of different input parameters on headway and, ultimately, saturation flow
rate.

described as the time difference between two successive vehicles arriving at a certain location
as indicated in Figure 2.1a. Let ∆ be given in seconds per vehicle. The saturation flow rate
in vehicles per second can then be calculated as 1

∆ . Since vehicle flow rates are usually ex-
pressed in the unit ‘vehicles per hour’ (compare Figure 2.1b), the following formula is used:
s = 1

∆ [ veh
sec

] × 3600[ sec
h

]. The time headway of two vehicles depends on the length of the front
vehicle, the gap between the two vehicles, and their speed. The relationship between these
fundamental values is shown in Figure 2.2. Let us assume that the time difference between
two successive vehicles arriving at one particular location is measured. First of all, the first
vehicle needs to pass entirely. The time needed depends on the length of the vehicle and its
speed: clearly, fast and small vehicles pass faster than slow and large vehicles. The second
vehicle then arrives after a certain time gap has passed, which is necessary for safety rea-
sons and incorporates the reaction time of drivers. Human drivers should respect a time gap
to the front vehicle of at least 0.9 seconds, and most official sources recommend a gap of
around 2 seconds when driving at larger speeds [Wagner, 2016]. However, gaps are often
shorter, especially in urban traffic and during peak hours. Figure 2.3a shows how the time
headway changes depending on the vehicle speed. Vehicle length is assumed to be fixed, and
the curves for three different values of time gaps are shown. Resulting time headways in this
simple example range between 1 and 4 seconds. These headways are now used to calculate
the saturation flow rate and, as can be seen in Figure 2.3b, results differ significantly. The
calculated saturation flow rates and, ultimately, the intersection capacity thus significantly
depend on assumed input parameters, which are, at this stage, completely independent of the
chosen signal timing. This illustrates the importance of explaining assumptions being made
and comparing evaluation results with field measurements. Input parameters can be influenced
by time, location, movement, and weather conditions, among others. According to the Amer-
ican Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), saturation flow rates commonly range from 1,500 to
2,000 passenger cars per hour per lane [TRB, 2000].
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It is clear that the intersection capacity should be large enough to be able to accommodate
the estimated traffic demand at the intersection, since long queues occur otherwise. As stated
above, longer cycle times T can increase vehicle capacity C at the intersection zone. On the
other hand, long cycle times lead to longer average waiting times if the intersection is not
operating close to the capacity limit, and to long VRU waiting times. Furthermore, signal
timing parameters should be coordinated with surrounding traffic signals to harmonize traffic
flow on arterials. This already gives us a first impression on the necessary balancing of the
different road users’ interests at signalized intersections. In Section 2.1.2, objectives of signal
control and the most important evaluation criteria are explained.

2.1.2 Evaluation Criteria of Signal Control Schemes
Objectives of signal control are manifold, including safety, mobility, and accessibility for all
different road users as well as vehicle queue length management and environmental impact
mitigation [Urbanik et al., 2015]. By nature, different travel modes and directions compete
for the limited space-time, and the stated objectives can often not be entirely fulfilled for all
road users at the same time. Therefore, a good balance needs to be found that is in line
with the overall traffic management concept of a city or region, and additionally depends on
the setting of the considered intersection. The evaluation criteria that are used to assess the
performance of proposed signal timings need to be meaningful to road users and quantifiable
through field measurement [Bonneson et al., 2011].

First of all, safety is aspired by providing sufficient clearance times in between two phases
and including appropriate yellow change intervals that allow drivers to appropriately react to
the phase switch [Retting et al., 2002]. When developing signal control schemes, safety is
hence a requirement that sets constraints on the definition of timing parameters. Neverthe-
less, some considerations represent a trade-off between increased safety and efficiency, such
as the decision whether permitted turning movements are allowed or a fully protected setup is
implemented. The safe operation of the proposed signal control scheme needs to be carefully
assessed and ensured in the field [FGSV, 2015b].

Assuming safety to be satisfactory, the decisive parameter to evaluate the level of service
(LOS) at signalized intersection zones according to both the American HCM [TRB, 2000]
and the German counterpart, the Handbuch zur Bemessung von Straßenverkehrsanlagen (HBS)
[FGSV, 2015a] is the control delay per vehicle or VRU, respectively. This user-centric perfor-
mance indicator can serve as “a measure of driver discomfort, frustration, fuel consumption,
and increased travel time” [TRB, 2000]. The two manuals HCM and HBS describe six dif-
ferent LOS which are denoted by (American) school grades A to F. Average and maximum
delays that are used as criteria for the definition of LOS for different road users are shown in
Table 2.1. When developing a signal timing plan, the LOS is evaluated for each movement
separately. As explained above, not all of the movements will receive excellent grades. Instead,
a good trade-off needs to be found such that no movement experiences excessive delays. In
addition, prioritization depends on policy and setting. Generalized strategies as presented by
Koonce and Rodegerdts [2008] include the focus on pedestrians and bicyclists in down-
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LOS Vehicle delay [sec] PT delay [sec] VRU wait time [sec]

Mean
(HCM)

Mean
(HBS)

Mean1

(HCM)
Mean2

(HBS)
Mean

(HCM)
Max (HBS)

A ≤ 10 ≤ 20 — ≤ 5 ≤ 10 ≤ 30
B 10 − 20 20 − 35 — 5 − 15 10 − 20 30 − 40
C 20 − 35 35 − 50 — 15 − 25 20 − 30 40 − 55
D 35 − 55 50 − 70 — 25 − 40 30 − 40 55 − 70
E 55 − 80 > 70 — 40 − 60 40 − 60 70 − 85
F > 80 —3 — > 60 > 60 > 85

1 Not defined. Values for vehicle delay apply.
2 Values for PT vehicles on separate lanes or at intersection with PT prioritization only.
3 Movement is evaluated by LOS F if demand exceeds capacity.

Table 2.1: Definitions of LOS at signalized intersection zones according to the American HCM
and the German HBS [TRB, 2000; FGSV, 2015a]

town areas, or near schools, universities or parks; the focus on PT along transit corridors or
near PT stations, or the focus on vehicle traffic in locations with high vehicle traffic or along
freight corridors. Further evaluation criteria include queue lengths, emissions, and number
of stops. Additionally, vehicle LOS is often measured (and optimized) for a corridor of in-
tersections instead of an individual one, which better reflects the experience of travelers and
resulting emissions. The following Section 2.1.3 describes how traffic-responsive (instead of
the above presented pre-timed) TSC can help achieve efficiency objectives or prioritization of
certain user groups.

2.1.3 Dynamic Traffic Signal Control
Pre-determined phase sequences and durations as described in Section 2.1.1 can be inefficient
in situations with fluctuating demand. Additionally, specific vehicles with preferential treatment
(e.g., PT and emergency vehicles) cannot be considered with priority if the timing plan is fixed.
Therefore, advanced signal timing programs have been developed that dynamically react to
changes in demand and incorporate priority requests. Changes in demand are usually recognized
via loop detectors or cameras that are placed at different locations, e.g., at the stop bar, at
the entrance of right- or left-turn storage bays, midblock on the approach to the intersection,
or at the upstream intersection. PT vehicles such as busses and trams can be detected via
radio frequency transponders mounted on the vehicles or via Global Positioning System (GPS)
detection [Smith et al., 2005]. Emergency vehicles can request signal preemption via radio
transmission as well, or use the light-based, infrared-based or sound-based detector/emitter
systems available today [Paniati and Amoni, 2006]. Communication via V2I and V2V
technologies is promising for all of these applications, too. A brief overview on past, present,
and future research trends with respect to dynamic TSC in the light of changing technologies
and community interests is given by the Standing Committee on Traffic Signal Systems of the
Transportation Research Board (TRB) [Day et al., 2019].
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Dynamic signal control can be classified as traffic actuated or adaptive. Preferential treatment
for specific vehicles can be integrated into both of them and is thus described separately below.
The following brief introduction is again based on the STM [Koonce and Rodegerdts,
2008; Urbanik et al., 2015].

Actuated Traffic Signal Control

Actuated signal control schemes react to measured demand changes based on pre-defined
rules. If all incoming lanes are equipped with detectors, the system is considered to be fully
actuated – if only a subset of lanes detects incoming traffic, the system is called semi-actuated.
Actuated traffic control programs can include some or all of the following features:

Dynamic phase duration. Instead of a fixed green interval, a minimum and maximum green
time is defined in actuated traffic signals. If the traffic flow falls below a certain threshold, the
phase can be ended earlier. This is usually recognized through measuring time headways on
the approach to the intersection: if a gap in detector occupancy is greater than a predefined
passage time, this indicates that the respective flow rate is no longer efficient and the green
time is ended. Recalling Figure 2.1, the traffic flow significantly decreases after approximately
two thirds of the assigned green time. Therefore, depending on threshold and demand situa-
tion on the other movements, the green interval could be ended at that point.

Phase skipping. Phases can be integrated on demand and thus be skipped if no demand is
detected for the movements assigned to a specific phase. Examples are protected left-turn
phases, pedestrian phases that are skipped if the pedestrian button has not been activated, or
special PT phases that need to be requested by PT vehicles.

Phase combination. Compatible phases without conflict can be given the right of way at the
same time. These phases can thus be combined dynamically. One well-known example that
makes use of this property is the ring-and-barrier signal design which is explained in the STM
[Urbanik et al., 2015].

Adaptive Traffic Signal Control

Instead of using the measured data to reactively implement signal actions following a rule-
based flowchart, adaptive signal control strategies use more complex models for predicting
future traffic states and choosing suitable actions. The conceptual basics can be described as
iteratively repeating the following three steps [Koonce and Rodegerdts, 2008]:

1. Real-time data from detectors and sensor systems are used to estimate the current traffic
conditions.

2. A model is used to evaluate the effects of alternative signal timing strategies on the
traffic flow. The best strategy is identified based on some performance metric.

3. The strategy identified in Step 2 is implemented.
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Especially the optimization involved in Step 2 of the concept can be computationally expensive.
Therefore, the optimization search process is often limited by time or boundary conditions,
or heuristic methods and artificial intelligence are used instead of actual optimization. Addi-
tionally, to avoid high fluctuations of signal timings, the search domain can be limited, too
[A. Stevanovic, 2010]. The evaluation of effects in Step 2 often has a longer time horizon
than the actual implementation in Step 3. This allows for dynamically revising the decisions
when new data are obtained. This concept is called a rolling horizon scheme and is commonly
used in dynamic control. It will be introduced in Chapter 4.

Over the past years, many different adaptive signal control models and approaches have
been presented. These strategies are complex and require significantly more description and
discussion to be understood, which is out of the scope of this thesis. A good overview on
concepts, requirements, and deployment is given by A. Stevanovic [2010].

Preferential Treatment for Specific Vehicle Groups

Preferential treatment at signalized intersections can be implemented to give specific vehicles
the right of way with limited delays. Two different levels of preferential treatment can be
distinguished:

Signal preemption can be translated as “absolute priority”, i.e., an immediate green interval
is requested. In the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, signal preemption is defined
as “the transfer of normal operation of a traffic control signal to a special control mode of
operation” [FHWA, 2012]. This is usually applied for emergency vehicles which should ex-
perience no delay and would have trouble maneuvering through traffic fast and safely without
the signal preemption.

Signal priority can be understood as the request to consider a specific vehicle with preference,
but this request is integrated in such a way that limited impacts on other road users and
the signal operation overall can be ensured. Signal priority is commonly implemented for PT
vehicles such as busses and trams to reduce their delays and improve the overall travel time
and reliability of PT systems. In contrast to preemption, the priority request may or may not
be granted. Priority is usually applied via green time extension or red truncation. If the PT
vehicle approaches a green signal, the controller can extend the current green time to allow
the PT vehicle to proceed on an extended green signal. If the PT vehicle approaches a red
signal, the controller can end the current phase earlier to allow the PT vehicle to proceed on
an early green signal.

Summary on Dynamic Traffic Signal Control

Dynamic TSC can significantly improve capacity and LOS at intersections, since the green
times are efficiently allocated on a cycle-by-cycle basis. Additionally, the preferential treatment
of specific vehicle groups allows for the integration of policy objectives. On the other hand,
detector implementation and maintenance are costly [Koonce and Rodegerdts, 2008].
Furthermore, the complexity of the advanced systems presents an additional challenge for
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agencies, and requires the employment and proper training of experts [A. Stevanovic,
2010].

2.1.4 Potentials of the Integration of Connected Automated Vehicles

It has been discussed by several researchers that CAVs can lead to improvements regarding
average delay, fuel consumption, and emissions at intersection zones. Improvements can be
achieved on several levels: first of all, if vehicle headways can be reduced via uniform driving
behavior and shorter reaction times, the saturation flow can be increased which ultimately
increases the number of vehicles that can pass the intersection within a given time interval.
This can be seen in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 and is explained for example by Friedrich [2016].
Secondly, if vehicles can receive information from surrounding vehicles and the signal con-
troller and can thus be informed about phase switches and queues on the approach to the
intersection, they can adjust their trajectories in order to arrive at the intersection zone with
the optimal speed. This can reduce start-up and clearance lost times at the intersection zone
[Stebbins et al., 2017]. Additionally, optimized acceleration profiles and a decreased number
of stops can reduce emissions and increase user comfort [Typaldos et al., 2020; Rostami-
Shahrbabaki, Niels, et al., 2020]. One important issue considering these applications is
the prediction of phase switches. As described in Section 2.1.3, the start and end of a signal
phase is triggered using real-time data that is fed into flowcharts or optimization schemes.
Therefore, it is difficult to predict when green intervals will start and end, an information that
is needed for green light optimal speed advisory (GLOSA) [A. Stevanovic, J. Stevanovic,
et al., 2013]. Furthermore, the success of traffic responsive signal control systems depends
on detection coverage. The information that is needed for the signal timing optimization in
adaptive traffic signals can be enhanced by the information received from vehicles via V2I-
communication which contains more detailed data, e.g., vehicle positions and speeds on an
individual level [Priemer and Friedrich, 2009; J. Kaths et al., 2015]. Finally, real-time
information about signal timings and queues can be used to improve route guidance [Guo
et al., 2019].

2.1.5 Summary

This section has provided a very brief introduction into the wide domain of TSC. Understanding
the basic concepts and evaluation criteria will be helpful when developing and evaluating new
intersection control strategies in this thesis. As described above, modern actuated and adaptive
signal control strategies are complex systems that need further description and discussion to
be fully understood, what goes beyond the scope of this thesis. However, even though modern
traffic signal operations use many degrees of freedom and advanced optimization techniques
in the timing process, the basic concept remains: groups of road users, e.g., vehicles on one
particular movement, are given the right of way in an alternating fashion. If all vehicles are
connected and automated, they could instead be considered at an individual level and conflicts
could be resolved in a seamless manner. Such new concepts will be described in the following
section.
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2.2 Intersection Control for Connected Automated
Vehicles

If a large percentage of vehicles are connected and automated, they can share information with
other vehicles and the infrastructure in order to plan collision-free trajectories and increase the
safety and efficiency on roads and intersection zones. In recent years, many intersection man-
agement schemes for a 100% CAV penetration rate have been proposed which could replace
traditional traffic rules, signs, and signals. Most studies focus on classic intersection zones,
i.e., junctions where two roads cross at the same level. Nevertheless, the presented concepts
can be adapted for other locations where the paths of different road users intersect, such as
roundabouts, construction sites, and pedestrian crossings, among others. The so-called inter-
section control or intersection management schemes that can be found in the literature are
referred to by different names. Examples include the terms autonomous, automated, or coop-
erative intersection management. In order to improve readability, the consistent and probably
most common term and abbreviation autonomous intersection management (AIM) is going to
be used in the following.

The first notable work on AIM was presented by Kurt Dresner and Peter Stone [Dresner
and Stone, 2004; Dresner and Stone, 2006]. They presented a multi-agent approach
where vehicle agents communicate with an intersection agent in order to exclusively reserve
discrete areas of the respective intersection zone. The implementation requires the intersection
to be divided into a grid of “tiles”. Each of the tiles can be used by one car in each time
step. Approaching vehicles send messages to the so-called intersection manager, a central
entity that coordinates the requests. The messages sent by the vehicle contain information on
the arrival time of the vehicle at the intersection, the velocity at which the vehicle will arrive,
the turning information, as well as vehicle dimensions and kinematic limitations. With the
given information, the intersection manager simulates the trajectory of the vehicle through the
intersection and determines the sequence of cells and exact time slots that need to be reserved
for the vehicle. If no conflict has been detected, i.e., all cells are available at the requested
times, then the reservation is accepted and the tiles are blocked for the respective vehicle.
Otherwise, the reservation is rejected. The vehicle then decelerates and sends a new request
with a later arrival time at the intersection. The authors simulated the new reservation-based
control approach in a custom simulator and reported significant delay reductions compared
to a simple traffic signal. Motivated by the promising results and driven by the continuous
development in communication and automation technology, many studies by scholars from
all over the world followed: The authors of a recent survey found more than 120 conference
and journal papers concerning the topic [Khayatian et al., 2020], and more than 60 pa-
pers have been published since 2015 alone [Namazi et al., 2019]. AIM attracts researchers
from various fields of research, including traffic engineers, computer scientists, and mathe-
maticians. Consequently, presented concepts focus on different aspects, e.g., mathematical
optimization techniques or necessary communication protocols. A number of attributes can
be distinguished, as described in the most important surveys [L. Chen and Englund, 2016;
Qian et al., 2017; Khayatian et al., 2020; Zhong et al., 2021]. A selection of these
attributes and their specifications are shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: A selection of attributes and respective characteristics that can be used to char-
acterize AIM approaches.

The figure also shows the structure of this literature review which follows the most impor-
tant steps of the process of designing an AIM concept from intersection modeling to approach
evaluation. First of all, different approaches for the detection of conflicting trajectories are de-
scribed in Section 2.2.1. Traffic coordination describes whether the most important tasks, i.e.,
conflict-free scheduling and trajectory planning, are organized by a central control unit or by
the approaching vehicles themselves, different concepts of which are explained in Section 2.2.2.
A main focus is put on presenting the evolution of scheduling policies in Section 2.2.3. Sec-
tion 2.2.4 provides a brief introduction on how trajectories are planned, and Section 2.2.5
discusses how concepts are evaluated in the presented studies. Each of the sections is con-
cluded with a short discussion on benefits and limitations of the presented concepts and current
research trends. Section 2.2.6 provides a summary of the literature review on AIM. In addition
to the description of literature in the following subsections, a tabular overview of reviewed
studies and the main attributes of the concepts presented therein is provided in Appendix A.

2.2.1 Intersection Modeling
One of the most important tasks for the AIM approach is to identify conflicting trajectories
and adjust vehicle movements such that conflicts are resolved. With the exception of very few
recent studies (e.g., [B. Li et al., 2018]), two general assumptions are being made in current
literature: (i) both entrance and exit lane are decided before the vehicle enters the intersection,
and (ii) for each combination of entrance and exit lane there exists a predefined path that
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(a) Space discretization. (b) Conflict points.

Figure 2.5: Intersection modeling.

the respective vehicle is going to follow. Therefore, the intersection zone is not considered
a continuous two-dimensional space, but a set of “pipes" that connect entering and exiting
lanes of the intersection zone. The AIM thus needs to detect vehicle paths that overlap or
cross each other and, since vehicles cannot alter the physical path through the intersection,
obtain the conflict resolution by ensuring sufficient time gaps between each two vehicles.

There exist two major approaches for completing these two steps that will be presented in
the following. The first one is the concept of space discretization, shown in Figure 2.5a, the
second one is the concept of conflict region modeling by intersecting the prescribed vehicle
paths, shown in Figure 2.5b.

Discretization of Space

A common approach when modeling AIM is to first discretize the space of the intersection
zone, i.e., to divide it into a set of pairwise disjoint cells as shown in Figure 2.5a. Each vehicle
path defined by entrance and exit lane passes a predefined set of these discrete zones in a
given order. In order to determine the time that a vehicle needs to cross each of the zones,
the vehicle trajectory is either simulated [Dresner and Stone, 2004], or the vehicle speed
is assumed to be fixed throughout the trajectory [Y. Wu et al., 2019]. In this case, the time a
vehicle needs to cross one of the cells depends on the vehicle size, speed, and on the size of the
cell. Now, conflicts can be avoided by limiting the occupancy of each cell to one vehicle at a
time. This discretization was first used in the work by Dresner and Stone [2004], where the
intersection zone was divided into a grid of n · n cells with n being denoted as the granularity.
A granularity of n = 1 leads to high delays, since only one vehicle is allowed in the intersection
zone at the same time. This means that even non-conflicting vehicle movements running on
parallel lanes compete with each other. Therefore, it is recommended that n corresponds to
at least the number of incoming and outgoing lanes. In general, a higher granularity increases
the accuracy of considered gaps and the efficiency of the control. However, it also increases
the complexity of the calculation [Dresner and Stone, 2008]. The discretization of space
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is often combined with the fragmenting of time (e.g., in time slots of a fraction of a second),
such that the problem of intersection zone coordination becomes, from the mathematical
perspective, a discrete problem that can be approximated or solved with discrete optimization
methods.

Conflict Region Modeling

Instead of discretizing the whole intersection zone into a number of cells, the predefined vehi-
cle paths can be used to generate a binary matrix that indicates whether two paths intersect,
and so-called safe patterns, i.e., sets of vehicle movements that can be allowed at the same
time. This approach is often used for simplified intersections with through movement only.
For example, in the studies presented by Fayazi and Vahidi [2018] and Yao et al. [2020],
vehicles traveling eastbound and vehicles traveling westbound are allowed in the intersection
at the same time, while respecting a sufficient time gap for the car following behaviour of
vehicles coming from the same direction. Vehicles traveling north- or southbound are then
only allowed to enter the intersection if all previously assigned vehicles on the east-west move-
ment have left the intersection zone entirely. This definition of safe patterns allows for the
intuitive consideration of platoons. It is possible that, if turning movements were included, the
approach could become inefficient: a left-turning vehicle, for example, would block the entire
intersection for the majority of other movements.

Zhu and Ukkusuri [2015] improved on this approach by extending the simple binary
conflict matrix and including the exact distances between two conflict points. Then, two
vehicles with conflicting movements are allowed in the intersection zone at the same time
if sufficient spacing between these two vehicles at their conflict point can be guaranteed.
Consider the blue and the yellow vehicle in Figure 2.5b, for example. If a sufficient time gap at
their common conflict point is respected, then their movement does not conflict anywhere else
in the intersection, either. Levin, Fritz, et al. [2016] describe that, for smaller intersection
zones, modeling the intersection zone with a conflict-point based formulation requires less
computational complexity than a tile-based modeling with high granularity. In particular, they
draw a comparison with the implementation presented by Fajardo et al. [2011] who divide
the considered intersection into tiles with a width of only 0.25 meters. Assuming lane widths
of 3 meters, the intersection in Figure 2.5a would be divided into 24 · 24 = 676 tiles. On the
other hand, with four incoming lanes and three turning movements per lane there are a total
of 12 paths through the intersection. Even if all of the paths had conflict points with all other
paths, which is not the case, this would lead to only

(
12
2

)
= 66 conflict points. It needs to

be noted that the number of conflict points may scale worse than the number of tiles with a
growing number of lanes [Levin, Fritz, et al., 2016]. However, the scaling effect can be
questioned, as the number of lanes going into an intersection is fairly limited.

Discussion

This introduction serves the purpose of better understanding how conflicts are detected and
resolved in the AIM approaches that will be presented in the following. The definition of
conflict points as described above is based on the logical connection between paths, whereas
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(a) Centralized traffic coordination. (b) Decentralized traffic coordination.

Figure 2.6: Traffic coordination.

the cells deal more with dividing the intersection space. However, in practice there is no clear
boundary between the two presented concepts. In fact, cells can be transformed into conflict
regions by omitting redundant tiles, and conflict points can be framed with spacial gaps and
thus be transformed into discrete cells. Both concepts can, but do not have to, be combined
with a discretization of time.

2.2.2 Traffic Coordination
Conflicting vehicle paths can be identified using suitable intersection models as described
above. Now, vehicle movements have to be changed in such a way that conflicts are in fact
resolved. This is done through traffic coordination. The coordination consists of several steps:

1. Scheduling
(i) Identify the sequence in which vehicles (with conflicting paths) enter the intersec-

tion zone.
(ii) Assign the exact arrival time at the intersection zone and the respective speed for

each vehicle.

2. Trajectory planning
Plan the trajectory of each vehicle from the current time until it leaves the inter-
section zone.

The traffic coordination at an intersection zone can either be organized with the help of a
central control, or in a cooperative manner, where vehicles communicate with each other and
follow a protocol without the need for a central coordination unit. These two approaches
are schematically displayed in Figure 2.6. Approaches that involve a central controller will be
called centralized in the following, even if the central controller does not perform all of the
coordination steps above. In some approaches, only parts of the coordination process (usually
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the scheduling of vehicles) are performed by a central controller, but others (usually the trajec-
tory planning) are handled individually or cooperatively. The arrival sequence and exact arrival
times of vehicles are typically determined in one joint step: based on the arrival sequence, the
earliest possible conflict-free arrival time is set for each vehicle, or vice versa. One exception
is the study by Bian et al. [2019]: the authors first decide on the sequence of vehicles to
arrive at the intersection zone, the exact arrival times are then determined by evaluating a
trade-off between delay minimization and driver comfort, where staying at a constant speed is
considered to be more comfortable than accelerating to the maximum allowed speed.

In the following, the main ideas behind centralized and decentralized approaches are de-
scribed.

Centralized Approaches

Centralized strategies assume that a coordination unit collects information and gives instruc-
tions to vehicles on when and how to pass the intersection zone – somewhat similarly to a traffic
signal. Centralized approaches have the advantage of lower communication requirements (each
vehicle only communicates with the central unit), and the computation of a feasible solution
can be done centrally with all available information [L. Chen and Englund, 2016]. On
the other hand, centralized approaches heavily rely on the intersection control entity. If this
central controller fails, the whole intersection management system does not work anymore.
In such a situation, a fallback option is needed. This could work similarly to situations in
which a conventional TSC fail and, instead, traffic rules and negotiation apply. Two different
types of protocol for centralized approaches can be seen in literature [Khayatian et al., 2020]:

Query-based approaches. In query-based approaches, vehicles request a certain trajectory, and
the intersection manager either accepts or rejects the trajectory that the vehicle proposed. If
the vehicle’s trajectory is rejected, the vehicle slows down and requests a new one [Dresner
and Stone, 2004]. It is clear that the vehicle can only enter the intersection zone with an
existing reservation. Therefore, if it is not successful with the first requests, it can come to a
full stop at the entrance of the protection zone around the intersection. The approach can lead
to a lot of communication overhead, because vehicles might have to request the reservation
of space-time over and over again. Furthermore, the limited response possibilities of either
accepting or rejecting requests does not allow for including advanced scheduling strategies. On
the other hand, the complexity of the controller task is rather low compared to assignment-
based approaches [Khayatian et al., 2020].

Assignment-based approaches. In assignment-based approaches, the intersection manager re-
ceives the requests and, for each approaching vehicle, decides on a specific time of arrival and
speed for crossing the intersection which the controller sends back to the vehicles (see e.g.,
[E. R. Müller et al., 2016a; Fayazi and Vahidi, 2018]). Assignment-based approaches
are much more common in literature. They allow for collecting several requests and apply-
ing sophisticated strategies for finding suitable time slots for each vehicle. This makes the
scheduling task more complex but can improve throughput significantly as will be discussed in
Section 2.2.3.
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Fully and Partially Centralized Approaches

In fully centralized approaches, the AIM develops a full trajectory for each vehicle (either in
advance or via acceleration and deceleration commands in every time step). Vehicles need to
exactly follow this trajectory or hand over the complete control to the intersection control unit.
Main concerns about fully centralized approaches include the question of whether full take-over
of control will be feasible in practice and whether the system is scalable for larger intersection
zones [Qian et al., 2017; Khayatian et al., 2020]. Partially centralized approaches instead
involve a centralized scheduling process, but with vehicles individually or collectively planning
their trajectories (see e.g., [Jin et al., 2012]). Vehicles need to confirm that they can in fact
meet the proposed arrival time and speed or cancel their reservation in case they experience
delays. In some studies, the centralized controller does not directly communicate with all
vehicles, but only with leading vehicles that request time slots on behalf of a platoon as in
Bashiri and Fleming [2017]. Vehicles within a platoon then communicate with each other
in order to approach the intersection together. Partially centralized approaches are discussed
as a feasible option regarding vehicle control autonomy and scalability [Qian et al., 2017].
The discussion raises many issues including technological feasibility, data privacy, security, and
liability, which will certainly become more relevant in the future. However, at the current
stage, the majority of papers focus on other aspects, and presented approaches do not allow
for a clear categorization as being fully or partially centralized.

Decentralized Approaches

Decentralized approaches do not require support from the infrastructure. Instead, vehicles
communicate directly with each other and negotiate the right of way following given protocols.
As there is no single point of failure, decentralized AIM are considered to be more robust. On
the other hand, it also requires more communication effort to ensure information consistency,
and reaching a global objective is more difficult [L. Chen and Englund, 2016; Qian et al.,
2017]. One strategy of decentralized AIM is that the approaching vehicle which is closest
to the intersection zone temporarily takes the role of the leader, assigns crossing times to
individual vehicles and then hands over to the next leader (see e.g., [L. Li and F.-Y. Wang,
2006; Ferreira et al., 2010]). Another approach is the strategy of “token reservation”. Each
conflict zone has a certain token and only the vehicle holding the token is allowed to pass the
respective zone. Vehicles constantly communicate to know which vehicle is currently holding
which token [Naumann et al., 1998]. Vehicles can claim the token for a certain amount
of time and, if no vehicle has claimed it yet, can reserve it. Claims can also dominate each
other, meaning that a new claim can overrule and thus cancel existing claims if the new vehicle
has a higher priority [VanMiddlesworth et al., 2008]. In cooperative approaches, it is a
challenge to ensure information consistency for all approaching vehicles.

Discussion

While both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages, the majority of studies use
centralized concepts [L. Chen and Englund, 2016; Khayatian et al., 2020]. The deci-
sion of which concept to apply is mainly based on the use case, i.e., on whether the approach
focuses on trajectory optimization at a small intersection with low traffic volume or on the
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orchestration of a large number of vehicles at a major intersection. The two concepts can
thus roughly be transferred to today’s unsignalized and signalized intersections. If a small
intersection with low demand is considered, vehicles could negotiate the right of way directly,
thus saving the money for dedicated infrastructure equipment. If the intersection currently
requires a traffic signal, the communication overhead of cooperative approaches might be
too large. If human drivers, pedestrians, or bicyclists are considered as well, then a central
controller might be needed, since there is no clear communication protocol with human road
users. Therefore, the central intersection control could be combined with a signalization for
pedestrians, bicyclists, and human drivers.

In the following Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4, the two main tasks of intersection coordination
are described in more detail: vehicle scheduling and trajectory planning.

2.2.3 Scheduling Policy
The scheduling policy describes how the order and arrival times of vehicles entering the inter-
section zone are determined. In this section, selected scheduling policies are explained along
the classifications (i) first come, first served strategies, (ii) other rule-based approaches, e.g.,
including prioritization or platoon-consideration, and (iii) optimization-based strategies.

First Come, First Served Policy

One of the most widely used concepts is the first come, first served (FCFS) strategy, also known
as first in, first out (FIFO) derived from warehousing. As the name suggests, it processes re-
quests of approaching vehicles in the order of their receipt. It works for both centralized and
distributed systems, is easy to implement, and can provide an immediate response for the vehi-
cle that has requested passage, thus making it easy to plan trajectories accordingly. Fajardo
et al. [2011] test the FCFS approach against optimized pre-timed two- and three-phase traffic
signals and show that vehicle delays can be reduced significantly in every considered scenario.
However, the presented test scenarios do not cover very high demands. Levin, Boyles, and
Patel [2016] found several situations in which traditional traffic signals outperformed the
FCFS approach. In fact, FCFS schemes can be inefficient, as they do not take advantage of
the knowledge the system has about arriving vehicles. Usually, the gaps for following vehicles
are smaller than the gaps for vehicles whose paths intersect. Therefore, it is beneficial for
vehicles coming from the same direction to form platoons that cross together [Lioris et al.,
2016]. This idea is displayed in Figure 2.7: It is assumed that the minimum headway for
vehicles on the same approach (∆same) is 2 seconds and the minimum headway at the conflict
point p for crossing vehicles (∆cross) is 3 seconds. The FCFS strategy lets the orange and
blue vehicles depicted in Figure 2.7a cross in an alternating order as shown in Figure 2.7b.
Here, the dotted lines show the fastest possible trajectories of the vehicles, and the continuous
lines show the actual trajectories in a simplified way. The delay of each individual vehicle is
calculated as the difference between the earliest possible arrival time at the conflict point p
and the actual arrival time: veh1 does not experience delay, veh2 experiences 2 seconds of
delay, and so on. The total delay resulting from the FCFS schedule is 20 seconds. A more
sophisticated approach could take advantage of the knowledge that there are more orange
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of FCFS, BATCH, and an optimization-based control strategy.
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vehicles to come directly behind the first one. Additionally, the strict paradigm of classic
FCFS does not allow for prioritization of vehicles. The fairness of FCFS is considered a benefit
of the control that also becomes apparent in Figure 2.7. However, that does not mean that
each vehicle experiences roughly the same delay. If demand is not symmetric and a queue
is formed on one of the approaches, then there might be vehicles at the back of the queue
that cannot yet communicate with the intersection manager. Vehicles on other approaches
with less demand can approach the intersection zone quickly and start communicating with
the controller. This means that less delay is experienced on the approaches with less demand.
A traffic signal would work the other way around and assign a higher share of green time to
the approaches with high demand, usually leading to less delay on the major roads [Levin,
Boyles, and Patel, 2016].

Other Rule-Based Scheduling Policies

In order to overcome the shortcomings described above, several researchers have proposed
combinations of the FCFS scheme with prioritization strategies or have developed other rule-
based scheduling policies.

Prioritization of Vehicles
In Dresner and Stone [2006], the authors extend their previously presented approach and
include emergency vehicles. Emergency vehicles send reservation requests with a special pri-
ority level. The intersection manager keeps track of all incoming lanes and if there is an
approaching emergency vehicle on one of the lanes, only requests from this same lane are
accepted by the intersection manager. Thus, emergency vehicles and the vehicles driving in
front of them are strictly prioritized. As a consequence, delays of emergency vehicles are sig-
nificantly lower than delays of other vehicles, especially in high traffic demand scenarios.

Even if prioritization is not as critical as in the emergency vehicle case, different vehicles
and road users might have different values of time or might be prioritized for policy reasons.
Several approaches use trading or bidding strategies to incorporate such prioritization: the
vehicle agents either negotiate directly with the intersection controller or they trade in order
to exchange reserved time slots. Schepperle, Böhm, and Forster [2007] propose a time
slot exchange (TSE) approach: vehicles request time slots for crossing the intersection zone
and are accepted following an FCFS scheme. At the same time, every vehicle has a certain
value of time, i.e., a price that the passenger would be willing to pay for a delay reduction
of 1 second. If drivers are unsatisfied with the assigned time slot they can try and exchange
their time slot with another vehicle. The time slot exchange is organized by the central con-
troller, that collects the TSE request. It first looks for feasible exchange candidates and asks
them one by one if they would be willing to exchange their time slot. If the exchange can be
conducted, the requesting vehicle pays the price derived from its delay reduction and value of
time directly to the vehicle that agreed to exchange the time slot. The presented mechanism
is rather restrictive, since it does not allow other vehicles that have a fixed time-slot but are
not involved in the TSE (e.g., a vehicle driving behind a vehicle that is willing to negotiate) to
be delayed due to the deal. Therefore, less than 10% of vehicles initialized a successful TSE
and average delays only changed slightly.
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In order to overcome this limitation, Schepperle and Böhm [2007] describe an initial time
slot auction (ITSA) scheme: the intersection controller leads auctions, where time slots for
crossing the intersection are offered. Those vehicles that are eligible for requesting a time
slot, i.e., vehicles that are the first vehicle in their queue and do not yet have a reserved time
slot, send their bids to the controller. The intersection controller assigns the time slot to
the vehicle with the highest bid. In an extension of their algorithm, vehicles can additionally
subsidize vehicles in front of them to advance faster. The two presented ITSA schemes slightly
increase average delay as compared to the FCFS scheme, but reduce average weighted delay,
where the delay of each vehicle is multiplied by its value of time as defined in the previous
paragraph. Carlino et al. [2013] use a similar approach, but additionally include system bids
with the goal of improving fairness, increasing throughput or reducing queue lengths. They
test their approach on four different street networks. Results differ in each scenario – system
bids sometimes reduce and sometime increase overall performance. The presented approaches
thus allow for prioritizing vehicles, but the overall efficiency is not significantly increased, and
it is difficult to incorporate “system goals.”

Platoon-based Scheduling Policies
Some researchers present FCFS-like scheduling concepts with the adaptation that vehicles form
platoons on the approach to the intersection zone and only the platoon leader communicates
with the intersection controller. Bashiri and Fleming [2017] show a significant decrease
in vehicle delay and communication overhead for increasing platoon sizes. Additionally, they
implement an optimization approach that enumerates all platoon schedules and chooses the
one with minimum average delay or minimum delay variance which further improves the per-
formance. However, in each time step, the algorithm considers only those four platoons which
are closest to the intersection on their approach, which leads to 24 possible schedules. Addi-
tionally, safe patterns are not considered, i.e., vehicles without conflicting movements are not
allowed to pass at the same time [Bashiri, Jafarzadeh, et al., 2018].

One of the most famous platoon-based control strategies is the approach presented by
Tachet et al. [2016]. The authors model a simple intersection zone such as the one in
Figure 2.7a and apply queuing theory: vehicles arrive according to stochastic processes in both
approaches. Their service time ∆, i.e., the time the conflict zone is blocked for them, depends
on whether they follow a vehicle on the same approach (∆same) or a vehicle on the conflicting
approach (∆cross). Both ∆same and ∆cross are fixed, as is the case in Figure 2.7 where ∆same is
2 seconds and ∆cross is 3 seconds. Based on the observation that ∆same < ∆cross, they develop
an algorithm called BATCH with the goal of processing requests in batches and thus forming
platoons. As long as vehicles are able to pass the intersection zone without delays, no batches
with more than one vehicle are formed. Let tmin

i be the earliest possible arrival time of vehicle
vehi at the intersection and ti be the actual arrival time following the schedule proposed by
the intersection manager. Once a vehicle which requests passing experiences delays following
the FCFS-scheme, i.e., delayi = ti − tmin

i > 0, then the algorithm collects requests with
earliest possible arrival times in the time window [tmin

i , tmin
i + delayi]. These vehicles are

reordered in such a way that the vehicles coming from the same direction as vehicle vehi

pass first, and the other vehicles afterwards. Considering the situation in Figure 2.7, vehicle
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veh2 experiences a delay of 2 seconds as shown in Figure 2.7c. Two other vehicles have their
earliest arrival time in the time window displayed by the blue shadow: veh3 and veh4. Those
two vehicles are reordered such that the vehicle coming from the same approach as vehicle
veh2 (that started the batch) crosses first, and the vehicle on the other approach crosses
afterwards. Vehicle veh5 is not considered in the batch since it arrives later, but it would start
off with a new batch-forming step, since it experiences delay as well. The look-ahead time
defined by the delay is small in the case of veh2, for veh5 it is already significantly larger, i.e.,
delay5 = t5 − tmin

5 = 6 seconds. If delays grow further, the look-ahead time can potentially
grow to infinity. In order to ensure fairness, the batch sizes are limited. The BATCH approach
performs significantly better than FCFS and theoretical capacity of the intersection increases
with an increased maximum batch size. On the other hand, prioritization cannot easily be
included into the control.

Optimization-based Scheduling Policies

The strategies presented above offer many further options, e.g., a combination of bidding
strategies and platoon-forming. However, it can be seen, e.g., from Carlino et al. [2013],
that system objectives are not easily integrated and the rule-based character of the approaches
does not necessarily lead to optimal solutions. Therefore, there has also been significant effort
to develop optimization-based scheduling policies. Optimization-based scheduling problems
are usually formulated as mixed-integer linear programs (MILPs). A more general introduction
on MILPs is given in Chapter 4.

The first notable MILP formulation of the scheduling program for intersection control was
published by E. R. Müller et al. [2016a]. The authors consider a similar intersection as the
one shown in Figure 2.7a. Instead of deciding based on rules which vehicles to serve first, they
formulate an optimization problem, where the objective is to minimize the total time vehicles
spend to arrive at the intersection. The speed for crossing the intersection is fixed beforehand
and each vehicle needs to arrive at the intersection with the same speed. The authors divide
the set of vehicles considered in the scheduling process into two disjoint sets depending on
the approach the vehicles use. In order to minimize the total time spent by vehicles on the
approach to the intersection, the objective function is defined as follows:

min
 ∑

vehi∈VE

ti +
∑

vehj∈VS

tj


where ti is the arrival time of vehicle vehi at the intersection zone and VE and VS are the sets
of vehicles traveling eastbound and southbound, respectively. The set of constraints includes
physical limitations and safety gaps. Depending on the current position and speed, and on
kinematic limitations of each vehicle veh, the arrival time of veh at the intersection is bounded
by tmin

veh and tmax
veh . The time window defined by the lower and upper bounds narrows with veh

getting closer to the intersection. In the beginning, tmax
veh is potentially infinitely large, as veh

could stop and wait for an indefinite amount of time. If veh is already very close to the
intersection, it might not be possible for it to stop and accelerate to the required speed any
more, due to physical limitations. The authors also consider two different parameters ∆same
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and ∆cross as described above and shown in Figure 2.7. Since the intersection considered by
the authors looks similar to the one depicted in Figure 2.7a, it is clear that vehicles cannot
overtake on the approach to the intersection. Therefore, FCFS applies for vehicles on the same
approach, and a gap of ∆same needs to be respected between them. Vehicles coming from two
different approaches need to cross the conflict point with a time gap of ∆cross, while either
one of the two vehicles vehi ∈ V E and vehj ∈ V S can pass first. In the considered study, ve-
hicles start communicating with the central intersection controller at a distance of 150 meters
to the intersection zone. They directly adapt their speed depending on the proposed arrival
time and update their minimum and maximum arriving time for the next optimization run
accordingly. From the paper it is unclear in which time interval the optimization is run or
if it is triggered by new vehicle arrivals. In contrast to assumptions made in other papers,
the gaps considered by the authors are such that ∆same > ∆cross, which leads to alternating
right of way [E. R. Müller et al., 2016a]. For better comparison to the other approaches
presented in this thesis, we consider the same values as in the previously explained policies for
our small example. Even though E. R. Müller et al. [2016a] implemented their approach
to minimize the total time spent on the approach to the intersection, the resulting schedule
is equivalent to a schedule that minimizes total delay. This is due to delay being obtained by
subtracting the (pre-determined) earliest possible arrival time from the assigned arrival time
of each vehicle. The solution to this optimization problem is shown in Figure 2.7d. It can be
seen that the three orange vehicles are served first, before the two blue vehicles are allowed to
pass. The resulting total delay of all vehicles is 12 seconds. This is less than the total delay
of 16 seconds in the BATCH scenario and 20 seconds in the FCFS scenario.

In a second paper, the authors extend their approach for a T-intersection with allowed turn-
ing movements [E. R. Müller et al., 2016b]. In order to do so, they model the intersection
zone with conflict regions (similar to Figure 2.5b) and consider the gaps ∆same and ∆cross at
each conflict point.

A similar MILP approach is used by Fayazi and Vahidi [2018] and later Yao et al. [2020].
In both studies, a four-leg intersection with through movement from all directions is modeled
as one conflict space, where vehicles in safe patterns are allowed to move together while re-
specting a sufficient gap ∆same for car-following behavior, and crossing movements are only
allowed after a sufficient time gap ∆cross.

Levin and Rey [2017] use a similar approach to the one presented by E. R. Müller
et al. [2016b]. They assume constant, but not uniform speeds within the intersection. Ve-
hicle speeds are defined as decision variables in their approach, limited by defined minimum
and maximum speeds. Vehicle movement within the intersection zone is described in more
detail: in particular, the amount of time that the vehicle spends at a certain conflict point
is determined depending on vehicle length and speed and on the curve radius of the vehicle
path. Therefore, minimum gaps are defined for each pair of vehicles with conflicting movement
individually. The authors run a number of Monte Carlo simulations with vehicle earliest arrival
times based on a Poisson distribution with a demand of 800 vehicles per hour per lane. Since
the problem can only be solved in real-time for up to 30 vehicles, they introduce a rolling
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horizon approach with promising results. The concept will be introduced and discussed in
more detail in Chapter 4.

Yu et al. [2019] implement a similar approach to the one presented by Levin and Rey
[2017], but use tile-based conflict detection, i.e., the sequence of tiles and the time needed
to travel between them is known and instead of separating vehicle movements at conflict
points, the necessary gaps are considered at each tile. They compare the approach with an
FCFS strategy and the BATCH strategy presented by Tachet et al. [2016]. Their results
confirm the significant improvements of BATCH over FCFS and show additional significant
improvements of their optimization-based control, especially for larger vehicle demand. One
major limitation is that the optimization problem cannot be solved in real time. However,
no detailed computation times are presented and the number of vehicles and number of tiles
considered in the optimization process are not given. It can thus not be determined whether
the seemingly suboptimal problem setup with a large number of tiles leads to these issues. New
custom optimization algorithms and good initial solutions or bounds could improve the runtime.

The MILP-formulation could additionally be combined with prioritization by multiplying
parts of the objective function with weighting factors. This has been described by Levin and
Rey [2017], but has not been fully explored yet. R. Chen et al. [2020] use weighting factors in
their max-pressure control for a network of intersections with vehicle and pedestrian movement.
Max-pressure control, originally applied to wireless networks, maximizes throughput and is
able to stabilize queue lengths under certain circumstances [Varaiya, 2013]. The control
presented by R. Chen et al. [2020] is based on the conflict point-based AIM scheme presented
by Levin and Rey [2017]. In the objective function, the weighting factors of vehicles and
pedestrians are defined depending on queue lengths on incoming and downstream links and
walkways, respectively. The approach is evaluated using numerical simulation with time steps
of 15 seconds. The authors show that an increase in pedestrian demand results in an increase in
average vehicle delay, presumably since large pedestrian demand results in a higher priority for
pedestrians. An increase in vehicle demand has more of a mixed effect on average vehicle delay:
on the one hand, larger vehicle queues lead to larger delay, on the other hand, larger vehicle
queues lead to larger weighting factors for vehicles. While it can be seen that the weighting
factors seem to work, the effect and potential of prioritization has not been evaluated in detail.
Prioritization in MILP formulation will be further explored in Chapter 4.

Other Scheduling Policies

The presented assets can be used to categorize the majority of current approaches, but it is
clear that the broad spectrum is not classified in its entirety and many other strategies exist.
For example, heuristics and metaheuristics including genetic algorithms [Zhuofei Li et al.,
2018], ant colony systems [J. Wu et al., 2012] and particle swarm optimization [Guney and
Raptis, 2020] are applied to tackle the problem. Additionally, some papers do not consider
a separate scheduling policy, but seamlessly resolve conflicts by planning suitable trajectories
as will be described in Section 2.2.4.
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Figure 2.8: Timeline of the development of AIM scheduling policies with selected publications.

Discussion

In contrast to the previous aspects of AIM, a clear evolution can be observed regarding schedul-
ing policies. The timeline of when selected approaches were first presented is shown in Fig-
ure 2.8. Starting from simple FCFS approaches, several adaptations have been made to
improve overall efficiency until optimization approaches which can further reduce delay were
introduced. A simple comparison of the three most recognized approaches is shown in Fig-
ure 2.7. It shows that significant improvements can be obtained with advanced strategies.
Nevertheless, the “optimal” strategy depends on numerous aspects. One of the major draw-
backs of optimization-based approaches is the computation time, which can be an issue if a
larger intersection zone is considered. Additionally, fairness and transparency can be infringed.
As can be seen in Figure 2.7d, delay could be considered as unfairly distributed among the
orange and blue vehicles. On the other hand, the definition of weighting factors can be used
to balance the delays of different road users or to integrate policy considerations which has
not been fully explored yet. In general, it is difficult to directly compare different approaches,
because so far no clear evaluation protocol has been established and restrictive assumptions
often limit the comparability of results as will be discussed in Section 2.2.5.

2.2.4 Trajectory Planning
In most of the reviewed papers, the workflow of letting one particular vehicle veh cross the
intersection is structured as shown in Figure 2.9: first of all, kinematic limitations and speed
limits set constraints on the possible arrival times of vehicle veh at the intersection (Step 1
in Figure 2.9). Usually, an earliest possible arrival time tmin

veh is obtained assuming that the
vehicle drives at the maximum allowed speed until reaching the intersection. If the vehicle is
already very close to the intersection or is required to enter at a specified speed, the current
speed and kinematic limitations can additionally imply an upper bound on feasible arrival times
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STEP 1 Obtain physical limitations on the arrival time of veh.

tmin
veh

distance [m]

vmax

ve
h

entrance to
intersection

feasible time period
for scheduling veh

time [sec]

STEP 2 Schedule the arrival time (and possibly speed) of veh.

tmin
veh

distance [m]

time [sec]ve
h

entrance to
intersection

speed for
crossing the
intersection

v̂veh

t̂veh

vmax

arrival time at
the intersection

t̂veh

STEP 3 Generate a trajectory for veh to meet the schedule.

tmin
veh

distance [m]

time [sec]
vmax

ve
h

entrance to
intersection

t̂veh

possible
trajectories

Figure 2.9: Trajectory planning is usually the third step of the process of organizing how a
vehicle crosses the intersection.
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[E. R. Müller et al., 2016a]. The boundary conditions are considered as constraints in the
scheduling policy, Step 2 of the process. As described in Section 2.2.3, an arrival time t̂veh

and, in some of the studies, a specified speed v̂veh for crossing the intersection is assigned.
The specified speed helps to determine how long intersection cells or conflict points need to be
blocked for veh. Additionally, larger speeds reduce the amount of time that the intersection
space is blocked for particular vehicles. Based on the information returned from the scheduling
policy, a trajectory for veh needs to be found that meets the boundary conditions of assigned
arrival time and speed.

This section briefly describes how the trajectory planning process (Step 3 in Figure 2.9) is
described in the considered papers. In general, three different levels of detail and optimization
can be distinguished: some papers do not consider trajectory planning at all, whereas others use
simplified approaches to obtain a feasible trajectory. Very few AIM studies use optimization-
based trajectory planning. Finally, papers that do not follow the workflow shown in Figure 2.9
are described.

No Consideration of Trajectory Generation

Several studies do not consider the trajectory generation of approaching vehicles at all. Papers
that mainly focus on advanced algorithms for the scheduling process often evaluate their
approaches with discrete models (see e.g., [Tachet et al., 2016; Levin and Rey, 2017;
R. Chen et al., 2020]). They use Monte Carlo experiments or Poisson arrival processes to
generate earliest possible arrival times tmin

veh at the intersection, which are used as an input to the
scheduling policy. The actual arrival times t̂veh are then obtained using the described scheduling
algorithm. This means that both Step 1 and Step 3 in Figure 2.9 are essentially skipped. The
evaluation focuses on delays and throughput, but does not consider the microscopic vehicle
behavior.

Simplified Trajectory Generation

The trajectory generation needs to consider the current state of a vehicle veh given by the
current time t, the position x and the speed v, i.e., [t, xveh(t), vveh(t)], and the planned
future state

[
t̂veh, x̂veh, v̂veh

]
, where x̂veh is the entrance to the intersection. The trajectory

is additionally constrained by kinematic limitations of the vehicle, i.e., maximum acceleration
and minimum deceleration. Potentially infinite trajectories exist that fulfill all these conditions
[E. R. Müller et al., 2016a]. Many reviewed papers use a simplified rule-based scheme to
obtain a feasible trajectory that can then be implemented in a microscopic traffic simulation,
for example. He et al. [2018] implement four consecutive phases to accomplish the movement
from the initial to the planned final state: (i) constantly decelerating, (ii) constantly moving
at minimum speed, (iii) constantly accelerating, and (iv) constantly moving at destination
speed phase. The minimum speed at which the vehicle travels in phase (ii) is chosen such
that it is as large as possible. Based on the current, minimum and destination speed as well
as assumed acceleration and deceleration rates, the time of switching from one phase to the
next is calculated beforehand. E. R. Müller et al. [2016a] describe a similar approach, but
instead of calculating the time steps of switching from one phase to another beforehand, the
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vehicle speed is chosen individually for each time step following a set of rules. Fayazi and
Vahidi [2018] define fixed access points before entering the intersection. This simplifies the
trajectory generation process in the sense that vehicles do not have to drive at a specific speed
when arriving at the access point, but the distance between access and entrance positions
can be used to accelerate if necessary. The authors present a trajectory-planning engine with
two subroutines: (i) computing a feasible trajectory for the vehicle to reach the access point
at its assigned time, and (ii) a car-following subroutine which makes sure that safe gaps to
the vehicle in front are respected. How car-following safety gaps are kept is not particularly
described in other studies.

Optimized Trajectory Planning

Instead of planning a simplified feasible trajectory, the constraints above can be used as input
to an optimization problem. Optimized trajectory planning with the objective of minimizing
emissions or improving comfort is rarely considered in literature about AIM. Based on the
schedule derived from their MILP policy, Yao et al. [2020] apply a trajectory optimization
model that aims at reducing the fuel consumption of vehicles. Their trajectory optimization is
modeled as an optimal control problem. It thus follows existing work that does not describe
an AIM approach, but focuses specifically on trajectory optimization, e.g., Ntousakis et al.
[2016] focusing on passenger comfort, Typaldos et al. [2020] focusing on fuel consumption
reduction, and X. Wu et al. [2015] focusing on energy consumption reduction.

Trajectory-based Scheduling

Not all of the reviewed papers follow the steps shown in Figure 2.9. First of all, in query-based
approaches such as the one by Dresner and Stone [2004], the central intersection controller
receives planned trajectories by vehicles and either accepts or rejects the trajectories as a whole.
Furthermore, some studies consider the trajectory planning problem inherently in the scheduling
formulation or instead of the scheduling problem itself. In such formulations, acceleration and
deceleration of vehicles are integrated into the objective function and the constraints of the
overall problem formulation. For example, J. Lee and Park [2012] formulate a nonlinear
optimization problem that aims at minimizing trajectory overlaps while respecting acceleration
limitations and minimum time gaps in car-following situations. Kamal et al. [2015] formulate
an objective function that includes the cost related to velocity deviation from the desired value,
acceleration, and risk of collisions. Other papers decide on accelerations and decelerations
within learning approaches [Y. Wu et al., 2019] or based on game theoretic considerations
[Elhenawy et al., 2015]. Both studies obtain promising results, but the main difficulty is
the computational complexity.

Discussion

In the vast majority of considered papers, trajectory planning is not a major topic. Instead, the
output of most studies is an assumed-to-be feasible schedule. Some authors propose that their
approaches could then be combined with existing trajectory optimization schemes by passing
down the assigned arrival times and speeds. One issue that would have to be analyzed further in
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the case of optimized trajectory planning is whether the scheduling algorithm forfeits flexibility.
Especially optimization-based approaches run the three steps in Figure 2.9 iteratively, taking
advantage of all available information each time the scheduling process is run. If a vehicle veh
starts decelerating early on, their earliest possible arrival time tmin

veh increases, thus reducing the
degrees of freedom for the scheduling algorithm. Additionally, Figure 2.9 is simplified in the
sense that only one vehicle is displayed. An important issue is whether proposed trajectories are
compatible with leader and follower vehicles with potentially heterogeneous driving behavior.

2.2.5 Approach Evaluation

Due to the lack of a sufficient number of CAVs, the missing implementation of necessary in-
frastructure and the safety-criticality, the concepts presented in literature have not been tested
in reality so far. Therefore, concepts are evaluated via theoretical considerations, numerical
methods, and simulations. The approach evaluation in current studies does not follow a con-
sistent concept which makes it difficult to compare approaches with each other. On the other
hand, this is not surprising, since authors are from different fields of research and papers thus
provide insights into diverse aspects of intersection control. This section describes evaluation
criteria, methods, and benchmarks that are commonly used in existing studies. Additionally,
common assumptions of existing studies are discussed which might limit the informative value
of evaluation results.

Performance Measures

There are several studies that aim at proving a concept, i.e., feasibility of AIM implementa-
tion with available sensors and communication technologies, or the validity of a mathematical
model. They evaluate and discuss whether a certain concept would be implementable and
under what constraints. These papers do not evaluate any particular performance measure
except for the sheer possibility of implementation itself. Most of the other papers consider
performance measures that are also common when evaluating traffic signal timing. Since con-
cepts are mostly tested using simulation, the chosen evaluation criteria need to be measurable
in simulation as well. Recalling the evaluation criteria for signalized intersections described in
Section 2.1.2, the performance indicators that are used predominantly are capacity, average
delay (defined as LOS), emissions, numbers of stops, and queue lengths. These criteria are
in principle suitable for evaluating AIM approaches as well. The most common one is average
delay or average travel time (see e.g., [Dresner and Stone, 2006; E. R. Müller et al.,
2016a; Tachet et al., 2016; Levin and Rey, 2017]). Evaluating the average delay does
not require detailed trajectories and can instead be calculated as the difference between the
earliest possible arrival time and the scheduled arrival time (compare Figure 2.7). Other pa-
pers consider queue lengths [Choi et al., 2019], idling times [Kamal et al., 2015] and fuel or
energy consumption [Zohdy et al., 2012; Pelosi et al., 2020]. These performance measures
require information on vehicle trajectories, which already indicates that the way results are
generated varies between different studies. This is going to be described in the following.
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Evaluation Method

Most of the approaches presented so far have been tested using simulation. The level of detail
ranges from simplified numerical simulations via microscopic traffic simulation to vehicle-in-
the-loop (VIL) testing, where a real vehicle is connected to a virtual reality environment in
which the intersection is simulated. The evaluation method strongly depends on the back-
ground of researchers and the aspired evaluation criteria.

If new scheduling policies are defined, they are often tested using simplified queuing models
(e.g., [Tachet et al., 2016]) or numerical simulation (e.g., [Levin and Rey, 2017]). In par-
ticular, vehicle arrival times at the intersection zone are generated from a Poisson process and
are then altered according to the scheduling policy. These studies are usually not concerned
with the ability of vehicles to actually arrive at the intersection zone at the specified time and
speed and thus do not consider vehicle trajectories, compare Section 2.2.4. Since one only
needs to generate random arrival times, experiments are easily reproducible if all necessary
parameters are listed. Unfortunately, this is not always the case.

Other researchers use custom traffic simulation, e.g., the software ‘AutoSim’, which was in-
vented at Carnegie Mellon University [Aoki and Rajkumar, 2018; Azimi et al., 2014]), or
‘FAUSim’ developed at Florida Atlantic University [A. Stevanovic and Mitrovic, 2018].
Custom software leaves more freedom to developers, such as lane reversal, which is not easily
possible with standard simulation software [A. Stevanovic and Mitrovic, 2018]. If such
innovative functionalities are not necessary, standard commercial or open-source simulation
platforms can be used such as aimsun.next1 [E. R. Müller et al., 2016b; Olsson and
Levin, 2020], Vissim2 [J. Lee and Park, 2012; Zhixia Li et al., 2013] or SUMO3 [Jin
et al., 2013; Sayin et al., 2018]. One major benefit of using an established simulation plat-
form is that the underlying models can be assumed to be validated. Since detailed trajectories
can be retrieved from these platforms, it is additionally possible to estimate resulting emis-
sions, fuel consumption, idling times, for example. On the other hand, their vehicle dynamics
model is simplified and only longitudinal accelerations and speeds are modeled. Some papers
integrate detailed vehicle driving dynamics into the trajectory planning by including lateral
movement or even aerodynamics and rolling resistance, e.g., Bichiou and Rakha [2018].
Fayazi, Vahidi, and Luckow [2019] connect a VIL-simulator to verify that the required
vehicle movement can in fact be realized on the road and to measure the actual resulting fuel
consumption.

Independent of the evaluation method, conducted experiments are often not reproducible.
Even if well-established models are used, the variety of input parameters needs to be sustained
for each individual simulation study. It has been discussed in Section 2.1.1 that simple input
parameters such as assumed vehicle lengths, speeds and time gaps can lead to large differences
in results. This is arguably not reflected enough in existing literature.

1Commercial simulation platform by aimsun: https://www.aimsun.com/aimsun-next/
2Commercial simulation platform by PTV Group: https://www.ptvgroup.com/en/solutions/

products/ptv-vissim/
3Open-source simulation platform developed at the German Aerospace Center: https://sumo.dlr.de/
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Benchmark

Since presented results significantly depend on assumptions and parameters, it is very difficult
to compare approaches presented in different papers and, consequently, the value of isolated
results is limited. Most researchers thus compare their approaches to a benchmark intersection
control which can be a four-way stop, a roundabout, a traditional TSC (pre-timed or actu-
ated) or a different AIM approach. Pre-timed TSC and FCFS schemes are the most common
benchmarks [Zhong et al., 2021]. The comparison with a commonly known status quo can
significantly improve the overall evaluation. However, conclusions are not always that simple.

First of all, in some papers, the vehicle driving behavior differs between the different control
schemes that are tested. This usually aims at comparing the status quo with the proposed
future scenario as in [E. R. Müller et al., 2016a]. While vehicles in the AIM scenario are
fully automated and their speed is controlled by the intersection controller in every time step,
vehicles at the traffic signal are modeled with human-like driving behavior. As an example,
a reaction time of 1.8 seconds for vehicles stopped at the traffic signal is assumed [E. R.
Müller et al., 2016a]. Consequently, the very promising benefits in vehicle delay in the AIM
scenario might not only result from the improved control scheme, but – at least partially –
from omitted reaction times. Even if vehicles are modeled with the same driving behavior
in different scenarios to improve comparability, a sub-optimal benchmark control might still
infringe the significance of results. As discussed previously, improved signal timings can sig-
nificantly enhance LOS at signalized intersections, and traffic-actuated or adaptive control
strategies have even more potential [Urbanik et al., 2015].

Furthermore, from the studies by Fajardo et al. [2011] and Levin and Boyles [2016], it
can easily be seen that scenario selection also has a big impact on the outcome: both studies
evaluate the same FCFS control scheme against optimized signal timing plans but conclusions
are different. From their papers as well as the study by Yu et al. [2019], it can be concluded
that FCFS outperforms TSC in low-demand scenarios, but is inefficient for high-demand sce-
narios. The proposed optimization-based policy could instead outperform even actuated TSC
in all demand scenarios [Yu et al., 2019].

It is thus necessary to compare the proposed AIM with a valid benchmark under the same
assumptions for a set of scenarios. Most importantly, all assumed parameters need to be
clearly stated in order to facilitate the reader’s understanding of reported evaluation results.

Limitations

In addition to the reported difficulties when comparing the analyzed performance measures
of different studies, further limitations need to be considered. Most studies consider a rather
simple four-leg intersection similar to the one that is shown in the previous Figures 2.5 to 2.7.
Many papers additionally limit possible turning movements and only allow vehicles to go
straight, e.g., [Fayazi and Vahidi, 2018]. This drastically limits the number of potential
conflicts. Additionally, most test intersections are perfectly symmetric, such that arising con-
flicts are also symmetric. With the exception of Dresner and Stone [2006] and R. Chen
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et al. [2020], pedestrians and bicyclists are not considered at the test intersections. Instead, in
most of the presented studies, a penetration rate of 100% CAVs is assumed, and vehicles are
additionally assumed to be homogeneous, i.e., they all have the same dimensions and vehicle
dynamics.

Discussion

The wide range of research areas involved in developing AIM concepts is reflected in the
way approaches are evaluated. The considered performance measures are mostly taken from
the evaluation of traditional TSC with average delay being the most prevalent. Since real
world implementations are not available so far, concepts are mostly tested using simulations.
While it is common practice to evaluate new traffic control strategies using simulation as well,
an additional challenge is presented here by the lack of real world data that are normally
used to calibrate the simulations. It is clear that the vehicle driving behavior characteristics
of CAVs cannot be known since these vehicles are not yet on the market. The considered
field of research hence requires many assumptions to be made and reported results cannot
easily be compared across different papers. Most studies thus compare their results with a
benchmark intersection control, mostly fixed-time TSC or AIM using the FCFS protocol. All
in all, the results reported so far seem very promising. However, they can vary a lot depending
on the chosen input parameters, and it is thus necessary to make justifiable assumptions and
consider realistic scenarios. Additionally, the applicability of presented approaches to real world
conditions, e.g., considering multimodal traffic and realistic intersection layouts, needs to be
analyzed further.

2.2.6 Summary
This literature review has provided insights into the broad spectrum of AIM. There exist
numerous approaches to detect conflicting trajectories and coordinate vehicle movements at
futuristic intersection zones, each focusing on different aspects. The studies were catego-
rized along the major steps involved, i.e., (i) intersection modeling, (ii) traffic coordination,
(iii) scheduling, (iv) trajectory planning, and (v) approach evaluation. Different strategies
exist for each of these steps. The decision on intersection modeling techniques and traffic
coordination concepts are mainly based on use cases and on-site conditions, e.g., whether the
considered intersection is assumed to be equipped with proper infrastructure or not. Many
of the papers reviewed in this thesis put a special focus on the scheduling procedure, and
the analysis of published scheduling algorithms clearly shows an evolution from simple FCFS
approaches towards optimization-based scheduling (compare Figure 2.8). Especially the latest
optimized scheduling policies are very promising and vehicle delays at intersection zones could
be significantly decreased in the future. These approaches could also allow for an integration
of policy objectives. It can also be expected that energy consumption or emissions can be re-
duced with a proper proactive trajectory planning. However, there exists no clear protocol for
evaluating the strategies, and restrictive assumptions (e.g., assumed vehicle-only traffic) limit
the real world applicability. This will be further discussed in Section 2.3. A tabular overview
of the presented studies and their characteristics is provided in Appendix A.
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2.3 Research Gaps
It is clear that the overall benchmark for the futuristic AIM control strategies is the status
quo, i.e., current TSC. The basic concepts and evaluation criteria of TSC were described in
Section 2.1. While AIM concepts can significantly outperform traditional traffic signals consid-
ering isolated performance measures, it is important not to lose sight of the overall objective
of intersection control: providing safety and efficiency for all road users at an intersection.
Most intersection zones are in urban environments, and many use cases of automated driving
(such as on-demand shuttles and automated parcel delivery) shall be applied in urban areas in
the future, where pedestrian and bicycle traffic plays a major role. As described in Section 2.1,
the objectives of traffic control at an urban intersection need to be identified in collaboration
with local and regional agencies. They depend on the environment of the intersection and on
urban development plans and the city’s overall concept. This context is not yet discussed in
AIM studies. The three major research gaps tackled in this thesis are hence:

1. The integration of pedestrians and bicyclists into AIM strategies.

2. The balanced consideration of all road users and the integration of policy objectives.

3. The thorough evaluation considering a realistic multimodal urban intersection.

In the following, these research gaps will be described in more detail, and a summary will
be given.

1. Integration of Pedestrians and Bicyclists

While the AIM approaches presented in literature so far could lead to a more efficient use
of intersection space in the future, the continuous vehicle movement infringes pedestrian and
bicyclist possibilities to cross the intersection. It has to be noted that this is a major dif-
ference to traditional TSC which grants the right of way in an alternating fashion. Even
though the focus of signal timing often lies very much on vehicle traffic, the phase-based
principle of traffic signals allows pedestrians and bicyclists to cross the intersection together
with parallel vehicle movements. In contrast, AIM approaches are vehicle-based, i.e., each
vehicle is given the right of way individually upon request. Simply speaking, if no space-time is
requested by or on behalf of pedestrians and bicyclists, there will be no green phase that they
can be appended to. Therefore, they need to be considered explicitly in the reservation process.

Nevertheless, pedestrians and bicyclists have been considered in very few studies on AIM so
far. The most famous one is presented by Dresner and Stone [2006]. The authors imple-
ment a hybrid intersection control that assumes a pre-timed traffic signal in combination with
their previously presented FCFS control [Dresner and Stone, 2004]. The overall idea is
that human drivers, pedestrians, and bicyclists can cross the intersection as it is the case in to-
day’s traffic, i.e., following the pre-timed signalization. Approaching CAVs communicate with
the intersection manager to request a time slot for crossing the intersection. The intersection
manager either tells them to arrive when their respective signal is green, or it accommodates
their movement along with the movement on another green phase that does not use the same
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intersection areas. If, for example, the signal for northbound movement is green, CAVs travel-
ing from west to south can cross the intersection at the same time, because their movement
does not conflict with those of the other, possibly human-driven, vehicles. With an increasing
share of CAVs, the delay at the intersection is reduced and the control converges towards the
100% FCFS scheme. Even though pedestrians and bicyclists are theoretically considered in
a sense that they will be able to cross the intersection safely, they are not integrated in a
demand-responsive way, their movement is not simulated, and their delays are not evaluated
in the study.

There are only very few studies that integrate pedestrians into AIM in a demand-responsive
way. W. Wu et al. [2022] propose that the intersection shall be equipped with so-called “au-
tomated pedestrian shuttles”, i.e., automated vehicles that carry pedestrians to the other side
of the street. They include the routing and scheduling of the shuttles into an MILP formulation
and evaluate how the number of available shuttles impacts the pedestrian LOS. To this end,
short-term numerical simulations are conducted. M. I.-C. Wang et al. [2021] present an
optimization-based AIM scheme that integrates CAVs, pedestrians, and upstream/downstream
intersections for spillback handling. They assume pedestrians to be equipped with connected
devices and present the integration of individual pedestrian requests into their framework.
Their approach is evaluated using the SUMO simulator, but no dedicated simulation results
are reported with respect to pedestrian delays or the impact of pedestrian requests on vehicle
delays. R. Chen et al. [2020] develop a max-pressure control for a network of intersections
with vehicle and pedestrian movement based on the MILP formulation by Levin and Rey
[2017] (compare Section 2.2.3). In the objective function, both vehicles and pedestrians are
considered. Their delays are multiplied by weighting factors that are defined depending on
queue lengths on incoming and downstream links and walkways, respectively. Pedestrians in-
dicate their presence via a push button in order to be considered in the optimization. They
are assumed to cross the street only when their respective crosswalk is activated and the
conflict points between vehicles and pedestrians are then considered in the constraint matrix.
The approach is evaluated using numerical simulation with time steps of 15 seconds. In each
simulation step, a pedestrian crosswalk is reserved for either vehicle or pedestrian movement.
The authors conduct simulations to test the effects of pedestrian demand on intersection ef-
ficiency and show that delays of pedestrians and vehicles are negatively correlated. While this
correlation is expected, since all road users compete for the same intersection space-time, the
results demonstrate the importance of evaluating control strategies including the entire (mul-
timodal) demand at an intersection zone. However, pedestrian LOS is not evaluated in detail,
their movement is not simulated microscopically, and many simplifying assumptions are made.
Overall, there remain open questions regarding safety, practicability, and user-friendliness that
need further evaluation, and the integration of bicyclists is not discussed in the mentioned
papers.

2. Balanced Consideration of Road Users and Integration of Policy Objectives

The STM proposes an outcome-based approach to signal timing that allows practitioners to
“develop signal timing based on the operating environment, users, user priorities by movement,
and local operational objectives.” [Urbanik et al., 2015] The first steps of the approach in-
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clude (i) defining the operating environment including physical location characteristics as well
as the local operating agency’s goals, (ii) identifying primary users at the intersection, and
(iii) establishing user and movement priorities. There are many examples where certain road
users or movements are prioritized, e.g., PT vehicles (compare Section 2.1.2). Reasons for
prioritization are various, including environmental considerations, reduction of people delay
instead of vehicle delay, or a general political agenda that aims at promoting certain modes of
transport. All in all, prioritization should reflect the municipality’s goals for its mobility system
without undermining the fair balance of all road users’ interests. Which objectives prevail is
ultimately a political decision. Therefore, new intersection control schemes should be able to
allow transportation planners to flexibly adjust priorities depending on the political agenda,
location, time of day, etc. [Schmöcker et al., 2008].

These considerations are not yet integrated into AIM approaches. The auction-based
scheduling policies described in Section 2.2.3 consider prioritization [Carlino et al., 2013;
Schepperle, Böhm, and Forster, 2007; Schepperle and Böhm, 2007]. However,
the integration of policy objectives is reported to be difficult and interventions of the auction
by including ‘system bids’ show mixed outcomes [Carlino et al., 2013]. The possibility of
including prioritization into the MILP formulation via weighting factors is described, but not
fully explored yet [Levin and Rey, 2017; R. Chen et al., 2020; Sayin et al., 2018].

3. Evaluation Considering a Real Intersection Zone

The evaluation considering a real intersection zone with realistic multimodal traffic offers the
possibility to actually compare a new scheme to the status quo which has not been done so
far. Such a comparison could give answers regarding applicability and potential improvements
assuming availability of CAVs. As described in Section 2.2.5, the intersection zones considered
in existing studies are usually very restrictive and some approaches might not easily be applica-
ble to intersection zones with turning movements, non-symmetric layouts, and heterogeneous
road users. Rare exceptions considering real world intersection geometries are the studies by
Carlino et al. [2013] and E. R. Müller et al. [2016b]. In the first study, four different
American cities are simulated, including San Francisco, California and Austin, Texas. The
implemented simulation model is built based on Open Street Map (OSM) data and covers the
entire city for each of their simulations, including minor and major intersections. However, the
study lacks a detailed description of the actual intersection zones where their control scheme
is applied, since the majority of intersections in their study are controlled in a “traditional”
way, i.e., via four-way-stops and traffic signals. Additionally, considered demand and driving
behavior are not described. E. R. Müller et al. [2016b] simulate a real intersection in Brazil
using the simulation platform aimsun.next. Their study shows the applicability of their MILP
algorithm to a non-symmetric intersection layout with several turning movements. However,
their study does not consider demand measured on site, and vehicle dimensions and kinematic
limitations are not listed. In particular, neither study considers the multimodal traffic usually
encountered at urban intersections, including pedestrians, bicyclists, passenger cars, busses,
and trucks.
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Summary

Based on the identified research gaps, the following chapters present and evaluate new in-
tegrated intersection control strategies for urban intersections with CAVs, pedestrians, and
bicyclists. Two different control families are developed, each containing a set of strategies for
multimodal intersection control:

• The slot-based integrated intersection control strategies described in Chapter 3 follow
a rule-based approach. They are implemented in order to explore the possibilities of
integrating pedestrians and bicyclists into AIM scenarios in a comprehensive way. As
such, they form the basis for developing advanced control strategies in Chapter 4.

• The optimization-based integrated intersection control approaches described in Chap-
ter 4 build on the ideas developed in Chapter 3 and take the approaches to the next
level by using more sophisticated scheduling algorithms and including prioritization.

In Chapter 5, the most promising strategies are evaluated using a microsimulation platform
assuming a real intersection zone in Munich with realistic demand.
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Chapter 3

Slot-based Integrated Intersection
Control Strategies
The slot-based integrated intersection control (SlotIIC) schemes presented in this chapter are
developed and implemented in order to achieve the overarching goal of a multimodal inte-
grated intersection control. They work with a discretization of space and time. To this end,
considered intersection zones are divided into several mutually exclusive conflict areas, and the
timeline is divided into time slots of fixed duration. In this dissertation, not only the conflicting
movements of vehicles are considered, but also the conflicts between vehicles, bicyclists, and
pedestrians. This means that all road users reserve the cells of the intersection zone that they
want to pass, and only a single vehicle or a group of pedestrians or bicyclists is allowed to
occupy a single conflict area during any particular time interval.

This chapter describes the development of the SlotIIC strategies step by step. Section 3.1
discusses how pedestrians and bicyclists can generally be integrated into AIM. Section 3.2
presents the overall control architecture and communication protocol. The intersection mod-
eling and identification of conflicting movements is described in Section 3.3. The core of the
control strategy, the multimodal scheduling algorithm, is explained in detail in Sections 3.4
to 3.6. Results are presented in Section 3.7. Section 3.8 describes how the presented control
strategies can be extended to intersection zones with several vehicle lanes on each approach.
The chapter is concluded with a summary on the presented control schemes and an overview
on benefits and limitations in Section 3.9. The concepts show that it is possible to integrate
pedestrians and bicyclists into AIM (both with fixed cycles and on demand) and set the basis
for developing more sophisticated optimization-based control schemes in Chapter 4.

3.1 Preliminaries to the Integration of Pedestrians and
Bicyclists into AIM

As described in Section 2.3, so far there are no AIM schemes that feature the integration
of pedestrians and bicyclists in a comprehensive way. AIM schemes usually work on two
premises: (i) the arrival times and desired movements of all vehicles can be known in advance,
and (ii) the arrival times and speeds for crossing the intersection can be reliably influenced.
Neither premise is usually true for pedestrians and bicyclists. Therefore, several questions
arise, for example: Does the intersection controller know about the arrival and presence of
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pedestrians and bicyclists, and if so, how? How can pedestrians and bicyclists be reliably
informed that they are being given the right of way? Before discussing such conceptual
questions in Section 3.1.2, a brief background on pedestrians and bicyclists at signalized
intersection zones is given in Section 3.1.1.

3.1.1 Pedestrians and Bicyclists at Signalized Intersection Zones
The overall objective of signal control, as explained in Section 2.1, is to provide safe and effi-
cient mobility for all road users. Nevertheless, traditional signal timing objectives often focus
on minimizing vehicle delay and stops which can lead to large waiting times for pedestrians
and frequent stops for bicyclists [S. M. Kothuri, 2014; Taylor and Mahmassani, 2000].
In recent years, non-motorized road users and their needs have been increasingly investigated,
and new ideas to improve their safety and LOS have been proposed and implemented. In the
following, the consideration of pedestrians and bicyclists in traffic signal control will briefly be
described.

VRU Safety at Signalized Intersections

Naturally, intersections impose a special risk on VRUs, since they are the locations where ve-
hicles’, cyclists’, and pedestrians’ paths cross each other. According to Isaksson-Hellman
[2012], more than 75% of the analyzed bicycle-vehicle crashes in Sweden occur in intersection
situations. At signalized intersections, conflicts between different road users’ movements are
resolved by assigning them to different phases that are not allowed in the intersection at the
same time. However, turning vehicle movements and VRUs are usually permitted which means
that they are given the right of way at the same time, and turning vehicles are expected to
yield to bikes and pedestrians during their green phase. In order to improve safety for bicy-
clists, bicycle coordinators in the Netherlands, Denmark, and Germany plead for a physical
separation of vehicle and bicycle movements and recommend brightly colored bike lanes within
intersections [Pucher and Buehler, 2008]. Vehicle turning movements also represent a
considerable safety problem to pedestrians. Approximately one out of five accidents at signal-
ized intersections involve a turning vehicle hitting a pedestrian [Lord et al., 1998]. According
to Robertson and Carter [1984], around 60% of turning accidents are left-turning and
approximately 40% are right-turning accidents. A more recent simulator study additionally
found that “when drivers are making a permissive left-turn some drivers fail to search areas
where pedestrians are likely to be present” [Marnell et al., 2013]. It is thus recommended
to separate vehicle and VRU movement as much as possible. This is sometimes realized via
a separate phase during which the intersection is completely blocked for all vehicle movements.

The simultaneous movement of pedestrians from different directions during such an all-
pedestrian phase is generally assumed to be non-problematic, and the concurrent movement
of bicyclists is also increasingly implemented. Firstly, Right-Turn-on-Red (RToR) is already
allowed for bicyclists in several European cities [Freyer et al., 2019]. Furthermore, in the
Netherlands, an “all-directions-green” phase for bicyclists has been implemented at several
signalized intersections [Van der Zee and Te Brömmelstroet, 2018]. In this phase, bi-
cyclists cross the intersection zone completely separated from vehicles. Since bicyclists coming
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from all directions as well as pedestrians on the legs of the intersection are allowed to cross at
the same time, the control requires VRUs to be considerate and give way to each other (as also
indicated on a supplementary sign). Despite the seemingly chaotic VRU phase, the separation
of vehicle and VRU movements has significantly increased safety, and the setup works so well
that the Dutch city of Groningen has expanded the implementations to 28 intersections some
years ago [Groningen Cycling City, 2016].

Nevertheless, the strict separation of vehicle and VRU movements is difficult to broadly
implement in conventional signal control. Three drawbacks of a separate VRU phase as
described above are reported [Furth et al., 2014]. First of all, they often significantly
reduce vehicle capacity at the intersection. Secondly, the integration of an additional phase
leads to long cycle times which cause long waiting times for all road users. Finally, the long
waiting times can reduce pedestrian and bicyclist compliance with the signal. This was, for
example, reported by Zhang et al. [2015], who compared pedestrian safety at intersections
with concurrent and exclusive pedestrian phasing. Furth et al. [2014] propose a scheme in
which pedestrians and bicyclists are given the right of way along with parallel vehicle through
movements, while right-turning vehicle movements are protected and allowed together with
non-conflicting left-turning vehicles. However, this only makes sense if all vehicle movements
have separate lanes, which is often not the case.

VRU Level of Service at Signalized Intersections

The study cited above by Zhang et al. [2015] and other papers show that limited waiting
times for pedestrians are not only a convenience feature, but can also be a safety criterion.
While compliance with pedestrian signalization depends on many different factors, longer max-
imum waiting times do lead to a higher share of red-light violations [Brosseau et al., 2013;
Van Houten et al., 2007]. In the current version of the German HBS, the maximum waiting
time, which is determined by the maximum red-light duration of the respective signal, also
defines the LOS for both pedestrians and bicyclists [FGSV, 2015a]. In the American HCM (as
well as the previous version of HBS), LOS for VRUs is determined by the mean waiting time
[TRB, 2000; FGSV, 2001]. This evaluation criterion seems more natural, since it represents
what the average pedestrian and bicyclist at the intersection perceives. All in all, it can be
concluded that both mean and maximum waiting times should be considered – the lower the
better for VRUs. For fixed-time traffic signals, average VRU waiting times can be calculated
analytically via the cycle time and respective green phase durations. The calculation is based
on the assumption that the arrival times of VRUs are equally distributed throughout the cycle
time. While this is generally a good approach for pedestrians, the assumption can be ques-
tioned for bicyclists. Since they usually cross several consecutive signalized intersections on
their route, they often arrive at the next intersection in groups.

In contrast to the consideration of motorized traffic, the mentioned guidelines (HBS and
HCM) do not yet discuss signal coordination for bicyclists. It is reasonable to assume that
bicyclists, just like vehicle drivers, prefer trips with few stops and limited overall delay. Addi-
tionally, stopping (or rather, accelerating after a stop) requires additional physical effort for
bicyclists, and bicyclists stopped at the intersection could be exposed to a larger dose of local
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air pollution. Signal coordination for bicyclists has been proposed in the literature and has
already been implemented in several European cities with a large share of bicycle traffic [Tay-
lor and Mahmassani, 2000; Beyer, 2009; Grigoropoulos et al., 2021]. In a detailed
evaluation and comparison of different traffic management techniques for bicyclists provided
by Knight et al. [2011], it is rated as one of the most favorable measures for bicyclists and
recommended to be considered for use in more cities. Difficulties regarding the implementation
include the comparatively heterogeneous bicycle progression speed as compared to vehicles.
This issue can be mitigated by providing information on the assumed progression speed to
bicyclists as will be described below [Beyer, 2009].

Similarly to with signal coordination, literature on signal timing optimization for isolated
intersections often focuses on vehicle traffic. Many studies do not analyze and report impacts
on VRUs. Reasons are manifold, but likely include the circumstances that intersection capacity
is limited more strictly with regard to vehicle movements, and that more predictive knowledge
about vehicle arrivals is available. This information gap might be decreased with a variety of
ITS applications for VRUs.

ITS Applications for VRUs at Intersection Zones

In recent years, several studies and market-ready products related to ITS applications for
VRUs have been introduced which could help increase their safety and LOS at intersection
zones. A good overview on pedestrian support is provided by El Hamdani et al. [2020];
MacArthur et al. [2019] present technologies for bicyclists. Given the prevailing safety
issue of VRUs at intersections, many of the proposed applications include functionalities such
as detection and warning. Infrastructure-based detection technologies have already been eval-
uated a few decades ago, e.g., via infrared or microwave detectors. These technologies can,
for example, capture pedestrian movements on the street, and improve safety by extending
the crossing times if necessary [Hughes et al., 2001]. A good introduction on possible
infrastructure-based installations for VRU detection can be found in [S. Kothuri et al.,
2017; Larson et al., 2020; NACTO, 2014; Alta, 2021]. More recent papers often focus
on applications that make use of connected devices for pedestrians and bicyclists. Examples
include smartphone applications that broadcast awareness messages and alert distracted VRUs
and drivers in order to prevent collisions [Sewalkar and Seitz, 2019]. Connected devices
are expected to improve safety implementations, because no additional sensors need to be
installed, and enhanced information about detected road users is available (such as turning
intentions). Additionally, they provide more sophisticated and precise options to inform or
warn VRUs, for example via visual, acoustic, or tactile signals applied directly to the respective
bicycle or smartphone. Nevertheless, approaches that require VRUs to carry connected devices
are not without controversy. Alongside data privacy concerns, there are worries that accident
liability will be shifted from vehicles towards VRUs [McLeod, 2014].

ITS technologies can be used not only to improve safety, but also to improve efficiency at
intersections. This can be achieved by planning on-demand VRU signal phases and dynami-
cally shortening or extending their green phase durations. For example, Liang et al. [2020]
present a pedestrian-friendly dynamic signal control optimization scheme that uses real-time
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(a) Green wave indicated by colored lamps on
the street. Source: [Cardwell, 2014]

(b) GLOSA for bicyclists using a smartphone ap-
plication. Source: [TAVF, 2020]

Figure 3.1: Different waves to indicate a green wave for bicyclists.

pedestrian information and minimizes a weighted average of vehicle and pedestrian delays, and
Grigoropoulos et al. [2021] show that the extension of green times for bicyclists using loop
detector-based actuation can reduce bicycle delays. Additionally, different technologies can be
used for informing VRUs, especially bicyclists, about upcoming signal changes. Nygårdhs
[2021] conducted a before-after study and found out that countdown timers help cyclists to
cross the signal without stopping and reduce start-up delays of stopped cyclists but, at the
same time, lead to more red light violations at the beginning or the end of the bicycle red phase.
A study by H. Kaths, Grigoropoulos, et al. [2019] found mixed results with respect to
red light violations and concluded that results depend on the geometry, traffic flow, and other
intersection-specific characteristics. De Angelis et al. [2019] present a comparison of dif-
ferent ways to indicate a green wave to cyclists: survey participants preferred numeric-based
countdown at the traffic signal, and light-emitting diode (LED) lines or bands on the street.
The LED lines or LED road surfaces guide bicyclists by showing a green band that moves with
the speed of the green wave. Staying within the green area thus helps bicyclists to cross the
next signal without stopping. A similar feature with several LED lights, shown in Figure 3.1a,
is installed in Copenhagen and other cities. Most of the infrastructure-based solutions were
preferred over on-bike devices such as the one shown in Figure 3.1b by survey participants
[De Angelis et al., 2019].

3.1.2 Discussion on Control Design
In the following, the conceptual questions raised in the beginning of this section are discussed
based on the background given above, and decisions on the control design for the strategies
presented in this thesis are explained.

Do pedestrians and bicyclists need to connect to the infrastructure? As described
above, connected devices can help to improve safety and LOS for both pedestrians and bicy-
clists, for example through collision warnings or GLOSA. Considering the great popularity of
smartphones and connected devices in other parts of everyday life, it is likely that more VRUs
will be using connected devices for ITS services in the future. However, it should arguably not
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Figure 3.2: Images of a pedestrian crosswalk at a traffic signal with light concrete technology.
Source: [LCT GesmbH, 2018].

Figure 3.3: Image of an “intelligent pedestrian crosswalk.” If someone stands in the red area
(left picture) and it is safe to cross, a pedestrian crossing appears (right picture).
Source: [Ayoubi, 2017].

be assumed for everybody on the road to be connected to the infrastructure and surrounding
road users at all times. Reasons for this opinion include privacy concerns and an unacceptable
shift of responsibility from cars and drivers to VRUs. These concerns are also shared by others,
for example the interview partners in the study by Buehler et al. [2020] or respondents of
a survey by the American League of Bicyclists [McLeod, 2014]. The consideration of VRUs
in future transportation systems should not happen at the expense of privacy and accessibility
of public space. Therefore, it is assumed in this thesis that (at least some) pedestrians and
bicyclists are not connected to the infrastructure.

How can pedestrians and bicyclists be sure that they are given the right of way?
Pedestrians and bicyclists need to be notified when they are given the right of way. While
there are several approaches on how automated vehicles could communicate with pedestrians
and display the right of way to them in the future [Rasouli and Tsotsos, 2020], it is
assumed here that busier intersections will be equipped with a proper signal infrastructure for
pedestrians and bicyclists. This could be realized by traditional signal heads or by more futur-
istic displays that function as human machine interfaces (HMIs). Examples of such modern
interfaces are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Figure 3.2 shows how traffic signals could be
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Technology Examples of Captured Information
Push buttons ✓ Pedestrian detection

- Pedestrian presence at crosswalk (number of pedestrians is not available)
- Desired destination, if different buttons exist

(✓) Bicycle detection
- Not recommended, because bicyclists need to stop to activate the button

Loop detectors ✗ Pedestrian detection
✓ Bicycle detection

- Information on arriving bicyclists
- Turning intention, if bicyclists enter via dedicated turning lanes

Video, thermal camera, ✓ Pedestrian detection
or radar sensors - Pedestrian presence at crosswalk (number of pedestrians depending on setup)

- Desired destination, if different waiting areas exist
✓ Bicycle detection

- Information on arriving bicyclists
- Turning intention, if sensors are able to detect and interpret hand gestures

Table 3.1: Examples of detection technologies for VRUs at the intersection zone. Detection
technologies taken from [Alta, 2021; S. Kothuri et al., 2017]

supplemented with illuminated signs on the street surface. Figure 3.3 shows an example of an
“intelligent pedestrian crosswalk:” if someone stands on the sensor shown in the left picture
and it is safe to cross, a pedestrian crosswalk is projected onto the street.

Does the intersection controller know about the arrival of pedestrians and bicyclists,
and if so, how? In principle, VRU signal phases can be integrated into intersection control in
fixed cycles as presented by Dresner and Stone [2006]. If suitable sensors are installed at
the intersection zone, pedestrians and bicyclists can be integrated into the intersection control
in a demand-responsive way. For pedestrians, this is already the case with pedestrian buttons
– in the future, pedestrian buttons could be replaced by other sensors or cameras as described
in the previous subsection. An overview on possibly suitable detection technologies listed in
the literature and what information they could provide to the controller is shown in Table 3.1.
In general, the captured information about pedestrians and bicyclists is similar, but pedestrian
movement is more difficult to predict. Therefore, it is assumed to be beneficial that bicyclists
are captured ahead of time, whereas pedestrians are detected when they are already at the
crosswalk.

How can safety for VRUs be guaranteed? In order to ensure the safety of the AIM
scheme, VRU movement is strictly separated from vehicle movement within the intersection.
This means that vehicle movements (including turning movements) are only allowed, if all
bicycle lanes and pedestrian crosswalks that need to be passed by the vehicle are clear. After
VRU green phases, a sufficient clearance time is implemented. Accidents of turning vehicles
and VRUs can hence be omitted. Additionally, this policy allows vehicles to cross the inter-
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section zone with a pre-defined speed and without stopping (except for emergency situations).
Conflicts between pedestrians and bicyclists can in principle be resolved similarly to the con-
flicts between VRUs and motorized vehicles. However, these conflicts do not necessarily have
to be resolved by the scheduling program. Instead, VRUs are expected to give way to each
other and resolve conflicts by negotiation, hand gestures, and social rules. While this requires
VRUs to be prudent, it is in line with current efforts to develop street space into more of an
open space for pedestrians and bicyclist. Additionally, as described earlier, it has been proven
to be safe at real intersections already. As with any new signal control setup, traffic safety
needs to be carefully monitored when implemented, and it will be important to check whether
the possibly simultaneous VRU green phases lead to confusing or dangerous situations.

3.1.3 Summary
The decisions justified above form the basis for the integration of pedestrians and bicyclists
into the control strategies presented in this thesis. All in all, they aim at not forcing VRUs to
have to adapt their current behavior in the futuristic setup. Additionally, safety for all road
users is assumed to be improved, because conflicts involving motorized vehicles are resolved
by the controller. The following premises can be summarized:

• VRUs are assigned to signal phases and cross the intersection roughly at the same time.
Conflicting movements of VRUs without the involvement of vehicles are not resolved by
the control.

• Space-time must be used exclusively by individual vehicles or groups of VRUs. Accidents
involving motorized vehicles can hence be omitted.

• Depending on the available information on VRU arrivals and turning intentions, their
green phases can be integrated in a demand-responsive way.

In the following sections, the control architecture and the intersection modeling concept will
be explained before introducing the scheduling approach and presenting results.

3.2 Traffic Coordination
This section describes the traffic coordination concept of the presented control schemes. Re-
capitulating the attributes and classifications introduced in Chapter 2, the control strategies
developed in this thesis can be considered as partially centralized. As displayed in Figure 3.4,
they consist of a central controller that schedules all arriving road users while trajectories
are planned by vehicles. Pedestrians and bicyclists are assumed to behave “naturally,” i.e.,
no trajectories are planned for them, but they react to the information provided for them by
the control infrastructure that serves as a human-machine interface. In order to simplify the
presented approach, an isolated intersection zone wihtout surrounding intersections will be
considered.
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Figure 3.4: Traffic Coordination Scheme.

3.2.1 Coordination of Approaching Vehicles
It is assumed that all vehicles at the considered intersection are connected and automated, and
that all vehicles have the same dimensions and kinematic limitations. Approaching vehicles
start communicating to the intersection controller as soon as possible, i.e., upon entering
the link to the intersection or getting into the communication range of the controller. The
communication between approaching vehicles and the intersection controller is displayed in
Figure 3.5. Vehicles send their current position and speed as well as their desired turning
movement to the controller. The intersection controller combines the received information with
its background model of the intersection geometry and its database with existing reservations.
It schedules the vehicle’s arrival time according to an FCFS approach which will be described
in Section 3.4, and informs the vehicle about its assigned arrival time at the intersection. It is
assumed that all vehicles cross the intersection zone at exactly the same speed which remains
constant until they have left the intersection. The vehicle adjusts its speed in order to reach
the intersection at exactly the scheduled time. In contrast to other AIM approaches, the
reserved time slots in this control scheme are subject to change. Reasons for rescheduling the
arrival time of a vehicle include situations in which priority is given to pedestrians, bicyclists,
or other vehicles. In that case, the intersection controller again requests the earliest possible
arrival time of the vehicle at the intersection, and schedules a new arrival time. Both the
scheduling and the rescheduling procedure are explained in Section 3.4.

3.2.2 Coordination of Pedestrians and Bicyclists at the Intersection
As motivated in Section 3.1, the behavior of pedestrians and bicyclists is assumed to be
unchanged in this futuristic scenario, i.e., similar to what can be observed at signalized inter-
sections today. It is assumed that pedestrians and bicyclists are not connected to each other
or the infrastructure, but could be detected when they are at the intersection or, in the case of
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Figure 3.5: Information that is exchanged between approaching vehicles and the intersection
controller.
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Figure 3.6: Information that is exchanged between the intersection controller and the VRU
signalization.

bicyclists, on the approach to it. Assuming different intersection configurations, varying levels
of information are considered in the control strategy. In general, the VRU signalization already
serves as a human-machine interface today that indicates if road users are given the right of
way. The pure signalization can be enhanced by features such as countdown timers or optimal
speed advisory as described in Section 3.1. Additional information can be provided for VRUs
via smartphones or other connected devices, but, in order to not infringe upon accessibility, it
is not assumed that all pedestrians and bicyclists will be equipped with these devices. Instead,
the intersection shall be equally accessible for non-connected VRUs and the signalization shall
be easily understandable for everyone. Therefore, the control communication loop is imple-
mented between the central control entity and the VRU signalization as displayed in Figure 3.6.
The manner in which the VRU green phases are planned depends on the level of information
that the controller has about their arrivals and on the implemented control scenario as will be
explained in detail in Sections 3.5 and 3.6.

3.3 Intersection Modeling
The intersection geometry that includes the division of space into discrete conflict cells is the
first input into the control. It is used by the controller to determine which cells need to be
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(a) Example intersection with vehicle and
pedestrian movement.

(b) Example intersection with vehicle, pedes-
trian, and bicycle movement.

Figure 3.7: Division of intersection zone into conflict cells.

reserved for certain movements. The setup works with the assumption that all road users
roughly travel through the intersection along predefined paths. This is already the case in cur-
rent traffic: vehicle paths are defined by entrance and exit lanes, bicyclists follow the marked
bike lanes through the intersection, and pedestrians cross the legs of the intersection zone at
defined crosswalks. These predefined paths allow for determining the sequence of cells that
each road user needs to reserve. In this thesis, a cell granularity that equals the number of
lanes on each leg is used, i.e., a four-leg intersection zone with one incoming lane and one out-
going lane on each direction is divided into a 2 · 2 grid of cells. While a higher granularity can
lead to more efficiency, it also increases the computation time as explained in Section 2.2.1.
According to Dresner and Stone [2008], a granularity of 2 is a good trade-off for a small
intersection. In addition to the cells that represent vehicle-vehicle conflicts, cells that repre-
sent vehicle-pedestrian, vehicle-bicyclist, bicyclist-pedestrian or bicyclist-bicyclist conflicts are
added. This is displayed in Figure 3.7, where the simple intersection with one vehicle lane per
approach is divided into 12 conflict cells if pedestrians are included, and 32 cells if, additionally,
bicyclists are included with a separate lane on each approach. In Figures 3.7a and 3.7b, the
blue cells are the cells that will be crossed by the blue vehicle, the orange cells will be crossed
by the orange vehicle, and the green cells are reserved for VRU movement. It is worth noting
that not all of the colored cells are reserved for the respective road users during the entire
time of them crossing the intersection. The main reason for the discretization into cells in the
first place is to occupy only the portion of space that is needed during a particular time interval.

A simplified situation that only features vehicle-vehicle conflicts is shown in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8a shows snapshots of the intersection during different time slots. In general, only
one vehicle is allowed to occupy a conflict zone during a particular time slot. However, this
general rule is slightly adapted to account for increased safety gaps and the ability to allow
safe patterns in the intersection zone at the same time. In order to increase safety, the conflict
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Figure 3.8: Explanation of space tile / time slot reservation.

cells are reserved for an additional time slot if the reserving vehicle follows a vehicle with a
crossing movement. In time slot 2, for example, cell 7 is already “pre-reserved” for the blue
vehicle. The same happens with the orange vehicle in time slot 4. In this case, however, the
blue vehicle holding the reservation is not an issue, since the blue and orange vehicle come
from the same direction.

Figure 3.8b shows the list of intersection tiles with the respective reservations. For each
newly arriving road user, the intersection controller needs to know the sequence of tiles and
corresponding time intervals that need to be reserved for the respective movement. There-
fore, possible origin-destination (OD) relations at the intersection are listed, and this list is
appended with the set of conflict zones (denoted by C) and respective time slots for each of
the movements. Let k̂i be the time slot that is assigned for vehicle vehi, i.e., the time that
vehi is supposed to arrive at the entrance to the first conflict zone it needs to pass. In the
example shown in Figure 3.8, k̂2 equals 0 and k̂3 equals 2. Vehicle movement from west to
east in the situation shown in Figure 3.8 is listed as follows (compare Figure 3.8b):
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Figure 3.9: Reservation of conflict cells and time slots for pedestrians at the crosswalk of one
leg of the intersection.

V ehicle (veh) west → east :
[C5 : k̂veh, k̂(veh) + 1;
C6 : k̂veh + 1⇈, k̂veh + 2, k̂veh + 3;
C7 : k̂veh + 2⇈, k̂veh + 3, k̂veh + 4;
C8 : k̂veh + 4⇈, k̂veh + 5, k̂veh + 6].

The arrows (⇈) indicate that the tile can be reserved during the same time slot by a vehicle
with the same origin or destination. This information is specified for the controller which will
make the correct checks and consider relevant exceptions. For the sake of simplicity, it is
assumed (for now) that all vehicles have the same dimensions and cross the intersection at
the same constant speed. This allows for each OD movement to be identified with exactly
one combination of space tiles and respective time slots. Note that the space in between two
conflict cells (e.g., between the pedestrian crosswalk and the conflict cells in the center) is not
considered explicitly, because no conflicts occur there.

Since pedestrians and bicyclists cannot be assumed to cross the intersection at a uniform
and constant speed, the tiles are reserved for pedestrian and bicyclist movements for a longer
period of time that accounts for the necessary clearance times as well. Figure 3.9 shows an
example situation for a pedestrian crosswalk. The corresponding conflict cells are reserved for
pedestrians for 25 time slots in total, including a green phase of 9 time slots and 16 time slots
of clearance time (depicted by the American “Don’t Walk” signal in Figure 3.9), which allows
pedestrians to safely finish crossing the street. In contrast to vehicle and bicycle movements,
pedestrians can walk in both directions at the same time, i.e., if pedestrians are allowed to
cross the western leg of the intersection from south to north, the opposite movement must be
allowed as well.

In the following sections, the scheduling policy will be explained in detail for the three user
groups vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists.
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3.4 Scheduling Policy for Vehicle-only Scenarios
The scheduling policy that is implemented for arriving vehicles is an FCFS scheme that is
adapted with further rules to integrate pedestrians and bicyclists into the control. In the
following, the FCFS scheme for vehicles will be described in Section 3.4.1. The approach also
features a routine to reschedule vehicles in case priority is given to VRUs. This routine is
explained in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.1 First Come, First Served Policy for Vehicles
As introduced in Section 3.2, vehicles communicate their position, turning information, and
earliest arrival time to the intersection controller ahead of time. The intersection controller
then knows from the underlying intersection model which space tiles need to be reserved during
which time slots as described in Section 3.3. Now, the scheduling routine looks for the pattern
to be available in the list of time slots, and the earliest feasible time slot is then reserved for
the vehicle. This procedure is shown in Figure 3.10.

Step ➀ of the figure shows that the earliest possible arrival time for a vehicle veh at the
entrance to the intersection is derived from the current position and from the maximum allowed
speed (vmax) on the approach to the intersection. Technically, kinematic limitations also need
to be taken into account if the vehicle is currently not driving at maximum speed and hence
needs to accelerate first. However, kinematic limitations can be ignored at this point. It is
assumed that, when entering the communication range to the intersection controller, vehicles
will drive at maximum speed if possible. If they are not driving at maximum speed, this is
because of a vehicle in front of them which will be considered with a separate constraint below.
Let tmin

veh be the earliest possible arrival time communicated by the vehicle. It is clear that the
vehicle cannot be scheduled any earlier than this, i.e., the following constraint needs to be
respected:

tveh ≥ tmin
veh , (3.1)

where tveh denotes the arrival time for vehicle veh at the intersection. Since the controller
considers discrete time slots instead of continuous time, this constraint is transformed such
that the earliest possible time slot is considered instead of the arrival time. Let τ be the step
size, and let k be the identifier of the time slot. Then time slot k starts at time tk = k · τ and
ends when the next time slot starts, i.e., at time tk+1 = (k + 1) · τ . The earliest possible time
slot kmin

veh for assigning vehicle veh is defined as the earliest time slot that does not start before
vehicle veh can arrive at the intersection. This means that Constraint (3.1) is reformulated
as follows:

kveh ≥ kmin
veh = min{k ∈ N | k · τ ≥ tmin

veh }, (3.2)

where kveh denotes the time slot for vehicle veh to arrive at the intersection. Additionally, it
is assumed that vehicles cannot overtake on the approach to the intersection, and vehicle veh
can thus not be scheduled earlier than its preceding vehicle. From the current vehicle position,
the controller identifies the vehicle in front of veh on the same approach to the intersection,
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Figure 3.10: Schematic representation of FCFS policy for vehicles in three steps.
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denoted here by veh′. Due to the nature of the FCFS procedure, vehicle veh′ already has an
assigned time slot when vehicle veh signs up. Let this fixed time slot be denoted by k̂veh′ .
Then the following constraint needs to be added:

kveh > k̂veh′ . (3.3)

In addition to the background on how the arrival time constraint is derived from physi-
cal limitations, Figure 3.10 also shows the space-time pattern that the intersection controller
derives from the received OD information in Step ➀ as explained in the previous section. In
Step ➁ of the routine, the controller checks for this very pattern to be available in the schedule
that contains existing reservations. As shown in Figure 3.10, the whole pattern needs to be
available, and it is not possible to insert a time gap as displayed in Step ➁ on the left (such
a time gap would mean that the vehicle would have to disappear for a few time slots). Let
the earliest feasible time slot for veh, given the schedule, be denoted by k̂veh. This time slot
is reserved for vehicle veh and is again transformed into continuous time, i.e., the assigned
arrival time for vehicle veh is defined as t̂veh = k̂veh · τ .

After receiving the reserved arrival time, vehicle veh adjusts its speed in order to arrive at
exactly the time t̂veh with the predefined speed that remains constant throughout crossing the
intersection. In the approach presented in this chapter, this speed corresponds to the maxi-
mum allowed speed in order to not block the different conflict cells of the intersection zone for
too long. Therefore, the trajectory is adjusted such that vehicles decelerate (if necessary) and
accelerate again before entering the intersection. This is schematically displayed in Step ➂ of
Figure 3.10. The trajectory planning will be described in detail in Chapter 5.

It can be noted that the described procedure follows the general three-step approach shown
in Figure 2.9 of the literature section. As raised in Section 2.2.3, the FCFS control can result
in a non-globally-optimal solution, where the right of way is given to vehicles coming from
different directions in an alternating fashion without forming platoons. This will be further
discussed and improved upon in Chapter 4.

3.4.2 Rescheduling Of Vehicles
In the presented approaches, there are situations in which vehicle arrival times need to be
rescheduled. The rescheduling of vehicles can be necessary for a number of reasons. The
most common one considered in this thesis is that pedestrians or bicyclists are served with
priority. Theoretically, a rescheduling might also be necessary if something unexpected hap-
pens, for example, if the pedestrian crosswalk is occupied longer than expected. In these
situations, the controller replaces the existing schedule with a blank schedule (starting at a
specific point in time) and collects new earliest arrival times from all road users that have not
finished crossing the intersection by then and thus have “lost” their reservation.

At this point, the earliest possible arrival time might be different from the earliest possible
arrival time when the vehicle first signed up. This is shown in Figure 3.11. In this figure,
vehicle veh reduces its speed in order to meet the scheduled arrival time. When the schedule
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Figure 3.11: The lower bound on the arrival time of vehicle veh, tLB
veh(tk), needs to be updated

when vehicle veh is rescheduled.

needs to be reassigned a few seconds later, the earliest possible arrival time has changed. In
order to distinguish the different values, the updated earliest arrival time of vehicle veh calcu-
lated at time tk is denoted by tLB

veh(tk). It represents a lower bound on the arrival time that is
to be scheduled. In this situation, the previously ignored kinematic limitations of vehicle veh
(i.e., limited acceleration values) need to be taken into account for the calculation of tLB

veh(tk),
because vehicles might have to accelerate as shown in Figure 3.11.

In order to retain the FCFS structure of the approach, vehicles in the rescheduling process
are sorted and considered by proximity to the intersection. This means that in the previously
described situation, vehicle veh′ is scheduled before vehicle veh is assigned a new arrival time.

3.5 Integration of Pedestrians
In contrast to vehicles, pedestrians are not considered individually by the controller. Instead,
it is assumed that all pedestrians who are present at a pedestrian crosswalk cross the respec-
tive approach together during the pedestrian green phase. Therefore, instead of scheduling
individual pedestrian access times, the pedestrian crosswalk activation times are scheduled.
Pedestrian crosswalk activation is exclusive, i.e., no vehicle movement is allowed on the cross-
walks at the same time. In particular, permitted turning movements, which are common in
traffic signal control, are not allowed. The crosswalk activation can be integrated into the
scheduling policy in different ways, depending on available information and on the overall
control objective at the considered intersection. Three different approaches will be presented
and discussed in the following. The first one, described in Section 3.5.1, works with fixed
cycle times and hence doesn’t require knowledge about pedestrian arrivals at the intersection.
The latter two, introduced in Section 3.5.2, represent two slightly different approaches for
integrating on-demand signal phases for pedestrians. As discussed in Section 3.1, both mean
and maximum waiting times are important for pedestrians and should be within an acceptable
range. This is taken into account in the following approaches.
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3.5.1 Fixed Cycles for Pedestrian Green Phases
If no information about arriving pedestrians is available or a constant pedestrian demand is
assumed, fixed cycles for pedestrian crossings can easily be implemented to guarantee a certain
LOS for pedestrians, i.e., to ensure that mean and maximum pedestrian waiting times are below
a certain level. In order to implement fixed cycles for pedestrian crossings, the following input
is needed:

• The cycle time T – similar to conventional traffic signals.

• The pedestrian green phase duration G in each cycle.

• The clearance time for the pedestrian crosswalk.
The conflict cells that correspond to the pedestrian crosswalk are then blocked for pedestrians
upfront (for the combined time slots of green time and clearance time; compare Figure 3.9).
All pedestrian crosswalks can be activated at the same time, or they can be activated in al-
ternating or rotational order, for example. The most beneficial setup depends on the layout
of the intersection and on the expected turning ratios of the vehicle movement. Since no
permitted turns are possible and a small intersection zone as shown in Figure 3.7 is considered
here, the alternating activation of pedestrian crosswalks could lead to queues, because there
is no separate lane for turning vehicles. Therefore, all four pedestrian crosswalks are activated
at the same time in the fixed cycle scenario. This additionally allows for pedestrians to cross
the intersection diagonally. The integration of pedestrian crosswalk activation in fixed cycles is
easy to understand and implement. Moreover, since the necessary conflict cells of pedestrian
crosswalks are blocked upfront, vehicles with a fixed reservation do not need to change their
time slot (assuming that no unexpected delays occur).

Just like for traditional fixed-time traffic signals, average and maximum pedestrian waiting
times can be calculated analytically in this control scenario. Furthermore, the setup allows
for estimating vehicle capacity on an analytical basis by considering only the share of cycle
time that is available for vehicle movement at the intersection (if the “saturation flow rate”
of vehicle movement at the intersection is known). These properties will be explained in more
detail along with the simulation results in Section 3.7. On the other hand, the control is not
able to dynamically react to pedestrian demand. This especially reduces efficiency if there are
few pedestrians, or if pedestrians only cross at one of the approaches, but all crosswalks are
blocked.

3.5.2 Demand-responsive Integration of Pedestrian Green Phases
If information about arriving pedestrians is available, the activation of crosswalks can be inte-
grated on demand. A flowchart of the overall procedure is shown in Figure 3.12. If pedestrians
arrive during a green phase, they can immediately start crossing. Otherwise, the control checks
whether there are pedestrians already waiting at the crosswalk. In that case, the newly arrived
pedestrian joins them and doesn’t need to request a new signal phase. Finally, if there are no
pedestrians waiting yet, a new pedestrian phase is requested.
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Figure 3.12: Flowchart of on-demand integration of pedestrians.

In principle, this can be done following the same FCFS strategy that was described for
vehicles, and necessary space could be blocked as soon as possible. However, this mechanism
cannot guarantee that acceptable maximum waiting times are not exceeded. While vehicles
reserve their time slot for crossing the intersection several seconds prior to their earliest possi-
ble arrival, pedestrians are detected by the necessary infrastructure only when they are at the
intersection and ready to cross. Therefore, long waiting times can be expected in such a setup.
In order to guarantee a certain LOS for pedestrians and thus make the approach more com-
parable to conventional traffic signal control, priority will be granted to pedestrian movements.

Similarly to the fixed cycle scenario, some parameters need to be fixed before implementing
the policy. First of all, the following two parameters are already known from the fixed cycle
setup.

• The pedestrian green phase duration G.
• The clearance time for the pedestrian crosswalk.

If pedestrian signal phases are scheduled with priority, then existing vehicle reservations need to
be canceled and the respective vehicles need to receive a new scheduled arrival time as explained
in Section 3.4.2. In order to not infringe upon safety, vehicles that are already very close to or
even within the intersection are not rescheduled. In such situations, the pedestrian green phase
will hence not start immediately. Additionally, if there is vehicle demand at the intersection,
pedestrian green phases should not follow one another without allowing vehicle movement in
between. These considerations are taken into account via the following parameters:

• The reaction time θ of the control that is needed for allowing vehicles that are currently
very close to or crossing the intersection to leave the requested conflict cells. This only
applies if there are vehicles very close to or within the intersection.

• The maximum pedestrian waiting time Θped.
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Figure 3.13: Illustration of pedestrian priority policy based on figure in [Niels, Mitrovic,
Bogenberger, et al., 2019].

The overall scheduling policy that is applied when a new pedestrian green phase is requested
is explained in the illustration in Figure 3.13. The figure shows a time line on the x-axis, and
the two superimposed bars represent the allowance of pedestrian and vehicle movement within
the considered conflict cells. As explained earlier, no traffic signals are considered for vehicles.
The vehicle signal in the illustration is hence merely symbolic, intended to improve under-
standability. It needs to be noted that the figure and corresponding explanations assume a
situation with constant vehicle demand in the intersection. If this is not the case, pedestrian
green phases can be scheduled earlier as will be described below. In the figure, the arrival of
pedestrian ped1 at the intersection triggers the request of a new pedestrian green phase. Let
tmin
1 be the arrival time of pedestrian ped1. It can be seen from the figure that, at time tmin

1 ,
vehicle movement has been allowed for a longer consecutive period of time. In this situation,
the green phase requested by pedestrian ped1 is activated as soon as possible, i.e., after ve-
hicles that are currently crossing the intersection have left the respective conflict zones. This
means that pedestrian ped1 can start crossing after the reaction time θ defined above has
passed. The green phase lasts for G seconds and is followed by an all-red phase that allows
pedestrians to safely finish crossing the street (depicted by the “Don’t Walk” symbol). Now,
a second pedestrian ped2 arrives during the clearance time. Allowing pedestrian ped2 to cross
immediately or after the very short waiting time θ could ultimately lead to pedestrian green
phases and clearance times being implemented in an alternating fashion without allowing ve-
hicle movement in between. In order for the control to be balanced, vehicle movement will be
allowed for a defined minimum duration before activating the pedestrian green phase. There-
fore, the next pedestrian green phase is scheduled after the clearance time and the minimum
“green phase” for vehicles. It can be seen from the figure that the sum of both equals the
maximum pedestrian waiting time Θped. This means that, given the clearance time that is
defined to fulfill safety criteria (and therefore has a fixed value), the maximum pedestrian wait-
ing time Θped can be chosen to provide a certain pedestrian LOS, and the minimum duration
of the vehicle phase follows accordingly. For simplification reasons, Θped is assumed to be a
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(a) Pedestrian requests apply to the entire in-
tersection zone.

(b) Pedestrian requests apply to one cross-
walk only.

Figure 3.14: Schematic representation of the two versions of integrating demand-responsive
pedestrian green phases.

constant parameter in this chapter, but it could as well differ depending on pedestrian and
vehicle demand or on pedestrian characteristics.

As noted above, the illustrated situation assumes constant vehicle demand. If there is no
vehicle demand at the intersection upon the arrival of a pedestrian ped, then the green phase
can start immediately, because (i) there are no vehicles that need to leave the intersection
safely, and (ii) the minimum green phase for vehicles does not apply in the absence of vehicle
demand. The maximum pedestrian waiting time Θped hence bounds the pedestrian waiting
time in situations with large vehicle demand, but is not utilized if pedestrian green phases can
be planned without rescheduling vehicles.

The described policy is implemented in two different versions that are specified below and
schematically displayed in Figure 3.14.

1. In the first version, pedestrian requests apply to the entire intersection zone, i.e., the
entire intersection is reserved for them and they can cross any leg or cross diagonally.
An example situation is displayed in Figure 3.14a.

2. In the second version, pedestrians only request to cross either one leg of the intersection
as displayed in Figure 3.14b or, if they want to cross diagonally, the central part of the
intersection.

The approaches presented above will be evaluated together with the fixed-cycle approach
in Section 3.7. As described previously, discrete time slots are considered in this chapter.
Therefore, all introduced time-related parameters (e.g., cycle time T , green phase duration G,
reaction time θ of the controller, and maximum pedestrian waiting time Θped) will be trans-
formed into time slots when implementing the approach.
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Figure 3.15: Cell occupancy of bicycle through movement.

3.6 Integration of Bicyclists
Similarly as with the integration of pedestrians, bicyclists are not scheduled on an individual
basis, but rather signal green phases are planned for them. Again, a fixed cycle scenario,
introduced in Section 3.6.1, and two demand-responsive scenarios, explained in Section 3.6.2,
are implemented.

3.6.1 Fixed Cycles for Bicycle Green Phases
Just like in the scenario with vehicles and pedestrians, bicycle green phases can be scheduled
in fixed cycles. As explained in Section 3.1, the philosophy of the control is to strictly sep-
arate vehicle movement from the movement of VRUs, whereas purely inter-VRUs conflicts
are not resolved by the control. Therefore, RToR is always allowed for bicyclists. Following
the reasoning in Section 3.5, the fixed-cycle approach is implemented such that the entire
intersection is reserved for bicycle traffic during the bicycle green phase. The phase thus cor-
responds to an all-cyclists green phase, comparable to the one applied at some intersections
in the Netherlands as described in Section 3.1 [Groningen Cycling City, 2016]. It also
allows bicyclists to conduct a direct left turn. In order to implement the policy, the following
three input parameters need to be defined:

• The cycle time T – similar to that of conventional traffic signals.

• The duration of the bicycle green phase G in each cycle.

• The clearance time duration that allows bicyclists to leave the intersection zone.

The fixed cycle setup for bicyclists works similarly as with the integration of pedestrian
green phases in fixed cycles with the same systemic advantages and disadvantages. These
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benefits and limitations will be discussed along with simulation results in Section 3.7. In the
following, the implemented strategies for integrating demand-responsive bicycle green phases
will be explained.

3.6.2 Demand-responsive Integration of Bicycle Green Phases
The demand-responsive integration of bicycle green phases requires knowledge about bicyclists
at the considered intersection zone. Whereas pedestrians are detected and request their green
phases when they are at the intersection, bicyclists are already detected on the approach to
the intersection. Reasons for this difference are two-fold: on the one hand, bicyclists are
easier to detect on the way to the intersection, because they can be assumed to approach
the intersection via dedicated lanes, and their movement is easier to predict. On the other
hand, detecting bicyclists when they are already at the intersection would require them to
stop to request a green phase, which is not considered to be practical. The expected arrival
time tmin

bic of a bicyclist bic is hence calculated based on the time that bicyclist bic crosses
the detector, on the distance of the detector to the intersection, and on the expected bicycle
speed. Another difference to pedestrian integration, that comes with this detection setup, is
the fact that origins of bicyclists are always known.

Additionally, in contrast to pedestrian signals, bicycle signals are dependent on the travel
direction of bicyclists, and bicyclists cross several conflict cells on their way through the in-
tersection. Therefore, clearance time is not defined here as one fixed parameter. Instead, the
occupation of conflict cells is considered in detail. This is done similarly to the scheduling of
vehicle movement (compare Section 3.3). The major difference to planning vehicle movement
is that, due to the bicycle green phase that lasts several seconds and the variation in bicycle
speed, the conflict cells need to be reserved for a longer period of time. An illustration is pro-
vided in Figure 3.15, where the cell occupation of a bicycle green phase for through movement
is shown. Details on the modeling and simulation of bicyclist behavior (including variations in
speed and acceleration behavior) will be provided in Chapter 5.

Again, pre-defined maximum bicycle waiting times Θbic shall not be exceeded in this ap-
proach. When the intersection controller receives information of an arriving cyclist and a new
bicycle green phase needs to be requested, the controller looks for the earliest possible time
slot to schedule the green phase. Once this time slot has been found, let it be denoted as
t̃bic, the expected waiting time delaybic = t̃bic − tmin

bic is calculated. If this waiting time is
unacceptably high, i.e., if delaybic > Θbic, then priority is given to the bicyclist and a green
phase after an expected waiting time of Θbic is implemented, i.e., t̂bic = tmin

bic + Θbic. Similarly
to the pedestrian integration, this will lead to the rescheduling of vehicles as explained in
Section 3.4.2. The respective bicycle signal remains green for at least a minimum duration of
a few seconds, which helps bicyclists to meet their green phase even if they are riding at a
slower speed. If a new bicyclist bic′ crosses the detector and the signal will be green upon the
expected arrival of bic′ at the stop bar, or a green phase has already been requested for the
same signal, no new signal phase is requested. If a bicyclist misses the assigned green phase
and has to stop at the stop line, a new green phase will be requested.
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(a) Bike request without knowledge on turn-
ing intention.

(b) Bike request with knowledge on turning
intention.

Figure 3.16: Schematic representation of the two approaches for integrating on-demand pedes-
trian green phases.

Again, two different control scenarios for the on-demand integration of bicycle green phases
are implemented, schematically displayed in Figure 3.16.

• In the first one, it is assumed that bicyclists are detected on the approach to the inter-
section, but their turning intention is unknown. The detection thus triggers a bicycle
green phase for both through movement and left-turning movement for bicyclists coming
from the respective direction. Due to the RToR policy, signal phases for right-turning
bicycle movement do not need to be requested. The approach is schematically displayed
in Figure 3.16a.

• In the second control scenario, it is assumed that turning intentions of bicyclists are also
known. The bicycle request thus only triggers a green phase for the specific turning
movement as shown in Figure 3.16b. This is the case if bicyclists enter the intersection
zone via dedicated turning lanes, or if video sensors recognize hand gestures that indicate
a turning intention.

Independently of the control scenario, each of the bicycle movements has a separate signal-
ization. In addition to the requested green phases, the signal heads will be default to green in
the absence of vehicle requests that apply to the relevant conflict cells.

3.7 Simulation-based Evaluation
The presented strategies are implemented and tested using a microsimulation framework.
This section presents the obtained results with a focus on measured delays. As described
in Chapter 2, the control delay per vehicle or VRU, respectively, is the decisive parameter
to evaluate the LOS at signalized intersection zones according to both the American HCM
[TRB, 2000] and the German counterpart, the HBS [FGSV, 2015a]. It is also the most
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widely used performance indicator when evaluating AIM strategies. In this section, delays
for all considered road users are evaluated. First of all, Section 3.7.1 explains how delay is
defined in the following evaluations. Section 3.7.2 briefly introduces the simulation setup used
for the evaluations. Afterwards, results for vehicle-only scenarios are shown in Section 3.7.3,
results for scenarios with vehicles and pedestrians are presented in Section 3.7.4, and results
for scenarios with vehicles and bicyclists are discussed in Section 3.7.5.

3.7.1 Definition of Delay
The delay from the road user perspective can be described as the difference in travel time
when compared to a scenario without the intersection. For vehicles, this would mean driving
at the maximum speed all the way through. In the presented intersection control setup, it
is assumed that vehicles cross the intersection zone at the maximum allowed speed. Once a
vehicle enters the intersection, it hence does not experience delays caused by the intersection
control any more. Therefore, the delay of vehicle veh is calculated as the difference between
the earliest possible arrival time of veh at the intersection (denoted by tmin

veh ) and the time it
actually enters the intersection area (denoted by t̂veh) as shown in Figure 3.17a. The delay of
vehicle veh can thus be expressed as follows:

delayveh = t̂veh − tmin
veh . (3.4)

The delays of pedestrians are approximated in a similar way. As shown in Figure 3.17b, let
tmin
ped be the time that pedestrian ped arrives at the pedestrian crosswalk and t̂ped the time that

pedestrian ped is allowed to start crossing the street. If the pedestrian signal is already green
upon the arrival of pedestrian ped, then t̂ped equals tmin

ped and the delay is zero (compare the
situation of ped3 in Figure 3.17b). Otherwise, t̂ped corresponds to the start of the respective
green phase (see ped1 and ped2 in the figure). The delay of pedestrian ped can be calculated
as follows:

delayped = t̂ped − tmin
ped . (3.5)

The delays of bicyclists are calculated differently. The integration of bicyclists into the
control setup features the calculation of the earliest possible arrival time tmin

bic of a bicyclist bic
at the intersection when the bicyclist is detected several meters away from the stop bar.
However, this ex-ante calculation is based on an assumed average speed for bicyclists and
does not necessarily correspond to the actual arrival time of bicyclist bic at the intersection.
For the ex-post evaluation, the delay of bicyclist bic is calculated as the difference between
the time bicyclist bic stopped in front of the traffic signal (denoted by tstop

bic ) and the time
bicyclist bic crossed the stop bar (denoted by tmin

bic ). If a bicyclist passes the intersection
without stopping, the delay is assumed to be zero. All in all, the delay is defined as

delaybic =
(
t̂bic − tstop

bic

)
· stopbic, (3.6)

where stopbic is a binary variable indicating whether bicyclist bic came to a full stop in front
of the signal, i.e.,

stopbic =

1 if bic stopped at the traffic signal,
0 otherwise.
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(a) The delay of vehicle veh at the intersection is defined by the earliest possible and the actual
arrival time of veh at the intersection.
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(b) The delay of pedestrian ped is defined by her arrival time at the intersection and the start of her
green phase.
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(c) The delay of bicyclist bic is defined by the time bicyclist bic stopped at the intersection and the
time she crosses the stop bar.

Figure 3.17: Definition of delay for considered road users: vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians.
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It needs to be noted that the delay calculation for VRUs does not include delays resulting
from reaction times (in the pedestrian case) and the times needed to slow down before stop-
ping and to accelerate until reaching the desired speeds (in the bicycle case). These additional
delays are more difficult to quantify and depend on individual behavior. Additionally, they can
be reduced independently of the scheduling policy, e.g., by implementing green signal count-
down timers at the intersection (compare Section 3.1).

In the following, average delays for each road user group are evaluated. Let V be the set of
vehicles, P the set of pedestrians, and B the set of bicyclists that cross the intersection during
a specific period of time. Then, the average delays are denoted by delay(V), delay(P), and
delay(B), and are calculated as follows:

delay(V) = 1
|V|

∑
veh∈V

delayveh, (3.7)

delay(P) = 1
|P|

∑
ped∈P

delayped, (3.8)

delay(B) = 1
|B|

∑
bic∈B

delaybic. (3.9)

3.7.2 Simulation Setup
The presented intersection control strategies are tested using the microsimulation platform
aimsun.next. In each simulation step, the application programming interface (API) provides
the information of all road users that are currently in the network. Additionally, it allows for
influencing signal states and vehicle speeds according to user-defined rules. The control logic
as presented in the previous sections is implemented in Python. In this chapter, two different
example intersections (both displayed in Figure 3.7) are replicated in order to evaluate the
strategies. The detailed geometries are shown in Appendix E.1. Given the small size of the
intersections and the importance of VRU movement in the described setup, a speed limit of
30 km/h is assumed at the intersections. Additionally, it is assumed that all passenger vehi-
cles have the same dimensions, kinematic limitations, and desired speeds as shown in Table 3.2.

Since the intersections simulated in this chapter are artificial and isolated, the intersection
approaches in the simulation can be virtually infinitely long. Based on literature assumptions
regarding communication distances that can be reliably achieved with existing V2I technology,
it is assumed that vehicles first sign up with the intersection controller when they are at a
distance of 300 meters to the intersection [Mannion, 2017]. Based on the speed limit of
30 km/h, vehicles therefore sign up with the intersection control at least 36 seconds prior to
their arrival. This position marks the calculation of the earliest possible arrival time tmin

veh of
vehicle veh. This means that queues going beyond this position are not taken into account in
the delay calculation, which can lead to an underestimation of delays in situations with very
large queues. Nevertheless, these queues only occur in situations with oversaturated demand
and will be marked accordingly in the result presentation.
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Input Parameters Values

Vehicle dimensions (lenveh × widveh) 4.00 m × 2.00 m
Maximum allowed speed vmax 8.3 m/sec (30 km/h)
Vehicle speeds for crossing the intersection v̂veh 8.3 m/sec (30 km/h)
Min. and max. acceleration accmin | accmax −4 m/sec2 | 3 m/sec2

Minimum gap for car-following δmin
follow 0.7 sec

Table 3.2: Parameter values for the test scenarios.

Demand on each approach (veh/h)
Symmetric Scenario x 0.25 × x

Turning ratios (%)
Through movement 75%
Left 10%
Right 15%

Table 3.3: Vehicle traffic demand for the
test scenarios.
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W 0.25 · x 0.25 · x

0.25 · x

0.25 · x

10%
75%

15%

Symmetric
scenario

Figure 3.18: Graphical representation of
the demand scenarios.

The simulation time step is 0.6 seconds which also corresponds to the size of the time slots in
the control approach. This means that within one time slot, vehicles move up to five meters.
All simulations presented in the following are run for one full hour with a warm-up phase
of 10 minutes that is not considered in the evaluation, and at least 10 replications (with 10
random seeds) are run for each presented scenario. Details on the simulation setup including
car-following behavior, trajectory planning, and behavior of pedestrians and bicyclists will be
provided in Chapter 5.

3.7.3 Results for Vehicle-only Scenarios
Before analyzing multimodal scenarios, results of the SlotIIC control for vehicle-only scenarios
are presented. This brief evaluation is intended to assess the vehicle capacity at the intersec-
tion considering an FCFS control without other road users. Obtaining this base capacity will
help contextualize the impact of VRU movement in the next steps.

The considered demand scenarios are displayed in Table 3.3 and additionally visualized in
Figure 3.18. They are denoted by x, where x is the total number of vehicles per hour consid-
ered in the scenario. The scenarios simulated in this chapter can be described as symmetric,
i.e., the demand on all approaches is identical with 0.25 ·x vehicles per hour on each approach.
It is assumed that 75% of the vehicles on each approach are through movement, 10% turn
left, and 15% turn right as shown in the figure. Further (including non-symmetric) scenarios
will be analyzed in Chapters 4 and 5.
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(b) Results for scenarios without pedestrian move-
ment. ∗The delay in scenario x = 3, 600 is not accurate,
because queues exceed the approach length of 300 meters and
throughput falls short of demand.

Figure 3.19: Considered intersection and results for scenarios without pedestrian movement.

The intersection displayed in Figure 3.19a is simulated for this analysis. Average vehicle
delays resulting from the SlotIIC approach are compared to those resulting from (i) a fixed-
time two-phase traffic signal with a cycle time T of 90 seconds (featuring a green interval of
38 seconds and a yellow interval of 3 seconds in each phase) and (ii) a fully actuated traffic
signal with minimum and maximum green intervals of 15 and 38 seconds, thus also featuring a
maximum cycle time of 90 seconds. Such a cycle time is very common in urban signal control.
According to an analysis by the German Federal Highway Research Institute, cycle times in
urban areas range from 30 seconds to 90 seconds; longer cycle times of up to 120 seconds are
mostly applied in suburban areas with low VRU demand [Alrutz et al., 2012]. Details on the
implementation of the TSC scenarios are provided in Appendix F, Vehicle delays in the TSC
scenarios are approximated in the same way as in the SlotIIC scenario (compare Equation 3.4).
They hence do not include the vehicle delays that occur after crossing the stop bar (e.g., when
left-turning vehicles stop in the middle of the intersection to let oncoming traffic pass). Since
such vehicle delays inherently do not occur in the SlotIIC scenario, this comparison slightly
“undersells” the benefits of the proposed SlotIIC setup. Nevertheless, the presented results
provide a good overall comparison regarding the impact of increased vehicle demand on delays.

Figure 3.19b shows the vehicle demand scenarios on the x-axis and average vehicle delays
on the y-axis. It can be seen that the SlotIIC approach (depicted with black triangles) leads
to a significant reduction in delays and a larger intersection capacity. The significant improve-
ments of an FCFS control as compared to the considered TSC setups, especially in scenarios
with large demand, can be surprising in light of the literature review. It needs to be noted
here that the relatively poor performance of the TSC partly results from the small intersection
layout where left-turning vehicles stopped within the intersection block the way for vehicles
behind them. Many reviewed papers instead consider larger intersections with several lanes
and protected left-turning movements. At those intersections, the difference is less striking
(compare [Niels, Mitrovic, Dobrota, et al., 2020]).
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Let capbase be the approximate vehicle capacity at the intersection following the SlotIIC ap-
proach without the consideration of pedestrians. As shown in Figure 3.19b, average vehicle
delays increase rather slowly until the capacity limit is reached. The figure shows that the
control is not able to handle the demand of 3,600 vehicles per hour at the intersection. Based
on the results, the capacity is estimated to be approximately 3,400 vehicles per hour, a demand
that can be handled with an average vehicle delay of approximately 15 seconds. This capacity
can be used as a baseline in the following evaluations where pedestrians will be integrated into
the control and a portion of time will be dedicated to pedestrian movement. It needs to be
noted that this capacity, in addition to the intersection geometry and applied control, depends
on the demand configuration, i.e., on the demand ratios between different approaches as well
as the frequency of turning movements.

3.7.4 Results for Scenarios with Vehicles and Pedestrians
In this section, results for the different described control scenarios featuring vehicles and
pedestrians are presented and discussed for a set of demand scenarios. For the following
evaluations, it is assumed that the minimum duration of pedestrian green phases is 5.4 seconds.
A minimum green phase duration of 5 seconds is prescribed by the German guideline RiLSA
and is applied in several German cities as reported by Alrutz et al. [2012]. The green phase
is only intended for pedestrians to start crossing, and a longer intergreen phase makes sure
that their clearance times are respected. For the calculation of clearance times, pedestrian
walking speed is assumed to be 0.8 meters per second. This is relatively slow as compared
to the assumption of 1.2 meters per second in the German guideline RiLSA [FGSV, 2015b].
However, it needs to be noted that vehicles will arrive at the intersection at a higher speed.
Therefore, pedestrian crosswalks need to be monitored by sensors and, if pedestrians are
detected on the street, approaching vehicles need to slow down and request a new time slot
for crossing the intersection. If pedestrian clearance times are too short, vehicles need to
stop in front of the pedestrian crosswalk and, consequently, cross the intersection with a
lower speed. While this last-minute rescheduling process does not infringe upon safety, it
is assumed to be uncomfortable for both pedestrians and vehicle passengers and can reduce
efficiency at the intersection. In order to reduce the frequency of this occurrence, a slower
walking speed is assumed. In practice, the clearance times need to be adapted depending
on the prevailing characteristics of pedestrians at the considered intersection. Assuming the
intersection depicted in Figure 3.19a, the clearance time assigned for crossing one leg of the
intersection (7.5 meters) is 9.4 seconds, whereas the clearance time needed for crossing the
central area of the intersection diagonally (15 meters) is 18.8 seconds.1 Both are rounded up
to match the control time step of 0.6 seconds. In the following, results for the integration
of pedestrian green phases in fixed cycles will be discussed before presenting results for the
demand-responsive integration.

Fixed Cycles for Pedestrians

Before running simulations with vehicles and pedestrians, some analytical calculations for
obtaining a suitable cycle time for a given situation are explained. First of all, as described in

1The big difference in distances results from the curb turn radii.
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Pedestrians
crossing one leg

Pedestrians
crossing diagonally

Fixed-time SlotIIC
Pedestrian green phase in each cycle 15 sec 5.4 sec
Maximum pedestrian waiting time Θped T − 15 sec T − 5.4 sec
Average pedestrian waiting time delay(P) (T −15 sec)2

2·T
(T −5.4 sec)2

2·T

Fixed-time two-phase TSC
Pedestrian green phase in each cycle G –
Maximum pedestrian waiting time Θped T − G 1

2 · T

Average pedestrian waiting time delay(P) (T −G)2

2·T
(T −2·G)2

4·T + G·(T −G)
T

Table 3.4: Analytical calculation of mean and maximum pedestrian waiting times depending
on cycle time T and green phase duration G.

Section 3.5.1, the integration of pedestrian green phases in fixed cycles allows for the analytical
calculation of mean and maximum pedestrian waiting times. This can be done similarly to with
traditional fixed-time TSC. In particular, the maximum pedestrian waiting time Θped equals
the difference between cycle time T and green phase duration G, i.e., Θped = T − G. This
corresponds to the time that pedestrians need to wait if they arrive when the signal just turned
red. Assuming that a pedestrian arrives at a random point in time, the probability that the
traffic signal is currently green equals G

T
, and the probability of a red signal is T −G

T
. If the

signal is currently green, the waiting time of pedestrians is 0 seconds, since they can already
start crossing the intersection. If the signal is currently red, the expected average waiting time
is 1

2 · (T − G). All in all, the average waiting time delay(P) of pedestrians can be calculated
as

delay(P) = G

T
· 0 + T − G

T
· 1

2 · (T − G) = (T − G)2

2 · T
. (3.10)

Given these simple formulas, the cycle times and green phase durations can be set in such
a way that a certain pedestrian LOS (based on both HBS and HCM) can be guaranteed. The
calculations for a fixed-time SlotIIC with a minimum green phase of 5.4 seconds and for a
fixed-time two-phase TSC can be found in Table 3.4. The table distinguishes between pedes-
trians who want to cross one leg of the intersection and pedestrians who want to cross the
intersection diagonally. In the SlotIIC scenario, green phases on the legs of the intersection
can be extended because of the shorter necessary clearance times compared to the central
part of the intersection. In the fixed-time two-phase TSC scenario, diagonal crossing is not
allowed, but crosswalks are activated in an alternating fashion (i.e., the crosswalks on the
northern and southern legs are activated in phase 1, the crosswalks on the eastern and western
legs are activated in phase 2). In this scenario, pedestrians wanting to cross diagonally need
to cross two of the legs and their waiting times add up. Details on the calculation of wait-
ing times for pedestrians crossing diagonally in the TSC scenario are provided in Appendix F.4.
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Pedestrians
crossing
one leg

Pedestrians
crossing
diagonally

Fixed-time SlotIIC
Max. ped. waiting time Θped 45.0 sec 54.6 sec
→ LOS based on HBS [FGSV, 2015a] C C
Avg. waiting time delay(P) 16.9 sec 24.8 sec
→ LOS based on HCM [TRB, 2000] B C

Fixed-time two-phase TSC
Max. ped. waiting time Θped 55.0 sec 45.0 sec
→ LOS based on HBS [FGSV, 2015a] C C
Avg. waiting time delay(P) 16.8 sec 22.5 sec
→ LOS based on HCM [TRB, 2000] B C

Table 3.5: Mean and max. pedestrian waiting
times and corr. LOS for different
control strategies with fixed cycles.
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of avg. vehicle delays
for the fixed-time two-phase TSC
and the fixed-time SlotIIC.

In addition to the pedestrian LOS, a first estimate of the approximate vehicle capacity at the
intersection applying the fixed-time SlotIIC approach can be calculated analytically. Assuming
that the intersection is reserved for pedestrians for a duration of P seconds in each cycle
(including pedestrian green phase and clearance time), the resulting vehicle capacity capV can
be estimated as

capV = T − P

T
· capbase, (3.11)

where capbase is derived from the analysis in Section 3.7.3.

In the following, a fixed-cycle SlotIIC setup is compared to a fixed-time two-phase TSC. The
SlotIIC approach features a cycle time T of 60 seconds and allows pedestrians to cross diag-
onally. Resulting pedestrian mean and maximum waiting times, calculated using the formulas
in Table 3.4, are presented in Table 3.5. They are compared to a fixed-time traffic signal with
a cycle time of 90 seconds and a pedestrian green phase of 35 seconds in each phase. It can
be seen that both setups provide similar waiting times and the same LOS for pedestrians.

Applying Equation 3.11, the vehicle capacity capV for the SlotIIC scenario with a cycle
time T of 60 seconds and a pedestrian phase P of 24.6 seconds (including a green phase du-
ration of 5.4 seconds plus the clearance time of 19.2 seconds for diagonal crossing) can be
calculated. Assuming the base capacity capbase of 3,400 vehicles per hour obtained from Fig-
ure 3.19b, capV can be estimated as approximately 2,000 vehicles per hour. Figure 3.20 shows
the resulting average vehicle delays obtained from the simulations. Results show that the
calculations provide a good estimate.

The figure also shows the average vehicle delays resulting from the fixed-time TSC as
shown in Figure 3.19b. It can be seen that the SlotIIC approach still performs better than
the TSC for scenarios with lower demand (up to 1,800 vehicles per hour). In the scenario
with x=2,000 vehicles per hour, average vehicle delay applying the SlotIIC approach exceeds
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of vehicle and pedestrian delays for SlotIIC with demand-responsive
pedestrian green phases (pedestrian requests apply to the entire intersection).

that of the TSC scenario, and the demand of x=2,200 vehicles per hour cannot be handled
by the fixed-time SlotIIC, while the TSC returns an average delay of 45 seconds. It needs
to be noted that these scenarios were simulated without simulating pedestrian activity. This
makes no difference in the fixed-time SlotIIC scenario, because vehicle and pedestrian move-
ments are strictly separated from each other. On the other hand, it can be assumed that
increasing pedestrian activity actually leads to additional delays and reduced capacity in the
TSC scenario, because turning vehicles have to yield to pedestrians. Nevertheless, the large
capacity increase apparent in Figure 3.19b is now dedicated to pedestrian movement while
pedestrian LOS is overall comparable to that of the TSC scenario – at least if we disregard the
expected improvements in pedestrian safety that emerge from the strict separation of vehicle
and pedestrian movement. Clearly, pedestrian LOS could be further improved by reducing the
cycle time at the expense of vehicle capacity at the intersection – and vice versa. If dynamic
information on pedestrian arrivals is available, the scheduling can additionally be improved.

Demand-responsive Integration of Pedestrians

If vehicle or pedestrian demand fluctuates or if pedestrian demand mainly applies to one leg of
the intersection, the activation of pedestrian green phases in fixed cycles can be inefficient. In
the following, the two approaches for integrating demand-responsive pedestrian green phases
described in Section 3.5.2 are evaluated. In both scenarios, the reaction time θ of the in-
tersection control that is needed to reschedule conflicting vehicles in order to give priority to
pedestrian movement is assumed to be 4.8 seconds.

First, demand-responsive signal phases that apply to the entire intersection zone (including
the diagonal crosswalk) are integrated. This means that when a new pedestrian green phase is
requested, the entire intersection zone is reserved. In the following, the maximum pedestrian
waiting time Θped is assumed to be 54.6 seconds which corresponds to the maximum waiting
time in the fixed-cycle SlotIIC setup shown in Table 3.5. In the presented scenarios, 20 % of
pedestrians are assumed to cross the intersection diagonally.
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Figure 3.22: Comparison of vehicle delays and pedestrian waiting times for the demand-
responsive integration of pedestrian green phases with different values of Θped.

Figure 3.21 shows average vehicle delays (Figure 3.21a) and pedestrian waiting times (Fig-
ure 3.21b) for the demand scenario with x=1,800 vehicles per hour and an increasing pedestrian
demand. First of all, it can be seen that lower pedestrian demand allows for both shorter vehicle
delays (because fewer pedestrian green phases are scheduled) and shorter pedestrian waiting
times. The latter effect is more interesting. If pedestrian demand is low, then pedestrian
requests are more likely to appear at a moment when vehicle movement has already been
allowed within the intersection for some time. In these situations, pedestrians are allowed to
cross after the very short waiting time θ (compare Figure 3.13). With increasing pedestrian
demand, it is likely that a new pedestrian request directly follows a pedestrian green phase and
the minimum “green phase” for vehicles needs to be respected. The approach hence converges
to the fixed-cycle setup that was evaluated previously. Additionally, Figure 3.21b shows that
average waiting times are longer for pedestrians crossing diagonally compared to pedestrians
crossing one leg of the intersection. This results from two considerations: firstly, the clearance
time for the diagonal crosswalk is longer. Therefore, when the diagonal signal turns red, the
signal on the legs can still remain green for a few seconds. Secondly, the default to green
that applies in the absence of vehicle demand is more likely to apply to the crosswalks on the
legs, because fewer conflict zones need to be considered. Therefore, the probability of arriving
during a pedestrian green phase (and hence experiencing no delay) is larger for pedestrians
crossing only one leg of the intersection.

If pedestrian requests only apply to the area of the intersection that pedestrians actually
want to cross, the performance can further be improved. In the following analysis, a pedestrian
demand of 200 pedestrians per hour per leg with no diagonal crossings is assumed. Maximum
pedestrian waiting time Θped is altered from 42 seconds (comparable to the SlotIIC scenario
in Table 3.5) to 60 seconds (comparable to the TSC scenario in Table 3.5) and 36 seconds.
Figure 3.22 shows resulting vehicle delays (Figure 3.22a) and pedestrian waiting times (Fig-
ure 3.22b). As expected, vehicle delays increase with increasing vehicle demand. The resulting
delays follow a similar curve as the ones shown in Figures 3.19 and 3.20 with exact values
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Strategy Benefits Limitations

Fixed Cycles + No pedestrian detection necessary.
+ Vehicle capacity and pedestrian

LOS can be calculated analytically.
+ Highest level of safety, because

entire intersection is reserved for
pedestrians.

+ Vehicles don’t need to be rescheduled.

– Can be inefficient, if demand
fluctuates or if VRU activity only
applies to one part of the intersection.

Demand-responsive

integration
(no information on
OD)

+ Dynamic, reacts to fluctuations in
demand.

+ Highest level of safety, because
entire intersection is reserved for
pedestrians.

– Pedestrian detection necessary.
– Frequent rescheduling of vehicles can

become necessary.
– Can be inefficient, if VRU activity

only applies to one part of the
intersection.

Demand-responsive
integration
(OD-specific)

+ Dynamic, reacts to fluctuations in
demand.

– Pedestrian detection necessary.
– Frequent rescheduling of vehicles can

become necessary.

Table 3.6: Comparison of the different characteristics of the SlotIIC scheme.

depending on the parameter value Θped. On the other hand, with increasing vehicle demand,
pedestrian waiting times converge to a fixed-cycle setup. If vehicle demand is low, then
pedestrians can often start crossing without any waiting time, because the crosswalks are not
reserved for vehicles. In such a situation, the different maximum pedestrian waiting times do
not play an important role as shown in Figure 3.22b for the scenario with 800 vehicles per
hour. If vehicle demand increases, pedestrian requests are more likely to conflict with existing
vehicle reservations. In these situations, pedestrian priority needs to be granted more often.
In situations with frequent pedestrian requests, the minimum “green phase” for vehicles, that
increases with increasing values of Θped, needs to be respected. Therefore, the SlotIIC with
larger values of Θped can handle more vehicles, but leads to larger average waiting times in
scenarios with heavy vehicle and pedestrian demand. In comparison to the fixed-cycle setup
shown in Figure 3.20, vehicle capacity can be increased while providing a comparable pedes-
trian LOS. Even though pedestrian demand with 200 pedestrians per hour per leg is relatively
high, the scenario with 2,400 vehicles per hour is now feasible with an average vehicle delay
of 29.7 seconds applying a maximum pedestrian waiting time Θped of 42 seconds. As shown in
Figure 3.22a, all SlotIIC scenarios presented there outperform the fully actuated TSC that is
also shown in the figure. It needs to be noted that the situation could look different if diagonal
crossing was allowed and requested. However, it is also conceivable that pedestrians wanting
to cross diagonally will have to cross two consecutive crosswalks as it is usually the case at
today’s signalized intersections. An approach with explicit consideration of double-crossing
will briefly be described in Section 3.8.

Conclusion

The SlotIIC approaches with pedestrian integration allow for balancing vehicle delays and
pedestrian waiting times by setting suitable cycle times or maximum pedestrian waiting times.
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Figure 3.23: Intersection considered in the
presented scenarios.

Demand on each approach (bic/h)
Symmetric Scenario x 0.25 · x

Turning ratios (%)
Through movement 75%
Left 10%
Right 15%

Table 3.7: Bicycle demand for the test sce-
narios.

The fixed-cycle setup can be used to obtain a first estimate of pedestrian waiting times and
vehicle capacity on an analytical basis. The cycle times can then be transformed into maximum
pedestrian waiting times for the demand-responsive setup. Depending on the demand at
the intersection, the demand-responsive approaches can reduce both vehicle and pedestrian
delays as compared to the fixed-time SlotIIC. With increasing vehicle and pedestrian demand,
they converge to the fixed-time setup. A comparison of the different characteristics of the
presented SlotIIC scheme (fixed-time as well as demand-responsive with and without knowledge
of pedestrian ODs) is shown in Table 3.6. The most suitable setup depends on available
infrastructure and expected demand at the intersection. The most flexible control strategy
provides the best LOS and was able to outperform the fully actuated TSC in the considered
demand scenarios. More simulation results for different scenarios (including different cycle
times and vehicle turning ratios) can be found in Niels, Mitrovic, Bogenberger, et al.
[2019], and an extension of the approach for a larger intersection zone with pedestrian refuge
islands will briefly be presented in Section 3.8.

3.7.5 Results for Scenarios with Vehicles and Bicyclists
The integration of bicyclists follows the same overall concept as the integration of pedestrians.
This especially applies to the integration of green phases in fixed cycles, which has been
discussed in detail in the previous section. The evaluation presented in this section will hence
be condensed and focus on the demand-responsive integration of bicyclists. More scenarios
with vehicles and bicyclists are presented in Niels, Bogenberger, et al. [2020].

Demand-responsive Integration of Bicyclists

The intersection shown in Figure 3.23 is simulated in this section. It features a bicycle lane
on each approach, and a separate phase is implemented for each turning movement. Vehicle
demand in this evaluation is equal to the previous scenarios and, as shown in Table 3.7, the
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Figure 3.24: Comparison of average vehicle delays and bicycle waiting times for the two dif-
ferent demand-responsive strategies and an increasing bicycle demand.

considered bicycle demand follows the same distribution. If bicycle arrivals at the intersection
can be detected, the respective green phases can be scheduled on demand. In the demand-
responsive setup evaluated here, bicycle detectors are assumed to be placed at a distance of
50 meters from the entrance to the intersection zone. Assuming a mean speed of 5.2 meters
per second (almost 19 kilometers per hour), the expected arrival time tmin

bic of bicyclist bic
at the traffic signal is calculated. For the reservation of conflict cells, a maximum bicycle
speed of 8.3 meters per second (approximately 30 kilometers per hour) and a minimum speed
of 2.7 meters per second (approximately 10 kilometers per hour) are assumed. As has been
shown in Figure 3.15, the cells that bicyclists will cross need to be blocked for the time span
between an assumed fast cyclist crossing the stop bar at the beginning of a green phase and
an assumed slow cyclist starting at the end of the green phase. Again, assumed minimum and
maximum speeds are more restrictive than in the German guideline RiLSA [FGSV, 2015b],
because vehicles enter the intersection at a larger speed than in conventional TSC scenarios.
More details on bicycle behavior modeling will be provided in Chapter 5.

The two different demand-responsive scenarios displayed in Figure 3.16 are simulated in
this section. In the first scenario, destinations of approaching bicyclists are unknown. When
approaching bicyclists cross the detector, green phases for both turning movements are re-
quested, i.e., almost the entire intersection will be reserved for them (compare Figure 3.16a).
In the second scenario, it is assumed that bicycle destinations are known. Bicyclists then only
request a green phase for one particular turning movement or, if they want to turn right, none
at all (compare Figure 3.16b). Similarly to that of the pedestrian signals, the minimum green
phase for bicyclists in the following scenarios is 5.4 seconds, and bicycle signals remain green
if the respective conflict cells are not reserved by vehicles.

1Average bicycle delay is calculated considering only through movement and left-turning movement. Due to
the RToR policy, right-turning bicyclists do not need to wait.
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Figure 3.25: Percentages of stopped bicyclists for the two demand-responsive scenarios.

Figure 3.24 shows average vehicle delays and bicycle waiting times for the two different
scenarios with a maximum bicycle waiting time Θbic of 42 seconds. The vehicle demand sce-
nario x=2,000 with 500 vehicles per hour on each approach is simulated. Bicycle demand is
increased as shown on the x-axis of the figures. As can be seen in Figure 3.24a, vehicle delays
increase with increasing bicycle demand, because green phases for bicyclists are scheduled
more frequently. Clearly, reserving both turning movements for bicyclists with each request
occupies more intersection space. Therefore, vehicle delays are larger in this scenario. On the
other hand, average bicycle delays are shorter in the scenario where both turning movements
are reserved. This is because the reservation of almost the entire intersection for one bicyclist
is beneficial for other bicyclists, too. First of all, bicyclists coming from the same direction
at the same time do not have to request their own signal phase, independently of their in-
tended turning movement. Additionally, bicyclists from other directions can also profit. As
an example, a green phase for all bicyclists coming from the west (i.e., the situation shown in
Figure 3.16a) allows for a northbound bicyclist approaching from the south to cross as well.

Additionally, average bicycle delays decrease with increasing bicycle demand, because ar-
riving bicyclists benefit from other bicyclists already having requested a green phase (see
Figure 3.24b). This is different from the pedestrian waiting times presented in Figure 3.21b,
because the setup explained in Section 3.5 gives almost immediate priority to pedestrians if
vehicle movement has been allowed in the intersection for some time. All in all, bicycle waiting
times fall into LOS category A or B for all evaluated scenarios.

Figure 3.25 shows the percentages of stopped bicyclists at the intersection distinguished
between through movement and left-turning movement. Figure 3.25a shows results for the
control scenario without knowledge on bicycle destinations (Control Scenario 1), and Fig-
ure 3.25b displays the results for OD-specific green phase requests (Control Scenario 2). First
of all, it can be seen that, even though bicyclists are detected before they arrive at the inter-
section, the majority of them needs to stop. Scenario 1 allows more bicyclists to pass without
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stopping than Scenario 2, and left-turning bicyclists are more likely to stop than bicyclists going
straight. Bicyclists going straight benefit from having fewer conflicts, and they can often pass
together with parallel vehicle through movement such that vehicles do not necessarily have to
be rescheduled. By contrast, a left-turning bicycle movement almost always needs to request
priority in a scenario with rather large vehicle demand. In the scenario with x=100 bicyclists
per hour, there are 25 bicyclists on each approach of which (on average) 2.5 want to turn left.

Regarding these few left-turning requests and the large vehicle demand at the intersection,
it is conceivable that 99 % of left-turning bicyclists need to stop in Control Scenario 2. By
contrast, in Control Scenario 1, all 25 bicyclists per hour per approach are assumed to possibly
turn left, and their requests will also help bicyclists coming from other directions. With a
larger share of left-turning bicyclists, the two control scenarios will hence look more alike. If
few bicyclists turn left, however, Control Scenario 2 can be the better choice to balance delays.
Considering the scenario with a bicycle demand of x=500 bicyclists per hour, average vehicle
and bicycle delays are similar under Control Scenario 2 (approximately 13 seconds for vehicles
and 14 seconds for bicyclists as shown in Figure 3.24). At the same time, it is questionable
whether the direct left turns actually lead to an improvement for bicyclists here. The average
delay of bicycle through movements in this scenario is 13 seconds; left-turning bicyclists wait
22 seconds on average. Requiring left-turning bicyclists to cross in two steps while at the same
time implementing more frequent green phases for through movement could be beneficial for
all bicyclists and still leave enough room for vehicle movement.

Overall, the demand-responsive integration of bicycle green phases shows promising results
with respect to both vehicle delays and bicycle waiting times, but bicycle stops are not reduced
as compared to a fixed-time TSC, at least for bicycle through movement. Figures 3.25a
and 3.25b additionally show the analytically calculated average stop rate for bicycle through
movement at a fixed-time TSC with a cycle time of 90 seconds and a green phase of 38 seconds
in each cycle as a dashed line. Control Scenario 1 performs similar to the TSC, and Control
Scenario 2 even increases the percentage of stopped bicyclists. This situation could possibly be
improved by providing a stricter priority to bicyclists, i.e., strictly decreasing maximum bicycle
waiting times, which would in turn affect vehicle delays and vehicle capacity. Additionally,
countdown timers and GLOSA applications could inform bicyclists about their scheduled green
phases and mitigate stops. However, the discussion should take into account that the bicycle
arrivals at the intersection are not realistically distributed in this comparison. The simulation
considers an isolated intersection with Poisson-distributed arrivals of bicyclists. If bicyclists
instead arrive in flocks (starting at adjacent intersections during the respective green phases),
these flocks could be assigned to cross the intersection together – possibly reducing bicycle
stops. The consideration of surrounding intersections (that could be assumed to also be
equipped with detection infrastructure) would additionally allow for an earlier estimation of
bicycle arrivals. This would also be beneficial when planning green phase durations. While
increasing bicycle demand helps bicyclists to pass the intersection without stopping, queues
can occur if demand is increased further and more bicyclists are assigned to the same signal
phase. In these situations, green phase durations would have to be extended.
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Conclusion

The SlotIIC approaches with bicycle integration use similar mechanisms to balance vehicle
delays and bicycle waiting times as the previously presented strategies with vehicles and pedes-
trians. Bicycle delays are successfully bounded and resulting LOS are satisfactory, but, even
though bicyclists are detected before they arrive at the stop bar, results show that the majority
of them need to stop at the intersection. The consideration of surrounding intersections could
provide (i) more realistic arrival patterns of bicyclists at the considered intersection zone, and
(ii) the possibility to provide a green wave for bicyclists that cross several consecutive inter-
sections and travel at a common average speed. This will be further analyzed in Chapter 4.

In the following, an extension of the SlotIIC approach for vehicles and pedestrians to larger
intersections is demonstrated before the chapter is summarized in Section 3.9.

3.8 Extension to Intersection Zone with Several Vehicle
Lanes

The SlotIIC approaches can also be adapted for larger intersections with multiple lanes coming
from each direction. In order to apply the control at the intersection displayed in Figure 3.26,
two extensions need to be made to the approaches presented so far. The first extension applies
to the vehicle scheduling policy, the second extension integrates pedestrian refuge islands into
the approach. These two extensions will briefly be explained in Sections 3.8.1 and 3.8.2. A
snapshot of the results will be presented in Section 3.8.3. Details can be found in Niels,
Mitrovic, Dobrota, et al. [2020].

3.8.1 Extension of the Scheduling Policy for Vehicles
At multi-lane intersections that can currently be found in the field, the assignment of turning
movements is relatively restricted. At an intersection such as the one shown in Figure 3.26,
turning movements are usually only allowed from the rightmost or leftmost lane. Additionally,
left-turning movements are often assigned an exclusive lane, because the movement is either
assigned a separate phase (if the movement is protected) or vehicles need to wait for oncoming
traffic (if the movement is permitted). While this kind of lane assignment improves the safety
and efficiency at signalized intersections, it can be relaxed in the SlotIIC scenario. In this sce-
nario, vehicles can, in principle, perform any turning movement coming from any lane as long
as all cells that they pass on their way are reserved for them. Allowing the controller to assign
each vehicle with an entry lane gives the controller more flexibility, especially in combination
with the activation of pedestrian crosswalks. For example, if the crosswalk on the southern
leg is activated (as shown in Figure 3.26), then the right-turning vehicles coming from the
west need to slow down, and other movements can be assigned to the remaining lanes. If
there are a lot of left-turning movements, both remaining lanes can be used to perform turn-
ing movements in parallel (similarly to the right-turning vehicles coming from the north in
Figure 3.26). Nevertheless, it is generally preferable that left-turning vehicles use the leftmost
lane and right-turning vehicles use the right lane. As can be seen for the marked right-turning
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Figure 3.26: Intersection layout of a larger intersection with several vehicle lanes on each
approach and pedestrian refuge islands on the major road. Illustration based on
figure in [Niels, Mitrovic, Dobrota, et al., 2020].

movements in Figure 3.26, turning movements from other lanes lead to a greater number of
cell reservations and longer intersection crossing times.

The overall scheduling approach for the intersection follows the FCFS scheme introduced
in Section 3.4 with the difference that the controller compares the availability of the required
cells and computes feasible arrival times for all possible lanes that the vehicle could use to
enter the intersection. For the blue vehicle in Figure 3.26, for example, the controller will
compute three different cell occupancies and arrival times, assuming that the vehicle can enter
the intersection from all three eastbound lanes. Only one lane and the respective arrival time is
then assigned to the vehicle. In order to avoid unnecessary lane changes, vehicles are assigned
to a different lane than the one they are currently in only if the lane change improves their
travel time by at least a pre-defined threshold. A different rule applies to turning vehicles:
the controller usually assigns them to their traditional turning lane (left- or rightmost lane,
respectively), and deviates from this default assignment only if this reduces their delay by more
than the defined threshold.

Due to computational complexity, the intersection controller does not compute a complete
trajectory for every vehicle including possibly necessary lane changes. Instead, the controller
informs each vehicle veh about their assigned arrival time t̂(veh) and, additionally, about the
lane l̂(veh) that they shall use for entering the intersection and their assigned leader and
follower vehicle. By considering necessary time gaps between vehicles entering the intersection
from the same lane, the control implicitly makes sure that there is room on the lane that
vehicle veh is assigned to. Vehicles then cooperate on the approach to the intersection to
make sure that necessary lane changes can be performed. In particular, they follow a protocol
for adjusting their trajectories that includes sharing positions and speeds with surrounding
vehicles. The interested reader is referred to Niels, Mitrovic, Dobrota, et al. [2020] for
more details.
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3.8.2 Consideration of Pedestrian Refuge Islands
In order to integrate pedestrians into the control, the previously presented approaches are
adapted in such a way that pedestrian refuge islands are considered and pre-defined maximum
waiting times are still not exceeded. As can be seen in Figure 3.26, pedestrians who want to
cross the major road need to reserve two consecutive crosswalks that are separated by a me-
dian refuge island. These two parts are reserved individually, and waiting times for pedestrians
can occur both before crossing the street and when reaching the median refuge island. In
this approach, the following two constraints hold: (i) the green phase at the second crosswalk
that pedestrian ped needs to pass shall not start before pedestrian ped has crossed the first
crosswalk, and (ii) the sum of waiting times experienced by pedestrian ped shall not exceed
the maximum acceptable waiting time Θped. This approach is further extended to integrate
pedestrians who want to cross to the diagonally opposite corner and thus need to reserve three
consecutive crosswalks.

Again, vehicles need to be rescheduled if pedestrians are given priority. The rescheduling
of vehicles in the setup with several lanes is more complex due to the number of involved
vehicles and the necessary lane changes. In order to avoid vehicle rescheduling, the overall
pedestrian integration approach is improved. Instead of scheduling pedestrian green phases
after the fixed time spans of the reaction time θ required by the controller or the maximum
pedestrian waiting time Θped, the number of pedestrian-vehicle conflicts is calculated for all
different time slots that the pedestrian green phase could be assigned to. Among all those
feasible time slots, the one with the minimum number of conflicts is chosen.

3.8.3 Simulation-based Evaluation
Similarly to the previously presented scenarios, the control was tested against a fully actuated
TSC setup using the microsimulation platform aimsun.next in combination with its API and
Python for a set of sixteen different scenarios (comprised by the combination of four different
levels of vehicle demand and four different levels of pedestrian activity). Maximum pedestrian
waiting times in the SlotIIC approach were defined such that the resulting pedestrian LOS was
comparable to results obtained from the TSC. The vehicle delays resulting from the presented
SlotIIC approach were significantly lower than vehicle delays in the TSC scenario in three out
of four evaluated vehicle demand scenarios. However, integrating pedestrian activities into the
SlotIIC approach with a very large vehicle demand exceeded intersection capacity. In these
scenarios, the TSC setup showed better results.

3.8.4 Conclusion
The approach shows that the presented SlotIIC scheme can be extended and applied at larger
intersections with several lanes on each approach with promising results. Nevertheless, it has
already been suggested by some researchers that FCFS controls are most beneficial in rather
low to medium demand scenarios and can be problematic for high demand levels, because
they tend to assign the right of way in alternating order without taking advantage of platoon
formation [Levin, Boyles, and Patel, 2016]. A similar effect was shown here. This could
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be overcome by applying more sophisticated scheduling algorithms such as the ones presented
in the next chapter. More details and results regarding the presented approach can be found
in Niels, Mitrovic, Dobrota, et al. [2020], and a video of the control is available via
Niels, Mitrovic, Dobrota, et al. [2019].

3.9 Summary
The SlotIIC strategies presented in this chapter show that it is possible to integrate pedestri-
ans and bicyclists into AIM – both with fixed cycles and in a demand-responsive way. The
control strategies are designed following the conceptual decisions justified in Section 3.1 and
fulfill the overarching goal of designing a multimodal AIM scheme. Different strategies were
presented that can be applied to intersections with or without VRU detection equipment. All
presented strategies require the reservation of conflict cells by vehicles and VRU signal groups,
and ensure the strict separation of vehicles and VRUs within the intersection zone. Conflicts
involving vehicles are hence resolved by the control which makes the setup safe by design.

The presented approaches can compete with traffic signals regarding efficiency. The direct
comparison of the vehicle-only FCFS control showed a significant decrease in delays and in-
crease in capacity as compared to two common TSC setups (Figure 3.19b), at least for a small
intersection zone without separate turning lanes. In the multimodal scenarios, vehicle capacity
is reduced according to the portion of time that is dedicated to VRU movement. When im-
plementing a VRU service quality that is comparable to today’s traffic signals, vehicle delays
are shorter than in the TSC setup for demand scenarios with low to medium vehicle demand.
The TSC can even be outperformed for scenarios with large vehicle demand if pedestrians
are integrated in a demand-responsive way (compare Figure 3.22). Nevertheless, in scenarios
with large vehicle demand, the alternating right-of-way assigned by the FCFS-based vehicle
control can be inefficient. At the larger intersection shown in Section 3.8, the TSC setup
shows a better performance in multimodal scenarios with very large vehicle demand. In the
next chapter, the scheduling approach will be further improved.

The strategies can be modeled in a VRU-friendly way and guarantee that pre-defined max-
imum waiting times are not exceeded for pedestrians and bicyclists. Setting suitable upper
bounds on VRU waiting times allows for balancing delays of different road users at the inter-
section. The determination of suitable upper bounds can be obtained by analytical calculations
assuming a fixed-cycle integration of VRUs. In the demand-responsive setup, the guarantee of
limited waiting times is obtained by overwriting (pre-)assigned vehicle arrival times. If a VRU
signal phase needs to be scheduled that interferes with existing vehicle reservations, vehicles
loose their assigned time slots for crossing and new reservations are requested for them. In
principle, the integration of policies and prioritization of individual road users can be imple-
mented in a similar way. However, the repeated overwriting of (pre-)assignments leads to a
complex structure of rules. Additionally, different road user priorities cannot be balanced in a
comprehensive way. Instead, the overwriting of existing assignments implies an absolute prior-
ity of the newly requested movement. Therefore, in the next chapter, an optimization-based
approach is implemented that enables the integration of policy goals via the objective function.
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Requirement Evaluation

Multimodality ✓ Pedestrians and bicyclists are integrated into the control strategy.

Safety by Design ✓ Only fully protected movements are allowed – except for conflicts
without the involvement of motorized vehicles.

Efficiency (✓) The LOS improvements depend on the considered control strat-
egy and on the level of demand. While the strategies outperform
traditional traffic signal control in most of the scenarios, it is
assumed that efficiency can further be improved by including op-
timization techniques.

Balance ✓ In general, FCFS is presumed to be fair. Additionally, waiting
times for pedestrians and bicyclists can be bounded.

Policy Integration ✗ Policies (other than limiting maximum VRU waiting times) can-
not easily be integrated.

Demand Responsiveness ✓ The control is able to respond to current demand.

Low-Tech ✓ The simplest control strategies work even without knowledge
about VRU activity. The performance can be improved with
detection of VRUs at the intersection.

Heterogeneity (✓) Including heterogeneous vehicles with various dimensions and
speeds would be possible by adjusting the reservation of space-
time. However, the discrete space and especially the discrete
time slots are inconvenient for such a setup.

Transferability (✓) The control schemes can be applied to different intersection
zones, including those with several lanes on each approach and
pedestrian refuge islands. However, a lot of manual work is
needed to set up the conflict cells for each individual intersec-
tion, especially for possible non-symmetric layouts in real world
scenarios.

Table 3.8: List of requirements and their evaluation regarding the SlotIIC strategies.

The presented strategies work with and without knowledge about VRU activity, depending
on the applied scenario. As discussed in Section 3.7, the demand-responsive integration of
VRU phases (if suitable detection measures are available) can increase the efficiency of the
control. In either scenario, VRUs are not required to be connected to the infrastructure, such
that the strategies can be considered to be low-tech. Additionally, the rule-based nature
makes the strategies easy to understand and they can be implemented without the necessity
of solving an optimization problem such that computation times are not an issue.

In the presented setup, all vehicles are homogeneous, i.e., they have identical dimensions,
desired speeds, and kinematic limitations. This implies that each vehicle movement through
the intersection has exactly one space-time pattern that needs to be reserved (compare Fig-
ure 3.10), which makes it easy to understand and implement. In principle, vehicles of different
dimensions and intersection crossing speeds could be considered as well. However, in that
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case, the controller needs to develop an individual pattern for each vehicle, which requires a
lot of effort. Additionally, the combination of heterogeneous vehicles with discrete time slots
implies that not all safety gaps will be equally large. For example, the headway between two
vehicles entering the intersection must always be a multiple of the considered time step. In
the approaches presented in this chapter, the time step was 0.6 seconds, the vehicle length
was 4 meters, and the speed for crossing the intersection was 30 kilometers per hour (approx-
imately 8.3 meters per second). Assuming that a minimum time gap of 0.7 seconds needs to
be respected, vehicles can enter the intersection with a headway of at least two time steps
(1.2 seconds).1 If the front vehicle is longer, the gap resulting from a 1.2 second-headway will
quickly fall below the minimum gap. Therefore, a headway of 1.8 seconds (three time steps)
would have to be required. Small deviations in vehicle size could thus lead to a rather inefficient
setup. This could only be overcome by a significant reduction in time step size which, in turn,
would further increase the complexity of the approach. All in all, heterogeneity cannot easily
be implemented in the presented strategies. In order to overcome the described difficulties,
both intersection modeling and time frame will be changed from discrete to continuous in the
next section. This will also improve transferability. As explained in Section 3.8, the concept
can be extended to more general intersection zones and is hence transferable. However,
the division into discrete cells has to be considered for each intersection zone individually and
cannot intuitively be derived from the pure intersection geometry. Therefore, a conflict-point
based approach is proposed in the next chapter.

Table 3.8 gives a short summary of the evaluation of the presented strategies regarding each
of the requirements defined in Section 1.2. To sum up, the strategies presented in this chapter
are very promising, since VRUs can be integrated into the control in a demand-responsive way
and results in most scenarios are satisfactory. They thus provide a first answer to Research
Question 1: “How can pedestrians and bicyclists be integrated into automated intersection
control in a safe and efficient way?” On the other hand, the overall setup including the rigid
conflict cell partitioning, the discretization of time, and the rule-based character of scheduling
algorithms implies several limitations, and the control cannot fulfill all requirements defined in
Section 1.2. All in all, the results are encouraging to further refine the strategies which will
be done in the next chapter.

1gap [sec] = headway [sec] − length(front vehicle) [m]
speed [m/sec] = 1.2 sec − 4 m

8.3 m/sec = 0.72 sec
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Chapter 4

Optimization-based Integrated
Intersection Control Strategies
This chapter extends the approaches presented in Chapter 3 and develops new optimization-
based integrated intersection control (OptIIC) approaches to overcome the limitations of the
SlotIIC methods. The chapter roughly follows the same structure as Chapter 3, but focuses
on those parts where new concepts are implemented: in particular, the intersection is modeled
with a more flexible conflict point-based concept instead of fixed cells, the discretization of
time is relaxed, and the scheduling policy is improved. The main new contributions will be
the increased flexibility resulting from the consideration of continuous space and time, the en-
hanced efficiency by including optimization, and the possibility to integrate policy objectives.
Additionally, bicycle movement will be analyzed taking adjacent intersections into account.
Section 4.1 presents the overall control architecture and the communication protocol. The
intersection modeling and identification of conflicting movements is described in Section 4.2.
Since the integration of optimization techniques increases the complexity, the multimodal
scheduling policy is described in several sections: Section 4.3 provides background on the
considered optimization problem and defines the objective function. Section 4.4 explains the
optimization problem for vehicle-only scenarios and Section 4.5 explains the corresponding
rolling horizon framework. The integration of VRUs into the scheduling policy is explained
in Section 4.6. Finally, Section 4.7 presents the simulation-based evaluation of presented
concepts at a symmetric intersection zone. The chapter is concluded with a summary in Sec-
tion 4.8.

This chapter forms the basis for the following Chapter 5 which presents the simulation-
based evaluation of the control strategies considering a real intersection zone with realistic
multimodal demand. While Chapter 4 presents theoretical thoughts and introduces the im-
portant parameters and their effects on the performance measures, Chapter 5 focuses on the
simulation setup and on the applicability in a realistic scenario.

4.1 Traffic Coordination
The traffic coordination concept applied in the OptIIC strategies remains unchanged from the
previously presented SlotIIC strategies. This can be seen in Figure 4.1, where the overall con-
trol architecture is displayed. Again, a centralized intersection controller schedules all arriving
vehicles and the green phases of the pedestrian and bicycle signalization. The figure also
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Figure 4.1: Intersection control architecture.

indicates the sections in which each part of the signal control is explained in detail (except for
the HMI, which has been motivated in Section 3.1).

First of all, the intersection geometry is handed to the intersection controller as a static
input. It contains information about paths and conflict points within the intersection zone and
the lengths and speed limits of its approaches. This information is needed by the intersection
controller to inform vehicles and resolve conflicts. The modeling of the intersection geometry
is described in Section 4.2.

4.1.1 Coordination of Approaching Vehicles
Approaching vehicles communicate directly with the intersection control as shown in Fig-
ures 4.1 and 4.2. Since a larger degree of flexibility is considered here in comparison to the
approaches presented in Chapter 3, more information is exchanged. In particular, vehicles can
have different dimensions, they can cross the intersection at their preferred speed, and they
can be prioritized based on the implemented control policy. The intersection controller first
provides the approaching vehicles with the static information needed to plan their trajectory,
such as the exact geographic position of the entrance to the intersection zone, relevant speed
limits, and turning radii. With this information, vehicles can derive their earliest possible arrival
time at the entrance to the intersection zone depending on their current position and speed,
and on their kinematic limitations. This information is needed in order to assign a feasible
time slot for the vehicle and to calculate the vehicle’s delay. In order to simplify the control,
it is assumed that vehicles maintain a constant speed throughout crossing the intersection.
With the information about turning radii, vehicles can decide on their comfort speed for their
intended turning movement. Current vehicle position, earliest arrival time, and desired turning
movement and speed are passed to the intersection control along with the vehicle dimensions
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Intersection
Controller

Approaching
Vehicle

Static information:

• intersection layout, turning radii
• speed limits

Static information:

• desired turning movement
• desired speed for crossing the intersection
• information needed for prioritization
• vehicle dimensions

Dynamic information:

• current distance to intersection
• earliest possible arrival time considering current

position and speed

Dynamic information:

• lower bound on arrival time considering other
road users

• (pre-)assigned arrival time

Figure 4.2: Information that is exchanged between approaching vehicles and the intersection
controller.

Ped./Bic.
Signal and
Detection

Intersection
Controller

Dynamic information:

• number of waiting/arriving pedestrians or bicy-
clists

• arrival times
• necessary green time
• necessary clearance time
• information needed for prioritization

Dynamic information:

• (pre-)assigned start of green phase

Figure 4.3: Information that is exchanged between the intersection controller and the pedes-
trian/bicyclist signalization.

and the information needed to determine the prioritization factor of the vehicle. This infor-
mation depends on the implemented policy, but might include vehicle type (e.g., passenger
vehicle, bus or emergency vehicle), occupancy, and fuel type, among others.

The controller processes all information obtained by vehicles and infrastructure. On the
approach to the intersection, each vehicle keeps the controller updated about whether the
earliest possible arrival time at the intersection has changed. It has to be noted that this
arrival time is an ego perspective of the vehicle without considering other road users. On
the other hand, the intersection control entity returns to the vehicle a lower bound on its
scheduled arrival time that considers other previously scheduled road users. Additionally, the
intersection controller returns a pre-assigned arrival time to the vehicle that can be subject to
change, if for example a prioritized vehicle with a conflicting path appears. If the vehicle arrival
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dveh: exit of intersection zone
for depicted vehicle veh
(depending on destination)

dped: exit of intersection zone
for depicted pedestrians ped
(depending on destination)

Figure 4.4: Intersection modeling showing possible conflict points and entrance and exit points
of different road users.

time has been fixed, the assigned arrival time is sent to the vehicle. The vehicle adjusts its
speed on the approach to the intersection zone individually while making sure that it arrives at
the intersection zone with the pre-defined speed. The information that is exchanged between
vehicles and intersection controller can be seen in Figure 4.2.

4.1.2 Coordination of Pedestrians and Bicyclists
As described previously, pedestrians and bicyclists are not generally required to be connected
to the infrastructure. They are detected by suitable detectors and are assumed to cross the
intersection together when given the right of way. In principle, optimization-based vehicle
scheduling could be combined with fixed cycles for VRU movement, similar to the fixed cycle
approach in Chapter 3. However, in order to explore the full potential of optimization-based
integrated control, pedestrian and bicycle signal phases will be scheduled on demand in this
chapter. In order to do so, the intersection controller receives information about waiting or
approaching VRUs from the infrastructure, as well as necessary green times, clearance times,
and information that is needed for prioritization. The communication between the intersection
controller and VRU detection and signal infrastructure is displayed in Figure 4.3.

4.2 Intersection Modeling
The intersection model is needed by the controller to identify and resolve conflicts between
different road user movements. Instead of dividing the intersection into a fixed set of discrete
tiles as described in Chapter 3, a more flexible approach is applied here. This will facilitate the
integration of heterogeneous road users and improve the transferability to other intersection
layouts. Equivalently to the previous chapter, all road users are assumed to roughly travel
through the intersection along predefined paths. Having these paths at hand, conflict points
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Figure 4.5: Example calculation of conflict region.

between merging, diverging and crossing movements can be determined. A similar determi-
nation of conflict points takes place when planning current signalized intersections [FGSV,
2015b].

An example intersection zone is shown in Figure 4.4. The figure shows all possible paths
for vehicles (blue), bicyclists (green), and pedestrians (red), and displays conflict points for
selected movements. For reasons of simplicity, the intersection does not feature direct left-
turning for bicyclists or diagonal crossing for pedestrians, but the determination of conflict
points for these movements would be straight-forward. The diamond shapes display entrance
and exit points for the depicted example vehicle veh, bicyclist bic and pedestrians ped. Dis-
tances between the entrance points to the intersection and relevant conflict points (always
along the paths) are stored by the controller in a conflict matrix. Of course, a conflict point
is not one-dimensional, but represents a conflict area, which is spanned by the overlap of
conflicting paths, and depends on vehicle or lane widths. In the following, this is explained
in more detail for the different possible conflicts: vehicle-vehicle conflicts are described in
Section 4.2.1, and conflicts involving VRUs are described in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Conflict Points and Conflict Regions for Vehicle-Vehicle
Conflicts

Similarly to in the slot-based approach, vehicles’ enhanced information and capability to follow
pre-defined trajectories are used in this approach. In particular, (i) the turning maneuver of
each vehicle is known beforehand, (ii) vehicles are assumed to exactly follow the path de-
fined by entrance and exit lane, and (iii) vehicles are assumed to arrive at the entrance to
the intersection at their assigned time and maintain a constant pre-announced speed from
entering until leaving the intersection zone. Therefore, the time a vehicle arrives at a specific
conflict point can be obtained from the intersection geometry, the predefined speed, and the
time that the vehicle enters the intersection zone. Figure 4.5 shows the conflict point and
corresponding conflict region for an example with two vehicles (veh1 and veh2). The origins
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and destinations of vehicles veh1 and veh2 with respect to the current intersection zone (i.e.,
west-east and south-north) are denoted by OD1 and OD2. Let o1 and o2 be the points where
vehicles veh1 and veh2 enter the intersection (derived from their origins), and let p12 be their
common conflict point as marked in the figure. The distances between intersection entrance
points and conflict point are denoted by disto1,p12 and disto2,p12 , respectively. The conflict
between vehicles veh1 and veh2 does not only have to be resolved at this one-dimensional
point, but the two movements span a conflict area. Given two conflicting ODs, the dimensions
of the conflict area depend on the widths (wid1 and wid2) of involved vehicles as shown in
the figure. The distance that vehicle veh1 covers within the conflict area can be calculated
as cb

p12,veh1 + ca
p12,veh1 , where cb

p12,veh1 denotes the distance that vehicle veh1 covers within the
conflict region before reaching the conflict point, and ca

p12,veh1 is the distance that vehicle veh1
covers within the conflict region after passing the conflict point. As can be seen in the figure
(on the right), the conflict region from the perspective of veh1 hence starts at a distance of
disto1,p12 − cb

p12,veh1 and ends at a distance of disto1,p12 + ca
p12,veh1 (from the entrance to the

intersection). It is easy to see that the conflict region from the perspective of veh2 can be
calculated in a similar way. The dimensions of the conflict region and how they depend on
the vehicle widths are stored in the conflict matrix along with the position of the conflict point.

Now, let t̂1 and t̂2 be the assigned arrival times of veh1 and veh2 at the intersection zone,
that is, the front bumper of veh1 arrives at o1 and the front bumper of veh2 arrives at
o2, respectively. Both vehicles travel at pre-defined speeds that remain constant until the
vehicles leave the intersection zone. The time that veh1 arrives at conflict point p12 within
the intersection zone can then be calculated as t̂1,p12 = t̂1 + disto1,p12

v̂1
, where v̂1 is the speed

of veh1 when crossing the intersection. The calculation of t̂2,p12 is analogous. In order to
separate vehicle movements, both vehicles should arrive at p12 with a sufficient time headway
∆min

12 to make sure that the first vehicle has left the conflict region before the second vehicle
arrives, and a sufficient additional time gap δmin

12 is respected. This is shown with the following
calculations. Let veh1 be the vehicle that crosses p12 first in this small example. Then, the
following needs to hold:

t̂2,p12 = t̂2 + disto2,p12

v̂2
(4.1)

=

veh2 enters the conflict region (see Figure 4.6a)︷ ︸︸ ︷
t̂2 +

disto2,p12 − cb
p12,veh2

v̂2
+

cb
p12,veh2

v̂2
(4.2)

!
≥

veh1 has left the conflict region entirely (see Figure 4.6a)︷ ︸︸ ︷
t̂1 +

disto1,p12 + ca
p12,veh1 + len1

v̂1
+

cb
p12,veh2

v̂2
+ δmin

12 (4.3)

= t̂1 + disto1,p12

v̂1
+

ca
p12,veh1 + len1

v̂1
+

cb
p12,veh2

v̂2
+ δmin

12︸ ︷︷ ︸
=∆min

12 (minimum gap between veh1 and veh2 at p12)

(4.4)

= t̂1,p12 + ∆min
12 , (4.5)

where len1 denotes the length of vehicle veh1.
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Figure 4.6: Example illustration of different vehicle-vehicle conflicts.

It is easy to see that the size of the conflict region depends on how the vehicle paths overlap.
The conflict region shown in Figure 4.6b is larger due to the involved turning movement and
the angle at which the movements cross. Additionally, minimum headways depend on the
lengths, widths, and speeds of involved vehicles. Therefore, for each pair of vehicles vehi

and vehj, the minimum headways ∆min
ij and ∆min

ji need to be calculated individually, and
∆min

ij does not necessarily equal ∆min
ji . The formula for calculating ∆min

ij for two vehicles with
crossing conflicts can be derived from Equation (4.4):

∆min
ij =

ca
pij ,vehi

+ leni

v̂i

+
cb

pij ,vehj

v̂j

+ δmin
ij (4.6)

It can also be seen from these considerations that platooning is in fact efficient, at least if
the minimum gap δ is not significantly larger for car-following situations than for crossing situa-
tions. The reason is that the “conflict region” in the car-following situation is one-dimensional,
i.e., vehicle movements have to be separated only at one single point. As previously described
in Figure 2.2, for vehi and vehj with oi = oj, the minimum headway ∆min

ij can be calculated as
∆min

ij = leni

v̂i
+ δmin

ij . The same holds for merging vehicles that come from different directions
but have the same destinations. In car-following situations, special attention is required if the
control allows different vehicle speeds within the intersection. In general, it can be assumed
that vehicles going straight will cross the intersection at the maximum allowed speed, as it is
currently the case if traffic conditions allow. Depending on the turning radii, the speeds of
turning vehicles, especially right-turning vehicles, might differ. Now consider, for example, a
vehicle that goes straight and merges behind a slower right-turning vehicle. The slower vehicle
will be required to accelerate after leaving the intersection, and the necessary headway needs
to be respected at the location where both are traveling at their final speed (instead of the
location where their paths first meet). This location additionally depends on the acceleration
rate of the slower vehicle. The situation is different if the slower right-turning vehicle follows
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Figure 4.7: Example illustration of conflict points and conflict regions for vehicle-bicyclist and
vehicle-pedestrian conflicts.

the faster vehicle: in this case, the conflict needs to be resolved at the location where their
paths merge. For the sake of simplicity and in order for the scenarios to be comparable to the
ones analyzed in Chapter 3, it is assumed that all vehicles will travel through the intersection
at the same constant speed in this chapter. However, it can be seen that the integration
of heterogeneous vehicle speeds within the intersection is rather easy in the described setup.
Such heterogeneity will be explicitly considered in Chapter 5.

All in all, compared to the approaches presented in Chapter 3, the exact arrival times in
the approaches presented here are continuous, and the conflict zones are not static, but are
dynamically defined by individual conflicting movements. The same holds for conflicts involving
VRUs, as will be described below. Section 4.4 explains how the minimum headways will be
considered as constraints in the optimization problem.

4.2.2 Conflict Points and Conflict Regions for Conflicts Involving
VRUs

Bicyclists and pedestrians are also assumed to (roughly) cross the intersection along predefined
paths, at least within their specified lanes or the pedestrian crosswalks. Therefore, conflict
points and regions of vehicle-bicycle and vehicle-pedestrian conflicts can be calculated similarly
to the vehicle-vehicle conflicts described above. Figure 4.7 shows two examples. Similarly to
what has been described in Chapter 3, the major differences are that the exact entrance times
of pedestrians and bicyclists are not well defined (after their signal turns green, reaction times
differ), and their speeds cannot be assumed to be constant and known beforehand. Addition-
ally, several bicyclists and pedestrians are assumed to cross the intersection together during
a green phase. Therefore, the calculation of necessary headways will take the green phase
durations as well as minimum and maximum speeds of VRUs into account. In the following,
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Figure 4.8: Example trajectories of bicyclists through the intersection and resulting time that
a specific conflict region needs to be reserved for them.

bicycle-vehicle and pedestrian-vehicle conflicts are described in detail. As explained in Sec-
tion 3.1, conflicts without the involvement of motorized vehicles are not explicitly modeled in
this thesis.

Vehicle-Bicycle Conflicts

In principle, conflict points and regions for conflicting movements of vehicles and bicyclists are
defined similarly to vehicle-vehicle conflicts, as shown in Figure 4.7a. The main difference is
that v̂bic, i.e., a pre-defined speed for bicyclist bic, does not exist. Instead, the actual speed vbic

lies within a range of speeds from minimum assumed cyclist speed vmin
bic to maximum assumed

speed vmax
bic . Additionally, as stated above, a group of bicyclists can cross the intersection

together. Therefore, it would be inefficient to model the conflict points for each individual
cyclist. Instead, let sig ∈ SB be a bicycle green phase, where SB is the set of all bicycle green
phases in a considered time period. Let us assume that bicyclist bic is assigned to signal phase
sig, i.e., bic ∈ Bsig, where Bsig is the set of all bicyclists assigned to signal phase sig. Signal
phase sig inherits parameters from bic, for instance vmin

sig = vmin
bic and vmax

sig = vmax
bic . Let t̂sig be

the start and tgreen
sig be the duration of the green phase. The earliest possible arrival time of a

bicyclist in phase sig at the conflict zone with vehicle veh is defined by a fast cyclist who starts
crossing the intersection when the signal turns green. This is shown by the blue trajectory
in Figure 4.8. The figure also shows that a minimum and maximum arrival time of bicyclists
in phase sig at the considered conflict point is calculated, denoted by tmin

sig,p = distosig,p

vmax
sig

and

tmax
sig,p = tmin

sig,p + tgreen
sig + distosig,p·(vmax

sig −vmin
sig )

vmax
sig ·vmin

sig
, where p denotes the conflict point pveh,sig. Any

conflicting vehicle veh that is assigned to pass the conflict point before the bicycle green phase
must have left before this very fast bicyclist arrives at the entrance to the conflict region, i.e.,
covers the distance distosig ,p − cb

p,sig (compare the blue trajectory in Figure 4.8). Therefore,
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∆min
veh,sig can be calculated as follows (compare Equation 4.6):

∆min
veh,sig =

ca
p,veh + lenveh

v̂veh

+
cb

p,sig

vmax
sig

+ δmin
veh,sig. (4.7)

On the other hand, if bicyclists are assumed to leave the conflict region before vehicle veh
arrives, a slow bicyclist needs to be considered, and this cyclist could start crossing at the end
of the green phase with a very low speed. This is displayed by the red trajectory in Figure 4.8.
In order to ensure safety, ∆min

sig,veh is calculated as follows:

∆min
sig,veh = tgreen

sig +
distosig ,p · (vmax

sig − vmin
sig )

vmax
sig · vmin

sig

+
ca

p,sig + lenbic

vmin
sig

+
cb

p,veh

v̂veh

+ δmin
sig,veh (4.8)

Again, the minimum time gaps described here will be needed when scheduling bicycle signal
phases in Section 4.6.

Vehicle-Pedestrian Conflicts

Similarly to bicyclists, a group of pedestrians shares the same signal green phase. Therefore,
pedestrians are also not considered individually, but their signal phase inherits minimum and
maximum walking speeds just as described above. Similarly to in the previous subsection, SP

denotes the set of pedestrian signal phases in a considered time period. Let sig ∈ SP be
the signal phase that pedestrian ped is assigned to, i.e., ped ∈ Psig. The main difference
to the consideration of bicyclists is that pedestrians starting from two different sides of the
crosswalk share the same signal. Additionally, in order to fulfill the objective of developing a
control scheme that is easily understandable and safe for everyone, vehicles should have left
the pedestrian crosswalk when the signal turns green. Therefore, the distances described in
the previous subsections are not calculated analogously for pedestrians. Instead, in order to
ensure that the signal turns green only after the vehicle has left the intersection, distosig ,p and
cb

p,sig are artificially set to zero for any conflict point p = pveh,sig. From the vehicle perspective,
the conflict point p lies in the middle of the pedestrian crosswalk, i.e., both cb

p,veh and ca
p,veh

equal half the width of the crosswalk. For ∆min
veh,sig, this leads to:

∆min
veh,sig =

ca
p,veh + lenveh

v̂veh

+ δmin
veh,sig. (4.9)

This assumption is in line with the SlotIIC approach presented in Chapter 3 (i.e., the conflict
region can either be reserved by a vehicle or by a pedestrian signal). If applied in practice and
safety considerations allow, this conservative assumption could be relaxed and the signal could
already turn green when the vehicle is still on the crosswalk, or an entry time for pedestrians
could be considered (as done by RiLSA [FGSV, 2015b]).

At the end of the pedestrian green phase, a slowly walking pedestrian needs to be able to
enter the road and cross all vehicle lanes entirely. This is displayed by the red trajectories
in Figure 4.9b. Therefore, as shown in Figure 4.9a, depending on the layout, two different
distances ca1

p,sig and ca2
p,sig are calculated. The larger one, denoted by ca

p,sig is used for the
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(a) Conflict point and re-
gion from pedestrian
perspective.
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(b) Example trajectories of pedestrians crossing the street.

Figure 4.9: Example illustration of conflict points and conflict regions for vehicle-pedestrian
conflicts.

calculation of ∆min
sig,veh. If the road layout is symmetric, then the two regions are equally large

(as shown in Figure 4.9a). Now, ∆min
sig,veh can be calculated as follows:

∆min
sig,veh = tgreen

sig +
ca

p,sig

vmin
sig

+
cb

p,veh

v̂veh

+ δmin
sig,veh (4.10)

Figure 4.9b also shows the trajectory of a fast pedestrian, but it is easy to see that the
maximum assumed walking speed is in fact not needed to be considered here. The reason
is that it is assumed that pedestrians do not need to cover any distance before entering the
conflict region.

4.2.3 Summary

Conflict points and conflict regions depend on the conflicting movements. Since every road
user follows a predefined movement, these movements can be stored in a conflict matrix. In
particular, for each combination of movements ODi and ODj with a conflict point and at
least one vehicle involved, the conflict matrix contains the following information: distoi,p, cb

p,i,
ca

p,i and distoj ,p, cb
p,j, ca

p,j, where p = pij denotes the common conflict point. The necessary
headways ∆min

ij and ∆min
ji can then be calculated ad hoc with the information on speeds,

vehicle or bicycle lengths, and minimum time gaps δ. The necessary formulas have been
introduced above. In the following, these headways are used as an input to the optimization-
based scheduling program that will be explained in the next sections. Table 4.1 provides an
overview on the variables that have been introduced in this chapter so far.
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Symbol Description

veh, V Vehicle and set of vehicles.
bic, B Bicyclist and set of bicyclists.
ped, P Pedestrian and set of pedestrians.
sig, S Pedestrian or bicycle signal phase and set of signal phases S = SB ∪ SP .

SB and SP denote the sets of pedestrian and bicycle signal phases, respectively.
Bsig denotes the set of bicyclist assigned to signal phase sig. Analogously for Psig.

ODveh Origin & destination of vehicle veh w.r.t. the current intersection zone (e.g., north→south).
Analogously for ODbic and ODped.

oveh Point, where vehicle veh enters the intersection zone, i.e., the position of the stop bar that
veh crosses in order to enter the intersection.
Analogously for obic and oped, compare Figure 4.4.

dveh Point, where vehicle veh leaves the intersection zone.
Analogously for dbic and dped, compare Figure 4.4.

pij Position of conflict point for movements of vehi and vehj .
Analogously for pedestrian pedi, bicyclist bici or signal phase sigi.

distoi,pij Distance between the point, where vehi enters the intersection, and the conflict point with
vehj , following the prescribed vehicle path.
Analogously for pedestrian pedi, bicyclist bici or signal phase sigi.

cb
pij ,vehi

Distance that needs to be covered by vehi from entering the conflict region around pij until
reaching the conflict point pij (before the conflict point).
Analogously for pedestrian pedi, bicyclist bici or signal phase sigi.

ca
pij ,vehi

Distance that needs to be covered by vehi from conflict point pij until leaving the conflict
region around it (after the conflict point).
Analogously for pedestrian pedi, bicyclist bici or signal phase sigi.

v̂veh Speed of vehicle veh when crossing the intersection zone: veh needs to enter the intersection
zone with a speed of v̂veh and keep the speed constant until leaving the intersection zone.

vmin
bic Minimum speed of bicyclist bic when crossing the intersection zone.

Analogously for vmin
ped .

Several pedestrians or bicyclists in one signal phase sig can pass the information on to vmin
sig .

vmax
bic Maximum speed of bicyclist bic when crossing the intersection zone.

Analogously for vmax
ped .

Several pedestrians or bicyclists in one signal phase sig can pass the information on to vmax
sig .

tgreen
sig Duration of green phase for signal phase sig.

t̂veh Scheduled arrival time of vehicle veh.
Analogously for the start of a green phase t̂sig and for pedestrians or bicyclists assigned to
the green phase: t̂bic, t̂ped.

t̂veh,p Time that vehicle veh arrives at position p, given the assigned arrival time at the intersection,
the prescribed speed, and the distance between oveh and p following the prescribed vehicle
path.

δmin
ij Minimum safety time gap after vehi has left and before vehj enters the conflict region.

Analogously for pedestrian pedi or pedj , bicyclist bici or bicj , and signal phase sigi or sigj .
∆min

ij Minimum time headway for vehi and vehj to arrive at the common conflict point pij .
Analogously for pedestrian pedi or pedj , bicyclist bici or bicj , and signal phase sigi or sigj .

Table 4.1: List of variables used in this section.
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4.3 Optimization-based Scheduling Policy
Just as in the previous chapter, the scheduling policy is the center of the intersection control.
It combines all relevant information and applies optimization techniques in order to achieve
the objective of providing a safe and efficient schedule for road users to cross the intersection.
Similarly to the FCFS scheme presented in Chapter 3, the scheduling policy not only returns
the order in which vehicles are supposed to enter the intersection, but also assigns the exact
arrival time for each vehicle and the start times of green phases for each traffic signal. In the
following, the scheduling policy is explained in detail. Due to the complexity and importance
of the policy concepts, their description is stretched over several sections. First of all, a
brief background on optimization is provided in Section 4.3.1 and the objective function is
defined in Section 4.3.2. Section 4.4 presents vehicle-only scenarios: necessary constraints are
defined and the problem is formally set up. In Section 4.5, the rolling-horizon implementation
is explained.The detailed explanations in the limited vehicle-only scenario set the ground for
explaining the integration of pedestrians and bicyclists into the scheduling policy in Section 4.6.
The results of the implementation of the OptIIC schemes are presented in Section 4.7.

4.3.1 Background on the Optimization Problem
Similar to existing studies on the optimization-based scheduling of conflicting vehicle move-
ments at intersection zones (and scheduling problems in general), the problem is formulated
as an MILP, an optimization problem that consists of a linear objective function and a set of
linear constraints with the additional restriction that some of the decision variables need to be
integers. A very brief background on these optimization problems based on Williams [2013]
is given here.

In general, a linear optimization problem can be written as

min z = cT x

subject to Ax ≥ b

with z being called the objective function with objective c ∈ Rn and decision variables x ∈ Rn.
A ∈ Rm×n is a given constraint matrix and b ∈ Rm is a given right hand side of the con-
straints. A solution x is said to be feasible with respect to the program if it fulfills all specified
constraints. A solution is optimal if it is feasible and its objective function value is the small-
est value that z can take over the set or region of feasible solutions. When setting up and
attempting to solve such a model, it is necessary to check that the model is (i) feasible, i.e.,
there exists at least one feasible solution, and that it is (ii) bounded, i.e., there exists a finite
minimum objective value over the feasible region. If these conditions are fulfilled, the model
is said to be solvable, i.e., at least one finite optimal solution exists.

Linear optimization problems are very popular, mainly because they can be solved rather
easily. The geometric properties of the feasible region and the objective function allow for
searching the optimal solution only among the vertices of the feasible region and, starting
from an arbitrary vertex, one can find a path along the edges such that objective values in the
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Root node
(initial relaxation)

Each node represents a new problem,
feasible regions on one level are pairwise disjoint

One node contains
the optimal solution.

Figure 4.10: Schematic representation of the branch and bound (B&B) methodology.

respective vertices are strictly decreasing. These features are smartly exploited by the famous
simplex algorithm which dates back to a work by George B. Dantzig in 1947 [Karloff,
1991]. If some or all decision variables are required to be integers, these favorable geomet-
ric properties no longer hold. Despite immense efforts, no comparable general algorithm has
emerged for solving a wide range of integer programs. In fact, there is theoretical evidence
that such an algorithm does not exist [Williams, 2013].

With that being said, many promising heuristics exist that can often achieve good (approxi-
mate or optimal) solutions for practical problems. The most widely used algorithms for solving
integer problems are branch and bound (B&B) algorithms. B&B techniques are not classical
algorithms, but can rather be referred to as a framework or solution procedure that uses other
algorithms. A good introduction is given by Morrison et al. [2016]. The B&B methodology
works by forming several subproblems that can be solved more easily than the original problem.
These subproblems are arranged in the form of a tree as shown in Figure 4.10, where each of
the nodes is a new subproblem. Usually, an initial relaxation is defined by removing some of
the constraints of the original problem. This new relaxed problem should be easily solvable,
but since some of the constraints are omitted, the optimal solution might not be feasible for
the original problem. Anyhow, the objective value can work as a lower bound to the overall
problem, since imposing more constraints will only decrease the quality of the solution. On
the other hand, the objective value of any feasible solution to the original problem can be
considered as an upper bound, i.e., the solution is feasible, but there might still be a better
one. Now, starting from the so-called root node with the relaxed problem, children can be
created by partitioning the solution space into disjoint regions, called branching. By applying
suitable rules, nodes or entire branches can be cut off, since their solution spaces are provably
suboptimal. The performance of B&B heavily depends on good initial solutions and bounds,
that can be obtained by heuristics. Additionally, the search strategy (i.e., in which order the
nodes are explored), the branching strategy, (i.e., how new subproblems are created), and the
pruning rules (i.e., how suboptimal regions of the tree are identified and removed), all con-
tribute to the performance of the method [Morrison et al., 2016]. Today, many commercial
and open source solvers exist that use B&B methods with ever-improving run times. They
often feature parallelism, i.e., several nodes of the search tree can be explored simultaneously
and the multiple cores of state-of-the-art computers are used [Ralphs et al., 2018]. In this
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thesis, such a commercial solver will be used, which is why the interested reader is referred to
literature for more details on B&B, e.g., Morrison et al. [2016].

4.3.2 Objective of the Scheduling Policy
As explained previously, the control delay per vehicle or VRU, respectively, is the decisive
performance measure to evaluate the LOS at signalized intersection zones, and it is used as
the key performance indicator for evaluating the strategies presented in this thesis as well. It
is hence the objective of the scheduling policy to minimize the total delay at the intersection
zone. Additionally, the optimization shall be able to include dynamic prioritization of road
users.

Definition of Delay

The definition of delay has been explained in more detail in Section 3.7 and the same formulas
are used here. As a reminder, the delay of vehicle veh is calculated as the difference between
the earliest possible arrival time tmin

veh of vehicle veh at the intersection and the time it actually
enters the intersection area t̂veh. The delay of pedestrian ped is analogously approximated as
the difference between the time tmin

ped that pedestrian ped arrives at the pedestrian crosswalk,
and the time t̂ped that pedestrian ped is allowed to start crossing the street, i.e., the beginning
of the respective green phase. In the bicycle case, the scheduling has to rely on the a-
priori calculation of the bicycle waiting times as explained in Section 3.6. In this approach,
the expected arrival time tmin

bic of bicyclist bic is calculated based on detector measurements
captured at a distance to the intersection and on an assumed progression speed. Again, t̂bic

denotes the start of the green phase and the delay is approximated as the difference between
the two points in time. If the signal is already green upon the (expected) arrival of bic or ped,
then t̂bic or t̂ped are set equal to tmin

bic or tmin
ped , respectively. Their delays can thus be expressed

as follows:

delayveh = t̂veh − tmin
veh ∀ veh ∈ V (4.11)

delaybic = t̂bic − tmin
bic ∀ bic ∈ B (4.12)

delayped = t̂ped − tmin
ped ∀ ped ∈ P (4.13)

where V , B and P are the sets of all vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians that cross the
intersection during a considered period of time.

Prioritization

The delays of the different road users, i.e., vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists, need to be
combined in the objective function. Additionally, it is one requirement of the control to
dynamically integrate policy considerations. This means that the scheduling algorithm should
allow for prioritizing individual or groups of road users. Such a prioritization could depend
on emissions, prioritized routes, or on the occupancy of vehicles. This also provides the
opportunity to minimize the average person delay instead of the average vehicle delay. Rather
than minimizing the simple sum of all delays, the delays of vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists
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are thus first multiplied with an individual prioritization factor. The higher this factor, the
higher the weight of the corresponding delay in the overall objective function.

Objective Function

Combining the considerations described above, the (linear) objective function for the scheduling
problem can be defined as follows:

min
 ∑

veh∈V
γveh · delayveh +

∑
bic∈B

γbic · delaybic +
∑

ped∈P
γped · delayped

 (4.14)

with γveh, γbic, γped ∈ R+
0 ∀ veh ∈ V , bic ∈ B, ped ∈ P

where γveh, γbic and γped are the priority indicators (weighting factors) for each vehicle veh,
bicyclist bic, and pedestrian ped. All weighting factors should be greater than or equal to
zero, as otherwise a larger delay of a particular road user is “rewarded” and the problem can
possibly become unbounded. The objective function is very flexible in the sense that weighting
factors can be defined individually and changed in different demand situations. The effect of
different weighting factors will be discussed with the help of results in Section 4.7.

4.4 Optimization Problem for Vehicle-only Scenarios
The optimization problem is first set up for vehicle-only scenarios. The introduced concept
is similar to those of existing optimization-based AIM schemes (e.g., E. R. Müller et
al. [2016b] and Levin and Rey [2017]). First, necessary constraints are explained in Sec-
tion 4.4.1. Afterwards, the optimization problem is formally set up in Section 4.4.2. A rolling
horizon approach will be applied to the program in Section 4.5 and pedestrians and bicyclists
will be integrated in Section 4.6.

4.4.1 Constraints
Several constraints need to be considered when scheduling vehicle arrival times at the inter-
section zone. In particular, physical restrictions bound the arrival time of a vehicle at the
intersection zone, and conflicting vehicle movements need to be resolved.

First of all, a vehicle vehi cannot be scheduled earlier than its earliest possible arrival time
(denoted by tmin

i ) considering its current distance and speed, its kinematic limitations, and
the maximum allowed speed on the approach to the intersection zone. Secondly, it is assumed
that vehicles cannot overtake on the approach to the intersection zone. Therefore, if two
vehicles vehi and vehj are approaching the intersection zone from the same direction, then
the vehicle which is already closer to the intersection zone needs to be scheduled to arrive
at the intersection first. Furthermore, a minimum temporal headway needs to be respected
between two adjacent vehicles. These assumptions lead us to the first sets of linear constraints:

ti ≥ tmin
i ∀ vehi ∈ V (4.15)

ti ≥ tj + ∆min
ji ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ V | oi = oj & disti > distj. (4.16)
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where disti and distj denote the distances of vehicles vehi and vehj to the intersection at
the time the program is solved. The minimum headway ∆min

ji includes the time that is needed
for the front vehicle vehj to cross the stop bar and a minimum time gap as explained in
Section 4.2.1.

Additionally, vehicle movements that have crossing paths within the intersection zone need
to arrive at the respective conflict points with a sufficient time gap in order to ensure collision-
free passing. In contrast to the previous constraints, the decision of which vehicle passes
the conflict point first can be considered as the true improvement compared to a pure FCFS
control. Usually, vehicle following time gaps are smaller than time gaps between crossing
movements. Additionally, the conflict regions in which vehicle movements need to be sep-
arated are larger for crossing situations. Therefore, as explained in Section 4.2.1, assigning
vehicle platoons to cross together can lead to capacity gains.

The possibility to have either vehicle cross first leads to two distinct constraints where
exactly one of them needs to hold in order to generate a feasible solution. Let vehi and vehj

be two vehicles that approach the intersection from two different directions and let pij be the
conflict point of the paths of vehi and vehj. If vehi is assigned to arrive at the conflict point
first, then the following constraint needs to hold:

ti +
distoi,pij

v̂i

+ ∆min
ij ≤ tj +

distoj ,pij

v̂j

if ti +
distoi,pij

v̂i

≤ tj +
distoj ,pij

v̂j

, (4.17)

where the position of pij and the measures distoi,pij
and distoj ,pij

are derived from the conflict
matrix presented in Section 4.2, and the minimum headway ∆min

ij is calculated according to
Equation 4.6 (defined in Section 4.2.1) for some minimum time gap δmin

ij . In order to simplify
the expression, Equation (4.17) is reformulated as follows:

ti +
distoi,pij

v̂i

−
distoj ,pij

v̂j︸ ︷︷ ︸
=τij

+∆min
ij ≤ tj if ti + τij ≤ tj (4.18)

and the new variable τij = distoi,pij

v̂i
− distoj ,pij

v̂j
is introduced. It represents the difference in time

needed for vehicles vehi and vehj to reach the conflict point pij starting from their respective
entrance points to the intersection, oi and oj. If τij is positive, then vehicle vehi needs more
time to get from oi to pij than vehj needs to get from oj to pij, and vice versa.

On the other hand, if vehj is assigned to arrive at the conflict point first, the above constraint
is obviously violated, but the following constraint needs to hold:

ti + τij ≥ tj + ∆min
ji if ti + τij ≥ tj. (4.19)

The logical condition cannot directly be included into the linear program. In general, an
optimization model requires that all constraints need to be fulfilled at the same time. In order
to overcome this issue, binary auxiliary variables are introduced. They allow for reformulating
the constraints in such a way that all constraints hold true at the same time with some of them
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being redundant. This is a well-known trick in mathematical programming that can be applied
to include practical conditions of a logical type into optimization problems [Williams, 2013].
In this case, similarly to in the approaches presented in existing studies [E. R. Müller et
al., 2016a; Levin and Rey, 2017; Fayazi and Vahidi, 2018; Yao et al., 2020], the binary
auxiliary matrix I ∈ {0, 1}(|V|×|V|) indicates whether vehicle vehi is supposed to arrive at the
conflict point pij before vehj. Additionally, a large scalar M is introduced. The previously
defined constraints can then be rewritten as follows:

ti + τij + ∆min
ij ≤ tj +

=0, if Iij=1; M, otherwise︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1 − Iij) × M ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ V (4.20)

ti + τij +
=0, if Iij=0; M otherwise︷ ︸︸ ︷

Iij × M ≥ tj + ∆min
ji ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ V (4.21)

Iij ∈ {0, 1} ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ V

If Iij = 1, then Inequality (4.20) equals Inequality (4.18), and Inequality (4.21) is redundant
and always holds true if M is big enough. On the other hand, if Iij = 0, then Inequality (4.21)
equals Inequality (4.19), and Inequality (4.20) is redundant. This means that, without explicitly
stating it, Iij indicates whether vehi is supposed to arrive at the conflict point pij before vehj:

Iij ∈ {0, 1} with Iij = 1 ⇔ ti + τij ≤ tj ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ V .

In other words, Iij equal to 1 indicates that vehi arrives at the conflict point before vehj, and
Iij equal to 0 indicates that vehj arrives at the conflict point before vehi.

This method is also sometimes referred to as the “Big-M”-method [Fayazi and Vahidi,
2018]. As the name suggest, M needs to be big – but how big? In order for the redundant
constraints to hold true, it has to be ensured that |t̂i−t̂j| < M for all vehi and vehj considered
in the optimization. In order to ensure that this constraint is not violated, an additional
constraint is introduced that sets an upper bound Θveh on the delay of each individual vehicle
veh:

tveh ≤ tmin
veh + Θveh ∀ veh ∈ V (4.22)

Then, the following holds:

max
vehi,vehj∈V

|t̂i − t̂j| = max
vehi∈V

t̂i − min
vehj∈V

t̂j

(4.15)
≤ max

vehi∈V
t̂i − min

vehj∈V
tmin
j

(4.22)
≤ max

vehi∈V

(
tmin
i + Θi

)
− min

vehj∈V
tmin
j (4.23)

!
< M

Now, the expression in Inequality (4.23) can be limited by the time period considered in the
optimization and by the defined maximum delay Θveh. Additionally, Constraints (4.22) can be
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used for limiting the delay for vehicles in order to ensure fairness. However, one needs to be
careful not to limit the delay of vehicles too strictly, since this can lead to infeasibility if no
schedule is found that can fulfill all the constraints. In this thesis, the upper bound Θveh is
chosen large enough to make Constraints (4.22) redundant. This is further described in the
next subsection.

The binary requirement of the auxiliary variable I converts the otherwise linear program into
an MILP. As described in Section 4.3.1, this makes solving the problem harder, but promising
approaches exist to approximate or solve the problem, even in standard optimization packages
[Williams, 2013].

4.4.2 Formulation of the Optimization Problem
The overall optimization problem for vehicle-only movement at the intersection can then be
formulated as follows:

Problem I (Intersection Control Optimization for Vehicle-Only Scenarios).

min
 ∑

vehi∈V
γi · delayi

 (4.24)

subject to
delayi = ti − tmin

i ∀ vehi ∈ V (4.25)
ti ≥ tmin

i ∀ vehi ∈ V (4.26)
ti ≤ tmin

i + Θi ∀ vehi ∈ V (4.27)
ti ≥ tj + ∆min

ji ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ V | oi = oj & disti > distj (4.28)
ti + τij + ∆min

ij ≤ tj + (1 − Iij) × M ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ V (4.29)
ti + τij + Iij × M ≥ tj + ∆min

ji ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ V (4.30)
Iij ∈ {0, 1} ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ V

If vehi and vehj are such that their movements do not conflict with each other, then
τij = ∆min

ij = ∆min
ji = 0 in Constraints (4.29) and (4.30). As described in Section 4.3.1,

an optimization problem is solvable, if it is feasible and bounded. Both characteristics are
fulfilled for Problem I. The formal proof can be found in Appendix B. Given these necessary
characteristics, the following remark substantiates that resulting schedules are in fact valid
from a practical point of view.

Remark. The schedule resulting from the optimization does not lead to gridlocks.

Since the constraints allow for multiple vehicles with conflicting movements to be within
the intersection zone at the same time, it is theoretically conceivable that gridlocks could
occur. However, this is not the case. The key is that the scheduling algorithm only assigns
the exact time t̂veh for each vehicle veh to enter the intersection. The time that veh arrives
at any potential conflict point p within the intersection zone then only depends on t̂veh and
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the pre-defined distances between the entrance to the intersection oveh and p, and on the also
pre-defined vehicle speed v̂veh. The remark is proven by contradiction and the proof can be
found in Appendix B.

4.5 Rolling Horizon Strategy
With the objective function and the presented constraints for vehicle movements, the schedul-
ing program can be set up for vehicle-only scenarios as defined in Problem I. However, the
intersection controller does not have all relevant information, such as the earliest arrival times
tmin
veh for all vehicles, from the start. Instead, the controller is only aware of those vehicles that

are currently approaching the intersection. Therefore, a rolling horizon strategy is applied, in
which the optimization is run repeatedly with the information that is available at that time.
A brief background on rolling horizon decision making is given in Section 4.5.1. Section 4.5.2
describes how the rolling horizon strategy is applied in this thesis, and Section 4.5.3 formally
sets up the problem formulation.

4.5.1 Background on Rolling Horizon Strategies
Rolling horizon decision making is motivated by many real-world planning problems such as
production planning, energy supply and demand planning, airplane scheduling, and vehicle
routing. It is also commonly used in adaptive TSC [A. Stevanovic, 2010]. The rolling
horizon scheme tackles two issues that arise in practice: the first issue is that decisions for
the current time period are of immediate importance, but input data are only known a certain
amount of time in advance and forecasts can be inaccurate. The second issue is that data for
a larger time horizon are available, but the overall problem size is too large to be solved within
an acceptable time frame. As an approach to tackle both of these challenges, the problem is
repeatedly modeled and solved for a certain (smaller) period of time, called projection horizon
or forecast horizon. After solving a problem instance, the returned decisions are applied only
for the most immediate decisions within an even shorter period, called roll period or decision
horizon. After the roll period, the program is modeled and solved again. In this subsequent
iteration, all decisions that were applied in the previous iteration are considered as fixed, but
possible new data that improve on the forecast quality can be incorporated. The scheme thus
allows for making immediate decisions while revising decisions for future time periods when
more data are available. At the same time, the sizes of the subproblems that are solved iter-
atively are narrowed, hence accounting for limited run times. Overall, the projection horizon
“gets rolled over,” which justifies the term [Sethi and Sorger, 1991]. The ideas on forecast
horizons and solving a sequence of problems date back to the work on production planning by
Modigliani and Hohn [1955].

Glomb et al. [2020] formally define their rolling horizon approach as a finite sequence of
coupled optimization problems {P0, . . . , PK}, where each of the problems belongs to a time
period tk with k ∈ {0, . . . , K} and K ∈ N0. Each problem contains initial state variables
that correspond to the end state of the previous time period. In particular, the applied de-
cisions of the previous time period are considered as fixed in the next iteration. The idea is
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Figure 4.11: Schematic representation of rolling horizon decision making based on Gartner
et al. [2001] and Glomb et al. [2020].

schematically displayed in Figure 4.11. In the figure, the roll period is denoted by ϕ and the
projection horizon is denoted by Φ. The program is hence modeled and run every ϕ time units
– depending on the use case, these could be a few seconds or several weeks. The overall time
horizon is divided into several periods in which decisions are either ‘fixed’ (decisions taken in
the previous time period), ‘current’ (decisions that will be applied in the current time period),
‘future’ (information is considered in the optimization problem, but decisions are not applied
yet), or ‘not considered yet’.

Depending on the nature of a problem, it can be modeled as a finite-horizon (such as the one
described by Glomb et al. [2020]) or an infinite-horizon problem. Roll period and projection
horizon can be static or dynamic, and data incorporated into the decision can be deterministic
or stochastic. Chand et al. [2002] provide a good overview on the various horizon types,
model types, and solution methods. Their paper also features a literature review on horizon
research which attempts to analyze how future data impacts initial decisions. While more
data and longer projection horizons can improve the decision making, forecasts further into
the future seem to have a minor effect on the quality of immediate decisions. Additionally,
forecasts further into the future are less reliable and more costly. Setting up the program for
a larger projection horizon also leads to a larger instance that needs to be solved, which can
lead to program runtime issues. The projection horizon should thus be chosen carefully. In
the following, the rolling horizon strategy for the intersection scheduling problem is described.

4.5.2 Rolling Horizon Strategy for Vehicle-only Scenarios
As described above, the optimization problem for scheduling vehicle arrival times at the in-
tersection is modeled repeatedly with the information that is currently available. In principle,
this corresponds to the information of all vehicles which are currently communicating with the
intersection controller. The level of information thus depends on the communication range of
the controller and on the length of the approach to the intersection. This is schematically dis-
played in Figure 4.12a, where the controller can consider the arrival times of the blue vehicles
in the optimization. At the same time, some of the vehicles (colored orange in Figure 4.12a)
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(b) Example trajectories and schematic representation of roll period ϕ and projection horizon Φ.

Figure 4.12: Representation of the relationship between spatial distance and time horizon.

have already started crossing the intersection zone or are about to do that, and their arrival
times should not be changed any more. This is reflected by defining an assignment distance,
after which arrival times of vehicles are fixed. It is clear that vehicles which have not yet left
the intersection still need to be considered in the optimization problem as constraints for safety
reasons. Vehicles that are not considered in the scheduling process at all are colored gray in
Figure 4.12a.

Figure 4.12b shows how these distance-wise considerations relate to the temporal dimen-
sion. The figure schematically shows trajectories of vehicles on the approach to and within the
intersection zone. It is assumed that the optimization is run in fixed intervals of ϕ seconds,
which corresponds to a fixed roll period. Alternatively, optimization runs could be triggered
by vehicles entering the communication range of the intersection controller leading to variable
roll periods. At the time the program is solved (denoted as t1, t2, etc., in Figure 4.12b), the
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controller takes a snapshot of the situation. The information of the blue and orange vehicles is
then considered in the optimization as described above. The number of vehicles considered as
decision variables thus depends on the length of the stretch between communication distance
and assignment distance, on the number of incoming lanes, and on the vehicle densities on
these lanes. In the figure, communication distance and assignment distance remain fixed, but
the densities change: at time t1, only three blue vehicles are considered in the optimization
problem, at time t4, there are five blue vehicles in the considered area. As can be seen in
the figure, the projection horizon Φ can be defined as the time needed to traverse the stretch
between communication and assignment distance at maximum allowed speed. It is clear that
the roll period ϕ needs to be less than or equal to the projection horizon Φ. Otherwise, a
vehicle could cross the assignment distance without having a scheduled arrival time. This
needs to be taken into account when determining the combination of communication range,
assignment distance, and roll period.

Formally speaking, let tk = k × ϕ for k ≥ 0 denote the times in which the optimization
problem is modeled and solved. It is assumed that, at time tk, the controller has (i) a list of
all vehicles with a fixed time slot that have not yet left the intersection (orange vehicles in
Figure 4.12), denoted by V̂

k, and (ii) a list of all vehicles within the communication distance
but without a fixed time slot (blue vehicles in Figure 4.12), denoted by Vk. For all vehicles v̂eh

in the first list V̂
k, the controller has all the information that is needed to resolve conflicts with

newly arriving vehicles. This includes the assigned arrival times t̂
v̂eh

, origins and destinations
OD

v̂eh
, vehicle speeds v̂

v̂eh
for crossing the intersection, and vehicle dimensions len

v̂eh
and

wid
v̂eh

. For all vehicles veh in the second list Vk, the controller has all relevant information
for computing an optimal schedule, namely the earliest possible arrival times tmin

veh , weighting
factors γveh, origins and destinations ODveh, vehicle speeds vveh, and vehicle dimensions lenveh

and widveh.

In this chapter, it is assumed that vehicles drive at maximum possible speed (considering the
speed limits and vehicles in front of them), and only adjust their trajectory after their assigned
arrival time is fixed, i.e., after crossing the assignment distance. If they slow down earlier, this
is due to a queuing effect on the approach to the intersection. Nevertheless, to allow for more
flexible trajectory planning approaches later on, the variable tLB

veh(tk) is calculated for vehicles
in the second list Vk. As introduced in Section 3.4, it denotes the earliest possible arrival time
of veh at the intersection at time tk and thus serves as a lower bound. The measure tmin

veh ,
which was presented in the Section 4.3.2, is calculated only once for each vehicle approaching
the intersection zone. In contrast to that, tLB

veh(tk) is affected by the actual trajectory of veh
on the way to the intersection zone and thus includes possible disturbances. Assuming that
vehicle speeds never exceed the maximum allowed speed, it is easy to see that tLB

veh(tk) ≥ tmin
veh

at all times tk and for all vehicles veh.

All in all, the controller determines the optimal arrival times of vehicles veh at the intersec-
tion considering the current situation, but the arrival times are not fixed immediately. Only
when vehicles are close to the intersection zone is the arrival time assigned and the vehicle
adjusts its speed in order to fulfill the schedule obtained by the controller. This assignment
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policy is somewhat similar to what Levin and Rey [2017] describe as their policy called “as
late as possible.” Even though they tested a few values for roll period and projection horizon
in their work, the overall influence of the different parameters has not been fully explored yet.
Additionally, the setup in this thesis is different, since the spatial dimensions of communica-
tion and assignment distance are considered and vehicle trajectories are simulated in detail,
whereas Levin and Rey [2017] directly generate earliest possible arrival times at the intersec-
tion from Poisson processes. The detailed microscopic simulation setup allows for the analysis
of queuing effects and vehicle density, for example. It is clear that, in the setup presented
here, the following parameters can have an influence on the overall performance of the control
– regarding both solution quality and program run time: (i) the length of the stretch between
communication distance and assignment distance, and (ii) the roll period ϕ. These effects
will be further explored in Section 4.7. Additionally, it needs to be noted that having vehicles
drive at the maximum allowed speed until the assigned arrival time is fixed is only one possible
strategy. Instead, vehicles could already adjust their trajectory based on pre-assigned arrival
times which are derived in every simulation run. This could lead to smoother trajectories, but
would limit the flexibility of the scheduling program (because tLB

veh(tk) will increase if vehicle
veh decelerates early on). An analysis of the trade-off will be left for future work.

4.5.3 Formulation of the Rolling-Horizon Optimization Problem

At time tk, let V̂k and Vk be the list of approaching vehicles with (V̂k) and without (Vk) an
assigned arrival time as described above. The optimization problem can then be defined as
follows:

Problem II (Intersection Control Optimization for Vehicle-Only Scenarios at Time tk).

min
 ∑

vehi∈Vk

γi · delayi


subject to

delayi = ti − tmin
i ∀ vehi ∈ Vk

ti ≥ tLB
i (tk) ∀ vehi ∈ Vk (4.31)

ti ≤ tmin
i + Θi ∀ vehi ∈ Vk

ti ≥ tj + ∆min
ji ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ Vk | oi = oj & disti(tk) > distj(tk)

ti ≥ t̂l + ∆min
li ∀ vehi ∈ Vk, vehl ∈ V̂k | oi = ol (4.32)

ti + τij + ∆min
ij ≤ tj + (1 − Iij) × M ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ Vk

ti + τij + Iij × M ≥ tj + ∆min
ji ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ Vk

ti + τil + ∆min
il ≤ t̂l + (1 − Iil) × M ∀ vehi ∈ Vk, vehl ∈ V̂k (4.33)

ti + τil + Iil × M ≥ t̂l + ∆min
li ∀ vehi ∈ Vk, vehl ∈ V̂k (4.34)

Iij ∈ {0, 1} ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ Vk

Iil ∈ {0, 1} ∀ vehi ∈ Vk, vehl ∈ V̂k (4.35)
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The problem formulation is similar to Problem I. Constraints (4.31) have been changed to
incorporate the earliest possible arrival time at time tk as explained above. Constraints (4.32),
(4.33), (4.34), and (4.35) resolve conflicts between already scheduled and newly arriving ve-
hicles. Constraints (4.32) make sure that vehicle vehi in Vk is scheduled to arrive later than
vehl in V̂k with a sufficient headway, where vehl is on the same approach as vehi. Note that
vehl already having a scheduled arrival time t̂l implies that vehl is closer to the intersection
than vehi. Constraints (4.33), (4.34), and (4.35) resolve crossing conflicts. Here, the new
vehicle vehi can be assigned to cross a conflict point pil before or after an already assigned
vehicle vehl. Therefore, the big-M method is used again. All other constraints are identical
to the respective constraints in Problem I with V being replaced by Vk.

Again, necessary properties such as the feasibility and boundedness of the program need to
hold for Problem II in order to ensure its solvability, given the start states. These characteristics
can be transferred from Problem I.

4.6 Integration of Pedestrians and Bicyclists
The integration of pedestrians and bicyclists follows the overall concept described in the previ-
ous sections with three major differences that have already been described in Section 4.2 and
are consistent with the approaches presented in Chapter 3:

(i) Pedestrians and bicyclists coming from the same direction are supposed to cross the
intersection zone roughly at the same time, i.e., when their respective signal head turns
green.

(ii) The speeds of pedestrians and bicyclists when crossing the intersection zone are unknown
and cannot be assumed to be constant. Instead, they are bounded by assumed minimum
and maximum speeds.

(iii) Conflicting movements of pedestrians and bicyclists without the involvement of motor-
ized vehicles are not resolved by the control.

Based on these assumptions, it does not make sense to consider each individual bicyclist and
pedestrian in the optimization problem separately, but instead consider several bicyclists and
pedestrians with the same origin and destination and roughly the same arrival time at the
intersection zone together. This means that, when formulating the constraints, they are not
set for each bicyclist bic and pedestrian ped individually, but for each signal phase sig. These
constraints then protect all pedestrians and bicyclists assigned to this phase. In order to do so,
each VRU needs to be assigned to a signal phase in the first place. This is done based on the
OD information of the pedestrian or bicyclist, and on their arrival time at the intersection. In
order to exploit the full potential of the optimization-based control, VRUs are considered in a
demand-responsive way. Similarly to what has been described in Chapter 3, signal phases are
thus requested by the infrastructure when pedestrians and bicyclists are detected. Therefore,
the rolling horizon approach comes into play again.
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Figure 4.13: Flowchart of on-demand integration of pedestrians.

Section 4.6.1 describes how pedestrians and bicyclists are detected and how their signal
phases are integrated into the rolling horizon approach. Section 4.6.2 presents the updated
objective function that includes signal phases instead of individual VRUs, and Section 4.6.3
explains necessary constraints. The multimodal problem in the rolling horizon context is
formulated in Section 4.6.4.

4.6.1 Integration of Pedestrians and Bicyclists into the Rolling
Horizon Approach

In multimodal traffic scenarios with pedestrians and bicyclists, it is even more apparent that full
information about road users at the intersection is not available from the start. By contrast,
while vehicles communicate with the controller in every time step once they are within the
communication range of the intersection controller, arrival times of pedestrians and bicyclists
are not precisely determined ahead of time. As motivated in Section 3.1, VRUs are not
assumed to be connected to the infrastructure. Therefore, their presence at the intersection
needs to be detected by suitable infrastructure, and a look-ahead time horizon can only be
applied if the infrastructure detects VRUs ahead of time. In the following, the integration of
pedestrians and bicyclists is described separately.

Integration of Pedestrians into the Rolling Horizon Approach

Similarly to the approach presented in Chapter 3, pedestrians are detected when they are al-
ready at the crosswalk. Figure 4.13 repeats the flowchart shown in Section 3.5: if the signal
is green upon their arrival, pedestrians directly start crossing the street. Otherwise, they are
assigned to an already requested signal phase sig or, if their signal is currently red and there
are no other pedestrians waiting, a new green phase sig is requested and the pedestrian is
assigned to this new green phase.
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Figure 4.14: Example trajectories and schematic representation of the consideration of a re-
quested pedestrian signal phase.

Figure 4.14 shows the three situations described above in the rolling horizon setup. Similarly
to Figure 4.12 in Section 4.5, it schematically displays trajectories of vehicles on the approach
to and within the intersection zone. Additionally, it features the on-demand integration of a
pedestrian signal phase. As explained in Section 4.5, the optimization problem is set up and
solved in fixed intervals of ϕ seconds, i.e., at times tk = k · ϕ that are displayed on the x-axis.
At the time the problem is solved, the controller takes a snapshot of the current situation
which is marked vertically, and considers approaching vehicles and requested signal phases in
the optimization. It can easily be seen that, in contrast to the vehicle case, no look-ahead time
is used for pedestrians. In particular, in the situation shown in the figure, no pedestrian green
phase is considered when the optimization is run at times t1, t2, and t3. The first pedestrian
ped to request a pedestrian green phase sig arrives shortly after t3, denoted as Situation ➀ in
the figure. Pedestrian ped is assigned to the newly requested signal phase sig, i.e., ped ∈ Psig.
The start time of sig is first considered as a decision variable in the optimization problem at
time t4 (depicted by the larger blue dot). Depending on the objective function and necessary
constraints that will be explained in the following sections, green phase sig is scheduled after
at least one round of optimization. Note that those vehicles that already have an assigned
arrival time or are currently crossing the intersection (depicted as orange diamonds) cannot
be rescheduled. Therefore, depending on the vehicle demand, if the signal is red upon the
arrival of ped, a waiting time that allows assigned vehicles to finish crossing will occur. In the
situation shown in the figure, the green phase is scheduled shortly after t6. In the mean time,
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Figure 4.15: Example bike trajectories and schematic representation of the consideration of
requested bike signal phases.

more pedestrians arrive and are assigned to the same signal phase sig, denoted as Situation ➁

in the figure. From the given setup, it becomes apparent that input parameters such as the roll
period ϕ and the assignment distance as well as the communication distance (which determines
how many vehicles are considered in each round of optimization) implicitly affect pedestrian
LOS. Finally, when the signal green phase starts, all waiting pedestrians are allowed to start
walking at the same time. If pedestrians arrive during the green phase, they can start walking
without any waiting time (compare Situation ➂). Current or recently ended green phases still
need to be considered in the optimization problem with necessary constraints to ensure safe
crossing for all assigned pedestrians. This is depicted by the large orange diamond shapes in
the figure.

Integration of Bicyclists into the Rolling Horizon Approach

The approach for integrating bicyclists into the rolling horizon approach is slightly different. In
particular, bicyclists are not only detected when they are already at the intersection, but the
intersection controller additionally communicates with adjacent intersections. Each upstream
intersection sends a notification when the bicycle signal leading to the considered intersection
turns green, including the number of cyclists that are crossing the signal during the green
phase and are now on their way to the considered intersection. This notification initializes the
request for a bicycle green phase on behalf of the bicycle flock. The motivation behind this
different approach is two-fold: first of all, cyclists have to expend energy to reach their desired
speed, which makes stop and go situations exhausting for them. Secondly, unlike pedestrians,
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Figure 4.16: Flowchart of on-demand integration of bicyclists.

bicyclists are more likely to cross multiple successive intersections. As discussed based on the
SlotIIC results in Section 3.7, the consideration of adjacent intersections can provide a more
realistic arrival pattern of bicyclists and allow the control setup to implement a green wave for
bicyclists that travel at a common average speed.

The procedure is schematically displayed in Figure 4.15. In this figure, bicycle trajectories
are displayed instead of vehicle trajectories. In order to simplify the explanations in the follow-
ing description and in the result discussion, it is assumed for now that the bicycle signals at
adjacent intersections turn green in fixed cycles. When the upstream bike signal turns green
(shortly after t1 in the figure), the bicycle green phase is requested. The arrival time of the
bicycle flock at the considered intersection, denoted as tmin

sig , is calculated based on the dis-
tance between the two adjacent intersections and the assumed progression speed. Depending
on the objective function and the relevant constraints, the bike signal is scheduled to start any
time after tmin

sig . Consequently, the bike signal phase is already considered in the optimization
at t2, even though the flock is considered to arrive after t4. As shown in the figure, the
distance between the two adjacent intersections is similar to the communication distance in
the vehicle scenarios and thus relates to the projection horizon Φ. The main difference to the
vehicle scenario is that the exact speed of cyclists is not known. Due to the variation in speed,
cyclist flocks will diverge over distance, i.e., a larger distance between two intersections will
lead to a wider flock of cyclists. Figure 4.15 schematically displays that very fast cyclists (blue
trajectories) arrive before tmin

sig and therefore need to wait for an additional amount of time,
and slow cyclists (red trajectories) might miss the assigned green phase. Infrastructure at the
considered intersection detects waiting bicyclists who missed their assigned green phase or are
just starting their ride. For the sake of simplicity, in the implemented simulation scenarios,
these bicyclists will wait for the next bicycle flock and will be reassigned to the next bicycle
green phase. Therefore, when the adjacent signal turns green (in fixed cycles), both bicyclists
at the adjacent intersection and already waiting bicyclists are taken into account and assigned
to the newly requested phase. The corresponding flowchart is shown in Figure 4.16. Situa-
tion ➀ corresponds to the one explained in Figure 4.15. Whether still waiting bicyclists are
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added to the group of approaching bicyclists or not only affects the duration of the requested
green phase. By contrast, if there are no approaching but waiting bicyclists (Situation ➁),
there is no need to wait for an arriving flock and the requested signal phase can theoretically
start immediately. Finally, if there are neither approaching nor waiting bicyclists (Situation ➂),
no bicycle green phase is requested.

Clearly, once such a control is applied in reality, it will most likely be implemented along
an entire corridor and the neighboring intersection will not be controlled in fixed cycles. In
this situation, slower bicyclists who missed their assigned green phase could directly request
a new phase that can start immediately and is bounded by a defined maximum waiting time
(similarly to the request of pedestrian green phases). Additionally, the problem could be miti-
gated by dynamically adjusting the green phase durations if slow bicyclists are detected, and
by providing the bicyclists with dynamic information such as GLOSA.

All in all, the presented scheduling optimization will take the expected delay of cyclists
that are not yet at the intersection into account, whereas the actual delay of each individual
cyclist might differ. This is consistent with the approach presented in Chapter 3, but it has
a larger impact because of the longer distance between bicycle detection and entrance to the
intersection zone. In order to actually minimize bicycle delays, it is thus important to have a
good estimation of cyclist arrival times at the intersection and schedule green phases that are
long enough to accommodate a large portion of a bicycle flock.

4.6.2 Updated Objective Function

The objective function defined in Section 4.3.2 contains the delay times and weighting factors
of each individual vehicle, bicyclist, and pedestrian with their respective weighting factors:

min
 ∑

veh∈V
γveh · delayveh +

∑
bic∈B

γbic · delaybic +
∑

ped∈P
γped · delayped


with γveh, γbic, γped ∈ R+

0 ∀ veh ∈ V , bic ∈ B, ped ∈ P ,

where γveh, γbic and γped are the priority indicators (weighting factors) for each vehicle veh,
bicyclist bic, and pedestrian ped. Since signal phases are considered instead of individual VRUs,
the objective function is reformulated in such a way that the delays and weighting factors of
signal phases represent the delays and weighting factors of the VRUs that are assigned to
these phases. In particular, let Bm and Pm be the sets of bicyclists and pedestrians assigned
to signal phase sigm, let γm be the weighting factor of sigm, and let delaym be the delay, i.e.:

γm · delaym =
∑

bic∈Bm

γbic · delaybic +
∑

ped∈Pm

γped · delayped. (4.36)

Note that each VRU signal phase accommodates either pedestrians or bicyclists, which means
that one of the two sums in Equation (4.36) is always zero. The objective function can be
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rewritten as follows:

min
 ∑

veh∈V
γveh · delayveh +

∑
sig∈S

γsig · delaysig

 (4.37)

with γveh, γsig ∈ R+
0 ∀ veh ∈ V , sig ∈ S.

4.6.3 Constraints
Constraints that are necessary for scheduling signal phases are set up similarly to the constraints
for vehicle scheduling. First of all, a specific signal phase should not be scheduled earlier than
the assumed arrival time of assigned VRUs:

tsig ≥ tmin
sig ∀ sig ∈ S. (4.38)

Note that, in practice, this is especially relevant for bicycle signals, because their signal green
phases are requested ahead of time.

Additionally, it is a requirement of the control strategy that pedestrians’ and bicyclists’
waiting times should not exceed predefined maximum waiting times that guarantee a required
LOS for VRUs at the intersection. This can be ensured by adding the following constraints
that are also already known from the vehicle-only scenarios:

tsig ≤ tmin
sig + Θsig ∀ sig ∈ S. (4.39)

Constraints to Resolve Conflicts Between Vehicles and VRUs

Similarly to vehicle-vehicle conflicts, the optimized schedule either allows a considered vehicle
or the VRUs of a certain signal phase to cross a common conflict point first. Therefore, we
again obtain two distinct constraints where exactly one of them needs to hold in order to
generate a feasible solution. Let the VRUs of signal phase sig and a vehicle veh be such that
p = psig,veh is the conflict point of their paths. If the VRUs of sig are assigned to arrive at
the conflict point first, then the following constraint needs to hold:

tsig +
distosig ,p

vmax
sig

+ ∆min
sig,veh ≤ tveh + distoveh,p

v̂veh

, (4.40)

if tsig +
distosig ,p

vmax
sig

≤ tveh + distoveh,p

v̂veh

.

The position of p and the measures distosig ,p and distoveh,p are derived from the conflict
matrix described in Section 4.2. Since VRUs do not have an assigned speed v̂ for crossing the
intersection, the assumed maximum speed vmax

sig is applied that depends on the VRUs that use
the considered signal. Additionally, the minimum headway ∆min

sig,veh is calculated according to
Equation (4.8) or (4.10) (depending on whether bicyclists or pedestrians are considered at the
intersection as described in Section 4.2.2) for an assumed speed range including minimum and
maximum speeds of considered VRUs, a pre-defined green duration tgreen

sig , and some minimum
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time gap δmin
sig,veh. In order to simplify the expression, Constraint (4.40) is reformulated as

follows:

tsig +
distosig ,p

vmax
sig

− distoveh,p

v̂veh︸ ︷︷ ︸
=τsig,veh

+∆min
sig,veh ≤ tveh if tsig + τsig,veh ≤ tveh (4.41)

and the new variable τsig,veh = distosig,p

vmax
sig

− dist(oveh,p)
v̂veh

is introduced. The variable τsig,veh repre-
sents the difference in time needed to cover the distance between the entrance to the inter-
section and the common conflict point – here, the difference between a fast VRU assigned to
signal phase sig (traveling at vmax

sig ) and a vehicle veh is calculated.

On the other hand, if vehicle veh is assigned to arrive at the conflict point first, the above
constraint is obviously violated, but the following constraint needs to hold:

tsig + τsig,veh ≥ tveh + ∆min
veh,sig, if tsig + τsig,veh ≥ tveh. (4.42)

The minimum headway ∆min
veh,sig is now calculated according to Equation (4.7) or (4.9), again

depending on whether bicyclists or pedestrians are assigned to the considered signal phase.

Similarly to what has been described for vehicle-only scenarios, the big-M-method intro-
duced in Section 4.4.1 is used and the previously defined constraints are rewritten as follows:

tsig + τsig,veh + ∆min
sig,veh ≤ tveh +

=0, if Isig,veh=1; M, otherwise︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1 − Isig,veh) × M ∀ sig ∈ S, veh ∈ V (4.43)

tsig + τsig,veh +
=0, if Isig,veh=0; M otherwise︷ ︸︸ ︷

Isig,veh × M ≥ tveh + ∆min
veh,sig ∀ sig ∈ S, veh ∈ V (4.44)

Isig,veh ∈ {0, 1} ∀ sig ∈ S, veh ∈ V

If Isig,veh = 1, then Constraint (4.43) equals Constraint (4.41), and Constraint (4.44) is
redundant and always holds true if M is big enough. On the other hand, if Isig,veh = 0,
then Constraint (4.44) equals Constraint (4.42), and Constraint (4.43) is redundant. In other
words, Isig,veh equal to 1 indicates that the VRUs of signal phase sig arrive at the conflict
point before vehicle veh, and Isig,veh equal to 0 indicates that vehicle veh arrives at the conflict
point before the VRUs assigned to signal phase sig.

Constraints to resolve conflicts between different VRUs

As discussed in Section 3.1, conflicts between bicyclists and pedestrians without the involve-
ment of vehicles are not resolved by the control in this thesis. If desired otherwise, adding
constraints to resolve these conflicts is straight forward applying the same concepts as for
vehicle-vehicle and vehicle-VRU conflicts.
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Figure 4.17: Schematic illustration of the elements of the objective function and the set of
constraints at time tk.

4.6.4 Formulation of the Multimodal Rolling-Horizon Optimization
Problem

Finally, the integrated optimization problem at time tk is formulated similarly to the opti-
mization problem for vehicle-only scenarios. In addition to the lists Vk and V̂k explained in
Section 4.5 and the information about vehicles therein, the controller now has two new lists Sk

and Ŝ
k with requested (Sk) and assigned or current signal phases (Ŝk). The information about

current signal phases ŝig in Ŝ
k contains the assigned start time t̂

ŝig
and safety constraints such

as conflict points and information to calculate necessary headways. For each requested signal
phase sig in Sk, the controller has information about the (expected) earliest arrival time of
assigned VRUs tmin

sig , the earliest possible start of the green phase tLB
sig

(
tk
)
, the maximum

waiting time of assigned VRUs Θsig, the weighting factor γsig, and necessary constraints. The
lower bound for the start time of the green phase tLB makes sure that the signal phase is
not assigned to start earlier than the current time, i.e., tLB

sig

(
tk
)

= max
(
tmin
sig , tk

)
. Recall

Figure 4.14, where the first pedestrian arrives shortly after t3. When the optimization is run at
time t4, the control can only make decisions for the present and future, i.e., t4 is the earliest
possible start time of the green phase.

Figure 4.17 shows how the different input lists are linked in the overall problem formula-
tion: Lists Vk and Sk are considered in the objective function. When requesting time slots,
approaching vehicles “compete” with each other (compare Section 4.4.1) and with requested
signal phases (compare constraints presented in Section 4.6.3). Already scheduled vehicles im-
pose constraints on the scheduling of approaching vehicles and on currently requested signals.
Already scheduled signal phases impose constraints on approaching vehicles. Since conflicts
without the involvement of vehicles are not resolved by the scheduling algorithm, neither sched-
uled nor requested signal phases generate any constraints for other requested signal phases.
The overall optimization problem can now be defined as follows:
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4 Optimization-based Integrated Intersection Control Strategies

Problem III (Intersection Control Optimization for Multimodal Scenarios at Time tk).

min
 ∑

vehi∈Vk

γi · delayi +
∑

sigm∈Sk

γm · delaym


subject to

delayi = ti − tmin
i ∀ vehi ∈ Vk

γm · delaym =
∑

bic∈Bm

γbic ·
(
tm − tmin

bic

)
+

∑
ped∈Pm

γped ·
(
tm − tmin

ped

)
∀ sigm ∈ Sk (4.45)

ti ≥ tLB
i (tk) ∀ vehi ∈ Vk

tm ≥ tLB
m (tk) ∀ sigm ∈ Sk (4.46)

ti ≤ tmin
i + Θi ∀ vehi ∈ Vk

tm ≤ tmin
sig + Θm ∀ sigm ∈ Sk (4.47)

ti ≥ tj + ∆min
ji ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ Vk | oi = oj & disti(tk) > distj(tk)

ti ≥ t̂l + ∆min
li ∀ vehi ∈ Vk, vehl ∈ V̂k | oi = ol

ti + τij + ∆min
ij ≤ tj + (1 − Iij) × M ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ Vk

ti + Iij × M ≥ tj + τji + ∆min
ji ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ Vk

ti + τim + ∆min
im ≤ tm + (1 − Iim) × M ∀ vehi ∈ Vk, sigm ∈ Sk (4.48)

ti + Iim × M ≥ tm + τmi + ∆min
mi ∀ vehi ∈ Vk, sigm ∈ Sk (4.49)

ti + τil + ∆min
il ≤ t̂l + (1 − Iil) × M ∀ vehi ∈ Vk, vehl ∈ V̂k

ti + Iil × M ≥ t̂l + τli + ∆min
li ∀ vehi ∈ Vk, vehl ∈ V̂k

ti + τin + ∆min
in ≤ t̂n + (1 − Iin) × M ∀ vehi ∈ Vk, sign ∈ Ŝ

k (4.50)
ti + Iin × M ≥ t̂n + τni + ∆min

ni ∀ vehi ∈ Vk, sign ∈ Ŝ
k (4.51)

tm + τml + ∆min
ml ≤ t̂l + (1 − Iml) × M ∀ sigm ∈ Sk, vehl ∈ V̂k (4.52)

tm + Iml × M ≥ t̂l + τlm + ∆min
lm ∀ sigm ∈ Sk, vehl ∈ V̂k (4.53)

Iij ∈ {0, 1} ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ Vk

Iim ∈ {0, 1} ∀ vehi ∈ Vk, sigm ∈ Sk (4.54)
Iil ∈ {0, 1} ∀ vehi ∈ Vk, vehl ∈ V̂k

Iin ∈ {0, 1} ∀ vehi ∈ Vk, sigm ∈ Ŝ
k (4.55)

Iml ∈ {0, 1} ∀ sigm ∈ Sk, vehl ∈ V̂k (4.56)

Constraints that have already been explained in the vehicle-only case in Section 4.5 are not
numbered. Constraints (4.45) represent the definition of signal delay and weighting factor.
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Input Parameters Values

Vehicle dimensions: Passenger vehicle (lenveh × widveh) 4.00 m × 2.00 m
Vehicle dimensions: Bus (lenveh × widveh) 12.00 m × 2.50 m
Maximum allowed speed vmax 8.3 m/sec (30 km/h)
Vehicle speeds for crossing the intersection v̂veh 8.3 m/sec (30 km/h)
Min. and max. acceleration accmin | accmax −4.0 m/sec2 | 3.0 m/sec2

Min. and max. bicycle speeds vmin
bic | vmax

bic 2.7 m/sec | 8.3 m/sec
Min. and max. pedestrian speeds vmin

ped | vmax
ped 0.8 m/sec | 1.5 m/sec

Min. gaps for car-following and crossing movements δmin
follow | δmin

cross 0.7 sec | 1.0 sec
Simulation time step τ 0.6 sec
Weighting factors γveh, γbic, and γped (if not stated otherwise) 1

Table 4.2: Parameter values for the test scenarios.

Constraints (4.46) and (4.47) make sure that earliest and latest times for scheduling a re-
quested signal phase are respected. Conflicts between arriving vehicles and requested signal
phases are resolved by Constraints (4.48) and (4.49). Constraints (4.50) and (4.51) resolve
conflicts between scheduled signal phases and arriving vehicles, and Constraints (4.52) and
(4.53) resolve conflicts between scheduled vehicles and requested signal phases. Finally, Con-
straints (4.54), (4.55), and (4.56) ensure the binarity of the auxiliary matrix.

Feasibility and boundedness of the program can be proven similarly to the vehicle-only case.
Analogously to the vehicle-only case, the resulting schedules are valid and do not lead to
gridlocks. Again, it is especially important to carefully choose the limits Θsig and Θveh large
enough. In contrast to the vehicle-only case, Θsig shall not be chosen in such a way that
Constraints (4.47) are redundant, but in order to effectively limit the VRU waiting times. On
the other hand, Θsig cannot limit the waiting times too narrowly, because vehicles that already
have an assigned arrival time, i.e., vehicles in list V̂k, cannot be rescheduled. In the practical
application, the optimization solver allows for adjusting these limits if no feasible schedule is
found.

4.7 Simulation-based Evaluation
This section presents results of the implementation of the presented OptIIC schemes and ex-
plores the effects of different parameter settings. The control is tested using a microscopic
simulation of the four-way intersection zone described in Section 4.2 and displayed in Fig-
ure 4.4. The detailed intersection geometry is shown in Appendix E.1. Section 4.7.1 briefly
introduces the simulation setup. Section 4.7.2 presents results for vehicle-only scenarios and
justifies parameter settings that are applied in the multimodal scenarios. Results for scenarios
with vehicles and pedestrians are explained in Section 4.7.3, and Section 4.7.4 discusses results
for scenarios with vehicles and bicyclists. The evaluations set the basis for the fully multimodal
scenarios presented in Chapter 5.
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Scenario Vehicle demand and turning ratios
veh/h Through (%) Left (%) Right (%)

Symmetric Scenario x

Demand on each approach 0.25 × x 75% 10% 15%
Asymmetric Scenario x

Demand on minor road (each approach) 0.2 × x 70% 12% 18%
Demand on major road (each approach) 0.3 × x 80% 8% 12%

Table 4.3: Vehicle traffic demand for the test scenarios.
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Figure 4.18: Graphical representation of the demand scenarios.

4.7.1 Simulation Setup
The presented intersection control strategies are again tested using the microsimulation plat-
form aimsun.next together with the API and Python. The scheduling optimization problem
is solved using gurobi. The overall setup will be explained in detail in Chapter 5 along with
the justification of assumed parameter values. Where possible, input parameters and demand
scenarios are consistent with those assumed in Chapter 3 to enable a comparison of SlotIIC and
OptIIC approaches. In particular, vehicle dimensions, kinematic limitations, and desired speeds
are as defined in Section 3.7. This also holds for assumed minimum and maximum speeds
of VRUs. A tabular overview of the parameter values is shown in Table 4.2. All weighting
factors γveh, γbic, and γped are equal to one if not stated otherwise in the following evaluation.
Again, simulations are run for one full hour with a warm-up phase of 10 minutes that is not
considered in the evaluation. At least five replications are run for each presented scenario.
Independently of the communication range distC , which will be varied in the following eval-
uations, the earliest possible arrival time of vehicles is always calculated when they are at a
distance of 300 meters to the intersection. This allows for the comparison of vehicle delays in
the different scenarios.

4.7.2 Results for Vehicle-only Scenarios
The results for vehicle-only scenarios presented in this section feature a comparison of the Op-
tIIC concept to FCFS and the analysis of implications of control-specific input parameters, such
as projection horizon and weighting factors. As displayed in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.18, several
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4.7 Simulation-based Evaluation

different vehicle demand scenarios are implemented for the evaluation. They are denoted by x,
where x is the total number of vehicles per hour considered in the scenario. Scenarios can be
categorized as symmetric (i.e., the demand on all approaches is identical) or asymmetric (i.e.,
there is one major road with higher demand and one minor road with lower demand). In the
symmetric scenarios, 75 % of the vehicles on each approach are through movement, 10 % turn
left, and 15 % turn right. In the asymmetric scenarios, demand on the approaches of the major
road is assumed to be 1.5 times the demand on the approaches of the minor road. On the
major road, 80 % through movement, 8 % left-turning, and 12 % right-turning movement are
assumed. On the minor road, turning ratios are assumed to be 12 % for left-turning movement
and 18 % for right-turning movement, and consequently 70 % for through movement. The
total vehicle demand at the intersection, given in vehicles per hour, is increased in steps of
400 vehicles per hour in the symmetric scenarios (i.e., in steps of 100 vehicles per hour on each
approach) and 500 vehicles per hour in the asymmetric scenarios (i.e., in steps of 100 vehicles
per hour on minor roads and 150 vehicles per hour on major roads). The symmetric demand
scenarios are consistent with the scenarios evaluated in Chapter 3.

Comparison to FCFS

First of all, the presented OptIIC scheme is compared to an FCFS control for vehicle-only
scenarios. To this end, an FCFS control is implemented that is comparable to the vehicle-only
SlotIIC scenario evaluated in Section 3.7, but applies the conflict-point intersection model-
ing with continuous time described in this chapter. In principle, the FCFS implementation
presented in this section applies the optimization scheme described in Problem II. The major
differences are that (i) the optimization is run each time a vehicle signs up with the controller,
and (ii) the vehicle is directly assigned with a scheduled arrival time. This means that no
look-ahead time is used, i.e., the communication range distC equals the assignment distance
distA. Recalling Problem II, list V̂ contains all vehicles that are currently approaching or
crossing the intersection and list V contains only the one single vehicle that has just entered
the communication range.

For the OptIIC scenario, a communication range distC of 100 meters and an assignment
distance distA of 50 meters are set. With distC , distA, and the maximum allowed speed vmax

being fixed, the projection horizon Φ can be calculated as follows:

Projection horizon Φ [sec] = distC − distA

vmax
. (4.57)

In the presented setup, this leads to a projection horizon Φ of 6.02 seconds. A roll period ϕ
of 3 seconds is set, such that each vehicle is considered in at least two rounds of optimization.
If vehicles decelerate on the approach to the intersection, they take more time to traverse the
stretch between distC and distA and are thus considered in more optimization rounds.

Results are displayed in Figure 4.19. Figure 4.19a shows average vehicle delays for symmetric
scenarios, and Figure 4.19b shows average vehicle delays for asymmetric scenarios. It can be
seen that, for both FCFS and OptIIC, average vehicle delays are very low for demand scenar-
ios with low vehicle demand. In these scenarios, the optimization-based control cannot yield
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of vehicle delays for the FCFS and OptIIC schemes.

significant improvements, simply because there is not much to improve. However, major im-
provements can be achieved in scenarios with larger demand: it is easy to see that the capacity
can be increased significantly using the optimization-based control. In the symmetric scenarios
shown in Figure 4.19a, the FCFS control is not able to handle the demand of x=4,000 vehicles
per hour at the intersection, while this demand can be handled by the optimization-based
control scheme with an average vehicle delay of only 3.8 seconds. A similar behavior can be
observed in the asymmetric case: here too, the scenario with x=4,000 vehicles per hour is
beyond the capacity limits of the FCFS-based control. Average vehicle delay in the OptIIC
scenario with the same demand is only 3.7 seconds.

Once demand exceeds capacity, average delays increase very rapidly, essentially jumping
from rather low values to unacceptably high values. This holds for both control scenarios. In
all scenarios with delays that are not within the scale of up to 50 seconds, demand exceeds
capacity. The same holds for the asymmetric scenario with x=5,500 vehicles per hour. In
this scenario, the major road is filled, such that no more vehicles can enter the road. Virtual
queues are formed in the simulation and the full vehicle demand does not enter the network.
On the minor road, this spillover effect does not occur, vehicles can enter the communication
range of the intersection and are served by the control. Overall, average vehicle delay is not
meaningful in situations where throughput falls short of demand, which is why the respective
delay value is parenthesized.

As explained in Section 3.7, the vehicle-only analysis can be used to estimate the base vehicle
capacity capbase given a certain demand pattern and control setup without the consideration
of VRU demand. Essentially, the intersection capacity can be significantly increased from ap-

1Results of the FCFS scenario are roughly comparable to the vehicle-only SlotIIC approach presented in
Section 3.7. Deviations result from the larger intersection zone considered here and from the setup with
continuous space and time.
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(a) Effects of increased communication distance
on average vehicle delay for two symmetric
demand scenarios (x=4,000 and x=4,400).
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(b) Effects of increased communication distance
on average vehicle delay for two asymmetric
demand scenarios (x=4,000 and x=4,500).
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x=4,400.
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of average vehicle delay for increasing communication distances.

proximately 3,600 to approximately 5,200 vehicles per hour in the symmetric scenario and from
approximately 3,500 to approximately 5,000 vehicles per hour in the asymmetric scenario – an
improvement of more than 40 % in both scenarios. This increased base capacity can be used
later on to increase vehicle capacity in a multimodal scenario, or to dedicate a larger portion
of time to other modes. The capacities and average delays resulting from the OptIIC scenario
further depend on control parameters that will be analyzed in the following subsections. For
the following analyses, the symmetric scenarios with x=4,000 and x=4,400, and the asym-
metric scenarios with x=4,000 and x=4,500 vehicles per hour (marked in Figure 4.19) will be
considered. These scenarios are beyond the capacity limits of FCFS, but below the capacity
limits of OptIIC.

Implications of Communication Distance

In this subsection, a comparison of results based on different communication distances is
conducted. The assignment distance distA of 50 meters is fixed, and the communication
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range distC is varied from 75 to 200 meters using steps of 25 meters. Resulting projection
horizons Φ given by applying Equation (4.57) are as follows:

Projection horizon Φ [sec] = distC − 50 m
8.3 m/sec =



3.01 sec, for distC = 75 m
6.02 sec, for distC = 100 m
9.04 sec, for distC = 125 m

12.05 sec, for distC = 150 m
15.06 sec, for distC = 175 m
18.07 sec, for distC = 200 m

As discussed previously, the roll period ϕ cannot be larger than the projection horizon (i.e.,
ϕ ≤ Φ). The roll period ϕ will be fixed with three seconds in this subsection. Again, the
symmetric and asymmetric demand scenarios displayed in Table 4.3 are considered.

Figures 4.20a and 4.20b show a delay comparison for different communication ranges distC .
The communication range is displayed on the x-axis, and the average vehicle delay is shown
on the y-axis. The two graphs in each figure correspond to the two considered demand sce-
narios in the symmetric setup (shown in Figure 4.20a) and in the asymmetric setup (shown
in Figure 4.20b). In all four considered demand scenarios, average vehicle delays decrease
with increasing communication distance. As described in Section 4.5.1, it is expected that
the extension of the communication distance has a diminishing effect, the larger the com-
munication distance gets. The effect scale additionally depends on the considered demand
scenario: Effects are larger in scenarios with large demand. The consideration of symmetric
and asymmetric demand patterns has a minor impact, both figures show similar shapes.

Larger capacities and decreased delays in the OptIIC scenarios are achieved by implicitly
forming platoons and accommodating turning movements when it is most suitable. Fig-
ures 4.20c and 4.20d provide a more detailed look at how average delays are distributed
among movements. Left-turning movement at an intersection in right-hand traffic has more
conflict points with other movements than through movement, and right-turning movement
has no crossing conflict at all, such that only the smaller headways for car-following behavior
need to be considered. Therefore, right-turning vehicles are easier to accommodate by the
control algorithm. The resulting effect is that lower delays are experienced by right-turning
vehicles, and larger delays by left-turning vehicles. As can be seen in Figure 4.20c, this ef-
fect holds for all considered communication distances. While absolute differences between
average delays for left-turning, right-turning and through movement remain almost constant,
relative differences increase. Figure 4.20d displays how average delays on the minor and major
road differ in asymmetric demand scenarios. Due to the larger demand on the major road,
the formation of platoons is easier and more efficient there. Vehicles on the major road will
benefit from this process, while vehicles on the minor road will have to wait for platoons on
the major road to pass. Therefore, the average delay on the minor road is expected to be
larger than the delay on the major road. This can be seen in Figure 4.20d for communication
distances of at least 125 meters. Here, both absolute and relative differences in delay increase
with an increasing communication distance. In principle, the effect holds for the scenarios
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Figure 4.21: Schematic representation of communication and assignment distance.

with lower communication range as well. The difference is that vehicles on the major road
experience a larger delay before even reaching the communication range. Considering the
scenario with a communication distance distC of 75 meters, the average delay on the major
road is 19.4 seconds, while the average delay on the minor road is 11.1 seconds. Vehicles are
only considered in the optimization scheme when they are at a distance of 75 meters to the
entrance of the intersection. Until reaching that distance, vehicles on the major road have
already experienced 10.2 seconds of delay, while vehicles on the minor road reach the commu-
nication range with an average delay of only 2 seconds. This, however, is not considered in the
optimization problem. The reason is that the control algorithm is not aware of those vehicles
that are not within the communication distance. In Figure 4.21, an example situation is shown
where the east-west direction of a four-way intersection is the major road with larger demand.
However, since the vehicles in the gray area are not visible to the controller, the control will
consider five arriving vehicles from each direction, i.e., it assumes the demand to be equal on
each approach. This can lead to suboptimal schedules from the global perspective. It needs
to be noted here, that the scenarios shown in Figure 4.20d do not exceed capacity limits, i.e.,
formed queues are only temporary.

In order to include the global demand perspective, weighting factors could be changed such
that already experienced delay is considered, or vehicles in the back of a queue are implicitly
taken into account. This is proposed by the so-called max-pressure approach presented by
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(a) Average number of vehicles considered per
optimization round and average vehicle den-
sity in optimization zone for two symmetric
demand scenarios (x=4,000 and x=4,400).
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demand scenarios (x=4,000 and x=4,500).
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(x=4,000 and x=4,400).1
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Figure 4.22: Comparison of number of vehicles considered in the optimization run and com-
putation times for increasing communication distances.

R. Chen et al. [2020]. They calculate the weighting factor for each vehicle according to the
number of vehicles queued in their incoming lane and the number of vehicles queued in the
downstream link, and achieve stable vehicle queues in a symmetric network with symmetric
demand. However, they implement a larger communication range of 150 meters and thus do
not consider an additional disadvantage of the small communication range, namely that only
very few vehicles are considered in each round of the optimization, which makes it difficult to
identify platoons.

The bars in Figures 4.22a and 4.22b display how many yet unscheduled vehicles are con-
sidered in each optimization round (on average), depending on the vehicle demand and on

1The optimization was run on a Lenovo G4-i3it with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8665U CPU with 4 kernels, 2.11
GHz and 32 GB RAM.
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the projection horizon. Recalling Problem II, this corresponds to the size of Vk in each time
step tk = ϕ × k. The size of Vk reflects the average density of vehicles on the stretch of
the road between communication distance and assignment distance: Let |Vk| be the number
of vehicles considered in the optimization round. All vehicles veh in Vk are currently on one
of the incoming lanes and within a distance of distA < distveh(tk) ≤ distC . Therefore, the
average density in vehicles per kilometer can be calculated as

density

[
veh

km

]
= |Vk|

(distC − distA) × (no. of lanes) × 1, 000.

Average densities are displayed by the line plots in Figures 4.22a and 4.22b. Vehicle densities
are larger in the scenarios with shorter communication distance, since the larger delays lead
to a queuing effect and thus higher densities on the incoming lanes. It can be seen that the
shapes of the lines clearly resemble the delay plots in Figures 4.20a and 4.20b. Nevertheless,
in the considered demand scenarios, the absolute number of vehicles considered in the opti-
mization problem predominantly depends on the communication range.

Unfortunately, the increased benefits of a larger communication distance in scenarios with
large demand are countered by the costly optimization process. Figures 4.22c and 4.22d show
that the linear increase in the number of vehicles considered in the optimization problem
results in an exponential increase in computation times. As a trade-off between computation
times and delay reduction, a communication distance of 150 meters, i.e., a projection horizon
of 12.05 seconds seems like a good compromise in the scenarios considered so far: (i) the
number of vehicles within a communication distance of 150 meters could be handled by the
control with low computation times (compare Figure 4.22), and (ii) delay reductions were
significant for an initial increase in communication range of up to 150 meters, but marginal,
if the communication range was further increased (compare Figure 4.20). In the future,
communication distance could be adjusted dynamically in order to consider as many vehicles
as possible without exceeding acceptable computation times. Acceptable computation times
depend on further parameter settings, which in turn are related to various considerations as
explained below.

Parameter Settings for Further Scenarios

In the following, the impact of two other input parameters, the assignment distance distA and
the roll period ϕ, will be discussed qualitatively before fixing parameter settings for multimodal
scenarios.

Assignment distance distA: In terms of optimization performance, the assignment distance
distA cannot be analyzed in an isolated manner, but only in combination with the commu-
nication range distC . As defined by Equation (4.57), those two parameters together specify
the projection horizon Φ that has a significant influence on runtime and results as discussed
previously. In practical applications, the assignment distance needs to be large enough to allow
for vehicles to adjust their speed in order to reach the intersection zone at the assigned time
and speed without compromising safety. In addition, pedestrians and cyclists should be able
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to understand the approaching behavior of vehicles. A larger assignment distance can thus
be beneficial for smooth and emission-friendly trajectory planning. On the other hand, those
vehicles within the assignment distance cannot change their assigned arrival time. Increasing
the assignment distance thus has a negative influence on LOS for VRUs, especially on pedes-
trians, because they might have to wait for more vehicles with assigned arrival times to pass.

Roll period ϕ: The roll period ϕ determines in which interval the optimization is set up and
solved. It is necessary that the roll period ϕ is smaller than the projection horizon Φ. Other-
wise, a vehicle could traverse the entire stretch from the start of the communication distance
until crossing the assignment distance without being considered in any optimization round.
On the other hand, in order to be implementable in practice, the roll period ϕ needs to be
larger than the optimization runtime: If the optimization is run at time tk, then the results
of the previous run at time tk−1 need to be available as an input. Running the optimization
more frequently increases the flexibility, since vehicles are dynamically reassigned using the new
information in each optimization run. According to Levin and Rey [2017], the roll period
has a minor impact on overall results, however. Own simulations showed that the impact
depends on the number of times each vehicle is considered in the optimization formulation
with a decreasing tendency: if roll period and projection horizon are equal, each vehicle is
considered in at least one round of optimization. Decreasing the roll period such that each
vehicle is considered at least twice significantly improves the results. Further reducing the roll
period has a decreasing effect. Nevertheless, it needs to be noted that a small roll period also
helps pedestrians. As previously shown in Figure 4.14, pedestrians need to wait for the next
optimization run after arriving at the crosswalk. The roll period should thus be small enough
to make this waiting time negligible.

For the following scenarios, an assignment distance distA of 50 meters is chosen. This allows
for vehicles to slow down and accelerate without compromising safety. Note that with the
parameters considered here (maximum allowed speed, kinematic limitations), vehicles need up
to 25 meters to decelerate and accelerate again before entering the intersection. Additionally,
vehicles will decelerate early enough to make VRUs feel safe [Ackermann et al., 2019]. The
roll period ϕ is chosen to be 3 seconds. This allows for the control to run up to 3 seconds to
find the optimal result. Considering the projection horizon Φ of 12.05 seconds defined by the
communication distance distC of 150 meters and the assignment distance distA of 50 meters,
each vehicle is considered in at least four optimization rounds.

Consideration of Weighting Factors

In the scenarios presented so far, all vehicles have the same weighting factor γveh = 1. How-
ever, it is one research goal to integrate policy objectives into the control strategies and this
can be realized by choosing appropriate weighting factors.

The generic selection of weighting factors in a similar setup has been described by Levin
and Rey [2017]: They state that if γveh = 1 for all vehicles, the objective is to maximize in-
tersection throughput. If γveh instead depends on the earliest possible arrival time of veh, then
the objective is fairness-based. As described previously, R. Chen et al. [2020] use weighting
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Figure 4.23: Impact of prioritizing PT vehicles by assigning a higher weighting factor.

factors that correspond to queues on incoming and outgoing lanes with the objective of ob-
taining queue stability.

In this thesis, it is desired to apply weighting factors as an individual policy prioritization for
specific road users. To this end, the current scenario setup is extended by integrating a bus
line that runs every five minutes on one of the roads. The asymmetric demand scenario with
4,000 passenger vehicles per hour is considered, and a communication range of 150 meters is
applied. Figure 4.23 shows the resulting average delays of passenger vehicles and buses for
two different bus weighting factors. In the scenarios displayed in Figure 4.23a, the bus runs on
the major road, whereas in the scenarios displayed in Figure 4.23b the bus runs on the minor
road. Since average delays have been shown to be shorter on the major road, in Figure 4.23a,
the average delay for buses is slightly lower than the average delay for passenger vehicles, even
if the bus is not treated with priority. Prioritizing the bus by assigning a higher weighting
factor of γbus = 30, while weighting factors for all other vehicles remain, significantly reduces
the bus delay. At the same time, the average delay of other vehicles is only slightly increased.
If the bus runs on the minor road, average bus delay is higher than passenger vehicle delay
in the scenario with γbus = 1. In the scenario with γbus = 30, bus delay is reduced similarly
to the scenario with the bus on the major road, but both bus and vehicle delay are slightly larger.

All in all, the intended prioritization is effective in the considered scenarios. Since the idea
of individual prioritization can undermine the goal of overall efficiency, effects of weighting
factors on overall delays need to be carefully evaluated for each specific scenario.

Conclusion

The analysis of vehicle-only scenarios featured a comparison of the improved OptIIC setup
with FCFS and revealed a significant capacity increase of more than 40 % for both considered
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Input Parameters Values

Communication range and assignment distance distC | distA 150 m | 50 m
Roll period ϕ 3 sec
Green phase duration tgreen

ped 5.4 sec
Maximum pedestrian waiting time Θped (if not stated otherwise) 42 sec
Weighting factor γped (if not stated otherwise) 1
Pedestrian demand 200 pedestrians per hour per leg

Table 4.4: Parameter values for the test scenarios with vehicles and pedestrians.

demand configurations (symmetric and asymmetric demand). The performance of the OptIIC
scheme further depends on parameter settings, first and foremost on the communication
distance to the intersection controller (corresponding to the projection horizon in the rolling
horizon setup). Clearly, an increasing projection horizon can improve the performance of the
scheduling algorithm. This improvement, however, comes at the cost of increased computation
times, because more vehicles need to be considered in each round of the optimization – a good
trade-off needs to be found that depends on the demand scenario. The detailed result analysis
additionally showed that vehicle movements with fewer conflicts experience shorter delays
because they are easier to schedule, and vehicles on the major road benefit from the implicit
platoon formation of the scheduling algorithm. These effects especially become apparent if the
communication distance of the intersection controller is increased. If the projection horizon
is too small and queues are larger than the communication range, vehicles in the back of
the queue are not considered by the algorithm. This could be overcome in the future by
incorporating queues on incoming and outgoing lanes into the weighting factors as described
by R. Chen et al. [2020]. Finally, larger weighting factors for buses were applied and show
that they are in fact effective and allow the control setup to integrate policy objectives. This
will be further explored when evaluating multimodal scenarios in the following.

4.7.3 Results for Scenarios with Vehicles and Pedestrians
In the OptIIC scenarios, there are three different dials that can be adjusted in order to balance
pedestrian waiting times and vehicle delays: (i) the bounded maximum pedestrian waiting
times Θped, (ii) the duration of a green phase tgreen

ped , and (iii) the pedestrian weighting factor
γped. All of these parameters ultimately influence what portion of time is dedicated to pedes-
trian movement. In the following, their impacts are analyzed by implementing test scenarios
that are based on the analysis of presented SlotIIC scenarios in Section 3.7. Before going
into detail, it is worth noting that the larger capacity resulting from the optimization-based
control as compared to FCFS that was revealed in Figure 4.19 can be used in the multimodal
scenarios. Considering a fixed vehicle demand, the larger vehicle capacity essentially allows for
dedicating a larger portion of time to pedestrian movement without exceeding vehicle capacity.
On the other hand, considering a fixed LOS for pedestrians, the larger vehicle capacity allows
for serving a larger number of vehicles.

In addition to the assumptions listed in Sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.2, further parameters that
are necessary for the considered multimodal control are displayed in Table 4.4. In particular,
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Figure 4.24: Average vehicle delays and pedestrian waiting times depending on vehicle demand
and maximum pedestrian waiting time Θped.
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Figure 4.25: Histogram of pedestrian waiting times for different maximum pedestrian waiting
times Θped.

the maximum pedestrian waiting time Θped is 42 seconds and all pedestrians have the same
weighting factor γped of one if not stated otherwise. Just like in Section 3.7, the duration of the
pedestrian green phase is 5.4 seconds. Again, the green phase is only intended for pedestrians
to start crossing, and a longer clearance time makes sure that they can finish crossing the
street safely. Finally, pedestrian demand is assumed to be 200 pedestrians per hour per leg.
For the sake of simplicity, the following analyses focus on pedestrians crossing only one leg of
the intersection – pedestrians who cross diagonally or rather twice are not considered.

Impact of Maximum Pedestrian Waiting Times

Limiting pedestrian waiting times by imposing upper bounds Θped was the method used to
prioritize pedestrian movement and to ensure a pre-defined pedestrian LOS in the slot-based
strategies presented in Chapter 3. The constraint makes sure that when a new pedestrian
green phase is requested, this phase is started after at most Θped seconds. The impact of
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Figure 4.26: Schematic representation of pedestrian green phases depending on Θped.

adjusting maximum pedestrian waiting times in the OptIIC strategy is shown in Figure 4.24.
Figure 4.24a shows average vehicle delays for an increasing vehicle demand and different max-
imum pedestrian waiting times, while Figure 4.24b presents average pedestrian waiting times
for the same scenarios. The maximum pedestrian waiting time Θped is altered from the base
scenario with 42 seconds to 36 and 60 seconds. Similarly to the results that were presented in
Chapter 3 (Figure 3.22 in Section 3.7), Figure 4.24 shows that upper bounds on pedestrian
waiting times have an increasing effect with increasing vehicle demand: if vehicle demand is
large, then pedestrian green phases are more often only scheduled after the maximum pedes-
trian waiting time. On the other hand, if vehicle demand is low, these upper bounds are more
often redundant, because it is optimal from the control perspective to start the green phase
earlier anyways.

These effects can be seen from the histograms in Figure 4.25, where the percentages of
pedestrians with a specific waiting time (in steps of 10 seconds) for two different vehicle de-
mand scenarios (x=1,200 and x=2,800) are shown for the three different values of Θped, i.e.,
36 seconds in Figure 4.25a, 42 seconds in Figure 4.25b, and 60 seconds in Figure 4.25c. It can
be seen that histograms for the scenario with low vehicle demand (blue bars) look very similar
for all three control scenarios. The situation changes in the scenario with large demand (orange
bars): here, the full bandwidth of allowed waiting times is used. Figure 4.26 schematically
shows how the maximum pedestrian waiting time influences the timing of green phases in a
situation where the maximum allowed waiting time is always fully utilized by the controller.
Here, smaller values of Θped lead to more frequent green phases. This leads to more green
time overall which allows for a larger percentage of pedestrians to luckily arrive during a green
phase and thus experience no delay. It also means that more pedestrians request a new green
phase and their delay thus matches Θped. Both effects are visible in the histograms considering
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Demand scenario x = 1, 200 Demand scenario x = 2, 400
SlotIIC OptIIC Diff. (%) SlotIIC OptIIC Diff. (%)

Max. pedestrian waiting time Θped = 36 sec
Avg. vehicle delays [sec] 6.8 4.8 −29% 65.6 11.5 −82%
Avg. pedestrian waiting times [sec] 11.6 11.2 − 3% 14.5 17.3 +19%
Max. pedestrian waiting time Θped= 42sec
Avg. vehicle delays 5.6 4.3 −23% 29.7 8.5 −71%
Avg. pedestrian waiting times [sec] 13.3 11.3 −15% 16.8 18.5 +10%
Max. pedestrian waiting time Θped= 60sec
Avg. vehicle delays 3.9 3.9 ± 0% 15.3 5.9 −61%
Avg. pedestrian waiting times [sec] 15.7 11.7 −25% 23.3 21.0 −10%

Table 4.5: Comparison of results with vehicles and pedestrians (SlotIIC and OptIIC)1

the scenario with large demand. All in all, a smaller upper bound on pedestrian waiting times
leads to more frequent pedestrian green phases and thus larger vehicle and smaller pedestrian
delay, especially in scenarios with larger vehicle demand. This trend is expected and similar to
what has been observed in Chapter 3.

In comparison to the SlotIIC results presented in Chapter 3, average vehicle delays are
smaller and vehicle capacities are larger in the scenarios presented here. The comparison
provided in Table 4.5 features all three applied parameter values for Θped and two demand
scenarios for each control setup. As an example, the scenario with Θped of 42 seconds showed
a vehicle delay of approximately 30 seconds for x=2,400 vehicles (and capacity was exceeded
for x=2,800 vehicles) when applying the most flexible SlotIIC strategy. In comparison, average
vehicle delays are below 15 seconds even in the scenario with x=2,800 vehicles for the com-
parable OptIIC strategy as shown in Figure 4.24a. Pedestrian waiting times are comparable
overall. Differences result from the different way pedestrians are integrated. In Chapter 3,
the crosswalk is activated as soon as possible while respecting a minimum vehicle “green
time.” If a pedestrian arrives and vehicle movement has been allowed for a while already
(let’s say for 10 seconds), then the pedestrian does not have to wait for a maximum of Θped,
but Θped − 10 seconds, even with saturated conditions. On the other hand, this same wait-
ing time also applies if vehicle demand is rather low (at least if the pedestrian green phase
cannot be scheduled earlier without having to reschedule an existing vehicle reservation).
Pedestrians thus do not profit from low vehicle demand that much in the SlotIIC strategy –
average pedestrian waiting times for different demand scenarios thus stay in a tighter range for
SlotIIC as compared to the OptIIC setup (compare Table 4.5). As an example, in the scenario
with Θped=42 seconds and vehicle demand of x=1,200, average pedestrian waiting times were

1The SlotIIC and OptIIC approaches are tested on two different intersection geometries – compare Fig-
ures 3.7a and 3.7b. The intersection simulated to test the OptIIC is larger because it features bicycle
paths. Therefore, necessary pedestrian clearance times are larger. Other than than, the two setups are
comparable.
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Figure 4.27: Average vehicle delays and pedestrian waiting times depending on vehicle demand
and pedestrian weighting factor γped.

12.8 seconds in the SlotIIC scenario, and 11.3 seconds in the OptIIC scenario. In the demand
scenario with x=2,400 vehicles, average pedestrian waiting times were 16.8 seconds for SlotIIC
and 18.5 seconds for OptIIC.

It needs to be noted here that smaller maximum pedestrian waiting times Θped might not
always be respected in the OptIIC approach, since imposing a very tight bound can lead to
infeasibility. In contrast to the approaches presented in Chapter 3, vehicles are not rescheduled
in the OptIIC strategies. Therefore, if vehicles are already closer to the intersection zone than
the assignment distance distA, their arrival times are fixed. In the practical implementation, if
the conflicting movements do not allow activating signal sig within the next Θsig seconds, then
the constraint tsig ≤ tmin

sig +Θsig, i.e., Constraint (4.47) in Problem III is relaxed. Therefore, the
maximum waiting time is not guaranteed here – in contrast to the SlotIIC approaches, where
the pre-defined maximum waiting time is never exceeded and conflicting vehicle reservations
can be canceled and rescheduled. In the scenarios presented in Figures 4.24 and 4.25, this was
not an issue.

Impact of Pedestrian Weighting Factor

As described above, upper bounds on pedestrian waiting times Θped do not have a signifi-
cant influence in situations with low vehicle demand. In order to balance pedestrian waiting
times for all considered vehicle demand scenarios, altered pedestrian weighting factors γped are
tested. Figure 4.27 shows results for the basic scenario with γped equal to 1 and a scenario
with pedestrian weighting factor γped equal to 5. Again, average vehicle delay is shown in
Figure 4.27a and average pedestrian waiting time is shown in Figure 4.27b. It can be seen
that for all considered scenarios, the larger pedestrian weighting factor increases vehicle delay
and reduces pedestrian waiting time. Since the larger weighting factor leads to a prioritized
scheduling of pedestrian green phases, green phases are scheduled more frequently. However,
similarly to the analysis of weighting factors in the vehicle case, the effect cannot necessarily
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Figure 4.28: Average vehicle delays and pedestrian waiting times depending on vehicle demand
and pedestrian green phase duration tgreen

sig .
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Figure 4.29: Histograms of pedestrian waiting times.

be generalized: If the more frequent scheduling of pedestrian signal phases at some point leads
to queues in the incoming vehicle lanes, the larger number of vehicles could lead to an opposite
effect and decrease the pedestrian LOS. In addition, the effect of changing pedestrian demand
needs to be analyzed. If there are several pedestrians waiting at a pedestrian crosswalk, their
weighting factors are added up, which also changes the overall situation. All in all, it is critical
to balance weighting factors such that pedestrians are prioritized (if desired), but the increased
weighting factor doesn’t turn into the opposite by provoking vehicle queues.

Impact of Pedestrian Green Phase Duration

In the scenarios analyzed so far, each requested pedestrian signal phase has a green phase
duration of 5.4 seconds. If a green phase is set to be longer, then the probability of a pedes-
trian arriving during the green phase increases. Figure 4.28 shows average vehicle delays and
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Figure 4.30: Schematic representation of green phases depending on tgreen
sig .

average pedestrian waiting times for increasing vehicle demand and two different green phase
durations tgreen

sig : 5.4 seconds and 10.8 seconds. As expected, vehicle delay increases with in-
creased pedestrian green phase durations (see Figure 4.28a). The scenario with 2,800 vehicles
per hour and pedestrian green phase durations of 10.8 seconds even exceeds vehicle capacity.
It might be somewhat unexpected that average pedestrian waiting times are not reduced –
they are even slightly higher in the scenario with larger green phase durations. The reason is
that larger pedestrian green times with otherwise unchanged parameters lead to less frequent
green phases, as scheduling a longer green phase is more costly from the optimization point of
view. Therefore, average pedestrian waiting times are similar, but the distribution is different.

In order to better understand the phenomenon, the scenario with 2,000 vehicles per hour is
analyzed in more detail. Here, the scenario with green phase durations of 5.4 seconds leads to
approximately 75 green phases per hour per leg (i.e., a total green time of 405 seconds per hour
per leg), while the scenario with green phase durations of 10.8 seconds results in approximately
64 green phases per hour per leg (i.e., a total green time of approximately 690 seconds per
hour per leg). Adding the necessary clearance times, this means that each leg is blocked from
vehicle movement for a total duration of 1,215 seconds in the first scenario and 1,380 seconds
in the second scenario, respectively, which explains the difference in vehicle delay shown in
Figure 4.28a.

The corresponding average pedestrian waiting times are further disaggregated in Figure 4.29,
where the histograms of pedestrian waiting times are shown in steps of 5 seconds. The direct
comparison shows that there are in fact more “lucky pedestrians” who arrive during a green
phase in the scenario with green phase durations of 10.8 seconds (displayed in Figure 4.29b).
At the same time, 21.5% of pedestrians wait for more than 30 seconds in comparison to only
16% in the scenario with green phase durations of 5.4 seconds. The effects of green phase
durations on the timing of signal phases are schematically shown in Figure 4.30. Again, it
needs to be noted that results cannot be generalized: if pedestrian demand is larger, there will
be more “lucky pedestrians” in both scenarios, which will change the overall average pedestrian
delay.
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Figure 4.31: Schematic representation of the influence of control parameters and demand sce-
nario on average pedestrian waiting times.

Conclusion

From the discussions on the last few pages, it becomes clear that effects of parameter ad-
justments need to be evaluated in detail. It is especially critical to observe that effects on
average waiting times depend on the interaction between control parameters and considered
demand scenario – including both vehicle and pedestrian demand. This context is schemat-
ically displayed in Figure 4.31. In the figure, the first pedestrian ped1 requests a pedestrian
green phase. Now, her waiting time depends on control parameters such as weighting factors
and green phase duration, but also on the situation at the intersection, i.e., the current vehicle
demand. In the extreme scenario, if there are no approaching vehicles, the pedestrian green
phase can be scheduled to start immediately when the optimization is run. Additionally, the
waiting time is bounded from above by Θped. Now, the probability that other pedestrians
arrive during the time that ped1 is waiting depends on her waiting time and on the pedestrian
demand. If pedestrian demand is large, more pedestrians are likely to arrive and, since their
expected waiting time is shorter than the waiting time of ped1, the overall average pedestrian
waiting time will be lower. Not to mention that additional pedestrians will increase the weight-
ing factor of the requested signal phase, thus possibly providing for an earlier start of the green
phase. Finally, the probability that pedestrians arrive during the green phase depends on the
duration of the green phase and the demand at the crosswalk. Obviously, these pedestrians do
not experience delay. All in all, if ped1 is the only pedestrian, then the average waiting time
will equal the waiting time of ped1, if more pedestrians arrive until the end of the green phase,
the average delay will be reduced. Finally, the frequency and duration of pedestrian green
phases will also influence vehicle delays. Due to the complexity of the interdependencies, once
the estimated demand situation and policy objectives are clear, parameters need to be tuned
for the specific situation.

4.7.4 Results for Scenarios with Vehicles and Bicyclists
As explained in Section 4.6.1, the integration of bicyclists into the OptIIC control scheme
follows the overall idea of providing a bicycle green wave. Therefore, upper bounds Θbic on
(expected) waiting times of bicyclists arriving from surrounding intersections are chosen to be
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Figure 4.32: Considered grid of intersections and bicycle signalization at adjacent intersections.

very small. For this reason, weighting factors γbic are expected to have little influence, because
they can only affect the start of bicycle green phases within the narrow time frame between
the expected bicycle arrival time tmin

bic and tmin
bic + Θbic. Therefore, in the following, the impact

of minimum bicycle green phase durations tmingr
sig will be analyzed. In contrast to pedestrian

green phases, the green phase durations of bicycle signals depend on the number of bicyclists
considered in the respective phase. If bicycle demand is larger, green phases are extended to
facilitate the crossing of a larger number of bicyclists. In particular, let tmingr

sig be the minimum
green phase duration. It is assumed to be sufficiently long for a capacity of cap bicyclists. If
there are more than cap bicyclists assigned to green phase sig, then the phase is extended by
the assumed time needed tneeded

bic per each additional cyclist. Let Bsig be the set of bicyclists
and |Bsig| be the number of cyclists assigned to signal phase sig. Then the resulting green
phase tgreen

sig can be calculated as follows:

tgreen
sig =

tmingr
sig if |Bm| ≤ cap,

tmingr
sig + tneeded

bic · (|Bm| − cap) otherwise.
(4.58)

It needs to be noted that results additionally depend on the distances of the considered
intersection to adjacent intersections (compare Section 4.6.1) and on how these intersections
are controlled. This will be explained together with the discussion of results. In the test
scenario considered here, the intersection lies within a grid of intersections with link lengths of
200 meters (compare Figure 4.32). It is assumed that the adjacent signals turn green in fixed
cycles of 60 seconds with green phase durations of 10 seconds. Due to the artificially wide
waiting area for cyclists, capacity is not an issue at the adjacent intersection zones. In the
scenarios presented in the following, vehicle demand is kept constant (with x=2,000 vehicles
in the symmetric demand scenario), and bicycle demand is increased with demand scenarios
shown in Table 4.6. It is assumed that direct left turns are not allowed for bicyclists, and
left-turning bicyclists will hence cross the first street together with the bicycle through move-
ment and then join the flock on the other approach. In order to simplify result discussions,
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Symmetric Bicycle Scenario x Bicycle demand and turning ratios
bic/h Through (%) Left (%) Right (%)

Demand on each approach 0.25 × x 85% 0% 15%

Table 4.6: Bicycle traffic demand for the test scenarios.

Input Parameters Values

Distance to adjacent intersections 200 meters
Bicycle signal control at adj. intersections According to Figure 4.32
Bicycle green phase tgreen

sig According to Equation (4.58) with
Scenario 1 tmingr

sig = 5.4 sec, cap = 2 bic, tneeded
bic = 1.2 sec

Scenario 2 tmingr
sig = 10.8 sec, cap = 4 bic, tneeded

bic = 1.2 sec
Maximum bicyclist waiting time Θbic 10 sec
Weighting factor γbic 1
Vehicle demand 2, 000 vehicles per hour (symm. demand scenario)

Table 4.7: Parameter values for the test scenarios with vehicles and bicyclists.

left-turning bicyclists are not included into the simulation. Right-turning bicyclists are simu-
lated to make the flock progression behavior more realistic, but, because of the RToR policy
for bicyclists, they do not experience delay and are hence not considered in the evaluation. In
addition to these assumptions and to the parameter values applied in Sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.3,
it is assumed that the maximum estimated bicycle waiting time Θbic for bicyclists arriving from
adjacent intersections is 10 seconds and that all bicyclists have the same weighting factor γbic

of one. The parameters are additionally listed in Table 4.7.

When evaluating the mixed scenarios with vehicles and bicyclists, we are again interested
in average vehicle delays and bicycle waiting times, but also in the percentage of bicyclists
that had to stop at the traffic signal. These results are displayed in Figure 4.33. Figure 4.33a
shows the average vehicle delay for increasing bicycle demand and two different minimum
green phase durations tmingr

bic : 5.4 seconds and 10.8 seconds. First of all, it can be seen from
the figure that, as expected, larger bicycle green phase durations negatively affect vehicle de-
lay. Vehicle delays additionally increase with rising bicycle demand in both control scenarios,
because bicycle green phase durations depend on the number of bicyclists, and larger bicycle
demand leads to more frequent bicycle green phases. In the scenario with 200 bicyclists per
hour, for example, there are only 50 bicyclists per hour on each approach, such that not every
green phase at the adjacent intersections leads to the request of a new green phase at the
considered intersection. In comparison to the results presented in Chapter 3 (compare Fig-
ure 3.24 in Section 3.7), vehicle delays are again significantly reduced. Nevertheless, it needs
to be noted that the two setups are not fully comparable, because no adjacent intersections
were taken into account for the SlotIIC approach.
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Figure 4.34: Histograms of bicycle waiting times.

Figure 4.33b shows the percentage of bicyclists that stopped at the intersection (bar plots)
and the average waiting times considering only the stopped bicyclists (line plots). First of all,
the percentage of stopped bicyclists is significantly reduced compared to Section 3.7. It seems
somewhat surprising, however, that the minimum green phase duration does not significantly
affect the percentage of cyclists that catch the green wave. On the other hand, it does have
an influence on average waiting times. It can be noticed that waiting times for the scenar-
ios with tmingr

sig of 10.8 seconds are smaller than for the scenarios with tmingr
sig of 5.4 seconds,

independently of the considered demand. Figure 4.34 shows the histograms of bicycle delays
in steps of five seconds for the demand scenario with 600 bicyclists per hour and minimum
green times of 5.4 seconds (Figure 4.34a) and 10.8 seconds (Figure 4.34b). Again, only those
bicyclists who had to stop at the intersection, i.e., whose waiting times are larger than zero,
are considered. It can be seen that in the scenario with a minimum green time of 5.4 seconds
more longer delays occur, while the vast majority of delays in the scenario with a minimum
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Figure 4.35: Schematic representation of bicycle green phases for different values of tgreen
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green time of 10.8 seconds are below 5 seconds. Consequently, the average delay of stopped
bicyclists in the situation shown in Figure 4.34a is 23.5 seconds and in the situation in Fig-
ure 4.34b is 13.5 seconds.

The explanation for this phenomenon is shown in Figure 4.35: Figure 4.35a shows a situ-
ation with a short bicycle green phase. Due to the short green phase, slower bicyclists miss
their assigned phase and need to wait for the next bicycle flock. If a longer green phase is
considered, however, the green phase tends to start slightly later. As previously discussed
for pedestrian green phases, implementing longer green phase durations is more costly for
the control. Therefore, more fast bicyclists need to stop (for a few seconds), but fewer slow
bicyclists miss the green wave as shown in Figure 4.35b. Cyclist behavior is simulated without
the support of GLOSA, signal countdown timers, or adaptive behavior that can be assumed
for cyclists who regularly use the same route. The decreasing trend in percentages of stopped
bicyclists displayed by the bar plots in Figure 4.33b results from the longer bicycle green phases
combined with an earlier green phase start due to larger accumulated weighting factors, but
also from the speed harmonization effect of larger cycle flocks: faster cyclists are slowed down
such that they can now pass without stopping. In fact, average waiting times of stopped
bicyclists increase, because an increasing portion of the group of stopped bicyclists are slower
cyclists. All in all, more than 50 % of bicyclists cross the intersection without stopping in the
scenario with low bicycle demand and more than 70 % in the scenario with very high bicycle
demand - a significant improvement compared to the uncoordinated SlotIIC approach. Average
waiting times considering all bicyclists with through movement range between 4 and 8 seconds
in all scenarios and are hence very low – and again significantly lower than the waiting times
measured in Section 3.7 (ranging between 9 and 18 seconds).

The histograms in Figure 4.34 also show that, in both control scenarios, the maximum
waiting time of bicyclists is 70 seconds. This results from the fact that bicyclists who miss the
green phase assigned for their flock need to wait for the next flock. Since the bicycle signal at
the adjacent intersection turns green every 60 seconds, the next flock will arrive approximately
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60 seconds later and will wait for a maximum of Θbic which is set to be 10 seconds. This
correlation already indicates that the signalization of adjacent intersection zones impacts the
LOS at the intersection zone that is considered here. If the cycle time is larger, the maximum
waiting time for slower cyclists will also be larger with the given control setup. Additionally,
longer green phases at the adjacent intersection zone can lead to more dispersed bicycle flocks.

Conclusion

The consideration of adjacent intersections allowed for more realistic bicycle arrival patterns
and enabled more bicyclists to cross the intersection without stopping as compared to the
setup in Chapter 3. However, due to the interconnection of the considered intersection zone
with adjacent intersection zones and the stochastic cyclist behavior, it is even more difficult to
comprehensively evaluate the effect of control parameters in the presented scenarios. Overall,
the results not only depend on specified input parameters and demand scenarios, but also
on how well the arrival times of bicyclists can be estimated. This, in turn, depends on the
distance to the upstream intersection and the length of the green phase there as well as the
heterogeneity of bicyclists. The simulation of bicycle behavior will be explained in more detail
in Chapter 5. As a summary, it can be stated that longer green times at the considered
intersection (both as an ex ante control setting or in response to larger bicycle demand) allow
slower bicyclists to catch the green wave and thus avoid the occurrence of very long waiting
times. Maximum waiting times can additionally be reduced by decreasing the cycle times at
adjacent intersections.

4.8 Summary
The OptIIC strategies presented in this chapter are based on the multimodal control strate-
gies developed in Chapter 3. They take on the previously presented reservation concept, but
additionally apply an optimization scheme within a rolling horizon approach to minimize the
sum of weighted delays. Due to the more flexible intersection modeling approach that features
dynamic conflict points and regions instead of fixed cells, vehicles of different dimensions such
as PT vehicles can easily be integrated. All vehicles and signal groups need to reserve conflict
areas, and conflicts involving vehicles are resolved by the control. This means that the control
is safe by design.

Overall, the OptIIC strategies are more efficient than the SlotIIC strategies presented in
Chapter 3. As expected, applying the presented optimization results in reduced delays and
waiting times as compared to the more naive FCFS-based approach. The direct comparison
of the two approaches for vehicle-only scenarios additionally revealed a significant increase
in capacity as shown in Figure 4.19. This capacity gain can be used to increase capacity in
the multimodal scenarios as well. The integration of VRU signal phases into the optimization
problem additionally facilitates an efficient scheduling of green phases. The optimization setup
features numerous possibilities to balance delays and waiting times of the considered road
users via parameters such as weighting factors and upper bounds on waiting times. Optimiza-
tion parameter settings can also be used to integrate policy considerations and prioritize
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specific road users, e.g., PT vehicles or VRUs. The effectiveness of the prioritization can be
seen from the results presented in Section 4.7. As discussed in the same section, the exact
effect of parameter settings is difficult to predict and depends on the considered demand sce-
nario. Therefore, the settings need to be evaluated in detail for each relevant scenario.

The control is fully demand responsive and integrates all considered road users into the
control in a dynamic way. Vehicles and bicyclists are considered by the controller ahead of
time in a rolling-horizon approach, whereas pedestrians are detected and integrated into the
scheduling policy when they arrive at the intersection zone. Pedestrians and bicyclists do not
need to carry connected devices, and VRU signalization principally works as today, such that
the control can still be considered as low-tech. In order to leverage the full optimization
potential, the demand-independent integration of pedestrians and bicyclists is not considered
in this chapter. Nevertheless, such a hybrid model (fixed cycles for VRUs, optimization-based
scheduling around these fixed cycles for vehicles) is conceivable.

The dynamic calculation of conflict regions and the consideration of continuous time in-
stead of discrete time slots make the integration of heterogeneous road users much more
intuitive. In this chapter, PT vehicles with a different size than the previously considered pas-
senger vehicles have already been integrated. In the next chapter, both intersection crossing
speeds and vehicle dimensions will be heterogeneous to demonstrate the compatibility of the
approach with realistic conditions. The intuitive definition of conflict points and regions also
increases the transferability of the strategy to other (possibly asymmetric) intersection zones.
An extension to larger intersection zones with several lanes on each approach is conceivable
as well. On the other hand, the larger number of vehicles would increase computation times.
Additionally, if the optimal lane assignment and more complex pedestrian paths (such as the
ones including a pedestrian refuge island) shall be integrated, the scheduling program would
require modification and include even more decision variables. Furthermore, it needs to be
noted that the control scheme is not easily applicable to street designs where bicyclists use
the road together with vehicles.

The requirements defined in Section 1.2 and the evaluation considering the OptIIC strategies
are additionally summarized in Table 4.8. As described above, appropriate parameter settings
can be used to balance delays and apply policy objectives. This chapter thus offers an answer
to Research Question 2: “How can policy objectives be integrated into automated intersection
control?”. The detailed results shown and discussed in Section 4.7 demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of prioritization measures. Clearly, the presented strategies only show one possible
way to integrate policy objectives while many others may exist – such as the auction-based
systems introduced in Section 2.2 or machine learning strategies that apply larger rewards for
prioritized road users.

In the next chapter, the implementation and the microscopic traffic simulation are explained
in detail, including the modeling of road user behavior and the trajectory planning for vehicles
crossing the intersection zone. Additionally, the presented OptIIC scheme is compared to a
state of the art TSC assuming a realistic intersection with measured demand.
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Requirement Evaluation

Multimodality ✓ Pedestrians and bicyclists are integrated into the control strat-
egy. Additionally, PT vehicles are integrated.

Safety by Design ✓ Only fully protected movements are allowed – except for con-
flicts without the involvement of motorized vehicles.

Efficiency ✓ Efficiency is improved significantly compared to the strategies
presented in Chapter 3. The LOS improvements depend on
the considered control strategy and on the level of demand.
A comparison with a state of the art TSC will be provided in
Chapter 5.

Balance ✓ The control strategies can be balanced by adjusting a set of
parameters.

Policy Integration ✓ Policies can be integrated by putting upper bounds on VRU
waiting times, adapting VRU green phase durations, and as-
signing suitable weighting factors for different road users.

Demand Responsiveness ✓ The control is able to respond to current demand.

Low-Tech (✓) In this scenario, VRUs need to be detected at the intersection.
They are not required to be connected to the infrastructure.
In principle, the optimization-based strategies for vehicle-only
scenarios could be combined with fixed cycles for VRUs and
thus not require knowledge about VRU activity. However, only
the fully optimized scenario is analyzed, where VRU signal
phases are fully integrated into the optimization.

Heterogeneity ✓ Due to the dynamic calculation of conflict regions and neces-
sary headways, including heterogeneous vehicles with various
dimensions and speeds is possible. This will be further ex-
plored when considering realistic demand in Chapter 5.

Transferability (✓) Due to the intuitive definition of conflict points and conflict
regions, the control schemes can easily be applied to different
intersection zones. The large computation times could be bur-
densome in a scenario with several vehicle lanes coming from
each direction. Additionally, the optimization problem would
require modification, if the optimal lane assignment and more
complex pedestrian paths (such as the ones including a pedes-
trian refuge island) should be integrated. The control scheme
is not easily applicable to street designs where bicyclists use
the road together with vehicles.

Table 4.8: List of requirements for the control and their evaluation regarding the OptIIC family.
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Chapter 5

Simulation-based Evaluation
Considering a Real Intersection Zone
This chapter describes the setup of the microsimulation and the implementation of the con-
trol strategies introduced in Chapters 3 and 4, and presents a simulation study where the
OptIIC strategy is applied to a real intersection zone with measured demand. The overall
microsimulation setup and implementation is described in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 focuses
on the behavior modeling of considered road users. The trajectory planning for CAVs on the
approach to the intersection is explained in Section 5.3. In order to obtain smooth trajectories,
an optimal control problem is presented that is repeatedly solved for vehicles approaching the
intersection. The intersection zone considered in this final simulation study is presented in Sec-
tion 5.4. It features a realistic layout with measured demand, and the currently implemented
actuated TSC is used as a benchmark. Simulation results are presented in Section 5.5. In
addition to the comparison of road user delays, the energy consumption of passenger vehicles
at the intersection is analyzed, and maximum applied acceleration and deceleration values are
presented. Finally, the chapter is summarized in Section 5.6.

5.1 Microsimulation Setup and Implementation
The microsimulation platform aimsun.next1 is used for conducting the simulations in this the-
sis [Aimsun, 2020]. The platform allows for simulating vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists
with their specific behavior. Additionally, the road user behavior and signal states can be
manipulated using the API. This is needed for implementing the novel control strategies and
overwriting the default driving behavior by a new trajectory planning approach. The overall
setup is shown in Figure 5.1: road user arrivals and movements are simulated using aim-
sun.next which is connected to Python via the API. The Python program contains the rules
for controlling the intersection and adjusting vehicle trajectories. If the OptIIC scheme pre-
sented in Chapter 4 is applied or trajectories of vehicles on the approach to the intersection are
optimized, the Gurobi optimization solver is used to set up and solve the respective problem.
The results are returned to Python and translated into the commands to change vehicle speeds
and signal states, which are again sent back to the simulation platform. In the following, the
implementation is described in more detail.

1The simulation studies presented in Chapters 4 and 5 were conducted using version 20. The SlotIIC
approaches presented in Chapter 3 were simulated using version 8.4 with the same settings.
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API

needed for OptIIC or if
trajectories are optimized

Figure 5.1: Basic setup used for the simulation study.1

The detailed flowchart of the simulation and implementation is shown in Figure 5.2. It is
divided into the four steps (i) simulation setup, (ii) pre-processing, (iii) simulation run, and
(iv) post-processing. All four steps are described below.

Simulation Setup: First of all, the considered intersection zone is modeled in aimsun.next.
This can be done both for generic intersections that were presented previously or for realistic
intersection zones as will be presented in Section 5.4. Geographic information system (GIS)
data, aerial photos, or site maps can be used to accurately replicate the intersection. At the
same time, the division of the intersection into a set of tiles (as introduced in Section 3.3) or
the definition of a conflict matrix (as introduced in Section 4.2) is set up and stored in Python.

Pre-processing: Before running simulations, a set of scenarios is generated. Scenarios are
defined by the considered demand, the assumed road user behavior, and the control settings
that shall be tested. Demand scenarios comprise vehicle, pedestrian and bicycle movements
and are specified via OD-matrices which are loaded into aimsun.next. Again, this demand can
be both generic or measured at the site. Additionally, road user-related parameters need to
be defined, such as vehicle dimensions or the distribution of bicycle speeds. From the control
perspective, time gaps for conflicting movements need to be defined and the maximum allowed
speed needs to be fixed. As discussed in Chapter 2, these settings can significantly influence
resulting performance measures and thus need to be defined as realistically as possible. The
road user behavior and safety-related input parameters applied in this thesis will be explained
in Section 5.2. Finally, the control scenario needs to be defined. This includes the information,
whether a SlotIIC or OptIIC scheme shall be applied, and how decisive parameters, e.g., the
maximum waiting times for VRUs or the roll period ϕ are set. Additionally, the trajectory
planning procedure that applies for vehicles on the approach to the intersection needs to be
defined. Different trajectory planning options will be introduced in Section 5.3. Control-related
information is specified in Python, where control decisions will be taken during the simulation
run. A single scenario is run with at least five different “random seeds”, i.e., with five different
stochastic arrival distributions. Each simulation runs for one full hour with a warm-up time of
ten minutes that is not considered in the final evaluation.

Simulation Run: The simulation applies discrete time steps with a length of τ = 0.6 seconds.
During the simulation run, aimsun.next generates all considered road users from Poisson pro-
cesses based on the demand data that apply for the considered scenario. In the beginning

1aimsun.next logo: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Aimsun_Next.png
Python logo: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datei:Python_logo_and_wordmark.svg
Gurobi logo: https://www.gurobi.com/
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Figure 5.2: Flowchart of the simulation and implementation.
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of each simulation step, aimsun.next exports a snapshot of the current situation to Python
via the API. Let k be the current simulation step. At time tk = k · τ , the snapshot includes
the positions and speeds of all road users that are currently in the network and current signal
states of the VRU signalization. In Python, these data are processed and used as input for
control decisions. If the OptIIC scheme is applied and the optimization is run, i.e., every
ϕ seconds, the optimization problem for the Gurobi solver is set up using the current lists
of approaching and scheduled vehicles, as well as current and requested signal phases. The
resulting optimized schedule is returned to Python, where it is saved for future simulation
steps and final evaluations. The scheduled arrival times are used for planning trajectories for
vehicles on the approach to the intersection. The trajectory planning approach can again be
performed in a rule-based manner or applying an optimal control problem (applying Gurobi).
Subsequently, the Python program translates the schedule and control decisions into specific
actions which are sent to aimsun.next and will be applied in simulation step k (i.e., from the
current time until time tk+1). With these commands, the speeds of vehicles are changed or
the phases of VRU signalization are switched. This communication loop is repeated at the
beginning of every simulation step.

Post-processing: After the simulation run, trajectories of all road users are saved, results
are processed, and performance measures are calculated.

The necessary input for the simulation study, i.e., the behavior modeling of considered road
users, the considered intersection, and the benchmark intersection control are presented in the
following sections.

5.2 Behavior Modeling of Considered Road Users
This section describes how the road user behavior is modeled. In this thesis, all vehicles at the
intersection are assumed to be connected and automated, i.e., human-driven vehicles are not
simulated. If vehicles are not within the communication range of the intersection controller
or if the benchmark scenario with actuated traffic signal control is applied, trajectories are
obtained from the car-following model which is implemented in aimsun.next. In Section 5.2.1,
the car-following behavior is introduced briefly, and parameter values are sustained. The
behavior modeling of bicyclists is explained in Section 5.2.2, and the behavior of pedestrians is
described in Section 5.2.3. In the integrated intersection control scenarios, vehicle trajectories
are adjusted in such a way, that vehicles arrive at the intersection at the assigned time and with
a pre-defined speed. The applied trajectory optimization scheme is explained in Section 5.3.

5.2.1 Behavior Modeling of Connected Automated Vehicles
In general, a car-following model based on the Gipps model is implemented in aimsun.next
[Gipps, 1981; Gipps, 1986]. Drivers are assumed to drive at their desired speed if possi-
ble, which (in addition to personal preferences) depends on the speed limit of a link and on
geometric characteristics of the road. The car-following model describes driver behavior in
situations where the driver is following another vehicle, and driving at the desired speed would
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lead to a collision. In such “constrained” driving situations, the drivers try to adjust their
speed in order to maintain or obtain a safe gap to their leader. What gap is considered safe
depends on the reaction time of the follower. Several parameter adjustments can be made to
the model, such as reaction times of drivers, how well the speed and acceleration of the leader
vehicle can be estimated, and what acceleration and deceleration rates feel comfortable to the
driver, among others. These values vary for human drivers – not only among different drivers,
but also for one single driver in different situations. When the model is calibrated, i.e., the
“correct” statistical distribution of these parameter values is implemented, the model is able
to reproduce characteristics of real traffic flow, see e.g., Papathanasopoulou et al. [2016].

For CAVs, these values can be assumed to be different from human drivers. Especially with
increasing communication technology, vehicles can inform their followers about current speed,
acceleration and deceleration, and the following vehicle can almost immediately perform the
same actions. This will most likely allow for smaller headways and a uniform driving behavior
in the future. As for now, there is a lack in information about parameter values that are being
planned to be implemented in CAVs in the future, and the “ground truth” for future traffic
simulations cannot be measured in reality yet [Calvert et al., 2017]. In the following, the
most important input parameters used in this thesis are sustained.

Time Gaps for Car-following Behavior

Assumed vehicle time gaps for CAVs in literature range from 0.1 seconds [Mavromatis et
al., 2020] to 1.5 seconds [Olstam et al., 2020]. While smaller time gaps can increase traffic
throughput, they can also lead to the amplification of disturbances caused by velocity vari-
ations of the first vehicle in a platoon. A platoon or ‘string’ of vehicles can be considered
to be ‘stable’, if disturbances are instead attenuated in upstream direction [Ploeg et al.,
2011], an important prerequisite for automatic car-following. Ploeg et al. [2011] show a
theoretical correlation between communication latency and feasible time gaps yielding string
stability. They validate these theoretical results with a fleet of six vehicles that are equipped
with ex-factory ACC functions using long-range radar sensors, and upgraded with a GPS re-
ceiver and a WLAN device. Their results show that a time gap of 0.7 seconds is technically
feasible and yields string stable behavior in their test scenario.

Based on these findings, a car-following time gap of 0.7 seconds is assumed for all motorized
vehicles in this thesis. The time gap is kept constant for all simulation scenarios in order to
obtain consistent results that allow for a comparison between different control strategies.
Depending on the development of communication performance, even shorter time gaps might
be implementable in the future. In order to increase safety for crossing movements, time gaps
are set to be 1.0 seconds for conflicting vehicles coming from different directions.

Reaction Times

The microsimulation platform aimsun.next allows for specifying several reaction times: (i) the
classical reaction time is the time it takes a vehicle to react to speed changes in the preceding
vehicle, (ii) the reaction time at stop is the time it takes for a stopped vehicle (in a queue)
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Vehicle Parameters Chosen values

Dimensions (lenveh × widveh) Passenger cars: lenveh ∈ [3.50, 4.50], mean = 4.00 m
widveh ∈ [1.60, 2.00], mean = 1.80 m

Buses: 12.00 m × 2.50 m
Trucks: lenveh ∈ [6.00, 10.00], mean = 8.00 m

widveh ∈ [2.60, 2.80], mean = 2.25 m
Desired speeds vveh Maximum allowed speed: 8.3 m/sec (30 km/h)

On curves depending on radii with acclat of 3 m/sec2

Min. and max. acceleration accmin| accmax Passenger cars: −4.0 m/sec2 | 3.0 m/sec2

Bus: −2.0 m/sec2 | 1.2 m/sec2

Trucks: −3.5 m/sec2 | 1.2 m/sec2

Minimum gaps for car-following / crossing 0.7 sec / 1.0 sec
Minimum clearance for car-following 3.0 m

Table 5.1: Parameter values for CAV behavior modeling.

to react to the acceleration of the vehicle in front, and (iii) the reaction time at traffic light
is the time it takes for the first vehicle at a traffic signal to react to the start of the green
phase. Under the precondition that all vehicles are connected with each other and with the
infrastructure, all three types of reaction times depend on the communication latency. With
this respect, very promising results have been reported in literature. Liu et al. [2018], for
example, present results of test drives with two vehicles in different road scenarios. They
measured a mean latency of 1.3 ms and a PDR of 0.15% using DSRC communication [Liu
et al., 2018]. Due to the negligible transmission latency, it is assumed here that vehicles react
to speed changes of the preceding vehicle, a dissolving queue in front of them, and a signal
phase change immediately.

Desired Speeds

If driving in free-flow conditions and the maximum allowed speed is less or equal to their desired
speed, CAVs are assumed to drive at (exactly) the maximum allowed speed. Comfortable
turning speeds depend on the turning radius and the maximum lateral acceleration that feels
comfortable to the passenger. For the purposes of a simplified control explanation and result
interpretation, this was ignored in the previous chapters and all motorized vehicles passed the
intersection at the same speed. In order to be implementable at realistic intersections with
possibly small turning radii, the control needs to be able to handle different crossing speeds.
In this chapter, the maximum lateral acceleration is set to 3 m/sec2, following the results
by Schimmelpfennig and Nackenhorst [1985]. The vehicle speeds for crossing the
intersection can then be calculated according to the formula v =

√
R ∗ acclat depending on

the comfortable lateral acceleration acclat and the curve radius R. For simplicity reasons, the
same maximum lateral acceleration is assumed for all passenger vehicles, buses, and trucks,
but implementing various different lateral acceleration values is straight-forward.
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Other Parameter Values

In order to demonstrate feasibility in a realistic environment, vehicle dimensions are assumed
to be heterogeneous in this final evaluation. The default values suggested by aimsun.next with
distributions as shown in Table 5.1 are used. Maximum acceleration and deceleration are fixed
per vehicle class with the mean values as suggested by aimsun.next. Stronger accelerations
and decelerations can be assumed for passenger vehicles, while these acceleration rates will feel
uncomfortable for passengers of PT vehicles or might not be realizable by heavier trucks. The
minimum acceleration values listed in Table 5.1 apply for regular driving conditions. Emergency
breaking can lead to stronger decelerations.

5.2.2 Behavior Modeling of Bicyclists
The default microsimulation behavior for bicyclists in aimsun.next is defined equivalently to the
vehicle driving behavior with adapted parameters such as dimensions and kinematic limitations.
In order to model queue dissipation and intersection crossing behavior more realistically, the
default model is partially replaced by own implementations that follow the findings of current
bicycle research. In the following, these considerations and how they are used in the imple-
mentation are explained for free-flow situations and situations in which bicyclists accelerate
from a stop. Additionally, further parameters and resulting example trajectories are presented.

Bicyclists in Free-flow Conditions

Each bicyclist bic has an individual mean desired cruising speed vdes
bic , which is assigned when the

bicyclist enters the simulation. Following the analyses by Twaddle and Grigoropoulos
[2016], vdes

bic is taken from a truncated normal distribution with a mean of 5.23 m/sec and
a standard deviation of 1.25 m/sec. Values are bounded from below by 2.7 m/sec, which
is the lowest value observed in the “German Naturalistic Cycling Study” [Schleinitz et
al., 2017] and from above by 8.3 m/sec, which corresponds to the maximum allowed speed
in the considered scenarios. The resulting probability density and cumulative distribution
functions are shown in Figure 5.3a. Bicyclists do not usually keep a constant speed, even
in free-flow conditions. Instead, their speed fluctuates around their comfortable speed with
accelerations and decelerations in the range of ±0.2 m/sec2 and speeds between 0.8 · vdes

bic and
1.15 · vdes

bic [Twaddle and Grigoropoulos, 2016]. Therefore, for each bicyclist in free-
flow conditions, an acceleration value between -0.2 m/sec2 and 0.2 m/sec2 is chosen from a
truncated normal distribution with a mean value of 0.0 m/sec2 in each time step. If necessary,
this acceleration value is adjusted to guarantee that bicyclists do not leave their range of
acceptable speeds.

Acceleration from a Stop

Bicyclists are assumed to be accelerating, if their current speed vbic(t) at time t is significantly
lower than their desired speed vdes

bic , i.e., if vbic(t) < 0.8 · vdes
bic . Once the bicyclists have

reached a speed of vbic(t) ≥ 0.95 · vdes
bic , they are assumed to have reached their free-flow

speed and thus leave the “acceleration mode”. While accelerating, bicycle acceleration is not
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Figure 5.3: Desired speeds of bicyclists and desired accelerations depending on current speed.

constant over time, but depends on their current speed and tends to decrease as their speed
increases [Figliozzi et al., 2013]. H. Kaths, Keler, et al. [2021] present distributions of
acceleration values depending on the momentary speed of cyclists which they collected during
a bicycle simulator experiment. In this thesis, a simplified approach based on their findings is
implemented: in each time step, an acceleration value accbic(t) for bic is taken from truncated
normal distributions with parameters (mean value and bounds) that depend on the current
speed vbic(t) of bic. Mean accelerations acc(v) range from 1.9 m/sec2 (for current speeds v
of 0-1 m/sec) to 0.4 m/sec2 (for current speeds v of 5-7 m/sec) [H. Kaths, Keler, et al.,
2021]. The authors show individual standard deviations and lower and upper bounds on the
acceleration values for the different current speeds. To reduce the model complexity, the
standard deviation is chosen to be 0.2 m/sec2 and values are bounded by 0.5 · acc(v) and
1.5 · acc(v) for all current speeds in this thesis. Resulting boxplots for acceleration values
depending on the current speed are shown in Figure 5.3b.

Other Parameter Values

Following the analyses by H. Kaths, Keler, et al. [2021], minimum time gaps are again
assigned following a truncated normal distribution with a mean value of 0.7 seconds and fur-
ther parameters shown in Table 5.2. If bicyclists approach a red light or cannot cycle at their
desired speed without violating the gap to the cyclist in front of them, their speed is restricted
by the aimsun.next car-following model. Reaction times for bicyclists stopped at the traffic
signal are also assigned stochastically as shown in Table 5.2 with a mean value of 1.2 seconds.
Resulting trajectories and speed curves for cyclists that are stopped at a traffic signal are
shown in Appendix C, and it can be seen that the demand-dependent green phase durations
implemented in Chapter 4 are long enough for all assigned waiting and arriving cyclists to cross
the stop bar. The heterogeneity of bicycle behavior makes it difficult to validate the model.
Nevertheless, with these settings, the queue dissipation times and intersection crossing speeds
approximately match those indicated by H. Kaths, Keler, et al. [2021] and Twaddle
and Grigoropoulos [2016]. The described implementation is hence assumed to be realis-
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Bicycle Parameters Chosen values

Dimensions (lenbic × widbic) 1.30 m × 0.60 m
Desired speeds vbic Figure 5.3a
Acceleration (free-flow conditions) Truncated normal distribution with

µ: 0.0 m/sec2, σ: 0.1 m/sec2, min: -0.2 m/sec2, max: 0.2 m/sec2

Acceleration from a stop Figure 5.3b
Minimum time gap Truncated normal distribution with

µ: 0.7 sec, σ: 0.2 sec, min: 0.1 sec, max: 2.5 sec
Reaction time at stop Truncated normal distribution with

µ: 1.2 sec, σ: 0.4 sec, min: 0.1 sec, max: 2.5 sec

Table 5.2: Parameter values for bicycle behavior modeling.

tic enough for the given purpose, i.e., simulating the progression behavior of a flock of cyclists
and measuring bicycle delay in the simulation. It needs to be noted, however, that profound
safety analyses require further considerations such as lane discipline to be taken into account.

In addition to the current setup, the bicycle traffic signal could be equipped with green
signal countdown timers. As described in Section 3.1, this additional dynamic information
has the potential to increase the probability of bicyclists to cross the signal without stopping
and thus improve cycling comfort. However, there has not yet been a consistent conclusion
on the effect of countdown-timers on bicyclist behavior and safety. On the contrary, H.
Kaths, Grigoropoulos, et al. [2019] report both an increase and a decrease in red-signal
violations, depending on where the countdown timer is installed. Therefore, no such behavior
was simulated in this thesis.

5.2.3 Behavior Modeling of Pedestrians
Pedestrians are simulated using the default behavior that is implemented in aimsun.next. In
the simulations, their entrance and exit points are defined in such a way that they appear
directly at the crosswalk that they would like to cross and disappear after crossing the street.
They hence arrive at the intersection following a Poisson-process with parameters specified by
the OD matrix. Jaywalking is not simulated, i.e., pedestrians wait to cross the intersection
until their signal head turns green. All pedestrians assigned to the same signal phase cross
the street at roughly the same time, and the entire crosswalk is blocked for them from the
start of the green phase until the end of the clearance time. Therefore, the exact distribution
of walking speeds is not relevant for this thesis. Most importantly, (i) green phases need to
be long enough to allow all waiting pedestrians to start crossing the street, and (ii) clearance
times need to be long enough to allow all pedestrians to finish crossing the street safely.

All pedestrian green phases implemented in this thesis last for at least 5 seconds. This
duration corresponds to the minimum required green time according to the German guideline
RiLSA [FGSV, 2015b] and is applied in several German cities [Alrutz et al., 2012]. Accord-
ing to HCM, a reasonable value for estimating pedestrian capacity is 75 pedestrians per minute
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of effective green time and meter of crosswalk width ( 75 ped
min·m). Additionally, a start-up time of

up to 3 seconds needs to be considered for capacity calculations [TRB, 2000]. A pedestrian
crosswalk area with a width of 6 meters (as applied in Chapters 3 and 4) thus has a capacity
of 75 ped

min·m · 5−3
60

sec
sec/min

· 6 m = 15 pedestrians per green phase if the green phase duration
is exactly 5 seconds. This is sufficient for the scenarios evaluated in this thesis. If a larger
pedestrian demand is considered, the green phase durations have to be increased accordingly.
Additionally, green times can be extended to increase the probability of pedestrians arriving
during a green phase (compare Section 4.7.3).

The clearance time is calculated such that slow pedestrians can start crossing the street at
the end of the green time and finish crossing safely. The assumed speed suggested for this
purpose by RiLSA is 1.2 meters per second. A survey among German cities revealed that all of
the respondents work with assumed speeds between 1 and 1.5 meters per second, depending
on prevailing pedestrian characteristics [Alrutz et al., 2012]. However, slower pedestrian
speeds can also be measured in the field, especially if pedestrians need assistive devices such
as wheeled walkers [Alrutz et al., 2012]. As described in Chapter 3, in the presented AIM
scenarios, vehicles will arrive at the intersection at a higher speed. Therefore, pedestrian
crosswalks need to be monitored and, if pedestrians are detected on the streets, approaching
vehicles are required to slow down and eventually stop. In these situations, they will have to
request a new time slot and will cross the intersection at a lower speed.

The rescheduling procedure does not infringe upon safety, but is assumed to be uncomfort-
able for both pedestrians and vehicle passengers. Additionally, a frequent occurrence of this
process can reduce efficiency. Therefore, a lower pedestrian speed of 0.8 meters per second
and, consequently, longer clearance times are assumed in this thesis. The speed of 0.8 meters
per second is just below the 10th percentile of low-density walking speeds obtained from field
measurements as reported by Hoogendoorn and Daamen [2006]. The rescheduling pro-
cess described above has been implemented for test purposes but does not come into play in
the evaluations presented in this thesis (the aimsun.next pedestrian model with default val-
ues applies walking speeds between 1.08 and 1.6 meters). A “trade-off” analysis of different
clearance times is left for future research. Additionally, when being implemented in the field,
pedestrian speeds could be measured at the site to find the most suitable clearance time.
Finally, dynamic displays such as pedestrian countdown timers could allow faster pedestrians
to start crossing the street at a later point in time.

5.2.4 Conclusion
The behavior modeling of road users is intended to replicate traffic at the considered intersec-
tion zones as realistically as necessary to draw a valid comparison with existing control setups,
while at the same time keeping the complexity of the models tractable. The introduced model
parameters can have a significant influence on simulation results and are therefore founded in
literature results. The behavior modeling of VRUs particularly reflects the heterogeneity found
at urban intersections. Vehicle time gaps and VRU speeds are chosen in such a way that the
control strategies are safe by design.
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Figure 5.4: Area in which the trajectory optimization approach is applied.

5.3 Optimized Trajectory Planning

As described in the previous section, it is assumed that all motorized vehicles considered at the
intersection zone (i.e., passenger vehicles, buses, and trucks) are connected and automated. In
particular, it is assumed that they are able to send and receive accurate information about their
current state and the states of surrounding vehicles in every time step, and that they are able
to react to this information and information provided by the central controller immediately.
Before the vehicles start communicating with the intersection controller and after they have
crossed the intersection, the car-following model implemented in aimsun.next with the param-
eter values described in Section 5.2.1 is applied. While crossing the intersection, the constant
predefined speed is maintained. The trajectory optimization approach presented in this section
hence focuses on those vehicles that are currently on the approach to the intersection and are
communicating with the intersection controller (see Figure 5.4). The trajectory planning is
implemented in Python and overwrites the default vehicle driving behavior in aimsun.next.

The knowledge about the current vehicle state and the required arrival time and speed at the
intersection can be used to formulate an optimal control problem to provide a trajectory that
makes the vehicle approach the intersection as smoothly as possible. Such approaches have
already been presented in literature, e.g., by Ntousakis et al. [2016] and Typaldos et al.
[2020], and they allow for applying different objective functions. In principle, the optimized
trajectory planning presented in this section requires vehicles to have a fixed arrival time at
the intersection. If the SlotIIC strategy is applied, vehicles receive a scheduled arrival time
upon their first contact with the intersection controller. This is not the case for vehicles that
have not yet crossed the assignment distance in the OptIIC scenario, e.g., for the blue vehicle
in Figure 5.4. Nevertheless, it is beneficial that vehicle speeds, if necessary, are reduced as
early as possible. The intersection controller can provide the vehicle with a lower bound on
its arrival time that takes existing reservations into account. For example, if the pedestrian
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crosswalk that vehicle veh needs to pass has a current or scheduled pedestrian green phase
and it is physically not possible for the vehicle to pass before the start of the green phase, it is
already clear that the vehicle cannot be scheduled any earlier than after the respective green
and clearance time. Additionally, the vehicle cannot be scheduled any earlier than its leader
vehicle. This knowledge can already be used to adjust the trajectory early on and avoid that
the vehicle travels at maximum speed until reaching the assignment distance, where it then
needs to drastically reduce its speed. It needs to be noted that this early trajectory adaptation
does not infringe upon the flexibility of the scheduling controller – the vehicle only reduces its
speed if an earlier scheduled arrival time is not possible. If new information is available, the
intersection controller will update the lower bound accordingly. This setup implies that it can
be necessary to run the trajectory optimization algorithm multiple times for one vehicle as will
be explained later on. First of all, the problem formulation for one individual vehicle veh at
time tk is explained in the following.

5.3.1 Optimized Trajectory Planning for Vehicle veh at Time tk

The microscopic simulation that is used to evaluate the control strategies in this thesis applies
discrete time steps of fixed duration. Therefore, a discrete-time optimal control formulation
similar to the one presented by Typaldos et al. [2020] is applied. In their approach, initial
and final positions and speeds are fixed, and vehicle acceleration in each time step is used
as the control input. The objective of the optimal control problem is that the vehicle, based
on its current state, adjusts its acceleration in such a way that the final conditions are met
and a given function f is minimized that can represent, for example, passenger discomfort or
fuel or energy consumption. A broader background on optimal control problems is given by
Papageorgiou, Leibold, et al. [2015].

Let τ be the simulation step size and let tk = k · τ be the simulation time where k ∈ N
is the simulation step. The state information used in the trajectory adjustment procedure for
vehicle veh at time tk consists of the vector [dist, v, tend, v̂], where distveh(tk) is the distance
of vehicle veh to the entrance of the intersection at time tk (corresponding to the position
of the front bumper of veh and given in meters) and vveh(tk) describes the velocity of vehi-
cle veh at time tk in meters per second. The variable tend

veh(tk) corresponds to the assigned
arrival time t̂veh at the intersection or, if the arrival time is not yet fixed, a lower bound on
t̂veh as explained above. Finally, v̂veh is the predefined speed for crossing the intersection that
depends on the turning intention of the vehicle and is independent of the assigned arrival time.

The trajectory will be optimized for the time horizon Hveh(tk) = tend
veh(tk) − tk (abbreviated

by H in the following), which is the time that remains until vehicle veh is supposed to reach
the entrance to the intersection. Vehicle veh shall hence cover a distance of distveh(tk) within
the time horizon H and reach the position distveh(tk) with a speed of v̂veh. It needs to be
noted that the OptIIC scheme works in continuous time and the time horizon H is hence not
necessarily a multiple of the simulation step size τ . Therefore, the (discretized) trajectory
will be planned for the next Nveh(tk) =

⌊
H
τ

⌋
simulation steps (abbreviated by N), and the

discretized problem is formulated in such a way that vehicle veh reaches the speed of v̂veh and
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covers a distance of

xend
veh(tk) = distveh(tk) − (H − N · τ) · v̂veh [m] (5.1)

within N simulation steps. The vehicle then uses the remaining H − N · τ seconds to cover
the remaining distance of (H − N · τ) · v̂veh meters with the assigned speed v̂veh until arriving
at the intersection at time tend

veh(tk) = tk +H. This means that for the optimal control problem
formulation, the initial position will be defined as x0

veh(tk) = 0, and the final position xend
veh(tk)

will be as defined in Equation (5.1).

Let f be the cost function that shall be minimized. The overall trajectory optimization
problem for vehicle veh at time tk can then be defined as follows:

Problem IV (Trajectory Optimization Problem for Vehicle veh at Time tk).

min
(

k+N−1∑
l=k

f(l)
)

(5.2)

subject to
v(k) = vveh(tk) (5.3)
x(k) = 0 (5.4)

v(k + N) = v̂veh (5.5)
x(k + N) = xend

veh(tk) (end pos. given by Equation (5.1)) (5.6)
v(l + 1) = vl + acc(l) · τ ∀ l ∈ [k, . . . , k + N − 1] (5.7)

x(l + 1) = x(l) + v(l) · τ + 1
2 · acc(l) · τ 2 ∀ l ∈ [k, . . . , k + N − 1] (5.8)

acc(l) ∈ [accmin
veh , accmax

veh ] ∀ l ∈ [k, . . . , k + N − 1] (5.9)
v(l + 1) ∈ [0, vmax] ∀ l ∈ [k, . . . , k + N − 1] (5.10)

Constraints (5.3)-(5.6) fix the initial and final positions and speeds, and Constraints (5.7)-
(5.8) represent the state equations for all time steps within the time horizon. Additionally,
acceleration and speed are bounded (compare Constraints (5.9)-(5.10)).

In this thesis, the sum of squares of the acceleration (both positive and negative) will be
minimized, i.e., f(l) = acc(l)2 for all l in [k, . . . , k + N − 1]. Acceleration is directly related
to engine power, and reducing acceleration is thus assumed to be emission-friendly [Rios-
Torres et al., 2015]. Additionally, acceleration can be considered as an estimation of driving
comfort. Reducing acceleration will especially be important in a future with self-driving shuttle
buses, where passengers don’t have a fastened seat belt or might even be standing [Bae et al.,
2019]. The described setup also allows for applying other objective functions in the future.
These could put more focus on passenger comfort by integrating jerk (compare [Ntousakis
et al., 2016]), or apply a fuel consumption model (compare [Typaldos et al., 2020]) or an
energy consumption model (compare [Hu et al., 2021]). However, the quadratic objective
function puts us into the comfortable position of being able to solve the program easily and
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fast. If one of the other objective functions suggested above is used instead, the program
formulation and the solution approach need to be more sophisticated. For example, Typal-
dos et al. [2020] reduce the number of decision variables and constraints of the program
by removing the final conditions from the list of constraints and instead adding them to the
objective function with suitable penalty weights.

The optimization returns the trajectory that the vehicle should follow in order to reach the
intersection at the required time and speed, and with minimum accelerations on the way. The
result consist of a list of acceleration values [acc∗

veh], speeds [v∗
veh], and positions (converted

to the distances to the intersection [dist∗
veh]) that will be saved and compared to the actual

vehicle states in the following simulation steps.

5.3.2 Repeated Setup of the Optimal Control Problem

As explained above, it can be necessary to run the trajectory optimization for vehicle veh
multiple times. First of all, the trajectory optimization is already run when the arrival time
of the vehicle is still up for changes. Additionally, the trajectory optimization procedure con-
siders one single vehicle without taking surrounding vehicles into account. The vehicle might
hence deviate from its assigned trajectory in order to maintain a safe gap to its leader vehicle.
The overall procedure applied in each simulation step for each vehicle on the approach to the
intersection is shown in Figure 5.5 and explained in the following.

Let vehicle veh be a vehicle on the approach to the intersection at time tk. In order to adjust
its speed, the procedure first checks whether the vehicle already has a planned trajectory. If
the vehicle has just entered the communication range of the intersection controller, a plan first
needs to be established. If the vehicle does have a planned trajectory, it needs to be checked
whether it was planned for the currently expected arrival time tend

veh(tk). If the lower bound has
changed or the vehicle has crossed the assignment distance and the assigned arrival time differs
from the previously calculated lower bound, a new plan needs to be calculated. Finally, if the
final state has not changed, it needs to be checked whether the vehicle is following its planned
trajectory and current distance and speed are as planned, i.e., whether vveh(tk) = v∗

veh(tk)
and distveh(tk) = dist∗

veh(tk). If this is the case, vehicle veh should continue following this
trajectory. Otherwise, a new trajectory needs to be calculated based on the new initial state.
As a fallback option, if no feasible trajectory can be found, the vehicle needs to update its
earliest possible arrival time and possibly request a new time slot for crossing the intersection.
Finally, the new desired acceleration acc∗

veh(tk) that shall be applied is taken from the existing
or newly calculated trajectory plan.

Before returning this acceleration to the simulation, it needs to be checked whether it can
be safely implemented. In particular, the program compares the gap of vehicle veh to its leader
vehicle veh′ and checks if the implementation of the proposed acceleration is feasible without
violating necessary safety constraints in the next time step. To this end, let clearveh′,veh(tk)
be the current clearance, i.e., the spacial gap between the back of vehicle veh′ and the front
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Figure 5.5: Trajectory adjustment procedure run for vehicle veh at time tk.

of vehicle veh at time tk. The clearance at time tk+1 can then be calculated as

clearveh′,veh(tk+1) = clearveh′,veh(tk)

+
(

vveh′(tk) · τ + 1
2 · accveh′(tk) · τ 2

)
−
(

vveh(tk) · τ + 1
2 · acc∗

veh(tk) · τ 2
)

,

where it is assumed that both speed vveh′(tk) and acceleration accveh′(tk) of the leader ve-
hicle are known. The proposed acceleration for vehicle veh has to fulfill the following two
constraints:

clearveh′,veh(tk+1) ≥ δmin
follow · (vveh(tk) + acc∗

veh(tk) · τ ≥ 0, (5.11)
clearveh′,veh(tk+1) ≥ clearmin. (5.12)

Constraint (5.11) ensures that the time gap is fulfilled, and Constraint (5.12) requires that a
minimum spacial gap is respected that comes into play for very low speeds (in these situations,
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the time gap converges to zero). If the constraints are not fulfilled for acc∗
veh(tk), the proposed

acceleration will be overwritten by a lower value that fulfills these constraints. In this case,
vehicle veh deviates from the proposed trajectory. Therefore, in the next time step, a new
optimal trajectory given the new state will be calculated.

In a real-world application, it is assumed that vehicles will monitor the gap to the vehicle in
front in real time and share their speeds and accelerations. In the simulation setup, the pro-
cedure is run sequentially for vehicles in upstream direction to account for the relatively large
simulation steps. Let the vehicles be sorted by proximity to the intersection. When the feasible
acceleration for vehicle veh is calculated, the applied acceleration of veh′ is already known.
The necessary gap can thus already be calculated taking the new speed of veh′ into account.
If vehicle veh can have access to the entire trajectory of vehicle veh′ (which is scheduled before
vehicle veh), the entire trajectories could be compared directly upon the calculation of the
trajectory for vehicle veh. In this case, if a conflict will occur at any point in time, the entire
trajectory can directly be recalculated and the repetitive calculation while approaching the in-
tersection is unnecessary – at least if the arrival times of both vehicles are fixed. This is done,
for example, by Y. Wang et al. [2020]. However, the fast and efficient calculation of the
trajectory allows for the implementation of the presented approach, which can also take fur-
ther disturbances into account and doesn’t require vehicles to share their entire trajectory plan.

Nevertheless, adding yet another layer to the overall program does slow down the simulation.
This especially applies for the scenarios close to the capacity limit that were analyzed in
Chapters 3 and 4. Therefore, in the previous two chapters, a simplified rule-based (non-
optimized) version was used that works with fixed acceleration and deceleration rates, and the
trajectory planning approach was only applied to those vehicles with an assigned arrival time
at the intersection. The trajectories resulting from the simplified procedure are also feasible
in the sense that deceleration and acceleration values are bounded, vehicles maintain a safe
distance to their leader, and they arrive at the intersection at the assigned time with the
assigned speed. Therefore, the approach was viable for a comparison of road user delays in the
previous chapters. This chapter additionally features a comparison of maximum acceleration
values and resulting energy consumption in Section 5.5. The simplified approach is briefly
shown in Appendix D.

5.4 Simulation Setup of the Test Intersection

This section describes the intersection zone that is simulated in this chapter. The considered
intersection (on Theresien and Arcis Street in Munich) is located next to the main building
of Technical University of Munich (TUM) in the central area of Munich. The position of the
intersection in Munich as well as the replication of the intersection in aimsun.next are shown in
Figure 5.6. Section 5.4.1 describes the characteristics of the intersection zone, Section 5.4.2
specifies the OptIIC control scenario that will be tested, and Section 5.4.3 briefly introduces
the currently applied TSC that will be used here as a benchmark.
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Figure 5.6: Considered intersection zone.1

5.4.1 Characteristics of the Intersection Zone
The major street of this intersection is Arcis Street, a one-way westbound street with two
lanes. Average daily traffic on Arcis Street is about 11,500 vehicles with a heavy traffic share
of around 3%. For this simulation, the peak hours in the morning (between 8:30 and 9:30
a.m.) and evening (between 5:30 and 6:30 p.m.) are simulated, when up to 1,675 vehicles
per hour cross the intersection. The exact numbers of vehicle traffic volume considered in
the simulations are taken from manual counts provided by the municipality of Munich and
are listed in Table 5.3a. In addition to the passenger vehicles and trucks, a public bus runs
westbound on Arcis street every 5 minutes. As the surroundings of the intersection comprise
the major universities as well as several museums and restaurants, there is also a large number
of pedestrians and bicyclists. Since no exact numbers on VRU activity were available, demand
was estimated based on measurements at an intersection in the neighborhood and manual
short-period counts of 15 minutes. Values are listed in Table 5.3b for bicyclists and Table 5.3c
for pedestrians. To account for the estimation inaccuracy and in order to explore the effects
of changing VRU demand, in addition to the estimated demand (denoted as “medium”), two
scenarios with lower and higher demand are analyzed as indicated in the tables. Similarly to
the evaluation in Chapter 4, left-turning bicyclists are not considered in the simulation study.
The intersection is flat and normal conditions are assumed for the simulation study, i.e., regular
visibility and a dry street surface.

5.4.2 Settings for the Applied OptIIC Strategy
As shown in Figure 5.6, the intersection zone is, in contrast to those modeled in the previous
chapters, not symmetric: curve radii, distances for crossing the intersection zone and widths

1The map is taken from OpenStreetMap. The arial view of the intersection and surroundings was kindly
provided by the Bavarian Agency for Digitisation, High-Speed Internet and Surveying.
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Scenario Vehicle Demand in veh/h (Passenger Vehicles | Trucks)
Westbound Southbound Northbound Total
Through Left Right Through Right Through Left

Morning Peak 760 | 20 40 | 5 50 | 5 530 | 10 60 | 5 90 | 5 30 | 0 1560 | 50
Evening Peak 980 | 5 40 | 5 70 | 0 300 | 5 80 | 0 140 | 0 50 | 0 1660 | 15

(a) Vehicle Traffic.

Scenario Bicycle demand in bic/h

Westbound Southbound Northbound Total
Through Right Through Right Through

Morning Peak Medium 320 20 212 24 48 624
Low | High 160 | 480 10 | 30 106 | 318 12 | 36 24 | 72 312 | 936

Evening Peak Medium 408 28 120 32 76 664
Low | High 204 | 612 14 | 42 60 | 180 16 | 48 38 | 114 332 | 996

(b) Bicycle demand.

Scenario Pedestrian Activity in ped/h

South East North West Total
Morning Peak Medium 86 72 84 70 312

Low | High 43 | 129 36 | 108 42 | 126 35 | 105 156 | 468
Evening Peak Medium 109 57 109 57 332

Low | High 55 | 164 29 | 86 54 | 163 28 | 85 166 | 498

(c) Pedestrian activity.

Table 5.3: Demand at the considered intersection.

of pedestrian crosswalks depend on the considered OD movement. These specifications can
easily be handled with the intersection modeling approach presented in Section 4.2. Due to
the narrow curve radii, speeds for through movement and turning movement differ. Exact
radii and assumed speeds are shown in Appendix E.2. As briefly raised in Section 4.2, the
consideration of different speeds within the intersection needs to be taken into account when
resolving conflicts where vehicle paths merge or diverge. This is considered with adapted
conflict regions and resulting minimum time headways as also shown in Appendix E.2. To
simplify the approach, turning vehicles are assumed to accelerate with a fixed acceleration
rate of 1.2 m/sec2 (the maximum acceleration value for buses and trucks) from leaving the
intersection until reaching the maximum speed.

Again, a green wave is desired for bicyclists. Therefore, the signal is coordinated with
surrounding intersections which are controlled in fixed cycles similarly to in the setup that
was shown in Figure 4.32. The locations of the adjacent intersections are modeled based
on the georeferenced photo shown in Figure 5.6. Other than the described adaptations, the
input parameters for the OptIIC strategy are set similar to the ones that were established in
Chapter 4. These values are displayed in Table 5.4.
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Input Parameters Values
Communication distance distC 150.0 meters
Assignment distance distA 50.0 meters
Roll period ϕ 3.0 seconds
Green phase durations tgreen

ped 5.4 seconds
tmingreen
bic 5.4 seconds (with dynamic green phase durations

as shown in Table 4.7)
Maximum waiting times Θped | Θbic 40.0 seconds | 10.0 seconds
Weighting factors γveh | γbus | γbic | γped 1 | 30 | 1 | 1

Table 5.4: Parameter values for the test scenarios.

5.4.3 Benchmark Intersection Control
The OptIIC strategy is compared against a fully actuated traffic signal control that features
vehicle detectors on each approach as well as PT prioritization. The fully actuated signal
control scenario was implemented using the actuated traffic signal functionality of aimsun.next,
which follows the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) standards [NEMA,
2003]. It is modeled as realistically as possible based on the information which was kindly
provided by the municipality of Munich. Figures of the detector placements and the traffic
signal setup can be found in Appendix F.3. There are no exclusive pedestrian or bicycle phases,
but pedestrian and bicycle signals are activated concurrently to the vehicle signal phases. The
initial cycle time is 90 seconds, but green phase durations and cycle times vary depending on
the demand. Since the intersection is considered here in isolation, the existing coordination
with surrounding signals is not modeled. Bicycle phases at adjacent intersections are activated
in fixed cycles in order to be consistent with the OptIIC scenarios, and the offset is chosen in
such a way that a green wave for bicyclists is provided initially. However, due to the fluctuating
cycle times resulting from the non-coordinated actuated signal control, there is no dynamic
green wave for bicyclists which makes it difficult to compare their waiting times.

5.5 Simulation Results
The OptIIC strategy with the settings described in Section 5.4.2 is tested against the actuated
TSC introduced in Section 5.4.3 for the six described demand scenarios. In the following,
resulting delays for all road users are discussed in Section 5.5.1. Additionally, energy con-
sumption models for electric vehicles (EVs) are briefly explained, and the energy consumption
at the intersection is compared in Section 5.5.2. Section 5.5.3 presents maximum applied
acceleration and deceleration values of passenger vehicles at the intersection as an estimation
of smoothness of their trajectories.

5.5.1 Road User Delay
First of all, average road user delays are evaluated for all six considered demand scenarios.
Results are displayed in Figure 5.7 with each subfigure representing one road user group. Fig-
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(a) Average passenger vehicle and truck delays.
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(b) Average bus delays.
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(c) Average bicycle waiting times.
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(d) Average pedestrian waiting times.

Figure 5.7: Average road user delay at the considered realistic intersection: Default settings.

ure 5.7a shows average delays of passenger vehicles and trucks, Figure 5.7b shows average
bus delays, Figure 5.7c shows average bicycle waiting times, and Figure 5.7d shows average
pedestrian waiting times. All road user delays are calculated applying the formulas presented
in Section 3.7.1. Again, vehicle delays are measured at the stop bar, which can underestimate
delays in the TSC scenario, where vehicles sometimes have to yield to VRUs or oncoming
traffic within the intersection. It needs to be noted, however, that the interaction between
CAVs and VRUs is not modeled in detail. Depending on the field of view, occlusions, and
possible support by infrastructure sensors, reaction times and acceleration values in the TSC
scenario can change [Pechinger et al., 2021].

Figure 5.7a shows that the implemented OptIIC strategy significantly reduces vehicle delays
as compared to the TSC setup for all considered demand scenarios with reductions between
62 and 78 %. In both control scenarios, larger VRU demand increases vehicle delays: in the
OptIIC scenario, because vehicles compete with VRU green phases, and in the TSC scenario,
because turning vehicles have to yield to pedestrians and bicyclists. Vehicle delays in the TSC
scenario are larger in the morning than in the evening, even though the total demand is slightly
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Figure 5.8: Green and red phase durations of bicycle signals.

lower. This results from the distribution of demand: in the morning, a larger portion of vehicle
demand comes from the north. In the TSC scenario, delays are larger for vehicles coming from
the north, because right-turning vehicles need to yield to bicyclists and, due to the narrow
space, block the way for vehicle through movement on the same approach. In the evening, the
vehicle demand on the northern approach is lower and the vast majority of vehicles travel on
the main road featuring two vehicle lanes. The OptIIC scenario, in contrast, works equally well
in the morning and evening. Here, conflicting movements of vehicles and VRUs are strictly
separated.

As shown in Figure 5.7b, the bus prioritization works in both control scenarios (note that
the scales of the different figures differ). Again, the OptIIC scenario significantly improves
upon delay with reductions between 53 and 86 %. Bus delays are affected by VRU demand
similarly to vehicle delays. However, since buses only travel on the main road, there are no
significant differences between morning and evening peak hour. It needs to be noted that the
existing coordination with the upstream intersection on the main road is not modeled. Vehicle
and bus delays in the TSC scenario can thus be expected to be lower in reality – at least on
the main road and if the coordination is applied for vehicle traffic.

Figure 5.7c shows that both the TSC or the OptIIC control can lead to lower bicycle waiting
times, depending on the demand scenario. Both control scenarios feature the activation of
bicycle green phases at adjacent intersections in fixed cycles. A dynamic bicycle green wave
is only implemented in the OptIIC scenario. In the TSC scenario, the cycle times at the con-
sidered intersection change depending on vehicle detector data – measured cycle times range
between 40 and 100 seconds. Nevertheless, the longer green phases in the TSC scenario,
where bicyclists are given the right of way simultaneously to vehicle movement, lead to a
similar bicycle LOS overall. Boxplots of bicycle green and red phase durations in the morning
peak hour are shown in Figure 5.8. Figure 5.8a shows bicycle green and red phase durations
in the TSC scenario. It can be seen that both green and red phase durations increase with
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increasing VRU demand. This results from increased vehicle delays (and queues) which lead
to extended vehicle green phases and increased cycle times if the actuated TSC is applied.
Overall, the average cycle time increases from 57 seconds in the scenario with low VRU de-
mand to 71 seconds in the scenario with high VRU demand, on average. The increased cycle
times negatively affect bicycle waiting times (compare Figure 5.7c). On the other hand, larger
VRU demand leads to lower bicycle waiting times in the OptIIC scenario, because bicycle green
phase durations are extended while cycle times remain approximately 60 seconds. Figure 5.8b
shows the green and red phase durations. It needs to be noted that red phase durations are
only shown for those cycles with requested bicycle green phases. Especially in the scenario
with low bicycle demand, the signal sometimes remains red for several cycles in the absence of
bicyclists. The extended green phases lead to more bicyclists passing without stopping: from
64 % in the scenario with low VRU demand to 75 % in the scenario with high VRU demand (in
comparison to approximately 49 % in the TSC scenario). All in all, the signal coordination (on
all directions, not only the main road) leads to a LOS of A-B with significantly shorter green
phases than in the TSC scenario. In the scenarios with high VRU demand, average bicycle
delays in the OptIIC scenario are below 10 seconds and approximately in the same range like
vehicle delays.

Pedestrian waiting times show a similar tendency, but the impact of VRU demand is not as
strong as for bicyclists (compare Figure 5.7d). Again, pedestrian waiting times are negatively
affected by increasing VRU demand in the TSC scenario because of the increased cycle times
as explained above. In the OptIIC scenario, pedestrian green phase durations are fixed, and the
improvements with increasing VRU demand result from the increased weighting factors of VRU
green phases, from waiting pedestrians already having requested a green phase as explained in
Section 4.7, and from longer bicycle green phases that block the way for vehicles. In the future,
pedestrian green phase durations in the OptIIC scenarios could be adjusted dynamically such
that pedestrians further benefit from the adjacent bike signal being green for a longer period
of time. All in all, pedestrian LOS is similar for both control scenarios presented in Figure 5.7d.

As explained in Chapter 4, pedestrian and bicycle LOS can be influenced by changing green
phase durations, maximum waiting times, and weighting factors. Given the simulation results
and depending on policy considerations, a more VRU-friendly setup is conceivable for the
presented demand scenario. Such a detailed prioritization is not easily possible in the TSC
scenario. However, pedestrians do have an inherent disadvantage in the implemented OptIIC
policy: in contrast to vehicles and bicyclists, their green phase is only requested when they
are already at the intersection. In order to reduce pedestrian delays to very low values, if
desired, the overall control setup hence needs to be challenged: pedestrians might have to
be integrated into the scheduling policy ahead of time or be provided with a strict priority
(comparable to a zebra crossing) that will always overrule other reservations.

5.5.2 Energy Consumption
EVs have the potential to significantly reduce both local and global carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions as compared to internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs) – especially if energy
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generation will be more sustainable in the future [Rostami-Shahrbabaki, Fehn, et al.,
2021]. In order to achieve sustainability goals and reduce the dependence on fossil fuels, Ger-
many, among other countries, is promoting a higher share of EVs via financial incentives and
infrastructure measures [ADAC, 2022]. Additionally, several countries are discussing mea-
sures to ban the sales of ICEVs in the near future [Harloff et al., 2021]. Regarding the
futuristic traffic scenario evaluated in this thesis, it is assumed here that all motorized vehicles
at the intersection will be electric.

The significantly reduced vehicle delays in the OptIIC scenario lead to more vehicles passing
the intersection zone without significant acceleration and deceleration. Additionally, even if
vehicles are delayed, they smoothly adjust their speed in such a way that the sum of squared
accelerations is minimized as described in Section 5.3. These circumstances are expected
to lead to a decrease in energy consumption that will be evaluated in the following. In the
following, the modeling of energy consumption will be explained, and the evaluation at the
considered intersection will be presented.

Energy Consumption Modeling

The main difference of energy consumption modeling to fuel consumption modeling is that
EVs do not consume energy while idling, and that they can regenerate energy during deceler-
ation phases. There exist many approaches for modeling EV energy consumption that differ
regarding their levels of detail and their intended purposes. A good introduction is given, for
example, by Fiori et al. [2016], Luin et al. [2019], and Rostami-Shahrbabaki, Fehn,
et al. [2021]. Most importantly, energy consumption models can be categorized as either be-
ing “forward models” or “backward models”. Forward models are more detailed and complex.
Starting from the engine, they model individual vehicle components and can be used in the
industry to evaluate the impact of different vehicle configurations on energy consumption.
However, their complexity makes them computationally intensive and it is difficult to com-
bine them with surrounding frameworks such as a traffic simulation framework [Fiori et al.,
2016]. Backward models work backwards in the sense that they first compute the tractive
contribution required at the wheels and, based on this power, compute the energy needed
at the motor. Along with vehicle characteristics, they use data that can be retrieved from
microscopic traffic simulations [Luin et al., 2019]. In particular, the power at the wheels
can be calculated in every time step depending on the current acceleration acc(t)

[
m

sec2

]
and

the current speed v(t)
[

m
sec

]
, which makes the evaluation of energy consumption based on the

presented simulation setup straightforward. In the following, the energy consumption at the
intersection will be evaluated based on the backward model presented by Fiori et al. [2016]
and Luin et al. [2019]. First of all, the model will be explained in several steps.

Step 1: In the first step, the instantaneous power at the wheels PW (acc(t), v(t)) at time t is
calculated using the formula

PW (acc(t), v(t)) = p1 · acc(t) · v(t) + p2 · v(t) + p3 · v2(t) + p4 · v3(t)
[

J

sec

]
, (5.13)
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Calculation Explanation and calibrated values accord-
ing to [Fiori et al., 2016]

Parameter
value

p1 = m m = 1521 kg is the vehicle mass. p1 = 1521.00
p2 = m · g · (cos(θ) · Cr·c2

1000 + sin(θ)) g = 9.8066 m/sec2 is the gravitational
acceleration.

θ = 0 is the road grade (no road grade
is assumed here).

Cr = 1.75 and
c2 = 4.575 are rolling resistance

parameters.

p2 ≈ 119.42

p3 = m · g · cos(θ) · Cr·c1
1000 m, g, θ, and Cr are explained above.

c1 = 0.0328 is a rolling resistance
parameter.

p3 ≈ 0.86

p4 = 1
2 · ρAir · Af · CD ρAir = 1.2256 kg

m3 is the air mass density
Af = 2.3316 m2 is the frontal area of the

vehicle.
CD = 0.28 is the aerodynamic drag

coefficient of the vehicle.

p4 ≈ 0.40

Table 5.5: Explanation of parameter calculations.

that returns the power in Joule per second (1 Joule per second corresponds to 1 Watt). The
parameters p1, p2, p3, and p4 depend on numerous factors including vehicle mass, aerody-
namic coefficients, and rolling resistance parameters. Table 5.5 shows the definitions of the
parameters and lists the values that were obtained for a Nissan Leaf by Fiori et al. [2016].
These values are going to be used in the evaluation presented here as well. As can be seen in
the table, parameter p1 is significantly larger than the other parameter values, which leads to
p1 · acc(t) · v(t) being the dominant term in Equation 5.13. Therefore, if a vehicle is deceler-
ating (acc(t) < 0), the power at the wheels PW (acc(t), v(t)) will be negative as well (except
for very small values of |acc(t)|).

Step 2: Having calculated the power at the wheels, the model now moves backwards to the
vehicle battery using a simplified energy flow model as illustrated in Figure 5.9. If the vehicle
is in traction mode, i.e., if PW (acc(t), v(t)) > 0, the energy flows from the battery to the
wheels. It is evident that, depending on electric losses in the battery, conversion losses in
the motor, and mechanical losses in the gearbox, some power is lost. In order to simplify the
model, the efficiencies of all involved components are combined to one single efficiency value
ηp (called propulsion efficiency) by Luin et al. [2019]. As shown in Figure 5.9, the required
power can then be calculated as follows

P (acc(t), v(t)) = PW (acc(t), v(t))
ηp

[
J

sec

]
, if PW (acc(t), v(t)) ≥ 0. (5.14)

If the vehicle is breaking, the power at the wheels PW (acc(t), v(t)) is negative and the electric
motor works as a generator that converts the kinetic energy into electric energy that recharges
the vehicle battery. In this case, the portion of energy that reaches the battery depends on
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Power at the wheels at time t: PW (acc(t), v(t))
(can be calculated based on input from the microscopic simulation)

Battery

If PW (acc(t), v(t)) < 0 :

P (acc(t), v(t))

= ηrb·PW (acc(t), v(t))

If PW (acc(t), v(t)) ≥ 0 :

P (acc(t), v(t))

=
1

ηp
· PW (acc(t), v(t))

Electric motor/
generator

Wheels

Figure 5.9: Explanation of energy flow

the regenerative breaking efficiency ηrb as also shown in Figure 5.9. In this case, the power
can be calculated as follows:

P (acc(t), v(t)) = ηrb · PW (acc(t), v(t))
[

J

sec

]
, if PW (acc(t), v(t)) < 0. (5.15)

The values for ηp and ηrb provided by Luin et al. [2019] are used in the presented eval-
uation. For simplicity reasons, the easiest of their presented approaches is used, where both
parameters are independent of the current vehicle and battery state. The authors assume
the propulsion efficiency ηp to be 89.5 % and the regenerative breaking efficiency ηrb to be
87.5 % in their study. Clearly, these values may vary significantly depending on the vehicle
components and the battery temperature, among other impacting factors.

Step 3: Based on the power required in every time step, the energy consumption of a vehicle
over the entire trajectory is calculated. This is schematically displayed in Figure 5.10. Let k be
the simulation step that starts at time tk and ends at time tk+1. Vehicle states can be obtained
(and manipulated) via the API in between two simulation steps, i.e., at times tk and tk+1.
For the evaluation of the energy consumption, it is assumed that both acceleration and speed
remain constant during one simulation step, and the power in each simulation step is calculated
based on these values. As shown in Figure 5.10, the acceleration in simulation step k can be
calculated as acc(k) = 1

τ

(
v(tk+1) − v(tk)

)
, where τ is the simulation step size. The average

speed during simulation step k is defined as v(k) = 1
2

(
v
(
tk
)

+ v
(
tk+1

))
and is illustrated

by the step function in Figure 5.10. The power P (acc(k), v(k)) in simulation step k is then
calculated applying Equations 5.13 to 5.15. While the equations return the instantaneous
power in Joule per second, one simulation step does not exactly last one second. Therefore,
the power needs to be multiplied by the step size τ . The energy consumption of the entire
trajectory is then given as

Pveh =
∑

k∈Kveh

P (accveh(k), vveh(k)) · τ, (5.16)

where Kveh is the set of all simulation steps that are relevant for the calculation of the energy
consumption of the considered vehicle veh. In order to make the energy consumption of
different trajectories comparable, all vehicles will cover the exact same distances.
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Figure 5.10: Piecewise constant trajectory obtained from the microscopic traffic simulation.

Evaluation

In the given intersection scenario, all vehicle trajectories are evaluated for a distance of
500 meters with the intersection in the middle of the path. This makes sure that vehicles
have crossed the intersection and returned to driving at the maximum allowed speed. Ad-
ditionally, since no spill-back effects occur in the considered scenarios, all vehicles enter the
communication range of the intersection with a speed of 30 kilometers per hour. Figure 5.11
shows three different example trajectories. Each trajectory representation features diagrams
with position, speed, acceleration, and energy consumption over time. The first one, shown
in Figure 5.11a, shows the trajectory of a vehicle that has passed the intersection without
experiencing delay. Figure 5.11b shows the trajectory of a vehicle that stopped at the traffic
signal. Figure 5.11c shows the trajectory of a vehicle in the OptIIC scenario that experiences
the same delay as the vehicle in Figure 5.11b (approximately 10 seconds). It can be seen that
the vehicle in Figure 5.11c does not stop at the intersection but decelerates in order to meet
the assigned arrival time and accelerates again before entering the intersection zone.

Since both efficiency factors applied in Step 2 of the modeling approach (ηp and ηrb) are
between zero and one, the regenerative breaking will not regenerate the entire energy used
during the acceleration phase. It is hence most beneficial overall to remain at a constant
speed. This is reflected in the overall energy consumption of the three presented trajectories.
The overall energy consumption of the trajectory shown in Figure 5.11a is 23.91 Wh. With the
additional breaking and accelerating, the energy consumption rises to 26.94 Wh (Figure 5.11b)
and 26.60 Wh (Figure 5.11c). Interestingly, the energy consumption of those two trajectories
is almost the same, even though stronger accelerations are applied in the TSC trajectory. As
can be seen from the depicted power curves, this mainly results from the efficient energy re-
generation. Additionally, acc(t) ·v(t) is the dominant term when calculating the instantaneous
power at the wheels, and the stronger acceleration values in the TSC example trajectory are
applied at lower speeds. This leads to a lower peak consumption of approximately 16,000 J/sec
(as compared to almost 21,000 J/sec in Figure 5.11c).
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(b) Trajectory of a vehicle in
the TSC scenario with a de-
lay of 10 seconds.
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(c) Trajectory of a vehicle in
the OptIIC scenario with a
delay of (10 seconds).

Figure 5.11: Three different example trajectories considered for the energy evaluation.

Regenerative breaking is not considered in most of the current analyses (compare, e.g., Hu
et al. [2021]). However, it has a significant influence on the overall energy consumption as
visible in Figure 5.11. Without regenerative breaking capabilities, the energy consumption of
the trajectory shown in Figure 5.11b is 39.11 Wh and of the trajectory shown in Figure 5.11c
is 37.44 Wh. For entire driving cycles, Fiori et al. [2016] report that regenerative breaking
can increase the driving range by up to 40 %.

In the following, results will be evaluated for the scenarios with medium pedestrian and
medium bicycle demand. Energy consumption is evaluated for passenger vehicles only, be-
cause the model is not calibrated for buses and trucks. Nevertheless, similar relative effects
can be expected for buses and trucks as well. As described above, vehicles traveling at a
constant speed and without delay have an energy consumption of 23.91 Wh on the considered
distance of 500 meters. In fact, the energy consumption of the trajectory shown in Figure 5.11a
can be considered as a baseline consumption, and the additional energy consumption due to
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Avg. consumption per vehicle [Wh] In addition to “base consumption” [Wh]
TSC OptIIC Diff. (%) TSC OptIIC Diff. (%)

Morning Peak 26.97 25.34 −6.0 % 3.06 1.43 −53 %
Evening Peak 26.98 25.32 −6.2 % 3.07 1.41 −54 %

Total consumption during peak hour [Wh] In addition to “base consumption” [Wh]
TSC OptIIC Diff. (%) TSC OptIIC Diff. (%)

Morning Peak 42,073.20 39,530.40 −6.0 % 4,773.60 2,230.80 −53 %
Evening Peak 44,786.80 42,031.20 −6.2 % 5,096.20 2,340.60 −54 %

Table 5.6: Comparison of average energy consumption for the different considered scenarios.

the “disturbance” caused by the intersection can be compared. As shown in Table 5.6, the
intersection with the TSC scenario adds an average of 3.06 Wh per vehicle in the morning and
3.07 Wh in the evening peak hour. The intersection with OptIIC adds 1.56 Wh per vehicle in
the morning and 1.41 Wh in the evening peak hour. This is a significant reduction of approxi-
mately 50 %. Altogether, more than 2 kWh are saved during the peak hours. By adjusting the
objective function, the trajectory optimization in the OptIIC scenario could be redesigned in
such a way that the energy consumption is further reduced. However, it can be seen that the
overall reduction potential is limited, because the largest part of the energy consumption is
the base consumption which cannot be decreased by a different control strategy or trajectory
planning setup. Additionally, the energy needs of auxiliary devices, such as heating unit, air
conditioning, and radio, are not considered yet and are expected to add an additional 700-
2,500 Joule per second [Luin et al., 2019]. This further reduces the relative potential for
reduction. When optimizing the trajectories, it is thus debatable whether focus should be put
on energy consumption, or on driving comfort and perceived safety. In order to get a first
estimate of trajectory smoothness, the maximum applied acceleration and deceleration values
are presented in the following.

5.5.3 Maximum Acceleration and Deceleration
According to Bae et al. [2019], acceleration and deceleration values of vehicles significantly
impact safety and passenger comfort. Additionally, strong acceleration and deceleration in-
crease polluting tire wear [Stein, 2021]. This evaluation is hence concluded with a comparison
of maximum acceleration and deceleration values applied in the simulation. The morning peak
scenario with medium VRU demand is presented here by way of example. In order to be consis-
tent with the above evaluation of energy consumption, only passenger vehicles are taken into
account. Figure 5.12 shows the distribution of maximum applied acceleration and deceleration
values for both the TSC and the OptIIC setup in steps of 0.5 m/sec2. In both figures, the val-
ues are categorized as ‘comfortable’, ‘normal’, and ‘aggressive’. These categories are defined
according to Bae et al. [2019] (with rounded values), who surveyed several studies on driving
behavior. The authors assume that maximum acceleration and (absolute) deceleration values
should remain below 1.5 and 2 m/sec2, respectively, for a comfortable driving experience. For
automated shuttles carrying both seated and standing passengers, both values should remain
below 0.9 m/sec2.
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Figure 5.12: Maximum applied deceleration and acceleration values. Aggressive/normal/com-
fortable deceleration and acceleration are defined according to Bae et al. [2019].

First of all, Figure 5.12 shows that the percentage of vehicles with no delay (maximum ac-
celeration and deceleration value of 0 m/sec2) is doubled from approximately 13 % in the TSC
scenario to approximately 26 % in the OptIIC scenario. Furthermore, delayed vehicles show
relatively high acceleration and deceleration values in the TSC scenarios with peak percentages
at the assumed acceleration and deceleration limits. Approximately 75 % of all vehicles in the
TSC scenario experience absolute deceleration values above 2.0 m/sec2, and approximately
80 % experience acceleration values above 1.5 m/sec2. By contrast, in the OptIIC scenar-
ios, only 16 % of vehicles experience deceleration and 29 % experience acceleration values in
the ‘aggressive’ range. The peak value for maximum acceleration between 1 and 1.5 m/sec2

apparent in Figure 5.12b results from turning vehicles accelerating after having crossed the
intersection. To summarize, approximately 13 % of vehicles in the TSC scenario and 45 % in
the OptIIC scenario stay within the stricter ‘comfortable’ range. On average, maximum applied
deceleration (absolute value) is reduced from 2.89 to 0.98 m/sec2 (a reduction of 66 %), and
maximum applied acceleration is reduced from 2.15 to 1.13 m/sec2 (a reduction of 47 %).

In order to further evaluate and improve upon passenger comfort and safety, jerk needs to
be taken into account in future analyses [Bae et al., 2019]. In the OptIIC scenario, jerk can be
integrated into the objective function of the optimal control problem as done by Ntousakis
et al. [2016]. Additionally, for further analyses of the OptIIC scenario, the impacts of changing
communication and assignment distances on trajectory smoothness could be investigated. An
earlier assignment of the vehicle arrival time could lead to smoother trajectories, but at the
same time limits the flexibility of the scheduling algorithm. In the TSC scenario, acceleration
and deceleration (and jerk) could be bounded more strictly. Clearly, as has been discussed
with the state of the art of TSC in Section 2.1, this will have a direct impact on the saturation
flow rate and, consequently, on the capacity. In a connected vehicle environment, the optimal
control problem for smooth trajectory planning could be applied at signalized intersections as
well. However, at small intersections, such as the one simulated in this chapter, there are
many permitted movements. In particular, all vehicle turning movements need to give way to
VRUs, and left-turning movements additionally need to wait for oncoming traffic. Therefore,
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vehicles might need to stop within the intersection and it is thus not always recommendable
to make them arrive at the intersection with a high speed. Additionally, due to the stochastic
VRU behavior, it is not clear when exactly a vehicle queue will be dissolved. Therefore, the
potential for planning smooth vehicle trajectories is limited in the TSC scenario as compared
to the OptIIC that strictly separates conflicting movements.

5.6 Summary
This chapter described the implementation of the previously presented strategies in detail. The
explanations show that each of the road user groups is modeled individually, and a focus is
put on representing the heterogeneity that can be found in reality. Additionally, model input
parameters and their assumed values are established based on literature findings. Overall, it
can be concluded that the level of detail is in fact sufficient for a simulation-based comparison
of the presented strategies with an existing TSC. To this end, a real intersection in Munich
was replicated in aimsun.next, the OptIIC strategy was implemented, and a simulation-based
evaluation was conducted using demand measured at the site. The chapter thus provides
and answer to Research Question 3: “What effects could automated intersection control have
when applied to a realistic multimodal intersection?”. In addition to comparing road user
delays, the energy consumption and applied acceleration and deceleration values of vehicles
were compared. In the OptIIC scenarios, the trajectory planning of vehicles on the approach
to the intersection was improved by solving an optimal control problem with the objective of
minimizing the sum of squared accelerations. The following results can be summarized:
✓ Applying the OptIIC scheme, average vehicle delays can be reduced by up to 72 %

and average bus delays by up to 86 %, while at the same time keeping VRU delays on
approximately the same level as with the TSC.

✓ Energy consumption caused by the “disturbance” of the intersection control can be
reduced by up to 54 %. These results could be improved even further by adjusting the
objective function of the trajectory planning approach to minimize energy consumption.
However, the total energy consumption consists of a large base consumption that cannot
be decreased, and potential for further reduction is thus limited.

✓ Maximum applied acceleration and deceleration values are significantly decreased in the
OptIIC scenario (by 47 % and 66 % on average, respectively). To further increase driving
comfort and trajectory smoothness, the objective function of the trajectory optimization
problem could include both acceleration and jerk in the future.

It needs to be noted that the presented results were measured applying the control strategies
to a single intersection. The comparison hence doesn’t take the interdependencies with sur-
rounding intersections and the existing TSC coordination with the intersections on the one-way
main road into account. However, the evaluation gives a first impression of the potential that
the presented strategy has for urban traffic. Additionally, the very promising OptIIC results
can be obtained where coordination is not possible or it is decided to apply a coordination
for bicycle traffic (as was done in the presented scenarios). Further analyses of a corridor of
intersections or even a small network will be left for future work.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Research
This chapter concludes the thesis by highlighting the main contributions and key results in
Section 6.1 and providing an outlook on possible future research topics in Section 6.2.

6.1 Summary and Conclusions
This thesis presented and evaluated new integrated intersection control strategies for future
urban traffic scenarios with CAVs, pedestrians, and bicyclists. They are unique in the sense
that pedestrians and bicyclists are fully integrated into AIM strategies in a demand-responsive
way. In order to ensure accessibility of public space, the integration is made possible without
pedestrians and bicyclists having to be equipped with connected devices. The developed con-
trol schemes are assigned to two broader categories: the slot-based control (SlotIIC) strategies
work with a discretization of space and time. Discrete zones of the intersection are reserved
for specific vehicle or VRU movements during discrete time slots. They are assigned on an
FCFS basis that is appended by a set of rules to integrate pedestrians and bicyclists in such a
way that defined maximum waiting times are not exceeded. The optimization-based (OptIIC)
strategies work with a scheduling optimization problem that resolves conflicts and assigns ve-
hicle arrival times and VRU signal green phases by applying a rolling-horizon scheme. The
objective function minimizes the sum of weighted delays and, via the weighting factors and
suitable constraints, offers the possibility to balance delays and prioritize individual or groups
of road users to achieve policy objectives. All presented control strategies were implemented
and tested using the microsimulation platform aimsun.next in combination with Python and
the Gurobi solver (for the optimization-based scenarios). The most promising control setup
was additionally implemented within a simulation framework of a realistic intersection in Mu-
nich with measured heterogeneous demand. In this final evaluation, vehicle trajectories on the
approach to the intersection were optimized by repeatedly solving an optimal control problem,
and resulting energy consumption and maximum applied acceleration were evaluated.

First of all, the evaluation of both strategy types considering the key requirements defined in
Chapter 1 is summarized in the following. Both schemes integrate all considered road users and
can thus be considered to be multimodal. The control strategies ensure safety by detecting
conflicting movements and temporally shifting vehicle arrival times and signal green phases
such that sufficient time gaps are ensured. In contrast to conventional TSC, vehicle and VRU
movements within the intersection are strictly separated in order to eliminate accidents with
turning vehicles hitting pedestrians or bicyclists. In terms of efficiency, both strategy types
outperform conventional TSC in several scenarios. However, in scenarios with large vehicle
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demand, the alternating right-of-way assigned by the FCFS-based SlotIIC scheme can be inef-
ficient. Due to the optimized allocation of space-time and implicit vehicle platoon formation,
the OptIIC strategies lead to additional significant improvements considering both intersection
capacity and road user delays. Both strategy types allow for limiting VRU waiting times and
are able to balance the delays of the different road user groups by implementing suitable upper
bounds. With the weighting factors considered in the objective function, the OptIIC strategies
offer further dials to balance road user delays and additionally allow for the prioritization of
user groups. The presented OptIIC scheme can hence be implemented as a policy instrument
by prioritizing certain road users depending on the environment of the intersection, the current
demand situation, and societal interests. The impacts of parameter settings are complex and
hence need to be tuned for specific situations. While the SlotIIC strategies could also possibly
be extended with more rules to overwrite existing reservations, the integration of policies is
not straight-forward. Both control strategies allow for the demand-responsive integration of
all road users with vehicles directly signing up with the controller and VRUs being recognized
by the infrastructure. At the same time, VRUs are not required to wear connected devices
and the VRU signalization principally works as it does today. The strategies can hence be
considered to be low-tech. However, the implemented OptIIC strategies require VRU detec-
tion and are thus more technically demanding. The fixed time slots and conflict regions of
the SlotIIC strategies make it difficult to integrate heterogeneous road users, e.g., vehicles
with different dimensions like buses or trucks. The consideration of continuous time and the
dynamic calculation of conflict regions applied in the OptIIC scheme significantly improves the
real-world applicability with regard to this aspect. Additionally, the transferability to other,
possibly non-symmetric, intersections is improved. Nevertheless, it needs to be noted that
both control schemes require intersection designs with separate vehicle and bicycle lanes.

From the above evaluation, it becomes clear that the SlotIIC scheme cannot fulfill all defined
requirements and its drawbacks make it difficult to be implemented at a realistic intersection.
With the OptIIC strategy, the consideration of heterogeneous vehicle dimensions and different
turning radii is instead straight-forward. Therefore, the OptIIC strategy was implemented in
the simulation-based evaluation considering a realistic intersection and compared to the fully
actuated TSC that is currently implemented on site. The OptIIC scheme was able to reduce
average vehicle and bus delays by up to 72 % and 86 %, respectively, while keeping VRU delays
on approximately the same level as with the TSC. The bus prioritization via increased weight-
ing factors has proven to be successful. Furthermore, vehicle energy consumption caused by
accelerating and decelerating at the intersection as well as maximum applied acceleration and
deceleration values (as a measure of comfort) could be significantly reduced.

Overall, the main contributions of the thesis are (i) the integration of pedestrians and bicy-
clists into AIM strategies, (ii) the balanced consideration of all road users and the integration
of policy objectives, and (iii) the simulation-based evaluation assuming a real intersection with
measured demand. This final evaluation demonstrates the substantial improvements compared
to the currently applied TSC. The presented control approaches and evaluations contribute
to answering the research questions as shown in Figure 6.1. The lower part of the figure
summarizes the most promising open issues of each question, which leads us to the next
section.
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Answer Answer Answer

· New intersection control strategies

are presented that are based on

how pedestrians and bicyclists are

integrated into current intersection

control (Section 3.1).

· They ensure the strict separation

of vehicles and VRUs within the

intersection zone and are hence

safe by design (Chapters 3/4).

· The SlotIIC approaches can com-

pete with traffic signals regarding

efficiency, the OptIIC strategies are

even more efficient (Chapters 3/4).

· Both strategy types allow for

bounding VRU waiting times

(Chapters 3/4).

· The presented OptIIC strategies

offer further dials for prioritizing

road users via applying weighting

factors within the objective

function (Chapter 4).

· A green wave for bicyclists can be

implemented (Chapter 4).

· The simulation-based evaluation in

Chapter 5 showed a substantial re-

duction of vehicle and bus delays

compared to the fully actuated

TSC while keeping VRU delays on

the same level.

· Additionally, vehicle energy con-

sumption and maximum applied

acceleration and deceleration va-

lues could be reduced (Chapter 5).

Future research

· Analysis of safety and under-

standability via simulator and

test field studies (Section 6.2.3).

· Improving the efficiency by further

increasing the flexibility of

the controller (Section 6.2.1).

Future research

· Implementation of policy objec-

tives for several intersections on a

road stretch or within a network

(Section 6.2.2).

Future research

· Evaluation considering several

intersections on a road stretch or

within a network (Section 6.2.2).

· Consideration of mixed traffic with

human drivers and realistic tech-

nical shortcomings (Section 6.2.3).

Research Question 1 Research Question 2 Research Question 3? ? ?
How can pedestrians and
bicyclists be integrated into
automated intersection control
in a safe and efficient way?

How can policy objectives
be integrated into
automated intersection
control?

What effects could automated
intersection control have
when applied to a realistic
multimodal intersection?

Figure 6.1: Answers to the research questions defined in Chapter 1.

6.2 Future Research
Following the research questions defined in Chapter 1, the control strategies and evaluation
criteria in this thesis were developed on the edge between the optimization of a futuristic
control setup and the applicability in a livable, multimodal urban environment. The presented
intersection control framework can be extended into several directions to address a variety
of further research questions. They can broadly be categorized into three areas that will be
described in the following sections: Possible extensions to achieve further efficiency improve-
ments at future intersections are described in Section 6.2.1. Section 6.2.2 presents ideas on
how to extend the control for networks of several intersections. Finally, Section 6.2.3 addresses
challenges that arise if applying the control in practice, such as possible technical shortcomings
and public acceptance.

6.2.1 Efficiency Improvements
The control strategies presented in this thesis showed convincing results considering road user
delays and intersection capacities. This especially holds true for the OptIIC scheme. The effi-
ciency of the intersection control could be further improved by increasing the flexibility of the
controller or including more information into the decision-making process. First of all, some
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simplifying constraints have been made in this thesis that could be relaxed in order to improve
the overall efficiency. One simplification is that vehicles cross the intersection at a pre-defined
and constant speed. Instead, vehicle speeds could be limited by some lower and upper bound
and be decided on within the optimization. It is also possible that vehicles accelerate or decel-
erate while crossing the intersection, i.e., they are not only assigned with an arrival time and
a specified speed, but a sophisticated trajectory. Furthermore, in a multi-lane intersection, in-
coming and outgoing lanes could be assigned within the optimization procedure, or lanes could
be assigned for alternate directions [Mitrovic et al., 2020]. In a revolutionary vision of the
future, even road spaces without lanes are conceivable, such that the entire two-dimensional
space can be freely allocated (compare, e.g., [Papageorgiou, Mountakis, et al., 2021;
B. Li et al., 2018]).

Additionally, signal infrastructure for pedestrians and bicyclists is assumed to be similar to
today’s infrastructure in this thesis. In particular, signal heads are assumed to look and function
like today. Some efficiency improvements are possible even if VRUs do not significantly change
their behavior or need to be equipped with technological devices. For example, pedestrian
signals could be directional and block space-time only for the requested direction of pedestrian
movement. Additionally, green phase durations and clearance times could be dynamically
shortened or extended based on input from the VRU detection. This could lead to a more
efficient use of the available space and thus reduce delays. Further improvements can be
expected, if (at least some) pedestrians and bicyclists use connected applications that sign
up with the infrastructure ahead of time and reserve specific time slots similarly to vehicles.
Such information could additionally be used within a possible network extension, where routing
advice could be included.

6.2.2 Network Extension
The idea of providing a green wave for bicyclists that was integrated into the control design in
Chapter 4 already shows the importance of considering a road stretch with several intersection
zones in the future. Additionally, it is clear that the analyses at a single intersection zone
cannot account for network effects. For a more realistic evaluation, spillback effects from
downstream intersections can be considered as proposed by M. I.-C. Wang et al. [2021].
Additionally, as briefly described in Section 4.7, R. Chen et al. [2020] were able to stabilize
queues in a network with 7×7 identical intersections by combining the optimization-based
control strategy with a max pressure control. Such an approach could further be appended
with considering multimodal traffic or applying strategies for optimally distributing the traffic
within the network. Ultimately, more realistic networks with multimodal traffic and different
types of roads and intersections could be considered, where some areas are suitable for heavy
vehicle traffic and some areas prioritize VRU movement more strictly.

6.2.3 Real-World Applicability and Acceptance
The presented results show a great potential for future traffic scenarios where all vehicles are
connected and automated, and no human drivers are present on the road. However, a penetra-
tion rate of 100% CAVs will not come overnight. As mentioned in Chapter 1, it is conceivable
that manually driven vehicles will be banned from at least parts of the street network once
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6.2 Future Research

CAVs have been proven to be significantly safer than human drivers [J. F. Müller and
Gogoll, 2020]. Nevertheless, large parts of the traffic network will have to cope with mixed
traffic of CAVs and human-driven vehicles in the near future. It has been shown in this thesis
that the centralized intersection controller along with human-machine interfaces that can be as
simple as signal heads is able to efficiently control an intersection zone with CAVs and VRUs.
Human-driven vehicles could similarly be integrated into the control via signal phases. First
such ideas have been proposed by Dresner and Stone [2006], but they have not yet been
analyzed in combination with optimization techniques and for multimodal traffic. It is open
for further assessment if such a mixed layout with signal phases and individual trajectories is
superior to state of the art TSC and how different penetration rates affect the performance.

Even in a fully connected traffic environment, information and resulting vehicle actions
might be imperfect. Communication latency, package drop rates, positioning inaccuracies,
and other potential flaws are not considered in this thesis. The scenarios could be made
more realistic by integrating stochastically occurring disturbances, and the robustness of the
approach could be analyzed and improved. Improving the real-world applicability also includes
the vehicle trajectory optimization that is currently simplified by assuming piecewise-constant
acceleration as described in Section 5.3. The feasibility of recommended trajectories could be
tested in a vehicle-in-the-loop environment similar to the experiment described by Fayazi,
Vahidi, and Luckow [2019]. This would also allow for actually measuring resulting fuel
or energy consumption, and passenger comfort – and ultimately further improving on these
aspects. This leads to the last, and arguably most important, aspect. Thorough simulator
studies and experiments in closed field tests (possibly including augmented reality features)
are necessary to analyze whether the designed control architecture with a mixture of individual
vehicle trajectories and phase-based VRU consideration is understandable and desirable from
the road users’ point of view. It is especially important to evaluate whether the traffic situation
is comprehensible from the VRU perspective, and if pedestrians and bicyclists feel safe crossing
the intersection. These analyses could also challenge the assumed VRU behavior models, the
simultaneous right of way for pedestrians and bicyclists, and the focus on delays and waiting
times as the primary evaluation criteria. In fact, it is conceivable that the perceived safety and
level of traffic stress, which are increasingly investigated in literature (compare, e.g., [Feren-
chak and Marshall, 2020]) are considered more relevant.

Finally, CAVs are not common on our roads yet, but their advent provides the opportunity
to re-think the way our streets and intersections are organized. In this process, it is important
to develop a vision for future urban traffic, to consider all road users, and to understand
the impacts that technological implementations will have both microscopically and network-
wide. This thesis contributes to these challenges by proposing possible new intersection control
algorithms, assessing their local effects, and evaluating how different control parameter settings
could support the implementation of policies. For example, prioritizing PT vehicles or providing
a green wave for bicyclists leads to a better LOS for environmentally friendly traffic modes
and can ultimately support their usage. Clearly, intersection control alone will not change
the overall traffic situation in a city. Therefore, such policies need to be integrated into an
overall concept defined by society and politics and combined with appropriate infrastructure
development, attractive PT, and financial incentives, for example.
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Appendix

A Literature Review
On the following pages, an overview on reviewed AIM studies and their characteristics is
provided.
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AppendixTable A.1: Overview of reviewed AIM studies – Part I.

Paper Intersection
Modeling

Traffic
Coordination

Scheduling
Policy

Trajectory
Planning

Evaluation
Method

Benchmark Further comments

Andert et al. [2017] Conflict
points/regions

Centralized FCFS Simplified Matlab & Test
using radio
controlled cars

FCFS-method by
[Dresner and
Stone, 2008]

Focus: account for
communication delay
and positioning errors

Aoki and Rajkumar
[2018]

Safe
pattern

Decentralized Existing
traffic rules

Not
considered

Customized
simulation software
AutoSim

Traffic signal, stop
sign

Consideration of
dynamic bottlenecks
(construction zones etc.)

Azimi et al. [2014] Space
discretization

Decentralized FCFS Simplified Customized
simulation software
AutoSim

Traffic signal Considers GPS
accuracies

Azimi et al. [2015] Space
discretization

Centralized FCFS Not specified Customized
simulation software
AutoSim

Traffic signal

Bashiri and Fleming
[2017]

Space
discretization

Centralized FCFS for
platoons;
optimization-
based

Not specified Simulation not
specified

Stop sign Only platoon leaders
communicate with the
intersection controller.

Bashiri, Jafarzadeh,
et al. [2018]

Space
discretization

Centralized Optimization-
based for
platoons

Not specified Simulation not
specified

Traffic signal

Belkhouche [2018] Conflict
points/regions

Decentralized Trajectory-
based

Integrated
with
scheduling

Customized
simulation

None (proof of
concept)

Bian et al. [2019] Safe pattern Decentralized FCFS Integrated
with
scheduling

Numerical
simulation

FCFS-method by
[Dresner and
Stone, 2008]

FCFS policy determines
sequence of vehicles,
exact arrival times are
determined with
trajectory planning

Bichiou and Rakha
[2018]

Space
discretization

Centralized FCFS Optimized Simulation
software
‘INTEGRATION’

Traffic signal,
stop sign
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Table A.2: Overview of reviewed AIM studies – Part II.

Paper Intersection
Modeling

Traffic
Coordination

Scheduling
Policy

Trajectory
Planning

Evaluation
Method

Benchmark Further Remarks

Carlino et al. [2013] Safe pattern Centralized Auction-based Not
considered

Customized
simulation software
‘AORTA’

FCFS

R. Chen et al. [2020] Conflict
points/regions

Centralized Optimization-
based (MILP)

Not
considered

Numerical
simulation

None Focus: Integrate
pedestrians, consider
network of intersections

Choi et al. [2019] Space
discretization

Centralized Genetic
algorithm

Not specified Simulation type
not specified

FCFS

Dresner and Stone
[2004]

Space
discretization

Centralized FCFS Integrated
with
scheduling

Custom simulation
software
(Java-based)

TSC
(pre-timed)

First notable work on
AIM

Dresner and Stone
[2006]

Space
discretization

Centralized FCFS Not specified Custom simulation
software
(Java-based)

TSC
(pre-timed)

Consideration of mixed
traffic, pedestrians, and
bicyclists via traffic
signals.

Dresner and Stone
[2008]

Space
discretization

Centralized FCFS Simplified TSC, stop sign Customized
simulation software

Elhenawy et al. [2015] Safe pattern Centralized Game theory Not
considered

Monte Carlo
simulation

Four-way stop sign

Fajardo et al. [2011] Space
discretization

Centralized FCFS Simplified Custom micr.
traffic simulation
(AIM4)

TSC
(pre-timed)

Refine existing approach
and test for several
scenarios.

Fayazi and Vahidi
[2018]

Safe pattern Centralized Optimization-
based (MILP)

Simplified Custom micr.
traffic simulation

TSC
(pre-timed)

Present new scheduling
policy.

Fayazi, Vahidi, and
Luckow [2019]

Safe pattern Centralized Optimization-
based (MILP)

Simplified Vehicle-in-the-
Loop

TSC Evaluates fuel
consumption with real
vehicle.

Ferreira et al. [2010] Safe pattern Decentralized Rule-based,
imitates
actuated TSC

Not specified Simulation
software DIVERT

TSC installed in
Porto, PT
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AppendixTable A.3: Overview of reviewed AIM studies – Part III.

Paper Intersection
Modeling

Traffic
Coordination

Scheduling
Policy

Trajectory
Planning

Evaluation
Method

Benchmark Further Remarks

Guney and Raptis
[2020]

Space
discretization

Centralized Particle
swarm
optimization

Simplified Numerical
simulations
(MATLAB)

TSC

Hausknecht et al.
[2011]

Space
discretization

Centralized FCFS Not
described

Simulation
(not specified)

Different
navigation policies

Simulates a network of
intersections, tests
navigation policies.

He et al. [2018] Conflict
points/regions

Centralized FCFS Simplified Custom micr.
traffic simulation
(Java-based)

FCFS with fixed
lane-assignment,
TSC (pre-timed)

Turning and through
movements are allowed
from any lane.

Jin et al. [2012] Space
discretization

Partially
centralized

FCFS and
priority-based

Simplified Micr. traffic
simulation
(SUMO)

TSC

Jin et al. [2013] Space
discretization

Partially
centralized

FCFS for
platoons

Simplified Micr. traffic
simulation
(SUMO)

TSC
(pre-timed)

Only platoon leaders
communicate with the
intersection controller.

Kamal et al. [2015] Conflict
points/regions

Centralized Trajectory-
based

Integrated
with
scheduling

Numerical
simulation

TSC

J. Lee and Park
[2012]

Safe pattern Centralized Non-linear
optimization

Integrated
into
scheduling

Micr. traffic
simulation
(VISSIM)

TSC
(actuated)

Levin, Boyles, and
Patel [2016]

Space
discretization

Centralized FCFS Not
described

Simulation
(not specified)

TSC Shows several scenarios
in which TSC
outperforms FCFS.

Levin, Fritz, et al.
[2016]

Conflict
points/regions

Centralized Optimization-
based

Not
described

Simulation
(not specified)

FCFS

Levin and Rey [2017] Conflict
points/regions

Centralized Optimization-
based (MILP)

Not
considered

Numerical
simulation

FCFS
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Table A.4: Overview of reviewed AIM studies – Part IV.

Paper Intersection
Modeling

Traffic
Coordination

Scheduling
Policy

Trajectory
Planning

Evaluation
Method

Benchmark Further Remarks

B. Li et al. [2018] Vehicle-based Centralized Optimization-
based

Integrated
into
scheduling

Numerical
simulation

None Considers a lane-free
intersection

L. Li and F.-Y. Wang
[2006]

Safe pattern Decentralized Optimization-
based
(tree search)

Integrated
into
scheduling

Simulation
(not specified)

None

Zhixia Li et al. [2013] Space
discretization

Centralized FCFS with
adaptions

Integrated
into
scheduling

Micr. traffic
simulation
(Vissim)

TSC
(pre-timed)

Turning movements are
allowed from any lane.

Zhuofei Li et al.
[2018]

Safe pattern Centralized Genetic
Algorithm

Optimized Custom simulation
(Java)

TSC
(actuated)

Mitrovic et al. [2020] Space
discretization

Centralized FCFS with
alternate
lanes

Not specified Custom simulation
FAUSim

TSC
(pre-timed),
FCFS

Assigns alternate lanes
to resolve some conflicts
on the approach to the
intersection.

E. R. Müller et al.
[2016a]

Space
discretization
(single zone)

Centralized Optimization-
based
(MILP)

Reactive Micr. traffic
simulation
(aimsun)

TSC
(pre-timed)

E. R. Müller et al.
[2016b]

Conflict
points/regions

Centralized Optimization-
based
(MILP)

Reactive Micr. traffic
simulation
(aimsun)

TSC
(pre-timed)

Naumann et al. [1998] Conflict
points/regions

Decentralized Rule-based Simplified Custom simulation None

Olsson and Levin
[2020]

Conflict
points/regions

Centralized Optimization-
based (MILP)

Simplified Micr. traffic
simulation
(aimsun)

TSC
(semi-actuated)

Rios-Torres et al.
[2015]

Space
discretization
(single zone)

Centralized FCFS Optimized Simulation
(Matlab/Simulink)

Right of way on
main road

Merging roads are
considered instead of a
“classic” intersection.223
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Table A.5: Overview of reviewed AIM studies – Part V.

Paper Intersection
Modeling

Traffic
Coordination

Scheduling
Policy

Trajectory
Planning

Evaluation
Method

Benchmark Further Remarks

Sayin et al. [2018] Space
discretization

Centralized Optimization-
based

Not
described

Micr. traffic
simulation
(SUMO)

FCFS Driver agents’ utilities
are considered in the
objective function.

Schepperle, Böhm,
and Forster [2007]

Space
discretization
(single zone)

Centralized Auction-based Not
considered

Custom simulation
(Java)

FCFS

Schepperle and
Böhm [2007]

Conflict
points/regions

Centralized Auction-based Not
described

Custom simulation
(Java)

FCFS

Tachet et al. [2016] Space
discretization
(1 zone)

Centralized FCFS;
BATCH

Not
considered

Queuing theory FCFS

VanMiddlesworth
et al. [2008]

Safe pattern Decentralized Rule-based
(similar to
stop signs)

Not described Customized
simulation software

Four-way stop
sign, TSC

Vasirani and
Ossowski [2012]

Space
discretization

Decentralized Auction-based Simplified Customized
simulation software

FCFS

M. I.-C. Wang et al.
[2021]

Conflict
points/regions

Centralized Optimization-
based (MILP)

Simplified Micr. traffic
simulation
(SUMO)

FCFS, TSC
(pre-timed)

Integrates pedestrians
and considers spill-back
effects from downstream
intersections.

Y. Wang et al. [2020] Conflict
points/regions

Centralized FCFS Optimized Matlab simulation TSC
(pre-timed and
actuated)

Considers a network of
intersections and
includes routing advice.
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Table A.6: Overview of reviewed AIM studies – Part VI.

Paper Intersection
Modeling

Traffic
Coordination

Scheduling
Policy

Trajectory
Planning

Evaluation
Method

Benchmark Further Remarks

J. Wu et al. [2012] Safe pattern Centralized Ant colony
optimization

Not described Simulation
software not
specified

FCFS, TSC
(pre-timed and
adaptive)

W. Wu et al. [2022] Space
discretization

Centralized Optimization-
based

Not described Numerical
simulation

None Proposes an
“autonomous pedestrian
shuttle” to transport
pedestrians across the
intersection.

Y. Wu et al. [2019] Space
Discretization

Decentralized Machine
learning

Not described Customized
simulation
(Python-based)

FCFS, TSC
(pre-timed)

Yao et al. [2020] Safe pattern Centralized Optimization-
based
(MILP)

Optimized Simulation
(Matlab)

FCFS Evaluates fuel
consumption.

Yu et al. [2019] Space
discretization

Centralized FCFS,
BATCH,
optimization-
based

Not
considered

Numerical
simulation

TSC
(pre-timed)

Compares different
scheduling approaches.

Zhu and Ukkusuri
[2015]

Conflict
points/regions

Centralized Optimization-
based

Not
considered

Numerical
simulation

TSC
(actuated)

Considers dynamic
traffic assignment within
a grid of intersections.

Zohdy et al. [2012] Conflict
points/regions

Centralized Optimization-
based

Simplified Matlab and
simulation software
’INTEGRATION’

TSC
(pre-timed)

Evaluates fuel
consumption.
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B Solvability of the Scheduling Optimization Problem
and Validity of Resulting Schedules

As described in Section 4.3.1, an optimization problem is solvable, if it is feasible and bounded.
Both characteristics are fulfilled for Problem I. Additionally, it is proven that resulting schedules
are in fact valid from a practical point of view.

Feasibility of the Optimization Problem

Levin and Rey [2017] prove that their formulation of the optimization problem has at least
one feasible solution. Their proof can easily be applied here as well. The idea is that vehicles
are sorted in increasing order by their earliest possible arrival times. Then, the first vehicle
veh1 is assigned to cross the intersection at its earliest possible arrival time, i.e., t̂1 = tmin

1 .
The second vehicle is assigned to arrive at the intersection after the first vehicle has left
the intersection. Let ∆ be an upper bound on the time needed by one vehicle to cross the
intersection, given by the longest vehicle path through the intersection and a minimum assumed
speed. Then t̂2 = max{tmin

2 , t̂1 + ∆}. The third vehicle is assigned after the second vehicle
has left the intersection, and so on. It is easy to see that all formal constraints except for
Constraints (4.27) are fulfilled. Since delays can grow virtually boundlessly and the delays of
vehicles are constrained by Θveh, this can be problematic. However, in practical problems with
a finite number of vehicles, this does not happen. Assume that n vehicles are considered in the
optimization, i.e., |V| = n. Then, following the construction of a feasible solution explained
above, delays can be derived as follows: delay1 = 0, delay2 ≤ ∆, . . . , delayn ≤ (n − 1) × ∆.
Therefore, choosing M > Θveh > n × ∆ is a safe option. As explained before, Θveh needs to
be carefully chosen large enough to not infringe on feasibility.

Boundedness of the Optimization Problem

The presented minimization problem needs to be bounded below in order to have a finite
optimal solution. It can be seen from Constraints (4.25) and (4.26), that delayi ≥ 0 for all
vehicles vehi in V . Since γi ≥ 0 for all vehicles vehi in V , the objective function is bounded
as well: ∑vehi∈V γi · delayi ≥ 0. Together with the feasibility shown above, the problem is
hence solvable.

Validity of Resulting Schedules

Since the constraints allow for multiple vehicles with conflicting movements to be within the
intersection zone at the same time, it is theoretically conceivable that gridlocks could occur.
However, this is not the case, as will be proven in the following. The key is that the scheduling
algorithm only assigns the exact time t̂veh for each vehicle veh to enter the intersection. The
time that veh arrives at any potential conflict point p within the intersection zone then only
depends on t̂veh and the pre-defined distances between the entrance to the intersection oveh

and p, and on the also pre-defined vehicle speed v̂veh.

Remark. The schedule resulting from the optimization does not lead to gridlocks.
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pAB
vehA

oA

oB

oC

pAC

pBC

v
e
h
B

vehC

Figure B.1: An example situation of three vehicles with different origins and destinations cross-
ing the intersection zone.

Proof. The remark is proven by contradiction. Let vehA, vehB and vehC be three vehicles
that cross the intersection zone and let pAB, pAC and pBC denote the conflict points of their
respective paths through the intersection zone as illustrated in Figure B.1.

Assume that a gridlock has been created by the intersection control, i.e., a situation com-
parable to the following: vehA is supposed to cross pAB before vehB and pAC after vehC ,
vehB is scheduled to cross pBC before vehC . This would lead to the following:

t̂vehA,pAB
< t̂vehB ,pAB

(1)
t̂vehB ,pBC

< t̂vehC ,pBC
(2)

t̂vehC ,pAC
< t̂vehA,pAC

. (3)

Recall that the scheduling algorithm assigns only the arrival times of vehicles at the respective
entrance to the intersection zone. The time needed by each vehicle veh from entering the
intersection zone to reaching a certain conflict point is defined by the distance between these
two positions and the assigned speed of veh. In particular, the following holds:

t̂vehi,pij
= t̂vehi

+
distoi,pij

v̂i

for i, j ∈ {A, B, C}. (4)

Combining all of these expressions leads to:

t̂vehA,pAB

↓
(1)

< t̂vehB ,pAB

= t̂vehB
+ distoB ,pAB

v̂B

↓
distoB ,pAB < distoB ,pBC

< t̂vehB
+ distoB ,pBC

v̂B
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= t̂vehB ,pBC

↓
(2)

< t̂vehC ,pBC

= t̂vehC
+ distoC ,pBC

v̂C

↓
distoC ,pBC < distoC ,pAC

< t̂vehC
+ distoC ,pAC

v̂C

= t̂vehC ,pAC

↓
(3)

< t̂vehA,pAC

⇒ t̂vehA,pAB
< tvehA,pAC

 

This is not possible, since the intersection geometry and the location of conflict points
displayed in Figure B.1 show that vehicle vehA first passes pAC before arriving at pAB, i.e.,
distoA,pAB

> distoA,pAC
.

From Equation (4) it can be obtained that t̂vehA,pAB
= t̂(vehA) + distoA,pAB

v̂A
and t̂vehA,pAC

=
t̂(vehA) + distoA,pAC

v̂A
, which consequently leads to

t̂vehA,pAB
= t̂vehA

+ distoA,pAB

v̂A

↓
distoA,pAB > distoA,pAC

> t̂vehA
+ distoA,pAC

v̂A

= t̂vehA,pAC
,

where t̂vehA
is the only value that is assigned by the scheduling algorithm and the other

measures are input values derived from the physical context.
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C Bicycle Trajectories

C Bicycle Trajectories
The following figures show example trajectories of bicyclists who stopped at the traffic signal
(taken from the TSC scenario at the realistic intersection). Figure C.1 shows how the bicy-
cle queue dissolves after the signal turns green. It can be seen that trajectories sometimes
overlap as there are two parallel bicycle lanes for through movement. Figure C.2 shows the
corresponding speed curves. Some bicyclists seem to suddenly travel at a higher speed after
crossing the signal (displayed by the dark blue and brown trajectories, for example). This is
because they were not riding at free-flow speed when approaching the stop bar.

Figure C.1: Example trajectories of bicyclists that stopped at the traffic signal.

Figure C.2: Example speed curves of bicyclists that stopped at the traffic signal.
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D Trajectory Planning: Simplified Version
This section briefly describes the rule-based trajectory adjustment procedure that can be
applied if the trajectory doesn’t need to be optimized. In each time step, the speed for each
considered vehicle for the next time step is calculated in several steps that are described in
the flowcharts shown in Figures D.1a and D.2 and are partly illustrated in Figure D.1b. The
overall idea is that the minimum speed of a vehicle on the approach should be as large as
possible, i.e., vehicles should maintain a speed close to the average required speed that results
from their distance to the intersection and the time until the scheduled arrival time. The
procedure is only applied to vehicles on the approach to the intersection with a fixed time
slot for crossing the intersection. Figures D.1a and D.1b explain how the speed is calculated
for a single vehicle veh without taking surrounding vehicles into account. The resulting
velocity, which is “ideal” from the ego-perspective, is then used as an input to the procedure
displayed in Figure D.2, where leader vehicle, speed limit, and kinematic limitations are
considered. Only the speed resulting from applying the overall procedure is finally returned to
the microscopic simulation.

Similarly to with the optimization-based approach presented in Chapter 5, the state infor-
mation used in the trajectory adjustment procedure in Figure D.1a for vehicle veh at time
tk consists of the vector [dist, v, t̂, v̂] where distveh(tk) is the distance of vehicle veh to the
entrance of the intersection at time tk (corresponding to the position of the front bumper of
veh), vveh(tk) describes the velocity of veh at time t, t̂veh is the assigned arrival time at the
intersection and v̂veh is the predefined speed for crossing the intersection. In Step 1 of Fig-
ure D.1a, the required average speed on the approach to the intersection given the currently
remaining distance and time is calculated:

v̄veh(tk) = distveh(tk)
t̂veh − tk

.

As illustrated in the top left part of Figure D.1b, this average speed does not take into account
that vehicle veh should arrive at the intersection with a pre-defined speed v̂veh. In fact, if
v̄veh(tk) differs from v̂veh, then veh will have to accelerate or decelerate before entering the
intersection, which affects the average required speed until starting the speed adjustment.
Therefore, a loop is implemented. In Step 2.1 of Figure D.1, the time tadj(v̄, v̂) and distance
distadj(v̄, v̂) needed to accelerate or decelerate, i.e. to adjust the speed from v̄ = v̄veh(t) to
v̂ = v̂veh are calculated, assuming the minimum and maximum acceleration that applies for
veh:

tadj(v, v̂) =


v̂−v

accmax t̂veh
if v̂ ≥ v̄

v̂−v
accmin

veh
otherwise. (5)

distadj(v, v̂) = tadj(v, v̂) × v̂ + v

2 . (6)

Now, the required average speed is calculated for the approach until the position and time
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Current dist. to intersection: distveh(tk) Current speed: vveh(tk)

Scheduled arrival time: t̂veh Speed for crossing the intersection: v̂veh

NO

YES

Is
|ṽ−v| < 0.02

?

Input: State information of veh at time tk: [dist, v, t̂, v̂]

Required average speed vveh(tk) =
distveh(tk)

t̂veh − tk
1

2.1 Time and distance required to adjust speed from v to v̂

If v̂ ≥ v̄ : tadj(v, v̂) =
v̂ − v

accmax
veh

, distadj(v, v̂) = tadj(v, v̂)× v̂ + v

2

Else: tadj(v, v̂) =
v̂ − v

accmin
veh

, distadj(v, v̂) = tadj(v, v̂)× v̂ + v

2

2.2 Required average speed until accelerating ṽveh(tk) =
distveh(tk)− distadj(v, v̂)

t̂veh − tadj(v, v̂)− tk

Compare ṽ and v Set v = ṽ

Adjust vegoveh(tk) applying the procedure in Figure D.2

2.3

Output: vegoveh(tk) = ṽveh(tk)

(a) Flowchart of calculating the new speed of vehicle veh at time tk from the ego perspective.

t

distance

time [sec]

vveh(t
k)

STEP 1 Required average speed

entrance to
intersection

t̂veh

distveh(t
k)

t̂veh − tk

v̂(veh)

t

velocity

time [sec]

vveh(t
k)

t̂veh

time needed
to accelerate

tadj(v, v̂)

v̂(veh)

accmax
veh

average
speed
during
acc.:
v + v̂

2

t

distance

time [sec]

vveh(t
k)

entrance to
intersection

t̂veh

distadj(v, v̂)

t̂veh − tk − tadj(v, v̂)

v + v̂

2

t

velocity

time [sec]

vveh(t
k)

t̂veh

time needed
to accelerate

tadj (ṽ, v̂)

v̂veh

accmax
veh

average
speed
during
acc.:
ṽ + v̂

2

ṽveh(t
k) ṽveh(t

k)

STEP 2.1 Time needed to accelerate

STEP 2.2 Required average speed until accelerating STEP 2.1 Time needed to accelerate

vveh(t
k)

vveh(t
k)

distveh(t
k)

−
distadj(v, v̂)

(b) Visualization of Steps 1, 2.1, and 2.2 of Figure D.1a.

Figure D.1: Flowchart and visualization of calculating the new speed of vehicle veh at time tk

from the ego perspective.
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Input: New speed for vehicle veh at time t: vnew
veh (tk) according to Figure D.1

New speed for veh must be compliant with safety gap to leader vehicle veh′, i.e., the
following constraints need to be fulfilled:

gap(veh, veh′) + vveh′(tk)− vnew
veh (tk) ≥ δmin × vnew

veh (tk)

gap(veh, veh′) + vveh′(tk)− vnew
veh (tk) ≥ clearancemin

New speed for veh must be compliant with maximum allowed speed:

vnew
veh (tk) = min

{
vmax, vnew

veh (tk)
}

1

New speed for veh needs to be achievable considering current speed and kinematic
limitations:

vnew
veh (tk) = max

{
vveh(t

k) + decmin
veh , v

new
veh (tk)

}

vnew
veh (tk) = min

{
vveh(t

k) + accmax
veh , v

new
veh (tk)

}

2

3

Assign new speed to vehicle veh: vveh(t
k)← vnew

veh (tk),

send this information to aimsun.next.

Output: vnew
veh (tk)

veh veh′

Figure D.2: Flowchart of calculating the optimal speed of vehicle veh at time tk (after an
arrival time t̂ has been assigned for veh).

where the speed adjustment will start, compare Step 2.2:

ṽveh(t) = distveh(t) − distadj(v̄, v̂)
t̂veh(t) − tadj(v̄, v̂)

. (7)

Of course, ṽveh(tk) might differ significantly from v̄veh(tk), see Figure D.1b. In that case,
the time and distance needed to adjust the speed from ṽveh(tk) to v̂veh will also differ and
thus need to be calculated again. This is done in the loop containing Steps 2.1-2.3, which
means that Equations (5)-(7) are run iteratively. Usually, after very few iterations, ṽ does
not change any more. Now, it needs to be checked whether the speed of veh can safely be
adjusted such that vnew

veh (t) = ṽveh(t). This depends on the feasibility of ṽ with respect to the
distance to the leader vehicle, the speed limits, and kinematic limitations. Therefore, before
sending ṽ to aimsun.next, it is adjusted applying the procedure displayed in Figure D.2.

Analogously to the setup described in Chapter 5, the procedure is run sequentially for
vehicles in upstream direction to account for the relatively large simulation steps. Let the
vehicles be sorted by proximity to the intersection. When the feasible acceleration for vehicle
veh is calculated, the applied acceleration of veh′ is already known. The necessary gap can
thus already be calculated taking the new speed of veh′ into account. It needs to be noted
that this approach has only been tested in scenarios with a homogeneous vehicle fleet and
might lead to problems if acceleration capabilities differ.
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E Intersection Layouts
This section presents screenshots of the simulated intersections with distances, lane widths,
etc. to make the simulation studies more transparent.

E.1 Intersections in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4
Figure E.1 shows the intersection that is simulated for the evaluation of vehicle-only scenarios
and the scenarios with vehicles and pedestrians in Chapter 3.

Figure E.1: Intersection layout used for the analyses of vehicle-only scenarios and scenarios
with vehicles and pedestrians in Chapter 3.

Figure E.2 shows the intersection that is simulated for the evaluation of scenarios with
vehicles and bicyclists in Chapter 3 and for all scenarios in Chapter 4.

Figure E.2: Intersection layout used for the analyses of scenarios with vehicles and bicyclists
in Chapter 3 and for all analyses in Chapter 4.

E.2 Realistic Intersection
This subsection explains the modeling of the considered real intersection zone in Munich,
Germany.
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Overall Intersection Layout

Figure E.3 shows all allowed vehicle movements within the considered intersection. Vehicle
lane widths on the southern approach are 3.25 meters, all other vehicle lanes have a width of
3.5 meters. Figure E.4 shows bicycle movements. Bicycle lane width is 1.0 meters, and there
are two parallel lanes for each through movement. Figure E.5 shows the pedestrian crosswalks
at the considered intersection.

Figure E.3: Layout of the considered intersection showing all allowed vehicle movements.

Figure E.4: Layout of the considered intersection showing all allowed bicycle movements.

Figure E.5: Layout of the considered intersection showing the pedestrian crosswalks.
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Turning Radii and Speeds

Turning radii at the considered realistic intersection are shown in Figure E.6. Table E.1 lists
how these radii impact the assumed speed for crossing movements. As described in Section 5.2,
a maximum lateral acceleration of 3 m/sec2 is assumed.

Figure E.6: Turning radii at considered intersection zone.

Radius R [m] Lateral acceleration
acc [m/sec2]

Velocity v =
√

a ∗ R
v[m/sec]

Velocity
[km/h]

9.0 3.0 5.2 18.7
10 3.0 5.5 19.8
10.5 3.0 5.6 20.2

Table E.1: Turning velocity depending on curve radius and comfortable lateral acceleration.
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Figure E.7: Diverging movements with slow vehicle in front.

Figure E.8: Diverging movements with fast vehicle in front.

Conflict Regions

In principle, conflict regions within the intersection are spanned as described in Chapter 4
and will not be described here in detail. This section will specifically focus on merging and
diverging vehicle movements (i.e., with the same origin or destination), because the slower
speeds of turning vehicles impose a special challenge on resolving these conflicts.

Diverging movements As described in Chapter 4, vehicle movements with the same
origin are separated at the entrance to the intersection. This is ensured by Constraint (4.16),
i.e.,

ti ≥ tj + ∆min
ji ∀ vehi, vehj ∈ V | oi = oj & disti > distj,

where disti and distj denote the distances of two vehicles vehi and vehj to the intersection
at the time the scheduling program is solved. The minimum headway ∆min

ji includes the time
that is needed for the front vehicle vehj to cross the stop bar and a minimum time gap δmin

ji

as explained in Section 4.2.1. In this particular more realistic situation, the minimum headway
needs to be further adapted depending on whether the slower turning vehicle or the faster
through movement vehicle enters the intersection first.

If the slower vehicle enters first, separating the movements at the entrance to the
intersection with the headway described above would lead to problems. The faster vehicle
would “catch up” within the intersection and thus fall short of the minimum headway or
be enforced to slow down. Instead, the minimum time gap δ needs to be respected where
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Figure E.9: Merging movements with fast vehicle passing the conflict point first.

Figure E.10: Merging movements with slow vehicle passing the conflict point first.

vehicles leave their conflict region as shown in Figure E.7. This is considered with adapted
headways ∆ that take the time needed for crossing the conflict regions into account.

If the faster vehicle enters the intersection first (as shown in Figure E.8), no changes need
to be made from the safety point of view. However, the headway at the entrance to the
intersection needs to be increased to allow the vehicles to adjust their speeds before entering
the intersection. To make this a bit more clear, let us assume that the orange vehicle in
Figure E.8 follows the blue vehicle at a constant speed of 8.3 meters per second and with the
minimum allowed time gap of 0.7 seconds (i.e., with a headway of approximately 1.2 seconds
if we assume that the blue vehicle is 4 meters long). The orange vehicle needs to slow down
before entering the intersection. It will hence increase its headway to the blue vehicle and
would not be able to reach the intersection on time if scheduled to enter 1.2 seconds after
the blue vehicle. Therefore, a speed adjustment zone is considered that is defined by the
difference in crossing speeds and an assumed fixed deceleration rate of 1.2 m/s2 (which can
be achieved by all vehicles). Clearly, the lost time due to the deceleration also needs to be
considered when calculating the earliest possible arrival time of a turning vehicle without a
leader.

Merging movements A similar situation arises, when vehicles enter the intersection from
different origins, but have the same destination. In this situation, the conflict point lies at the
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exit from the intersection.

If the faster vehicle exits first, then the conflict needs to be resolved at the beginning of the
conflict regions as shown in Figure E.9. If the slow vehicle exits the intersection first, then
the conflict needs to be resolved at the end of the conflict region. As shown in Figure E.10,
the conflict region does not end at the exit from the intersection, but after the slower vehicle
has accelerated to maximum speed.

Similarly to the explanations in Section 4.2, all of these spatial and speed-wise considerations
will be transformed into adapted headways and the conflict will then be resolved at the common
conflict point.
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F Setup of Benchmark Traffic Signal Control Schemes
This section describes the setup of TSC that is used as a benchmark in different evaluations.
The descriptions are enhanced by screenshots from the simulation.

F.1 Pre-timed Traffic Signal Control Applied in Chapter 3
The implemented TSC is pre-timed and two-phase with the two phases as shown in Figure F.1.
The first phase includes all vehicle movements coming from the east and west, the second
phase includes vehicle movements coming form the south and north. In each of the phases,
left-turning movements are permitted and need to give way to oncoming traffic. Green phase
durations for both phases are shown in Figure F.2. In the presented analyses, pedestrian
movements are not simulated, but pedestrian LOS is calculated analytically.

Figure F.1: Two phases of the implemented TSC.

Figure F.2: Green phase durations of the pre-timed TSC.
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F.2 Fully Actuated Traffic Signal Control Applied in Chapter 3
Similarly to the pre-timed TSC described above, the fully actuated TSC applied in Chapter 3 is
a two-phase signal with permitted left-turning movements. The two phases shown in Figure F.1
are now not pre-timed, but are actuated by detectors placed at a distance of 25 meters from
the intersection on each of the four approaches, see Figure F.3. Detectors on the northern
and southern approaches actuate phase I, detectors on the eastern and western approaches
actuate phase II. Both phases will be activated at least for the minimum green phase duration of
15 seconds, even in the absence of detector actuations. This allows pedestrians and bicyclists to
cross the street or intersection in every cycle without specific VRU actuation. The green phase
duration is extended in the presence of detector actuations. Maximum gap is set to 3 seconds,
i.e., the green phase ends if neither of their assigned detectors has been actuated within the
last three seconds. Additionally, a maximum green time of 38 seconds is implemented, such
that the cycle time 90 seconds is not exceeded.

Figure F.3: Detector placement for the fully actuated TSC.

F.3 Fully Actuated Traffic Signal Control at the Realistic
Intersection Zone

The signal plan of the implemented fully actuated TSC is shown in Figure F.4. Phases I, III,
V, VII, and the all-red phases each have a fixed duration. The dynamic phases II and VI are
always implemented with their minimum green phase duration and extended if their assigned
detectors are actuated. As shown in the figure, they also allow pedestrians and bicyclists to
cross. Phases IV and VIII are only activated based on actuation and skipped otherwise. The
necessary vehicle detectors are placed on each approach as shown in Figure F.5. Again, they
are at a distance of 25 meters from the entrance to the intersection. Similarly to the actuated
TSC described in Appendix F.2, a maximum gap of 3 seconds is implemented.

Additionally, PT prioritization is implemented in the presented study. The PT vehicle signs
up at a distance of approximately 130 meters to the entrance of the intersection (see Figure F.5)
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and requests phase II to be served. If the phase is currently active, it will remain green for
a maximum duration of 60 seconds. If a different phase is active at the moment the PT
prioritization is requested, the controller will run all mandatory phases until reaching phase II
with minimum green time. The prioritization request ends with the maximum dwell time of
60 seconds or with the bus leaving the intersection.

Figure F.4: Fully actuated TSC at the considered intersection.

Figure F.5: Detector placement at the considered intersection.
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F.4 Calculation of Average Pedestrian Waiting Times for Fixed-time
Two-phase Traffic Signals

In the fixed-time two-phase TSC scenario with a cycle time of T seconds and a pedestrian
green phase duration (for each of the two phases) of G seconds, pedestrians wanting to cross
diagonally need to cross two legs of the intersection. The maximum and average waiting times
of pedestrians thus consist of two components. First of all, it is assumed that pedestrians
will decide upon the arrival at the intersection, whether they will first cross the eastern leg or
the southern leg of the intersection. This decision depends on which signal head currently
shows green light or will turn green first. The waiting times of the pedestrian before and after
crossing the first leg will then be added.

Let us assume that the cycle time T can be divided as follows: G + R + G + R, where
G are the green phase durations of the two phases and R are the clearance times that are
needed by pedestrians to cross the intersection.

Step 1: Calculation of waiting times before crossing the first leg. The probability that one
of the legs shows green light upon the arrival of pedestrian ped is 2G

T
and the probability that

both legs currently show red light is T −2G
T

. The maximum waiting time for pedestrian ped
before crossing the first leg is 1

2 · (T − 2G) and the mean waiting time can be calculated as
T −2G

T
· 1

4(T − 2G) = (T −2G)2

4T
.

Step 2: Calculation of waiting times after crossing the first leg. It is assumed that
pedestrian ped will need R seconds to cross the first leg of the intersection. If pedes-
trian ped arrived during the red phase of the intersection (both legs show a red signal),
then pedestrian ped will start crossing at the beginning of the green phase and thus wait
for the rest of the green phase plus clearance time until the next green phase starts, i.e.,
the waiting time after crossing the first leg will be G + R − R = G. If the pedestrian ped
arrived during the green phase of the first leg, then a part of this green phase has already
passed and the maximum waiting time will equally be G, but the mean waiting time will
be 1

2 · G. Combined with the previously explained probabilities, the mean waiting time af-
ter crossing the first leg will be 2G

T
· 1

2 ·G+ T −2G
T

·G = G(2G
2T

+ T −2G
T

) = G·(G+T −2G
T

) = G· T −G
T

.

Step 3: Sum of the two Components. Finally, the two waiting times add up. The maximum
waiting time applies when the pedestrian arrives after the signal of one of the phases just
turned red. The total waiting time will then be 1

2(T − 2G) + G = 1
2 · T . The average total

waiting time is (T −2G)2

4T
+ G · T −G

T
.

Example Calculation

Example with T = 90 seconds and G = 35 seconds:

• Maximum waiting time diagonal: 1
2 · T = 45

• Mean waiting time diagonal: 202

360 + 35 · 55
90 = 1.1 + 21.4 = 22.5.
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